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Preface
This volume contains the proceedings of the Third Annual University of Chicago Oriental
Institute Seminars, held February 23–24, 2007. In the tradition of the seminar series, the
two-day gathering, entitled Religion and Power: Divine Kingship in the Ancient World and
Beyond, combined scholars from various fields and disciplines. Seminar participants came
from the field of Assyriology (Gebhard J. Selz, Piotr Michalowski); Egyptology (Paul John
Frandsen); art history (Irene J. Winter, Erica Ehrenberg); Near Eastern archaeology (Clemens
Reichel, Reinhard Bernbeck); Mayan studies (David Freidel); African studies (Michelle
Gilbert); Chinese studies (Michael Puett); religious studies (Bruce Lincoln); and Classics
(Greg Woolf). Jerrold S. Cooper (Assyriology) and Kathleen D. Morrison (Anthropology)
graciously agreed to serve as respondents.
The seminar was divided into three sections: 1) Divine Kingship in Mesopotamia and
Egypt, 2) Iconography and Anthropology of Divine Kingship, and 3) Divine Kingship and
Imperialism. The structure of the book follows the seminar sequence as it seems to make most
sense.
Series Editors Tom Urban and Leslie Schramer decided, together with Nicole Brisch, to
leave the transliteration of personal, geographical, and divine names up to the authors. Hence
transliterations are not unified in this volume.
A conference like this cannot go over successfully without the help and support of many
people. I am deeply grateful to Gil Stein, Director of the Oriental Institute, and to the members
of the Oriental Institute for allowing me to hold this seminar and for being so welcoming and
supportive. It was a great experience and I learned a lot from it. I am also grateful to Emily
Teeter, Theo van den Hout, and Adam T. Smith for kindly agreeing to serve as section chairs.
I would also like to thank Joshua Best for helping so much with making the seminar a smooth
and successful experience for all of us, and Kate Grossman for helping out and keeping her
head throughout the seminar. I am especially grateful to Tom Urban, Leslie Schramer, and
Katie Johnson, from the Oriental Institute Publications Office, for all their help and support
throughout the seminar preparations, as well as their dedicated work on putting together what
promises to be a fascinating volume. I am very thankful to Carole Krucoff for her help with
organizing this seminar and for her kindness in general.
Last but by far not least I would like to express my sincere and deep gratitude to the
participants of the conference, without whom this publication would not have been possible.
I am grateful for their engaging and thought-provoking contributions, in their papers, in their
discussions, and in the final articles.
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1

Introduction
Nicole Brisch, University of Chicago
Who is there that can be compared with him in kingly status,
And can say like Gilgameå, “It is I am the king”?
Gilgameå was his name from the day he was born,
two-thirds of him god but a third of him human.
(The Epic of Gilgameå, Standard Babylonian Version,
Tablet I, lines 45–48, Translation by George 2003: 541)

Kingship is probably one of the most enduring forms of government in the history of humankind and continues to fascinate scholars and lay people alike. The present volume is the
result of a two-day seminar held at the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago on February 23–24, 2007. The topic of the seminar was “Divine Kingship in the Ancient World and
Beyond.” The following serves as a brief introduction.
The study of kingship goes back to the roots of fields such as anthropology and religious
studies (see, for example, Sir James Frazer’s famous study The Golden Bough), as well as
Assyriology and Near Eastern archaeology (for example, Frankfort 1948; Labat 1939). More
recently, several conferences have been held on kingship, drawing on cross-cultural comparisons (Cannadine and Price 1987; Gundlach and Weber 1992; Erkens 2002; Quigley 2005). Yet
the question of the divinity of the king — the king as god — has never before been examined
within the framework of a cross-cultural and multi-disciplinary conference. Some of the recent
anthropological literature on kingship relegates this question of kings who deified themselves
to the background (e.g., Quigley 2005: 2; de Heusch 2005a: 25) or voices serious misgivings
about the usefulness of the distinction between “divine” and “sacred” kings (Woolf, Gilbert,
Winter, this volume). Several contributors to this volume have pointed out the Western, JudeoChristian background of our categories of the human and the divine (Gilbert, Woolf, Selz, this
volume). However, rather than abandoning the term “divine kingship” because of its loaded
history it is more productive to examine the concept of divine kingship more closely from a
new perspective in order to modify our understanding of this term and the phenomena associated with it.
One of the most influential works on kingship in general and divine kingship in particular
is the above-mentioned The Golden Bough by James Frazer, which appeared in twelve volumes and various editions, among them an abridged one-volume edition, beginning in 1890.
While Frazer’s study has received strong criticism within anthropology and religious studies, 1
his theories on kingship in various civilizations on the African continent have more recently
experienced a revival in anthropological and Africanist literature.2 In regard to the ancient
1
See, for example, the critique by Lincoln (this volume),
with references to older literature.
2
See especially Quigley 2005; Scubla 2005; de Heusch
2005a. The latter, while rejecting Frazer’s evolutionist

perspective, still emphasizes Frazer’s findings that certain kings drew their power from a “mystical control”
they were believed to have had (de Heusch 2005a: 25).
1
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Near East, Frankfort (1948: 287) already had misgivings about Frazer’s model of divine kingship, which revolves around the central, and in Frazer’s mind, universal, concepts of the “dying god,” sacred marriage, and the scapegoat function of divine kings. Frankfort concluded
that ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian kings were not divine in Frazer’s sense. However, it
is especially the supposed scapegoat function that has of late instigated heated debates among
Africanists (see Scubla 2005; de Heusch 2005b; Gilbert, this volume). This scapegoat function of the king, as well as ritual regicide, are absent from ancient Near Eastern concepts of
kingship.3 Therefore, this Oriental Institute seminar also sought to develop new and alternative
theories of divine kingship, theories that move beyond Frazer and the question of scapegoats
and regicide.
To my mind, the recent anthropological discourse on kingship is strongly influenced by
the findings in the area studied, in this case Africa. While these findings are important for the
study of kingship, they are hardly universal or valid for all areas of the world and all periods
of history. An example is Lucien Scubla’s recent contribution to a volume on kingship, in
which he states: “The accumulated ethnographic and historical facts show that kingship is not,
in principle, political power. It is an onerous ritual duty which results, more often than not, in
the killing of the king” (Scubla 2005: 39–40). While such a statement may be valid for certain
forms of kingship in sub-Saharan Africa, it would be misleading to apply this notion to all
forms of kingship worldwide, and it is certainly not applicable to ancient Mesopotamia, where
the king exerted “real” political power while at the same time fulfilling important ritual functions. I should add to this that my own perspective, which infuses the way this introduction is
written, is just as biased, albeit in different ways, as I study ancient Mesopotamia.
Another purpose of this seminar was a closer examination of Mesopotamian concepts
of kingship. While ancient Egyptian kingship has been studied time and again (for example,
O’Connor and Silverman 1995; Gundlach and Weber 1992; Gundlach and Klug 2004), Mesopotamian kingship is often neglected in cross-cultural studies, even though ancient Mesopotamian kings also deified themselves, albeit for a brief period of time. 4
In summary, the Oriental Institute seminar had the following goals:
•

To examine the term “divine kingship” more closely: What is a divine king? Why
does a king become divine? When does he stop being divine and why? For this, it is
necessary to scrutinize the different ways in which divine kingship can manifest itself
in different geographical and cultural areas and time periods.

•	Connected with the first goal is the attempt at developing a new framework for studying divine kingship.
•

3

The seminar focused on ancient Mesopotamia. This was due to two reasons. One reason is that research on ancient Mesopotamian kingship has changed considerably in

The debate seems to revolve around the question of
whether ritual regicide was committed because the king
was considered a scapegoat for calamities that befell a
society (Scubla 2005) or because it constituted the negative side of the king’s function in ensuring prosperity and
fertility (de Heusch 2005b). Selz pointed in this connection to the Mesopotamian substitute king ritual, attested
in the Neo-Assyrian period, during which a substitute
king is first appointed and then killed to avert negative
omens threatening the king. However, it seems that a

comparison to ritual regicide as visible in some African
societies, is problematic.
4
It is not entirely clear why Mesopotamia is so often absent from comparative studies of kingship. Mesopotamianists, or more precisely Assyriologists, are partly to
blame for this situation, as we ourselves rarely interact
with other disciplines. In our defense, however, it should
be said that our field is relatively young and that many
textual sources are still in the process of being deciphered, which complicates interdisciplinary cooperation.
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the past few decades. The second reason is that, despite this research, there are many
aspects of ancient Mesopotamian divine kingship that are in need of more research.
The comparative agenda of this seminar was designed to help develop new directions
for future research.
Accordingly, the seminar was structured in the following way: The first section dealt with
divine kingship in ancient Mesopotamia and ancient Egypt from a historical-philological point
of view. The second section focused more on visual and anthropological aspects, with each
scholar bringing their own point of view, and included scholars studying ancient Mesopotamia
as well as other areas (Akwapim [Ghana]; Maya [Guatemala]). The third section sought to explore the question of a possible relationship between divinization of kings (or its absence) and
the emergence of empires. The areas represented in this third section are early China, ancient
Persia, and ancient Rome. Scholars were not given any directions or questions in addressing
the topic in order to let every scholar develop and present her or his own approach to the topic
and then compare these to one another. Therefore, the contributions to this volume are not
unified, either in methodology or in theoretical orientation. This is deliberate in order to show
the many possibilities — and difficulties — in approaching the topic of divine kingship. Some
scholars, for example, chose a philological-linguistic approach, analyzing words or a single
word in approaching how the divinity of a king was perceived (Frandsen). Other scholars
chose a historical approach (Michalowski, Puett, Woolf), emphasizing the historical and political factors that led to the divinization of kings. Approaches also reflected the specialization
of each scholar: art historians reflected on representations of kings (Winter, Ehrenberg), archaeologists on excavations (Reichel, Freidel) or theoretical background (Bernbeck, Freidel),
anthropologists on rituals (Gilbert), and historians of religion on religious aspects (Lincoln,
Selz). As the topic lies at the confluence of so many disciplines, it is unavoidable that each
scholar not only considers information from her or his own specialty but also is as inclusive as
possible. Therefore, the lines drawn here are sometimes more blurred. Two respondents were
asked to emphasize the salient points of the presentations. One respondent came from the field
of Assyriology (Cooper), the other from the field of anthropology (Morrison).

Divine Kingship in Ancient Mesopotamia and Ancient Egypt
The last over-arching study of kingship and religion in ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia
was Henri Frankfort’s famous Kingship and the Gods (1948), a seminal study comparing the
different concepts of kingship in these areas to each another. 5 While Frankfort’s study was
pioneering and admirable for the time, new data and emerging theoretical perspectives make
a re-evaluation of some of his statements necessary. For example, Frankfort relied heavily
on Thorkild Jacobsen’s influential article “Primitive Democracy in Ancient Mesopotamia”
(1943), in which he reconstructed an assembly of free men that once had ruled ancient Mesopotamian city-states. Jacobsen’s theory, however, is now rejected by most scholars for lack
of evidence, and our notions of power, especially in the very early periods of state formation,
have changed considerably (Yoffee 2004).

5

Frankfort’s study continues to be referenced by authors
writing on kingship (for example, Oakley 2006). For an

evaluation of Frankfort’s study, also see Winter (this
volume).
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The first three contributions differ strongly as each participant approached the topic in a
different way.
Selz uses prototype theory to argue for the need to reconsider our (binary) categories of
divine and human, which are ultimately based on “our Aristotelian-based scientific classification system” (Selz, this volume). He contends that Mesopotamian kings, as well as the royal
family and in some cases priests can be “composed” of both divine and human elements and
need not necessarily belong to either one or the other category or “prototype.”
Michalowski pursues a different approach. His central argument is that divine kingship
in Mesopotamia should be analyzed in the very specific historical contexts that made its appearance and disappearance possible, even necessary. After a brief historical experiment in
the Old Akkadian period sometime in the twenty-fourth century b.c., divine kingship was reintroduced by Shulgi, second ruler of the Ur III empire (2112–2004 b.c.), to bolster his imperialistic expansionist ambitions. A similar historical approach is advocated by Puett (2002; this
volume), who emphasizes the importance of analyzing political tensions that were created by
the introduction of divine kingship, which may also have led to its abolishment; and by Winter
(this volume), who argues that Mesopotamian kingship was always sacred but that the explicit
divinization of the king only happened under certain, historically determined circumstances.
Michalowski, Puett, Winter, and Woolf (see below) view divine kingship as a punctuated, dynamic phenomenon rather than a static and unchanging concept of government.
Frandsen uses a linguistic approach to present a new view of both the divine and the human nature of ancient Egyptian kingship. By analyzing the way possession is expressed grammatically he observes that it is possible to classify the king’s attributes as either intrinsic (inalienable) to his divinity or as acquired and thus separate from the king’s divine person. The
kingship is also part of the human world. Frandsen illustrates this by providing evidence that
teh transfer of the royal office from one generation to the next was governed by the same procedures as those used for the transfer of real world property. As an example, Frandsen isolates
one term, which is often translated as “awe” or “fear,” that is associated with ancient Egyptian
kings. The divinity of ancient Egyptian kings is insofar profoundly different from Mesopotamia as Egyptian kings were always — more or less — divine. Therefore, Frandsen suggests a
closer study of the language with which kings are described. In particular, Frandsen isolates
one term, often translated as “awe” or “fear,” that is associated with ancient Egyptian kings.
Interestingly, as Irene Winter remarked during the seminar, this concept can perhaps be compared to the Sumerian me-lam¤, Akkadian melammu, which describes an aura of fear or awe
that emanates from gods as well as kings, although this comparison will require more research.

Iconography and Anthropology of Divine Kingship
Winter and Ehrenberg approach the subject of visual representation of kings by emphasizing the inclusion of textual and historical sources in their analyses. Winter makes several
important observations, among them that visual representations of kings in Mesopotamia often
show divine attributes whether the king was explicitly declared divine or not. This attests to
the often divine nature of kingship in general, even if the king himself was not deified explicitly. Winter also points to interesting modern examples, in which divine kings have renounced
their divinity. This leads her to conclude, “when divine kings do appear, they equally satisfy
the requirements of their respective social, religious, and political systems,” and she suggests
that the driving force for this was political.
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Ehrenberg’s study adds significant observations coming from a slightly different viewpoint. She focuses on the visual representations of Late Babylonian and Achaemenid kings,
who were not explicitly declared divine. Ehrenberg points out that in the relatively few extant
visual representations of Late Babylonian kings, “a sense of quiet repose does emanate,” and
that cultic representations are more frequently attested, as, for example, in the palace decorations of Nebuchadnezzar’s famous palace at Babylon. Achaemenid kings are represented in
yet different ways. Stressing rather their Iranian/Persian than their Mesopotamian heritage,
Achaemenid kings are shown as being the center of the cosmos.
Winter concludes her contribution with the following remark:
In sum, Mesopotamian kingship was consistently treated as if infused by the divine,
“sacral kingship” being the constant in which all rulers participated. At the same time,
the literal ascription of “divinity” to the ruler was reserved for times and contexts
when that sacral nature needed to be strategically foregrounded, and it is the job of
the analyst to determine just what were the determining conditions of that necessity in
specific cases (Winter, this volume).

Puett (2002: 234, 258; this volume) argues that deification of rulers appears for the first time
with the emergence of empires and is thus also often associated with a sense of appropriation
and transgression, as was the case in ancient Greece as well as ancient China. Similarly, for
Mesopotamia of the Old Akkadian period (ca. 2334–2193 b.c.),6 one wonders whether divine
kingship may not have been associated with a sense of transgression, as the first ruler to deify
himself, Naram-Sin of Akkad, was later decried as an unlucky ruler who was out of favor with
the gods.7 Perhaps it is this sense of transgression that led to the abandonment of ruler deification and may be one explanation for Ehrenberg’s observation that the Late Babylonian kings
sought to distinguish themselves from their Assyrian predecessors in visual representations,
and the Achaemenid kings from their Mesopotamian predecessors (Ehrenberg, this volume).
Reichel discusses the only excavated example of a temple devoted to the cult of a divine
king (Reichel 2001; this volume). In this case, the temple — located in the ancient city of
Eshnunna (Tell Asmar), which was part of the periphery of the Ur III empire — is associated with a large palace complex. After Reichel’s methodical reconstruction of the excavated
remains, as well as his analysis of the textual evidence associated with that palace complex,
he was able to reconstruct the history of this temple. Reichel shows that the temple was first
devoted to the cult of the fourth Ur III ruler, Shu-Sin. After the hold of the Ur III empire
slackened, the temple was re-designated to a deified ruler of Eshnunna, Shu-iliya, only to be
desecrated afterwards when the rulers of Eshnunna abolished self-deification as well. Reichel
also suggests that the deification of Shu-iliya occurred in response to Eshnunna’s regaining its
independence from Ur and to help the transition of power back to local rulers.
Bernbeck’s approach is distinctly more theoretical; he suggests considering the topic by
closely examining the practices of governance as well as the conduct of governmental elites
(Bernbeck, this volume). He argues that part of a mentality of governing that enabled divine
kingship was the religious system, which in Mesopotamia, for example, allowed human kings
to be deified in specific historical circumstances. Bernbeck considers deification of rulers as
an extreme case of sacralization of “powerful political figures” and emphasizes that historical
6

Dates for the Old Akkadian period are extremely unreliable. See Westenholz (1999) for more information on
the Old Akkadian period in general.

7

This becomes visible in a Sumerian literary work that
modern scholars refer to as the “Cursing of Akkade”
(Cooper 1983). One would have to re-analyze Mesopotamian literary works according to this new possibility.
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factors, such as a charismatic personality, political success, and a rise to power during a historical crisis are of importance for the sacrilization, and therefore, in extension, the deification
of kings (Bernbeck, this volume). He continues by discussing the works of Norbert Elias and
Mario Erdheim on the one hand, and Clifford Geertz on the other. Bernbeck explains Elias and
Erdheim’s view of courtly rituals as “a means of reducing potential resistance toward a situation in which a king has exalted himself beyond all reach,” whereas Geertz viewed “courtly
etiquette [as] part of sustaining a world order” (Bernbeck, this volume). In discussing the case
of the first Mesopotamian ruler to deify himself, Naram-Sin of Akkade, Bernbeck favors Elias
and Erdheim’s interpretations of courtly etiquette and uses this framework to explain the negative reputation that Naram-Sin acquired after his demise. While Bernbeck’s approach differs
from that of other contributors to this volume, he also emphasizes the importance of historical
context as a key factor in understanding the process of deification.
The following two non-Mesopotamian and non-Egyptian contributions add new facets to
future paths of research, at least in the area of ancient Mesopotamia.
Gilbert offers an anthropological approach. Her analysis is based on many years of fieldwork in the Akan area of Ghana, studying the Akwapim kingship, in which living kings are
sacralized upon installation on the throne. As Gilbert’s work makes her part of a very different
discourse on kingship, her approach is distinctly shaped by the current discourse on kingship in
Africa (see above). In regard to divine kingship, Gilbert argues: “I suggest further that the distinction between ‘divine’ and ‘sacred’ kings is a hairline distinction that is Western and Christian, the concern primarily of theology and only relevant to anthropology if the local people
make such a distinction. Akwapim people do not” (Gilbert, this volume). Gilbert focuses in
her study on the rituals surrounding the installation, de-installation, and maintenance of royal
power in Akwapim as well as the roles that some of the courtiers played in the ideology of the
divine king. As the royal rites of Akwapim revolve around the notions of purification from
evil and negative forces, it is difficult to compare it to kingship in cultures that may not associate kingship with these values. However, studying such rituals relating to kings is a highly
neglected topic in Mesopotamian studies, for example, even though it is of great importance in
understanding the mechanisms of kingship and the acquisition of power.
Freidel views Mayan divine kingship from a historical perspective as well but adds the
important facet of studying the economic history of divine kingship. According to Freidel (this
volume), Mayan kings had the ability to be reborn after death, the ability to conjure gods into
existence, to manifest as particular deities, to consort with war deities, to manifest the central
axis of the cosmos, and to communicate with the dead. This leads Freidel to interpret the basic nature of Mayan kingship as shamanistic: Mayan gods were worshipped through the royal
cults.
During the Classic Maya period, so Freidel argues, the cult of the divine king was closely
tied to that of the maize gods. This put the king in control of regulating the food supply by
means of a “vertically integrated market system” (Freidel, this volume). The importance of
this real, economic power that the Mayan divine kings — and possibly kings in other civilizations — held cannot be underestimated and represents an important area of research.

Divine Kingship and Empire
As mentioned above, Puett (2002: 234, 258; this volume) has argued that there existed a
link between self-deification of rulers and the emergence of empires in some cultures (ancient
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Greece and early China).8 The third section of the seminar invited scholars who worked on
kingship as part of an imperial system.
Puett proposes an approach for studying divine kingship that emphasizes locating “tensions and competing claims of the cultures in question” (Puett, this volume). For early China,
he distinguishes two opposing notions of kingship, one that leads to the deification of rulers
through sacrifices that break the genealogical tradition, the other, in which the ruler remains
human but draws power from sacrificing to ancestors. These notions of kingship competed
against each other. In Puett’s words: “In China, the interplay of human and divine forms of
kingship has been crucial in the development of and reaction to the imperial state” (this volume).
Such tensions can possibly be located in ancient Mesopotamia as well, in which phases
of highly centralized power interchanged with phases of decentralization. Thus, as mentioned
above, the first instance of divine kings occurred during the so-called “first world empire” of
Akkad, which was followed by a breakdown of centralized power structures. The second instance of ruler deification occurred during the Ur III period, another state that showed imperial
ambitions, only to be followed by a phase of political fragmentation during the first part of the
Old Babylonian (Isin-Larsa) period. Perhaps Mesopotamian kingship knew competing ideologies, similar to early China, although this must remain speculative for the time being.
Lincoln’s analysis of the role of religion in the Achaemenid empire illustrates further important points. Achaemenid kings did not deify themselves, nor did they adopt Mesopotamian
notions of kingship. However, the king “possessed divine charisma in the most literal sense”
(Lincoln, this volume). The king was at the center of the cosmos, and the Persian army was
seen not just as mere conquerors but as bringers of peace, whose purpose was “the restoration
of primordial happiness and the accomplishment of God’s will for humanity” (Lincoln, this
volume). It is interesting to note that even though Achaemenid kings did not declare themselves divine, the adoption of Achaemenid court ceremonial by Alexander the Great appeared
to some Greeks “to demand honors greater than should be paid to any man” (Woolf, this volume). This is important insofar as it shows how the phenomenon of ruler deification is not
only strongly determined by historical circumstances, but also influenced by local traditions
and perceptions of power and religion.
Greg Woolf studied the divinity of ancient Roman emperors by analyzing the historical,
religious, and cultural circumstances that determine the form of what is termed the “Imperial
cult.” Woolf’s main point is that there was no such thing as the imperial cult of Rome. Ruler
cult was not an unchanging, homogeneous, and centralized concept throughout the history
of the Roman empire, but the opposite. Ruler cult had different morphologies depending on
where the ruler was venerated, for example, in Rome itself or in one of the provinces, and
was moreover a concept that could change through time and could manifest itself in different
ways. Woolf also points out that in some cases it may be difficult to define this imperial cult,
as the lines between cult, homage, or veneration cannot always be drawn easily. Woolf begins
his contribution by underlining that “‘god’ is not a concept that can be easily translated from
one cultural system to another” and concludes by saying that “it is preferable to imagine a continuum stretching from men to the greatest creator deities” (Woolf, this volume). In this view,
“emperors were the lowest of the gods, and the greatest of men” (ibid.). Yet he stresses as well
8
The term “empire” is here substituted with the term
“territorial state,” which may be equally difficult to define as “empire.” As a definition of these terms to de-

scribe various forms of political organization was not
part of this symposium, they shall remain undefined here.
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that these imperial cults flourished in a specific historical context, which focused on the worship of powerful individuals (ibid.).

Emerging Themes
Several themes emerged from the conference, as well as some questions that may serve as
a starting point for further studies.
Some of the key issues as I see them are the following:
1.	Several authors remarked upon the need to rethink our own notions of the categories
of the divine and the human (Selz, Gilbert, Bernbeck, Woolf). Our own (Western and
Christian) notions of the divine often force us to assign a being to either one or the
other category. Some authors therefore suggest abandoning the distinction between
divine and sacred kings, as sacred kings often fulfill similar functions (Gilbert),
whereas others suggest a continuum on which divine kings may be located somewhere
between these two categories (Woolf, Morrison, Winter). Selz argues similarly for
the possibility that some humans can be composed of elements of both categories, and
Frandsen points out that an analysis of language can help identify characteristics that
are shared by divine kings and gods.
2.

The most important result is, perhaps, the ephemeral nature of divine kingship. Several authors suggest viewing self-deification of rulers not as a static and permanent
institution, but as an anomaly, a “punctuated” (Michalowski) and dynamic phenomenon. In ancient Mesopotamia and in ancient China, divinization of kings only occurs
for short periods of time and is replaced by other forms of rulership. This stands in
contrast to ancient Egypt and perhaps ancient Maya, where deified kings were the rule
rather than the exception. Michalowski, Puett, and Winter suggest studying divinization of kings as a historical phenomenon. Puett proposes analyzing divine kingship by
locating political and ideological “tensions and competing claims” that resulted from
the deification of rulers. This approach has the advantage of viewing divine kingship
within its historical, cultural, and religious context rather than an isolated, but universal phenomenon.

3.	Connected with the previous point is the realization that divine kingship manifests
itself very differently in varying areas of the world precisely because it is shaped
by historical, political, and cultural factors. Many influences within a culture mold
the way deified kings are represented. The religious belief system is important for
this, as some religions view deification of humans as sacrilegious (Bernbeck). Similarly, there are specific historical (Michalowski, Puett) and “social (…) and political”
(Winter) circumstances that make deifications of kings possible. One such context
may be a period of crisis that necessitates the creation of a new political system within
which the ruler may acquire divine or god-like attributes (Michalowski). Another
context may be a connection to the emergence of empires that made divine kingship
possible, if not necessary (Puett). Of similar importance are the reasons why divine
kingship was renounced or relegated to the background in different historical moments (Winter).
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4.	If indeed there is a connection between the territorial state 9 and ruler deification, the
question arises why some kings that perhaps should have been divine were, in fact,
not, as, for example, the Achaemenid kings. Clearly, religion plays an important part
in this as Achaemenid kings promulgated the cult of Ahura Mazda (Ehrenberg, Lincoln). Yet some of the ancient Greeks seem to have considered Achaemenid kingship
more than merely human (Woolf), so perhaps one should consider the possibility that
there are different degrees of divine kingship, similar to different degrees of the divine
and the human. Woolf clearly shows that the cult of the Roman emperors had very different manifestations throughout the history of the Roman empire and throughout the
provinces, confirming that ruler cult is culturally, as well as historically, determined.

Future Research
It is to be hoped that the proceedings of this seminar will stimulate further research in areas in which ruler deification is attested, not only in the ones that are represented here.
Among the most interesting future questions is, perhaps, the possible link between divine
kingship and the emergence of empires. This question may be especially interesting for future
research in ancient Mesopotamia. Several authors (Michalowski, Winter) have mentioned the
possible divinity of some Assyrian rulers, but thus far the question of why the Late Babylonian
kings, among them the famous Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylon, or the Achaemenid rulers were
not declared divine has to remain subject to further studies.
Related to this is the question, discussed by Winter and Reichel, of why divine kingship
was abolished. Puett proposes that competing claims and tensions may have led to its demise
in China, but is this the case in other cultures as well? It is, for example, unclear whether divine kingship was truly abolished in ancient Mesopotamia during the Old Babylonian period
(ca. 2003–1595 b.c.). Kings such as Rim-Sin of Larsa or the famous Hammurabi of Babylon
may have come very close to being deified in their lifetime, but for the time being this question
must remain unanswered.10
If we assume a “continuum” existed between the categories of divine and human, then
what did this continuum look like? Was there a hierarchy of gods? Were divine kings really on
the same hierarchical level as lower gods? Winter (this volume) points out that in some representations ancient Mesopotamian divine kings are portrayed similarly to lower-ranked gods,
and Woolf describes divine emperors as the “lowest of the gods, and the greatest of men” (this
volume). Perhaps further research in the area of religion will help advance our understanding
of exactly what position within the religious system of the time a divine king occupied.

9
Or, as Woolf suggested, a rapid territorial expansion,
and connected with this, a moment of crisis that may result in changes the ways rulers represented themselves
vis-à-vis the divine.

10
Some scholars would like to add a discussion on the
semantic classifier for divinities (the “dingir”-sign) here.
However, the significance of adding the divine semantic
classifier to a royal name is unclear, and some consider it
to be meaningless by the Old Babylonian period.
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The Divine Prototypes
Gebhard J. Selz, Oriental Institute, Vienna University*
In this paper I argue that our usual dichotomy of a human versus divine class is not
very helpful in understanding the concept of early divine kingship. In the past, this
rather rigid categorization, as well as the general distinction between a sacred versus a
divine kingship, rather hampered our understanding of the underlying Mesopotamian
concepts. I suggest instead that the concept of prototypes, as formulated by the cognitive sciences and anthropology with special emphasis on various “practices,” can help
improve our understanding of the role of divine kingship and various sanctification
processes in early Mesopotamian history. If we further apply the notion of gradience
to the concept of divinity, the riddle of “divine or sacred kingship” may become less
puzzling.
In jenen Tagen, so sagt man, lebte Prometheus, von dem man glaubt, er habe Menschen aus Lehm geformt; sein Bruder Atlas, der zur gleichen Zeit lebte, wurde als großer Astrologe betrachtet; Atlas Enkel,
Merkur, war ein Weiser, kundig vieler Künste. Deshalb wurde er aus eitlem Irrtum seiner Zeitgenossen
nach seinem Tode unter die Götter versetzt.
Erzbischof Ado de Vienne, Etymologiae;
Patrologiae cursus completus, series Latina CXXIII, 35

1. Prototype theory and the early Mesopotamian
organization of the world of knowledge
The hypothesis underlying the following remarks is that the prototype theory, as developed by Rosch, Lakoff, and others and which in the last decades influenced research in cognition and semantic linguistics, can provide a useful incentive for a better understanding of parts
of Mesopotamian culture.1 In fact, our Aristotelian approach toward categorization and hierar-

* The following considerations owe much to the COST
A 31 project, “Stability and Adaptation of Classification
Systems in a Cross-Cultural Perspective,” and the many
contributions and discussions within the framework of
several workshops. My special thanks go to the director
of the project, Thekla Wiebusch, and to the Egyptologist
Orly Goldwasser, who generously offered their time for
numerous discussions. My heartfelt thanks go to Heather
Baker for correcting my English.
1
In this context I may simply remark that Rosch’s notion
of a given prototype being defined as the best or most
representative member of a given category comes not
without problems. I quote here briefly from a 2003 article of A. Giannakopoulou, where she states that “[G.]
Kleiber [Prototypensemantic (trans.), Michael Schreiber
(1993)], argues that the prototype should be regarded as
a cognitive representation, which is generally associated

with a particular word and serves as the reference point
for categorization. Therefore, the meaning of a given
word is not defined by a concrete prototype, but rather by
the mental representation of the prototype. This mental
picture is not necessarily the representation of a realistic example of a given category, but rather an abstract
entity that involves some combination of related typical
features.
These typical features, if considered as prerequisite
for the creation of an abstract representation, maintain
the idea of the internal structure of a lexical category
as a family resemblance structure. Therefore, meanings
may cluster or overlap due to the underlying semantic
structures. In which case, meanings that show a degree
of overlapping involve more structural weight than those
that serve as peripheral members of a given category.
The mental representation of a prototype, then, should
13
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chization may sometimes turn out to be misleading. To the scholars of ancient Mesopotamian
culture it is well known that the application of a tertium non datur does not fully match the
indigenous Mesopotamian classification procedures which are so well documented.2 We can
observe here that, with some regularity, Mesopotamian classification shows fuzzy boundaries between classes. Nevertheless, classification was a crucial endeavor for the Mesopotamian
scholars. As Miguel Civil stated: “the whole of [ancient Mesopotamian] ‘science’ consists in
the enumeration and classification of all natural and cultural entities” (Civil 1995: 2305).
As is well known, lists and classification patterns form the core of the Mesopotamian heritage. Niek Veldhuis has argued that they were used, perhaps even developed, for the purpose
of teaching and labeled them therefore as “educational.” 3 In reassessing the thematic scope of
the earliest lexical texts compared with the traditional labels, Veldhuis provided the following
table:
Table. 2.1. Thematic Scope of Earliest Lexical Texts (from Veldhuis 2006, 188)
Lexical List
(conventional label)

Subject

numbers

“grain” (Word List D)

grain and grain products

“grain” (Word List D)

fish

fish

birds

birds

domestic animals

animals

wood and wood products

wood

dairy products

vessels

containers

vessels

textiles

vessels

metals

metals

persons

Lu A; officials

place names

cities

time indications

“plant”

Veldhuis has further demonstrated that the subjects of these lists match to a great degree the
contemporary economic/administrative spheres. He explicitly noted that names of gods and
persons are virtually missing, as are “wild animals, stars, and rivers …; [they] are of little
use in this administrative system and they are absent from the lexical lists” (Veldhuis 2006:
187–88). Therefore these lists do not reflect the whole “world” and are of lesser use for any
description of “basic level categories” in a Roschian sense, as the author and others had previ-

exhibit the greatest degree of overlapping. It could be
argued that within category resemblances meaning is not
equally distributed among the constituents so that the
components — the smaller segments of meaning — can
serve different degrees of meaning and are of unequal
importance.”
2
On a theoretical level I would like to refer to recent
research into fuzzy logical structures; see, for example,
Jantzen 2006.

3

Veldhuis 2006. In this article Veldhuis demonstrates
that the recently much-discussed “Tribute List,” renamed
by him as “Word List C,” “is an exercise designed for
beginning students in order to tackle the new technique
of writing.”
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ously assumed.5 It seems more promising, therefore, to turn to the so-called “determinatives”
or — better — graphemic classifiers in cuneiform writing, in order to get an impression of
early Mesopotamian “basic level classification.” 6

2. Classifying the Divine
Despite the fact that no early list of deities has been detected so far, it is clear that the concept of divine was perceived as forming such a basic category. In light of “prototype research,”
the question may be posed, what, by the ancient Mesopotamians, was considered to have been
“the best example” of the “divine”? The divine classifier, the diœir-sign, is attested already
in the earliest texts from Uruk, and the interpretation that the sign originated as a pictorial
representation of a star is generally accepted. 7 However, in the third millennium the use of the
diœir-sign for marking divine names is still somewhat restricted. Besides the considerable reluctance to add the divine classifier to syllabically written names of Semitic deities,8 there are
also other instances where the classifier is missing. First of all, the primeval deities, as attested
in the texts SF 23, 24 and the parallel from UET VII,9 lack the divine classifier (I return later
to the seeming exceptions an.inanna and an.nissaba). Second, we note certain divergences
in local traditions: the synopsis of SF 57 and IAS 46, 47, 53 provided by Mander (1986: 106–
08) shows that, in the FΩra texts, in contrast to Ab„ ŒalΩbÏkh, the divine classifier is lacking
in several divine names. I mention here úr≈ud, åu.ki.gal¤; nin-gal, il˛(kiå-la), ú.åul(‑me)nanna(‑e) (FΩra: ∂åul-nanna), ú.åul.nanna, ≠giå±+kak.gal¤ uru∑ è giåimmar ki (FΩra:
∂giåimm[ar].x [s]∏ ), sumaå.nu (FΩra: ∂gudu›), tum.ma (FΩra: ∂idigna∑), en.ti, sùd (FΩra:
∂rad), lu:úb.kuﬂ, na:rú, gal-x (FΩra: ∂pa.gal.uru≈x), nu-saÑ (FΩra: ∂nu.saœœa), nu-muå.
du, åita.mu.kisal. Even more astonishing is the fact that the well-known fire-god gi:bil and
the mother goddess li·:si› are lacking the divine classifier in all these texts, whereas in other
lists the expected writing ∂gi:bil (kù) and ∂li·-si› are attested. Inconsistent is also the writing of
the deified Urukean king Lugalbanda. Roughly a century later both deified heroes, Lugalbanda
and Gilgameå, are consistently marked with the diœir-sign. However, even in the late Early
Dynastic texts from Lagash a smaller number of deities are still written without the divine classifier.10
Returning to the late Uruk situation, the different names for Inana-k, the Lady of Heaven, in offering lists from Uruk, namely ∂inana(-k)-húd “Morning Inana-k,” ∂inana(-k)-sig
“Evening Inana-k,” and ∂inana(-k)-nun “Princely Inana-k,” show, by comparison with later
philological data, that these are names for a different manifestation of Inana-k as the planet
Venus. As a result, there can be little doubt that the astral aspects of Inana-k date back as far
as the Uruk IV period. Hence, astral phenomena might provide good candidates for the “best
5

At the same time, Veldhuis draws our attention to the
fact that the archaic lists attest “an intellectual and speculative background … although the intellectual effort
builds on the need of an administrative system, not on
theology” (Veldhuis 2006: 189).
6
To a certain extent they nevertheless do correspond to
the thematic grouping of the Lexical Lists.
7
There are, however, traces that the star icon mingled
with another iconic depiction, that of a blossom or a
bud, which art historians usually name “rosette”; see
Moortgat-Correns 1994 and Böck 1994. The “rosette” is
one of the major religious symbols referring to vigor or

the power of life, and in Mesopotamia it was used in this
meaning right down to the Neo-Assyrian period.
8
Compare Roberts 1972. Note, however, that the group
of (Semitic) astral deities was most important (Roberts
1972: 57).
9
See Mander 1986: 108–10.
10
Compare Selz 1995 s.v. en-ki, (d)èå -ir-nun, ∂gibilﬂ,
( )
∂ giríd (ki) , lugal-kur-dúb(!), (lum-ma), mí . u °-sig,
nun-ki, udﬁ?-kù, (∂ )utu, za-ba›-ba›, (∂ )za-ra. The cultic
objects alan, balaÑ, duﬂ, na-rú-a, and ubﬁ-kù are, in contrast to later sources, never marked by the diœir-sign.
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examples” of the category of the divine. We may further add that for this early period nothing
definite can be said about a possible representation of Inana-k in anthropomorphic guise. 11
Some historians of religion would argue that the celestial phenomena might only reflect a subcategory of the concept of divine, or, as Jan van Dijk has argued, the diÑir-an-na “the deities
of heaven” must be supplemented by the diÑir-ki-a “the deities of earth.” 12 This hypothesis
refers to deified concepts of vital energies, the forces of life behind all natural phenomena. The
assumed differentiation according to the divine habitat makes it indeed doubtful if the celestial bodies are correctly considered as prototypes for the divine class. However, it is beyond
question that the astralization process did deeply influence religious thought at the time of the
invention of writing.
Another, iconic, classifier for deities appears only centuries later. It is the horned crown as
a marker of divinity, or rather a divine attribute. First attested in the Early Dynastic II period,
the horned crown shows in its earliest attestations a pictographic insertion of some vegetable
symbols, perhaps ears of barley, and a kind of bull’s mask depicted between the en face-turned
horns of the crown. The horned crown therefore symbolizes the vigor of life and reproduction
and links the concept of divinity specifically to agriculture and cattle breeding. Accordingly, it
relates the depicted deities to the animal and vegetal forces of life. We should note, however,
that at its beginning the horned crown was evidently not regularly applied when a deity was
depicted, much in the same way as the diœir-classifier was not used with the name of every
deity. Thus a figure wearing a horned crown surely represents a deity, but the lack of it does
not necessarily point to a human being represented.

3. Categorization and fuzzy borders of categories
So far, when discussing the perception of the deified heavenly versus the natural phenomena, I have described combined categories, which together may form a new prototype. The
combined categories of the habitat and the divine are, of course, not “basic level categories,”
and it may remain disputable how much we can deduce from these “secondary prototypes” for
any possible identification of the prototype “divine.” We should, however, keep in mind that
a prototypical structure underlies every category. However, as there might be a prototype of
the combined category “white wine,” the use of the color term “white” here says little about
prototypical color terms. It is not a simple set of features by which prototype categories can be
described, and even the number of such features may vary in a given category, inasmuch as the
“Mesopotamian locust bird” (birﬁ / buruﬁ muåen) has no feathers, or that other birds cannot fly. 13
Later Mesopotamian traditions show an awareness of the problem of determining rigid categorical borders. Most important in our context is the myth of Atra-hasÏs, where humankind’s first
ancestor, the first human created by the gods, is accordingly named Ila-we-e-I-la “god-human.” I
would even suggest that this expression might reflect a third-millennium tradition with the notion
of a partially divine status of its leaders,14 their functional divinity, to which I return below.

11

See also Seidl 1976–80: 87.
Van Dijk 1957–71: 535 f. J. van Dijk named the latter
group “chthonic deities,” a term which might be misleading.
13
In fact, combined categories do pose some difficulties inasmuch as they do not necessarily encapsulate the
12

meaning of each one of its constituents directly and individually.
14
It is tempting to contrast this with the Neo-Assyrian account of creation VS 24, 92, where the gods created first
the lullû-amËlu “ordinary human,” supplemented in a second creational act by the king (åarru), the mΩliku-amËlu.
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4. Beyond natural phenomena
Even if we interpret both aforementioned groups of deities (the heavenly and the earthly
divinities) as secondary categorizations or sub-classifications with blurred borders, we have
to take into account that, according to prototype theory, category membership can be realized
in terms of gradience. Furthermore, from these categorizations all deities are excluded who do
not refer to natural phenomena. Nevertheless, such deities do play a major role in the first god
lists attested about five hundred years after the earliest texts from Uruk, for example, the god
lists from FΩra and Ab„ ŒalΩbÏkh.15 I am not thinking here of such divine entities as the “deified” animals, which would still fit into the described dynamistic notion of the divine; rather I
mean the many gods’ names which refer to “social phenomena” or which reflect social structures. As proposed in 1997, the pertinent names may be grouped as follows: 16
	I. Divine/deified emblems and paraphernalia 17
	II. Deified professions or offices18
	III. “Cultural achievements or properties” 19
It is of course not the fault of the ancient Mesopotamians that we have difficulties in understanding why divine qualities are attributed to such names, or why they were classified as
belonging to the category of the “divine.” I propose to see behind this categorization a process
of objectification which some would prefer to call sanctification. What does this mean? I am
convinced that such objectification processes are everywhere and, indeed, belong to the basic
features of thought. This does not necessarily imply that thought must be understood in an objectivist way as a manipulation of abstract symbols, which receive their meaning only via conventional correspondences with things in the external world. Instead I suggest, following and
paraphrasing Lakoff 1987, that thought grows out of bodily experience, that it is imaginative,
employing metonym, metaphor, and synecdoche, and that thought has “gestalt properties” and
is hence “ecological” in the sense that it is related to the structure and meaning of the conceptual systems.20

15
Compare Krebernik 1986; see also Mander 1986 and
Selz 1997: 170–79.
16
For the following groups and a discussion of the respective names, see Selz 1997: 173–76.
17
For example, “the Crown,” “the Headband or Turban,”
“the (Deified) Crown (is) a ‘Protective Goddess,’” “the
Lady (of) the Crown (is) a ‘Protective Goddess,’” “the
Princely Ring(?),” “the Staff (of) the Leader,” “the StagDoor” / “Aurochs-Door,” “the Lapis Lazuli Necklace,”
“the Stele,” “the Nose-Rope,” “the Lady Birth-Brick (is)
a ‘Protective Goddess,’” “the Saw(?),” “the Holy Foundation Peg,” “the Emblem,” “the Lady Scepter,” and
simply “the Scepter.”
18
“A (Divine) Seaman(?),” “the Expert (of) the Temple(?),” “the Brick-Maker (of) the Temple(?),” “the
Lord (of(?)) the Granary,” “the Temple-Cook(?) (of)
Uruk,” “a Leading Person in the Dairy Industry,” “the
Leader of the Land (Sumer)(?),” “the Princely GuduPriest(?),” “the Righteous Exorcist,” “the True Baker/
Cook (of) Uruk,” “the Function/Office/Lord (of) the

Abzu,” “the High Esteem(?),” “the Princeliness(?),”
“the ‘Lady (of(?) the) Plough,’” “the Lady, the Leading
Person of the Pen,” “the Lady (of(?)) the Granaries,”
“the Lady Barmaid,” “the Lady (of(?)) the Chisel,” “the
Lady Jeweler,” “the Woman (of) the Sheep-Pen,” “the
Gardener(?),” “a Priest(?) of Uruk,” “the Tax Collector,” “the (Divine) Chariot-Fighter(?) (of) Uruk,” “the
Overseer (of) Uruk,” “the Wet-Nurse / Kindergartner,”
“the (Divine) Writer,” “the Shepherd,” etc.
19
“The Bee’s Wax,” “the Incense,” “the Burning Reed,
the Fire,” “the Warming Fire, the Roasting,” “the Brazier,” “the Kettle,” “the Torch,” “the Pot,” “the Ex-voto(?)”; to this group also “the Lord: Statue,” “the Radiance,” “the ‘Me’ (of) the Lady(?),” “the Lady of the
(Social) Group(?),” and others could be added.
20
See Lakoff 1987: xiv f. He further remarks, “Thought
has an ecological structure. The efficiency of cognitive
processing, as learning and memory, depends on the
overall structure of the conceptual system and on what
the concepts mean.”
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5. Processes of objectification and sanctification
The deified professions or offices just mentioned therefore do not simply reflect an intentional and wilful process of sanctification invented for securing the ruling elite’s position
or to stabilize the structure of society. These items could only be included in the class of divinities because of an existing prototypical relation to the divine sphere. In other words, it was
the idea, the model or the prototype of the classes “Seamen(?),” “the Temple Experts,” “the
Brick-Makers(of) the Temple(?),” “the Lords (of(?)) the Granary”; “the Temple-Cooks(?)
(of) Uruk,” “Gardeners,” “Barmaids,” “Tax Collectors,” “Overseers,” “Wet-Nurses,” and so
on which qualified them for inclusion in the group of divinities. It is interesting to see that
some of these prototypical professions are explicitly personalized. As for the deified items
or paraphernalia, the situation has to be judged somewhat differently. Here it is not the office
but the item that stands in a synecdochical way for certain concepts: “the Crown,” “the Headband or Turban,” “the Princely Ring(?),” “the Staff (of) the Leader,” “the Nose-Rope” do not
only allude to the respective offices and are not only an outward sign for them. Rather, these
items were actually thought to contain the respective powers of the respective offices. And, of
course, these powers were literally tangible, hence their prototypes qualified also for inclusion
in the class of deities. Statements such as that the “crown” and the “staff,” the regalia, existed
since time immemorial in the heavens / were before the sky-god An, or that “kingship was
lowered from heaven to earth” become sensible, even logical. One may still judge such statements as metaphorical, but they are meaningful and precise, much more than wilful traditional
literary plays.
It would seem worth following this path and attempting to identify the more precise ideas
behind such deified items as “the Lapis Lazuli Necklace,” “the Stele,” “the Stag-Door” or “the
Aurochs-Door,” “the Holy Foundation Peg” or “the Emblem.” In our context I only remark
that, similar to what we observed with the offices, such items were sometimes also personalized, for example, “the Lady Scepter,” “the Lady Birth-Brick ((is) a ‘Protective Goddess’).”
In much the same way, contemporary and slightly later administrative documents focus on
officials and offices, not on the persons holding them. Very much like the iconography of this
period, the beginning of the third millennium, the images seem to concentrate on prototypes
rather than on depicting individuals.21 The representations of human beings show a kind of
statuary stiffness and rigidity that is usually underlined by paratactic and hypotactic arrangement of the individual figures on a given monument. Even when actions are depicted, their
ritualization and formalization can hardly be overlooked. The stress lies on the prototypical
situation, the model personality behind which all individuality seems to vanish.
The sort of deified offices and functions just discussed show clear connections with the
basic Mesopotamian concept of the “me” (cf. Selz 2003a: 245–46, 251–54). With this term the
Sumerians designated physical and mental objects alike. Prototype theory here has the advantage that there is no distinction between a natural sort of category versus artifact as our Aristotelian training inclines us to suppose. And, as indicated above, to the Mesopotamians apparently all these functions and concepts were not only represented by, but were also inherent in,
these objects: for instance, rulership is inherent and contained in substance in royal insignia.

21

Compare Selz 2003a. The assumption is certainly
plausible that the permanence and ordering displayed by
this attitude was of major interest for those who created
such objects. However, this statement seems to me as

one-sided as Rosch’s remark that human categorization
“should not be considered the arbitrary product of historical accident or of whimsy but rather the result of psychological principles of categorization” (1978: 27).
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In other words, these objects were not mere “attributes”; they were thought to contain “ideas”
materially. The concept of rulership is therefore primarily linked to objects like the scepter and
the crown, to the “office,” and only to a lesser degree to the person holding that office. 22 A result of such objectification processes was the sanctification of rulership.
At first sight, the fact that the very same period can also justly be termed Sumer’s Heroic
Age seems somewhat to contradict this postulated “formalism.” All the heroes, Gilgameå,23
Lugalbanda,24 and Enmerkar25 were, however, conceptualized as prototypes of rulership and
only to a lesser degree — if at all — as historical individuals. They were regarded as prototype
rulers who had fulfilled their functions in an exemplary way. I return to this shortly.

6. Classification and early metaphors
It fits very well with our brief outline of prototype theory that in the Mesopotamian classification process we do not only observe an interest in “oppositions”; equally important were
the borders of semantic features. An eminent interest in the hierarchization of semantic fields
also plays an important role. Numerous texts attest to a rhetorical progression from the more
general to a more specific meaning. For example, in royal hymns functional or metaphoric
“titles” are regularly enumerated before the individual to whom they are applied is mentioned.
A related but more complex example can be found in the first lines of Dumuzi-d’s Dream.26
Dumuzi-d, being afraid of his impending death, cries for his sister Geåtinana-k with the following words: “Bring my Geåtinana-k, bring my sister! Bring my tablet-knowing scribe, bring my
sister, bring my song-knowing singer, bring my sister! Bring my skilful girl, who knows the
meaning of words, bring my sister! Bring my wise woman, who knows the portent of dreams,
bring my sister! Let me relate the dream to her!” This is more than a fine example of literary
technique: it shows also a method of hierarchization. In this case, the goddess’s is the more
general feature, whereas the subsequent descriptions guide us to her contextually most specific
function: she is the interpreter of Dumuzi-d’s dream.
In the view of the present writer, a similar sort of gradience forms the background of the
widely used Sumerian metonymies and metaphors. They are not just similes in the way they
are found in modern or even in Akkadian literature;27 they purport a statement of essentiality.
The personal name lugal-anzúmuåen states that the king under certain circumstances or in certain
practices has to be reckoned among the same (sub-)class “thunderbird.”

22
Here we may simply recall the well-known fact that in
Mesopotamia permanence has various positive connotations, as can be simply demonstrated by the use of the
words gi-na // kÏnu(m) “firm, permanent” as opposed to
nu-gi-na / lul / lú-im // sarru(m) “unreliable; false, fraudulent.” The impact of the concept of the sanctification of
rulership is demonstrated by the secondary sanctification
processes of the Akkade and the Ur III periods.
23
Already from around 2500, there is a votive inscription
to the deified Gilgameå that gives no hint as to how one
could functionally distinguish him from other deities of
that time. Further, the offerings Gilgameå receives according to the administrative documents of this period

are much the same as those for other deities; compare
Selz 1995: 105–06.
24
See Wilcke 1987–90; compare Selz 1995: 160–61; further Westenholz 1997: 264.
25
The hero Enmerkar was never written with the divine
determinative and, in contrast to Lugalbanda and Gilgameå, was never venerated. In later literary tradition he
was compared with NarΩm-Sîn and similarly ill-famed.
For an explanation that the Mesopotamian tradition provides for this, see Westenholz 1997: 264.
26
I use Alster’s 1972 translation.
27
See Streck 1999 and compare Selz’s 2003b review.
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7. Divine kingship, Dumuzi-d and “sacred marriages”
In Ancient Mesopotamian studies the topic of “divine kingship” has somehow gone out of
fashion. Even Rene Labat’s attempt to differentiate a concept of divine kingship from sacred
kingship has not had not many followers. The related concept of the sacred marriage rite, more
precisely the somehow problematic marriage between an earthly ruler and a goddess, met with
increasing scepticism. This applied especially to the related but somewhat fantastic theories of
A. Moortgat, whose 1949 book Tammuz was heavily criticized for its biased interpretation or
even disregard of data, in short for its methodological flaws. 28 The discussions concerning the
concept of the Mesopotamian sacred marriage rite center around the actors’ assumed identity,
with interpretations reaching from more “realistic” (king, cult personnel), through “symbolic,”
to purely “fictional” were recently summarized by Lapinkivi (2004, especially pp. 69–77)29
and Cancik-Kirschbaum (2004).
Dumuzi-d, according to the Sumerian King List, is not only the name of one or two semimythological early rulers, but became in later literary tradition also a designation of a role, a
metaphor, or a prototype essential for the conception of Mesopotamian rulership. The connection of the Dumuzi-d theme to the so-called sacred marriage is much discussed and both
are intimately linked to the concept of sacred kingship. I cannot give here an evaluation of all
pertinent sources, as that should be a historian’s task. I just mention, more or less at random, a
few facts connected with the postulated divinity of Early Dynastic rulers,30 in order to demonstrate that the process of deification of the ruler started prior to NarΩm-Sîn: Ur-Nanåe(-k), the
founder of the Lagash I dynasty, states in one of his commemorative inscriptions that a certain
Ur-Nimin31 was chosen by an omen as “husband (of the Goddess) Nanåe.” It seems likely that
this refers exactly to this sort of “sacred marriage” mentioned above.32 I leave aside here the
more speculative interpretations of the “Royal Tombs of Ur” with their astonishing mass burials. The divine childhood of the Early Dynastic rulers from the city-state of Lagash who call
themselves “engendered by the god NinÑirsu,” “child borne by the deity NN,” or “nourished
with the pure milk of the goddess NinæursaÑa,” testify to a certain divinity of these kings. Indeed they were (thereafter) considered as belonging to the family of the gods, as En-metena’s
title “chosen brother of (the god) Nindar” clearly demonstrates. A different but related concept
of the ruler’s deification is attested by the Stele of NarΩm-Sîn, where he is depicted with a
horned crown, the above-mentioned iconic sign of a deity. Of similar relevance to our topic is
an Old Akkadian limestone mold, on which the deified NarΩm-Sîn is depicted in an intimate
scene sitting opposite the astral deity Iåtar shown in her warlike aspect (fig. 2.1). Both divinities are sitting on a platform on the top of a tower, above a group of mortal and divine prisoners whom Iåtar is restraining by nose-ropes. 33

28

Compare, for example, the review of Gurney 1962.
It seems, however, quite evident that Moortgat’s
notions influenced Lapinkivi’s 2004 study on “The
Sumerian Sacred Marriage,” especially when he relates
this “marriage” to the “concept of the soul and its afterlife”; compare also Gurney 1962.
30
For a more extensive account of the sources, see Selz
(in press).
31
The assumption that Ur-Nimin is a variation or a different way of writing the ruler’s name Ur-Nanåe-k can29

not be confirmed; compare Steinkeller 1999: 118–19
with nn. 41–42.
32
I refer the reader to the most recent treatments of the
sacred marriage by Lapinkivi 2004 and Cancik-Kirschbaum 2004. Also important are the earlier critical remarks by Renger 1972–75, Cooper 1993, and the somewhat speculative reconstruction of the ritual in Steinkeller 1999: 129–36.
33
See Aruz 2003: 206 no. 133.
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The famous Bassetki Inscription attributes NarΩm-Sîn’s divinity to the demand of the
inhabitants of several cities he saved in a time of hardship, apparently successfully defending
them against an enemy coalition. The deification of king Åulgi-r after his twentieth regnal year
certainly draws on this tradition, but the connection of his death with the ascension to heaven
was entirely unexpected. The result of this ascension was apparently that Åulgi-r was transformed into a star, a fate that also was ascribed to his father Ur-Namma-k. We may simply add
here that this transformation of a deceased ruler into a star, his “becoming a star,” is also well
attested in the sources of classical antiquity. 34
This process of deification seems related to a concept called euhemerism, after the Greek
philosopher Euhemeros, who taught that the gods are deified heroes. Indeed this sort of euhemerism is attested in the mid-third millennium for the legendary rulers of Uruk, Gilgameå and
Lugalbanda. They were, a relatively short period after their deaths, incorporated into the official cultic pantheon.
I cannot give an account here of the various other features that support the notion of a
sacred kingship in ancient Mesopotamia. The various election and coronation ceremonies
mentioned in different sorts of texts probably do reflect ancient rituals, even when the actual
performances are difficult or impossible to reconstruct. Here I cannot avoid returning to the
question of the sacred marriage (rite). I believe that in this ritual the ruler did — somehow
— perform the role of Dumuzi-Ama’uåumgalana-k. A certain parallelism to divine marriages
attested in the Neo-Sumerian period — where they actually were somehow performed — is
well established: those of the deities NinÑirsu and Baba and Nanåe and Nindar apparently
have a tradition reaching back to the first half of the third millennium. An Old Sumerian deity of the Dumuzi-d type may help to improve our understanding of the relationship between
the earthly and the divine. The ruler E’anatum calls himself “the best man (ku-li) of the god
∂lugal-uru≈ganá-tenû, the beloved husband of Inana-k.” 35 The deity ∂lugal-uru≈ganá-tenû
(another common transliteration is Lugal-uru≈kár) is a Lagashite Dumuzi(-d) figure playing
an important role in the inscriptions of Enanatum I. This ruler (and En-mete-na) does not only
claim to be the “child begotten by Lugal-uru≈ganá-tenû,” 36 he even claims to have received
the kingship of Lagash and all foreign lands out of the hands of this god. We note that other inscriptions do attribute exactly these deeds to the state-god NinÑirsu-k.37 What, then, about the
intimate relationship between Dumuzi-d and the king, attested elsewhere, or our interpretation
of the king as a Dumuzi-d figure (in given contexts)?
Some years ago M. Krebernik published an article on the “Protohistory of Dumuzi” (Krebernik 2003). In discussing the meanings of the names of the “deities” Ama-uåumgal and
Ama-Ñeåtin, he proposes that these names were originally just ordinary Sumerian personal
names and must be kept apart from other divine names. Tentatively, but rather convincingly,
Krebernik interprets Ama-Ñeåtin as “the mother is grape-sweet” or the like. By way of parallelism, I suggest that Ama-uåumgal means something like “the mother has the power of

34

For a fuller treatment of this concept, compare Selz
2000.
This tradition, first explicitly attested in Ur III sources, may not have come out of the blue. If we look at the
much-discussed victory stele of NarΩm-Sîn, where the
ruler as a warrior fighting in the hostile mountains is
separated just by an empty space from the emblem of
the heavenly deities Sîn, Åamaå, and Iåtar — Moon, Sun,

and Venus — one might get the impression that the ruler
himself here is approaching, but not yet incorporated
into, the celestial sphere.
35
Ean. 1, rev. vi 6–9.
36
In another inscription, En-metena-k claims to be “the
child borne by (the goddess) Gatumdu-g” (Ent. 25 9:10).
37
Cf. Selz 1995: 188 f. 210 f. 231. 236 251. 297 f.
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a dragon,” the referent being in both cases some divinity, not the name-bearer himself. In
Early Dynastic Lagash the name of a deity Ama-uåumgal is attested as an epithet of Lugaluru≈ganá-tenû and uåumgal // uåumgallu is attested as a sort of royal epithet from Åulgi-r
down to Neo-Babylonian times. Krebernik further noted that the forms ∂(ama-)Ñeåtin-an-na-k
or ∂ama-uåumgal-an-na-k occur only in later sources. The reason for this is probably an attempt to demonstrate in writing that these beings were now counted among the (heavenly)
gods because they became immortal by their deeds, much in the same way as it is attested for
Ur-Namma-k and Åulgi-r centuries later. The element an-na “heavenly” makes it very clear
that these beings were somehow elevated not only to “the honors of the altar” but also to the di
superi. In sum, we see that in this deification process the same principles were applied as we
observed in the astralization process of the divine in the Uruk period.
Clear are also the astral connections in the pre-posed divine epithet kù-g, “bright, shining,” best attested with the Venus-star Inana-k. A similar astral interpretation is suggested here
for writings of deities such as an-∂nissaba, an-∂mar.tu, and an-∂inana.38 Such additional
markings became possible or even necessary as soon as spreading use of the divine classifier
an overshadowed its reference to the celestial bodies.

8. Human or Divine?
I now turn to some examples where the notion of difference between the class of deities
and the class of humans is blurred. In the ritual contexts two Old Sumerian queens of Lagash
are not called by their proper names but bear a sort of religious title. In such contexts dìmtur, the wife of the ruler En-entarzi, is designated ni-a-a,39 and bará-nam-tar-ra, Lugal-anda’s
influential queen, pap.pap (or simply munus “woman”). 40 Both titles are also well attested
in personal names: especially remarkable here are TITLE-ama-da-rí “TITLE (is) the eternal
mother” or TITLE-diÑir-Ñu⁄‚ “TITLE (is) my deity.” The titles are in a position where otherwise theophoric elements occur. The clear consequence arising from this observation is that
the titles en, nin, and lugal in personal names do not necessarily refer to high-ranking humans.
This conclusion is supported by numerous personal names of this type, where the choice of a
deity’s name or of a title seems somewhat arbitrary. This ambiguity seems to be intentionally
making use of a certain fuzziness of the respective prototype categories. 41 That in the name
of a statue of the ruler Lugal-anda, ∂nin-Ñír-su-Ñír-nun-åè-nu-kúå alan-lugal-an-da, the deity’s
names are supplemented by the title lugal is then easily explained. I would even argue that a
discussion of who is depicted as the central figure on the obverse of the Stele of Vultures, the
god NinÑirsu or the ruler E’anatum, finds its explanation here. It is the ruler in a divine role: as
triumphator he, the king, is transgressing categorical boundaries. 42
A consideration of two similar votive plaques of Ur-Nanåe, however, forces us to modify
these statements. On one plaque the ruler is shown to carry the working basket, so giving an
iconographic account of his building activities. In the text of a fragment from another plaque,
38

See J. van Dijk 1957–71: 536, who writes in this context that the “Zweiteilung führt dazu, daß oft die gleiche Gottheit eine astrale und eine chthonische Erscheinungsform hat”; compare also Krebernik 1986: 192.
nin-unug in FΩra II 23:13 or an.an-dumu-saÑ in
That
FΩra II 1:20' belong to this group is doubtful.
39
Compare Selz 1995: 212.
40
Compare Selz 1995: 273–74.

41

We note that the etymology of Inana-k’s name as *ninan-ak “Lady of the Heaven” or “Heavenly Mistress” provokes a similar explanation.
42
A similar idea is expressed by Steinkeller when he
writes: “The ruler of Girsu … became … NinÑirsu’s
earthly alter ego” (1999: 116).
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however, it is not the ruler but the god Åul-utul who is said to carry the basket for temple
building. What sort of relation, if any, existed between this god and the ruler? Was it just “a
bit of humorous scribal fantasy,“ as J. S. Cooper suggested? As this may not be excluded, in
the light of the present arguments it is easier to connect these observations with the intimate
relationship between the ruler and his family god. I have argued that the god Åul-utul may be
considered as a trans-individual part of the ruler or any other (male(?)) member of that family. According to a “logic of essentialism” (Substanzlogik), the god may even be regarded as a
mere “double” of Ur-Nanåe.43
A rather problematic passage from the famous account of Lugalzagesi’s plundering of
Lagash at the end of uru - ka -gina’s reign may support this interpretation. In this inscription uru-ka-gina depicts himself as victim of the outrageous and sacrilegious deeds of the
Ummaite ruler Lugalzagesi. The inscription concludes with the statement: lugal-zà-ge-si,
ensí ummaki-ka diÑir-ra-ni ∂nissaba-ke› nam-dag-bi gú-na hé-íl-il. Most scholars interpret the
verbal form in a causative-factitive sense and translate the passage approximately as “May
Nissaba(-k), Lugalzagesi’s, the ruler of Umma’s deity, make him carry this sin on his neck.”
Recently, C. Wilcke has observed that there is no grammatical indicator that points toward
such a causative interpretation, and indeed there is neither a locative nor a dative infix (Wilcke
2007: 221 n. 45). The resulting translation, “Nissaba-k … may carry this sin on her(!) neck,” 44
seems impossible from the viewpoint of Mesopotamian religious history. Instead, I would argue that — similar to its Akkadian equivalent naåû(m) — íl has also the basic meanings “to
raise, to lift (upon), to load (upon).” Therefore the passage means that Nissaba(-k) may load
the sin of Lugalzagesi on his(!) shoulder, that is, may not spare him the severe consequences
of his deeds. Consequently, there is no need to assume an unparalleled function for Lugal
zagesi’s deity, one not attested anywhere else. The passage is, however, an additional example
of the intimate relationship between the (family) deities and a person’s self.
With the help of the Old Sumerian paradigm outlined above we are also able to improve
our understanding of the role of Gudea’s family god, Nin-Ñiåzida-k. Following Gudea Statue C, his god Nin-Ñiåzida-k follows the bridewealth that Nin-Ñirsu-k brings to his divine consort Baba, much in the same way as Gudea might have done in an actual ritual performance.
The following passages corroborate this interpretation. In Statue E we read: “(The aforementioned items) are the bridal gifts for Baba for the new house which Gudea, ruler of Lagaå, the
house-builder has added (to the former provisions),” 45 and “he let enter his god Nin-Ñiåzida‑k
to Baba in the temple in the Holy City with them (the bridal gifts).” 46
Let us compare this with a passage from Cylinder B 23: 18–24:47 “Your (i.e., Gudea’s)
god is Nin-Ñiåzida-k, the grandson of An; your mother goddess is Ninsuna-k, the mother giv43
See my article for a reconstruction of the Mesopotamian concept of personal identities (2003a). As noted
there, my argumentation shows parallels to earlier ideas
of Winter, published in a highly stimulating 1992 article. Focusing on the images, she argues as follows: the
ruler’s statues have “three simultaneous representational
identities … [which] underscore the absolute aspect of
the image” (p. 35). These identities are: “(1) the particular historical personage …,” (2) the representative
of a class “ruler” …, and (3) “a sacred, animate entity
identical with its referent” (p. 34). The difference from
the present argument is simply due to the different focus,
for example, person versus image!

44
Wilcke 2007: 220: “Des Lugalzagesi … Göttin Nisaba
soll diesen Frevel … auf ihrem Nacken tragen.” This
translation implies in fact that the goddess, much in the
same way as her protégé, should bear the punishment for
his sacrilegious deeds!
45
Stat. E 7:15–21.
46
Stat. E 8:11–15.
47
diÑir-zu ∂nin-Ñiå-zi-da dumu- ka -an-na-kam / diÑirama -zu ∂nin-sún-na ama-gan-numun-zi-da / numun-e
ki-áÑ-àm / áb-zi-dè munus(-)ba(-)tu(RÉC 144)-da-me
/ mes-zi ki-lagaåki-[ta/a] è-a // ∂nin-Ñír-sú-ka-me / … / …
/ … / … / … / [g]ù-dé-a [d]umu-∂nin-Ñiå-zi-da-ka / [n]
am-ti [æ]a-mu-ra-sù.
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ing birth to true seed (offspring), who loves her seed (offspring), you are (the one) who the
true cow has born, the true mes-tree / youth arisen from Lagaå region, the (one) of Nin-Ñirsu-k
… O Gudea, son of Nin-Ñiåzida-k, may for you your life be prolonged.”
Here the birth of Gudea is described with words reminiscent not only of the Old Sumerian
paradigm of the ruler’s divine birth, but especially of similar passages in the literature of Ur III
royal hymns. There, Lugalbanda, Ninsuna-k’s spouse and the father of Gilgameå, is holding
Nin-Ñiåzida-k’s place. Elsewhere in his inscription Gudea calls himself “child born by Gatumdu-g,” once he names the goddess Nanåe as his mother.48 The explanation for this puzzle
seems to be that Gudea is referring to different divine prototypes. By mentioning Ninsuna-k
as his “mother” he alludes to the concept of the mother goddess per se, Ninsuna-k (and NinhursaÑa), and he places himself in Gilgameå’s position. By mentioning Gatumdu-g, a (local)
Lagaåite form of the mother goddess, he establishes himself as heir of divinity or — as later
texts would put it — as “god of the land.”
In literature and in art we have many examples that establish the parallel roles of rulers and
gods. Let us have a look at a statement found in an Old Babylonian copy of a Å„-Su’en text,
edited by M. Civil in Å„-Sîn’s Historical Inscriptions: Collection B (Civil 1969: A 12: 7–11):
“Towards Tummal sailed he (= Å„-Su’en) with Enlil and Ninlil.” 49 The interpretation seems
clear enough: the king sailed with the (statues of) the gods to this sanctuary. D. R. Frayne,
however, provided a different translation: “Towards the canebrake … the god Enlil, together
with the goddess Ninlil sailed” (Frayne 1997: 318). Indeed, such an interpretation seems not to
be excluded. In other literary texts, for example, in the hymn Åulgi-r R, the deities are indeed
pictured as acting persons.50 Of course, we might think of statues perceived as “living beings,”
but an interpretation that the sources allude to the king’s and his wife’s circumstantial divinity
is in the light of the Old Sumerian evidence quite likely.
Rituals such as mouth-opening and naming transferred a statue from the class of material objects to that of the divine.51 Afterwards they were not only able to transmit prayers and
offerings, but also to receive them. It is the same principle we observed already: by ways of
objectification and due to the fuzzy borders of categorization they could be included in both
groups, either that of artifacts or that of living beings. And since, I would suggest, all living
beings share in a gradient way features of divine prototypes, they could have been included in
one of these categories.

8. Composite identities
I have argued elsewhere for an emic “Mesopotamian concept of a person as a composite being.” 52 Initially, I developed these ideas on the basis of A. L. Oppenheim’s remarks on
“Mesopotamian psychology,” where he concluded that the “protective ‘spirits’ in Mesopotamia are individualized and mythologized carriers of certain specific aspects of one basic
phenomenon, the realization of the self, the personality, as it relates to the ego from the outside

48

Compare Falkenstein 1966.
Sallaberger 1993: 142: “Zum Tummal Röhricht …
fuhr er (= Å„-Su’en) Enlil und Ninlil.”
50
Compare Sallaberger 1993: 141 f.; see also Wilcke
2002 (Åulgi-r F).
51
The mouth-opening and mouth-washing rituals recently attracted considerable interest; see Dick 1999, espe49

cially Walker and Dick 1999. Similar rituals are widely
attested, not only in ancient Egypt, but also in modern
India. Compare Waghorne 1999; Hardenberg 1999, and
especially Davis 1997.
52
See Selz 2003a.
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world and, at the same time, separates one from the other.” 53 Because a human’s identity is
of composite nature, it is easy to see that under certain circumstances humans could be transferred to the class of gods. And, if for various reasons a ruler is considered of outstanding personal qualities, the perception of him being a divine figure becomes almost unavoidable. The
question why this track was not pursued any further in the Old Babylonian period cannot be
dealt with here. It is, however, evident that the concepts of rule must have changed considerably at this time.

9. Conclusions
Using models of the prototype theory, one could also say that humans shared features with
other prototypes and therefore might be included in various categories.54 One might object to
such formulations and insist that such statements do not add very much to common descriptions of such features as “metaphors” or “mythologies.” Bound to our cultural prejudices, however, such notions still carry an overtone of purely mythological, almost fantastic and nonsensical (priestly), speculations. In my opinion, such an understanding is far too abstract; in early
Mesopotamia thought seems much more concrete and precise. It was based on experience, and
reasoning was less concerned with possible contradictions than with collecting possible “true”
explanations: the more a Mesopotamian knew and could say about his world, the greater was
his wisdom. Needless to say, the empirical concepts do not correspond to ours, therefore studies of Mesopotamian classification processes are of great importance.
Finally, I return to our central topic, the problems of sacred kingship. Understanding the
problem of divine or sacred kingship was, until recently, severely hampered by the fact that
the data were reviewed under the premises of our Aristotelian-based scientific classification
system. The tertium non datur, the so-called binary logic, may have created discussions not
always appropriate to our sources.
There can be little doubt that in the third millennium Mesopotamian kings could have had
— in varying degrees — divine status. There are several reasons for this: starting from the concept of a human being of a composite nature, the ruler’s connection to “eternal,” hence deified,
functions, which in the course of history became a separate sub-class of deities or secondary
divine prototypes, contributed much to his perception of a divine being. This sort of functional
divinity need not have been a ruler’s prerogative. In varying degree it seems to have affected
other members of the ruling elite: priests and holders of other comparable offices, but especially the royal couple (and family) possessed some kind of functional divinity. This concept had,
without doubt, a ritualistic corollary, even when our pertinent information is scarce, difficult to
interpret, and almost restricted to the upper stratum of the society.
One gets the impression that the ancient Mesopotamians were, in some way, aware of the
fact that their explanations had the status of “models,” that they were cognitive constructs. It
did not bother them that their deities were natural and social phenomena and living beings and,
at the same time, they were hypostasised in numerous statues in various cult places. We cannot
avoid the conclusion that the Mesopotamian kind of empiricism was basically different from

53

Oppenheim 1964: 199–200; compare Abusch 1999,
especially 105 ff.; quote from pp. 106 ff. This differs
widely from the position of Edzard 1993: 203 ff., who
also summarizes a number of unsolved problems related
to the “personal god.”

54

This may also help us understand a salient feature of
Mesopotamian material culture. The composite character
of many objects, made of different materials, anchors
them in a categorial network, in a semantic field of various prototypes.
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our own; other cultures may have fewer problems with that. An important corollary of this is
the insight “that our successful concepts and theories can never be claimed to be the only ones
that work — and therefore they cannot be claimed to be ontologically true.” 55
What I try to demonstrate in this paper is that such concepts as the prototype theories have
a salient explanatory force when applied to textual and material data of the earlier Mesopotamian periods.56 I do not claim to be an expert in cognitive linguistics nor in the history of
religion, but I am convinced that many attempts should be made to cross the traditional borders
of our specific field. Concepts like the reconstructed prototype concepts of Mesopotamian
thought did not simply die out, nor are they restricted to a specific, almost forgotten culture.
They are still lingering around, not only in contemporary India, even though they may be
modified they are nevertheless influential.

Figure 2.1. NarΩm-Sîn Shown in Same Position as Ishtar. After Aruz 2003: 206 no. 133

55

Von Glasersfeld 1999: 285.
In cuneiform studies I know of just one attempt to
make use of prototype theory and folk taxonomies (cf.
56

Brown 1984) for the analysis of the lexical texts by
Wapnish 1984. To the best of my knowledge she had
absolutely no followers.
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THE MORTAL KINGS OF UR:
A SHORT CENTURY OF DIVINE RULE
IN ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA
PIOTR MICHALOWSKI, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Assyriologists are at a disadvantage whenever the subject of divine kingship comes up.
The issue is not an old one, but it has its lingering ghosts, James Frazer and Edward EvansPrichard, and it has its favorite haunting ground, the continent of Africa and the island of Madagascar. Ever since Frazer delineated the problem in 1890, the focus of investigation has been
on Africa, and the definition has encompassed three central components: duality, regicide, and
the mediating role of the king. Of the three, regicide has been the most contentious issue, but
it is one that is hardly important outside of the Africanist debates. Moreover, as Kasja Ekholm
Friedman (1985: 250) has written, some have viewed divine kingship as “an autonomous symbolic structure that can only be understood in terms of its own internal symbolic structure.”
Writing about the Lower Congo (Friedman 1985: 251), she undertook to demonstrate that “it
is a historical product which has undergone transformations connected to the general structural
change that has turned Africa into an underdeveloped periphery of the West.” Here, I follow
her example and attempt to locate the eruptions of early Mesopotamian divine kingship as
historically defined phenomena, rather than as moments in a developmental trajectory of an
autonomous symbolic structure.
Most studies of the early history of Mesopotamian kingship concentrate on the development of a specific figure in text and art; the underlying notions are social evolutionary, and
the methodology is philological, often relying on etymology and the study of the occurrence
and history of lexical labels, as summarized well in a recent article by Nicole Brisch (2006).
Much of it is disembodied from a consideration of political and symbolic structures. Thus,
for example, the Sumerian terms en, lugal, and énsi are seen by some to have very different
symbolic histories and function; in fact, they are just different local words for “sovereign,”
the first one originally used in the city of Uruk, second in Ur, and the third in the city-state of
Lagash. These quasi-synonyms were remodeled within the context of centralized states as part
of new political and symbolic languages. Thus, in the Ur III kingdom, around 2100 b.c., there
was only one lugal in the world, and that was the king of Ur. In poetic language he combined
both the status of en and of lugal, that is, he was characterized by “sovereignty of Ur and kingship of Uruk,” and all his governors were énsi, as were all foreign rulers. Like all inventions,
this one played with tradition, but it has to be understood not in evolutionary perspective, but
within the context of a new language of empire.
Divine kingship has had a similar fate. Although there has been no thorough investigation of the concept since Henri Frankfort’s inspired, but now dated monograph (1948), recent
studies that mention the phenomenon in passing tend to stress its antecedents and to treat it
philologically, rather than as a historical symbolic phenomenon. I argue that episodes of divine
kingship were not the apex of a long developmental pattern, but were historically determined
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events. All kings are sacred and mediate between sacred and profane, but not all kings are
gods.
As far as one can determine, the earliest Mesopotamian divine ruler was Naram-Sin
(2254–2218 b.c.), the fourth king of the Dynasty of Agade (2334–2154 b.c.).1 Very little
is known of this event; the monarch’s divine status is indicated by representational attributes
otherwise reserved only for gods and goddesses: a divine classifier before his name, and by the
addition of a horned crown in visual representations. His sacred elevation is described in just
one royal inscription, which states:
Because he secured the foundations of his city (Agade) in times of trouble,2 his city
requested of Ishtar in Eana, of Enlil in Nippur, of Dagan in Tuttul, of Ninhursanga in
Kesh, of Ea in Eridu, of Sin in Ur, of Shamash in Sippar, and of Nergal in Kutha, that
(Naram-Sin) be made a god, and then built his temple in the midst of (the city of)
Agade.

This unique statement provides us with the only explicit contemporary view of the divinization of Naram-Sin, and its singular nature only serves to draw attention to the limitations
of our sources of information. The initiation of the act is attributed not to the king himself,
but to the citizens of his city, and is apparently granted in reward for saving the state from an
insurrection that nearly toppled it. The phrase translated here as “secured the foundations” is
used here for the first time in Mesopotamian history, but will become, in Sumerian as well
as Akkadian, a major ideological concept depicting the security of the state and the crown.
Moreover, this is done with the approval of all the main divinities of the Akkad kingdom, in
Mesopotamia and in Syria as well. It is important to observe that Naram-Sin was not made the
god of the whole territory, but of his city Agade, and thus, by implication, joined the goddess
Ishtar-Annunitum as divine city ruler, and possibly as her consort. 3 One would like to illustrate
this relationship by means of a well-known representation of the couple (Hansen 2002), but
there is a good chance that is it simply a forgery. From the passage cited above we learn that
Naram-Sin’s elevation to city god took place after the Great Rebellion that nearly cost him his
kingdom, and which became the best-remembered event of his reign. The length of his reign as
well as the chronological placement of this revolt are both uncertain, but one can be fairly certain that Sargon’s grandson spent less than two decades as a god on this earth (Ãge Westenholz
2000).4 No details of his cult have survived, but it would seem that the last part of his reign,
that is, the period during which he was venerated as the god of Agade, was also a time when
the king applied himself to supporting the cults of other deities in various cities of his realm,
as argued by Ãge Westenholz, something that he had not seen fit to do earlier in his reign. It is
1

On the period in general, see Ãge Westenholz (1999).
Wilhelm (1982: 16) considers the possibility that the
Hurrians had such an institution earlier, based on an etymology “god” of the Hurrian word for “king” (endan).
Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati (1996: 75) repeat this
and make a similar, if cautious suggestion; all of this is
based on etymology and a broken seal impression.
2
Bassetki Statue (E2.1.4.10; Frayne 1993: 113–14) 20–
57: åi in pu-uå-qi-im suhuå.suhuå iri.ki-lí-su ú-kí-nu.
On this text and the divinization of the king, see Farber
1983.
3
Hence his title dingir a-ga-dèki, “god of Agade,” that
alternates with lugal a-ga-dè ki, “king of Agade,” in

some inscriptions. Contrast this with the title dingir (zi)
kalam-ma-na, “(effective) god of his land,” borne by the
kings of Ur and by Ishbi-Erra, the first king of Isin.
4
Ãge Westenholz makes a good argument concerning
the placement of the “great rebellion” within the reign
of Naram-Sin, but he is too invested in the concept of
a shorter reign for the king. The Ur III version of the
Sumerian King List, the closest thing we have to a contemporary account, is quite precise: it assigns fifty-four
years and six months to the Agade monarch (Steinkeller
2003: 272, 22'–23').
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by no means clear if divinization is part of a restructuring of royal self-representation, or if it
is but one symptom of the revival of central authority in a time of state crisis. Because of uncertainties concerning the chronology of his reign, and of the ordering of his surviving inscriptions, it is difficult to correlate acts such as divinization with other changes.
Apparently, Naram-Sin’s short time as a god on earth was singular and was neither inheritable nor contagious. His son and successor Sharkalisharri (2217–2193 b.c.) did not aspire to
divine status, and neither did his petty successors, who ruled Akkad as the empire crumbled
around them. Briefly stated, the divine classifier is absent in Sharkalisharri’s year names, except in broken passages where it has been restored by modern editors. A survey of his inscriptions shows that the classifier was also restored by later Mesopotamian copyists of his texts; in
contemporary texts it is present in only one inscription, and in dedicatory seals of some of his
more enthusiastic servants.5
The kingdom of Akkad fell soon after Sharkalisharri’s reign, and after a short period of
city-state particularism and foreign occupation, the land was reunited under the Third Dynasty of Ur, which ruled Mesopotamia between 2112 and 2004 b.c. (Sallaberger 1999). The
founder of the dynasty, Ur-Namma, established his new capital in the city of Ur, but his family
probably came from Uruk. Uruk remained important for the next century; it was a ceremonial
center and was under rule of the royal family, unlike all other major cities, which were run by
state-appointed governors (Michalowski 1987). When Ur-Namma began his state-creation
activities, both the north and south of Babylonia were under the rule of ancient Iran. His first
order of business was military, but he seems to have handled these matters rather quickly, and
then moved on to organize the state and initiate an array of building activities in the major cities of his realm. During his short reign, the founder of the dynasty initiated and perhaps even
completed at least four massive multi-level temples (ziggurats) in the most important cities
of his realm: Ur, Eridu, Nippur, and Uruk. Such works must have provided fiscal and structural benefits to local elites, but they also refashioned the physical environments of the cities.
Wherever one stood, even outside the city walls, one’s gaze was attracted to the ziggurat — a
symbol of royal patronage and royal mediation between the human and transcendent spheres.
But the gods were not placated, and less than eighteen years into his reign, Ur-Namma was
mortally wounded while leading his troops in battle.
No comet presaged this death, but by Mesopotamian standards this was a cosmic tragedy.
In three millennia of documented history only two kings are known to have been killed in war,
Ur-Namma (around 2100 b.c.) and Sargon II of Assyria (722–705 b.c.), fifteen hundred years
later. Violent royal death meant only one thing — sin and divine abandonment. Such events,
just as military defeats and ends of dynasties, were precipitated by the gods and goddesses,
who turned their backs on their favorites and simply walked away. The demise of the Assyrian Sargon led to years of inquiry into the causes for such radical divine displeasure, inquiries
pursued by sons who followed him on the throne (Tadmor, Landsberger, and Parpola 1987).
No documentation of this kind has survived from the time of Ur-Namma’s successors, but we
do have a very different, and in its own way even more interesting, composition on the matter: a long poem detailing the king’s death and his journey and reception in the netherworld
(Flückiger-Hawker 1999: 93–182). It is important to know that this poem is unique; there is
5

Sharkalisharri was an adult when he came to the throne,
as he is already attested as a high official during his father’s reign. A survey of his inscriptions reveals the following (+/- = presence or absence of the divine classifi-

er: 1. Year Names: never, except in passages restored by
scholars; 2. Royal inscriptions: a. contemporary monuments/objects +2/-5; b. contemporary seals/sealings +3/11; c. later copies: +4/-1).
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no other Sumerian literary work on the death of kings. Indeed, it seems that this subject was
strictly taboo, and royal demise is never mentioned directly but only alluded to by means of
euphemisms.6
Royal disaster nearly toppled the young state, but the new king Shulgi (2094–2047 b.c.)
managed to hold it together, and this must have been quite an undertaking. Historical sources
inform us that he had to face enemies from abroad, and we can surmise that at the same time he
needed to repair the ideological foundations of the kingdom, to resist the centrifugal forces that
were always there, as local elites were always ready to resist centralization, and would use any
opportunity to revert to city-state localism. The second king of Ur ruled for forty-eight years, a
long stretch by ancient standards, so it seems that his efforts were successful, and that he managed to pacify the divine wrath that had destroyed his father. How he achieved this is not easy
to ascertain, but some clues may be found in the narrative that can be read from the year names
that were used to date documents from his reign. 7
The year names tell a story. They do not describe all the events of Shulgi’s reign, but they
bring to the fore salient moments, events that were deemed worthy of remembrance and celebration. This story is striking: the first half of the reign, years 1 through 20, mostly reference
cultic activities; moreover they concern the central ceremonial cities of the state: Ur, Nippur,
and only once Uruk. Years 10 and 11 digress to claim control of strategic border towns on the
north and east, but the only significant foreign involvement is the marriage of a princess to the
king of the powerful Iranian state of Marhashi. Year name 21 marks a significant new trend:
military involvement in the highlands to the east. From now on, until the king’s death toward
the end of his 48th year, Shulgi’s scribes will date almost all the documents in the land with
commemorations of military expeditions. It took twenty years of extensive cultic, ceremonial,
and organizational activity to secure the foundations of his rule, to overcome the ideological
crisis begotten by the curse on his father, and to bring him to the point where he could venture
securely into foreign lands, without fear of rebellion at home. There were wars, but this topic
was not considered proper for consistent year naming until now. But year name 21 also reveals
another radical new development: the name of the sovereign will from now on be preceded by
the cuneiform sign for “god,” an unpronounced classifier that informs all readers that Shulgi
and his successors are no mere mortal kings — they are divine — although, significantly, this
divinization was never applied retroactively to his father Ur-Namma.8
How does a king become divine? Shulgi may have drawn on the precedent of Naram-Sin
(Cooper 1993), but we should keep in mind that the Akkadian king’s time as a god was rather
brief and had ended more than two generations before the revival of this notion in the middle
of the reign of the second king of Ur. It is clear that Shulgi’s intentions, as well as the very
nature of the new ideology that he and his entourage developed, were not simply antiquarian.
Rather, they came as a culmination of the decades of reconstruction that was necessary in the
wake of his father’s violent death. In order to create his new identity, Shulgi reached back to
his family’s Uruk origins and inserted himself into the heroic past. The figure of Gilgamesh
(George 2003), sired by the union of a mortal royal hero Lugalbanda and the goddess Ninsumuna, provided the perfect model: Shulgi could reflect himself in this poetic mirror by
becoming Gilgamesh’s brother. Lugalbanda and Ninsumuna became his metaphysical parents,
6

There is also an Old Babylonian Akkadian language
“Elegy on the Death of Naram-Sin”; it is not clear which
Naram-Sin, of Akkad or Eshnunna, is being lamented
(J. G. Westenholz 1997: 203–20).

7

A full study of the year names of the Ur III kings is
long overdue. For now, see Frayne 1997: 92–110.
8
It is possible that Shulgi’s life as a god began earlier;
see Sallaberger 1999: 152.
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assuring his divinity. There were practical moves that came with this, most importantly the infusion of the power of the Crown into the social, cultural, and above all economic world of the
temples, which at this time were massive fiscal organizations. But a dynasty requires continuity and cannot survive by means of a hegemonic ideology that is only good for one generation.
Shulgi could not simply become a god, as the illusion would disappear at the moment of his
death, leaving his successor without symbolic power. The unique symbolic status of Gilgamesh
provided the answer as an ancestor who embodied the central paradox of divine kingship: the
inevitable death of kings. Shulgi was worshipped in temples — and so would be his successors — but for the literate classes his divinity was played out in four of the five Gilgamesh
poems that we know from later times, although there are other such compositions that did not
survive from the Ur III literary world.9 Together with other tales of mythical Uruk heroes, they
illustrated the central metaphors of Ur III royal self-representation: the achievement of eternal
fame by means of eastern conquests, conflict, and intimacy with the divine world, wisdom,
control over life and death, and, finally, confrontation and management of royal demise. It
is obvious, and in some cases even demonstrable, that the versions at our disposal have been
remodeled by generations of redactors, and that enigmatic allusions to contemporary events,
many of which could no longer be understood, were altered or even eliminated. Some residues
remain, including a reference to an Ur III princess, whose name would have meant nothing to
the teachers and students in eighteenth-century b.c. schools (Michalowski 2003). Such traces
suggest that in their original form the heroic poems, unlike contemporary royal hymns, carried
some oppositional messages within the context of a more complex meditation on the social
and cosmic role of kings. The documentation that has come down to us offers a stark contrast
between the times of the Ur III dynasty and their Sargonic predecessors, who had to face continual rebellion within their realm. One could speculate that the patrimonial state established
by Ur-Namma was also quite fragile, but that dissent was erased from the historical record by
the self-congratulatory mask of the propaganda of success. The imperfect heroic images in the
epic poetry offer a different portrait of the divine and omnipotent rulers of ancient Ur.
For pedagogical as well as structural reasons, these Sumerian heroic poems were never
joined into one master narrative, although they were studied in sequence in the eighteenthcentury b.c. schools, ending with the emotionally powerful poem that opens with the deathbed
scene and then describes the decease and burial of the great hero Gilgamesh and his descent
into the netherworld, where he continues to reign as a king (Veldhuis 2001). This text also
ennobles the city of Uruk while at the same time explains the lack of a pilgrimage site for
Gilgamesh. By divine intervention the Euphrates dries up, his son constructs an elaborate stone
tomb, and after the dead king is laid to rest there, the river comes to flow again, forever covering his resting place. His shade may rule the underworld, but in earthly terms he is reborn in
the figure of Shulgi and his successors. As a corollary, his immortality is textual, expressed by
the survival of his name and deeds in poetry.
Shulgi’s transformation and reinvention was a carefully managed affair. As I have already
mentioned, his biological father, Ur-Namma, whose fate lay so heavily upon the son, was
never retroactively divinized, so that the break was well marked. In literature this found expression in the concomitant all-encompassing reinvention of the written tradition, which was
now firmly reoriented to represent a new form of charismatic rule designed to overcome the
9

I discuss the “epic” tradition in this context in Michalowski 2010; note that I exclude “Gilgamesh and Akka”
from the debate.
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ideological crisis precipitated by the martial death of the founder of the dynasty. The centralized, patrimonial state run from Ur required a well-regulated and well-trained bureaucracy
that could be held accountable for all fiscal and organizational activities. Writing was the instrument by which the Crown exercised oversight and control, as documented by the hundred
thousand or so published administrative documents from the period. The hearts and minds of
these literate servants had to be molded through schooling that not only taught them writing
skills but also indoctrinated them into the ideological aspirations of the new state. Although
contemporary evidence is still sparse, it appears that sometime under Shulgi the masters of
the royal academies literally wiped clean the literary slate and discarded all but a few of the
old compositions that went back to Early Dynastic times, that is, more than half a millennium
earlier. They kept most of the basic pedagogical tools such as word lists, but discarded virtually all the old narratives, replacing them with materials written in honor of the contemporary
ruling house.
Some of this also found expression in a composition that we call the Sumerian King List
(Jacobsen 1939; Edzard 1980: 77–84), a largely fictional genealogical enumeration of cities —
and dynasties — that ruled Mesopotamia since time immemorial, when “kingship descended
from the heavens.” Now that Piotr Steinkeller (2003) has published an Ur III exemplar of the
text, we can be fairly certain that it was composed under that dynasty, most probably during
Shulgi’s reign. This oldest manuscript that we have ends with the reign of Ur-Namma, and
then the scribe added a subscript: “May my king, divine Shulgi, live a life of never-ending
days!” Much can be said about this salutation, but I will let that bide. In this text there were no
divine kings before Shulgi, even Naram-Sin’s assumption of the status is suppressed, and he is
deprived of his hard-earned determinative: in this text the divine status of the new king of Ur
is unique!
But there is more. In the middle of his reign Shulgi instituted a number of major structural
reforms; in economic terms this meant the subjugation of large temple estates under some form
of state supervision, the creation of production and redistribution centers, initiation of major
public works, as well as the standardization of bureaucratic means of control (Steinkeller
1987). Local elites were incorporated into the patrimonial royal family by means of intermarriage, and the system of local government was revamped to serve the center. A large standing
army took a central role in government activities, and a novel system of taxation included
military colonists in areas of the eastern periphery. One of the new redistribution centers,
Puzrish-Dagan, was used for elaborate royal gift giving to elites (Sallaberger 2003–04); indeed, it appears that at this time ritual gift giving was a royal monopoly. The cult of the living
king spread throughout the state: we know of his temples in Umma, Girsu, ki.an, and in the
capital of Ur, where he was worshipped, while still alive, as Shulgi-dumu-Ana, “Shulgi-sonof-the-Heavens (or: of An).” 10 And to the heavens he did return, for, unlike his mortal father
Ur-Namma, divine Shulgi returned to the heavens (or, to An) upon his demise, as we know
from an economic document that mentions this ascent (Wilcke 1988). Thus, as Nicole Brisch
has pointed out to me, upon his departure from the earth, kingship ascended back where it had
come from in the Sumerian King List, which began, in most versions, with the words “When
kingship descended from the heavens….” Presumably, it went back only to be bestowed upon
the successor. Kings come and go, but divinely sanctioned kingship is eternal.
10
Sigrist, Owen, and Young 1984: 73/10 (Å45.ix.13).
This temple is attested as late as Ibbi-Sin 13 (Legrain
1937: 704:7).
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I would argue that Shulgi’s appropriation of divine attributes was but one element in this
elaborate constellation of activities that constituted a virtual reinvention of his state. Hence his
divine status had nothing to do with any autonomous symbolic system; it was but one component in a complex fabric of economic, structural, and ideological reformations that took place
in a concrete historical context. Some have seen this as the symbolic apex in the process of
state building and centralization of power (Steinkeller 1992), but the arguments made here
point in other directions. By the time Naram-Sin became a god, his empire had held together
for at least a century. Ur-Namma, like the Akkadian king’s successors, had eschewed any notions of divine kingship, as far as we know. It may be pure coincidence that both Naram-Sin
and Shulgi took tremendous pains to placate local gods and goddesses, as well as local elites,
in the process of self-divinization; all of this did not constitute final steps in the rise to power,
but rather took place in the aftermath of almost fatal state collapse. And yet, as we have seen,
the notion of royal divinity in no way guaranteed everlasting life for any ruler or any state
formation. In the words of J. Cooper (1993: 21), “no Sumerian text that is not an immediate
product of the court — royal inscription or royal hymn — holds out any hope that sovereignty
is forever.”
There is a curious sideshow in this short spectacle of divine kingship. East of Sumer, in
the highlands of Iran, some contemporary rulers of the Dynasty of Shimashki likewise adopted
the divine classifier in front of their names.11 We know of them primarily from a later list of
kings, which survives on a tablet that was found in the city of Susa: the Awan/Shimashki King
List (AKL). It is now possible to identify most of these rulers in Mesopotamian documents
from the early second millennium, so their historicity is assured. There are a few documents
dated to the period and a handful of seals or sealings that mention royal names.
The first five kings of the Shimashki Dynasty were contemporaries of the house of Ur in
Mesopotamia. Although apparently related to one another, they did not rule in succession, as
the king list would have us believe, but overlapped one another, in charge of different sectors
of the so-called Shimashkian state. The details of this complex geo-political order must be left
for another occasion; here I only concentrate on the matter at hand.
The second section of the AKL contains the rulers of Shimashki, and it begins with
Kirname, fronted by the divine classifier. The names that follow lack this determinative. A
similar phenomenon is encountered in the year names of Ebarat; in one case we encounter the
classifier, but in the rest we never do. A royal inscription of his grandson Idadu lists three generations of deified Shimashkian monarchs.12 Thus the first four kings of this dynasty used the
divine determinative in their own inscriptions, year names and seals, but not consistently. 13 All
four are also mentioned in Ur III administrative texts, but as is to be expected, without a trace
of divinity. Some seal inscriptions include the divine determinative before royal names, but
others do not. It is difficult to derive any strong conclusions from this limited and inconsistent
set of data. We simply do not know enough about the internal structure, modes of royal selfrepresentation, and world view of the Shimashkian state or confederation. Our own view of
these matters is filtered through Ur III data, and thus we see early second-millennium Iran as
secondary in importance to Sumer. In reality, it is quite possible that the highland states such

11

On the localization of this land and its history, see
Stolper 1982 and Steinkeller 2007.
12
Steinkeller 2007. One of the two identical copies of
the inscription is from Christie’s auction house (2001:
no. 23).

13

Ebarat (Iabrat, Ebarti) took over Susa after the third
year of Ibbi-Sin. Three different year names of this ruler
survive, but only one uses the divine classifier (de Graef
2004). The classifier is also encountered in a seal of Idadu (Lambert 1979; Steinkeller 2007).
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as Anshan, Marhashi, and Shimashki were in essence larger, stronger, and geo-politically more
important than its lowland Sumerian neighbor to the west, but this is all distorted by the available textual record. As a result, we cannot determine if this highland royal divinization was
merely a symbolic answer to the claims of the kings of Ur, or if was something more profound
and culturally significant. The former seems more than likely.
It is striking, nevertheless, that divine kingship lost its force when divine Kindattu defeated Ur’s last ruler, divine Ibbi-Sin (2028–2004 b.c.), and took him in chains to Anshan,
in modern-day Fars, where his remains still lie buried, if we are to believe ancient sources.
In Mesopotamia, kingship passed over to Isin, a city north of Ur, and its new king, Ishbi-Erra
(2017–1985 b.c.), played a complex ideological game, balancing innovation with purposeful
imitation of Ur III traditions, portraying himself as the legitimate successor to their line (Michalowski 2005). In titulature, at least, he retained claims of divinity, but it is impossible to
determine how deep this all went. Other Isin successors imitated much of the royal ceremonial
of their Ur III models, but there is little evidence for the cult of living kings, and the concept
seems to have been alien to other contemporary local rulers who sprung up after the collapse
of the Ur III state.14 To be sure, in poems that to various degrees mimicked or paid homage to
the old works dedicated to Ur-Namma and Shulgi, Babylonian kings of the succeeding period
carried the divine determinative before their name, but there is little other evidence to suggest
that they were consistently worshipped as gods: they were not worshipped in their own temples, nor did they have their own cultic personnel. There is much that we do not know about
these matters, but it appears that by now the royal application of the divine determinative was
traditional, like most of the titles they bore in texts, but was not meant to signify the kind of
heavenly status that was claimed by their Ur III predecessors. These kings were sacred, but not
truly divine. The one exception to this appears in the short and relatively insignificant reign of
king Naram-Sin of Eshnunna in the eighteenth century b.c., who, for reasons that we cannot
recover, apparently assumed both the name and some of the ideological trappings of the great
ruler of Akkad (Reichel, this volume).
Perhaps the best example of the poetic representation of the sacred mediating role of an
early Old Babylonian ruler is embedded in a hymn that celebrates the goddess Inana (Venus)
in her astral role as the morning and evening star, also known under the names Ninsiana and
Ninegala. The fourth king of the Isin Dynasty, Iddin-Dagan, takes the role her lover Dumuzi,
who is here referred to as Ama’ushumgalana.15
In the River Ordeal Temple of the black-headed people, the assembled population
Established a chapel for Ninegala.
The king, as if he were a god, lives with her there. 16
…
She bathes (her) loins for the king,
She bathes (her) loins for Iddin-Dagan.
Holy Inana bathes with soap,
And sprinkles the floor with aromatic resin.

14

For the first king of Isin, see above.
Iddin-Dagan Hymn A, lines 170–72 and 183–94. The
text was edited by Reisman 1970; see also Reisman 1973
for a published translation.
16
Others would translate “who is a god.” There is only
one comparable use of dingir-àm known to me, albeit
15

in different semantic and syntactic context: Instructions
of Shuruppak 267–69 (Alster 2005: 98) ama dutu-àm lú
mu-un-ù-tu ab-ba dingir-a[m (x)] mu-un-zalag2-e ab-ba
dingir-àm inim-ma-ni zi-da “A mother gives one life,
just as the Sun, a father brightens [x] just as a god, a father’s word is true, just like that of a god.”
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The king then approached (her) holy loins with head raised high,
Iddin-Dagan approached (her) loins with head raised high,
He approached Inana’s loins with head raised high,
Ama’ushumgalana takes to the bed with her,
And praised her holy loins.
After the holy-loined queen had stepped into the bed,
After holy-loined holy Inana had stepped into the bed,
She made love with him there on her bed:
“O Iddin-Dagan, you shall be my beloved!”

I have cited the full passage to provide a flavor of the ritual context. If my translation is true,
Iddin-Dagan assumes the role of a god only in the context of the union with the Inana; his
sacred character allows him to perform this role and touch the heavens and her loins, but otherwise he remains mortal and fully human and a denizen of the mundane world, even though
when his name was written, it was often ceremoniously preceded by the divine determinative. I
think the passage speaks for itself.
Much has been made of early Mesopotamian divine kingship, but if the analysis presented
here stands, its significance has been highly overstated. The phenomenon had a short shelf
life, perhaps no more than a decade or so under Naram-Sin, and just over sixty years during
the time of the Ur III kings. The details of all this are hard to pin down, and the trajectory of
its short history difficult to trace; for example, we can detect some intensification of royal
worship during the reign of Shu-Sin (2037–2029 b.c.), Shulgi’s second successor, but the contours of the changes are hard to sketch (Brisch 2006). In the more than three thousand years of
written Mesopotamian history, this is but a short moment, although there is a possibility that a
rather different form of divine kingship may have taken root in Assyria in the first millennium
b.c. (Machinist 2006).
There are reasons to suspect that the divine claims of the kings of Ur were consciously
rejected by subsequent generations, but one can only find vague traces of the process. Some of
this was liberating, and its benefits are still felt today, as without the abandonment of divine
royal attributes we would not have the Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic in the form that we know it
(Michalowski 2010). The reasons for this development are never stated explicitly, but can be
inferred from the very nature of Mesopotamian kingship. I would propose that Shulgi’s invention, or reinvention, of this ideology might have been right for its time and may have played a
central role in the political theater of the day, but its future was hardly assured, as the new vision of royalty clashed with a central component of the institution, namely its sacral character.
There is a paradox here, as the notions of divine and sacred kingship are often misconstrued as
one and the same thing. Mesopotamian kings, similar to monarchs in many other times and cultures, were, first and foremost, mediators between the mundane and transcendent orders. Brute
force aside, all other royal attributes derived from this function. Kings were beyond category;
they did not combine human and divine aspects, rather they existed above and beyond this fundamental classificatory distinction. When Shulgi — and Naram-Sin before him — moved over
to the divine sphere, he disrupted the liminal state of being that provided him with the power
to mediate between the heavens and the earth. The new state required a meditation on the dual
nature of the divine king, who albeit it a god, nevertheless would have to leave the earth, for
only death could lead him to the heavens. This had the undesired consequence of accentuating
the mundane nature of the king, even as he claimed membership in the company of those who
existed in the transcendent world, and as result, paradoxically, divinization undermined the
sacral nature of kingship. As long as the Ur dynasty was in power, political contingencies and
institutional developments made up for this imbalance, as the familial nature of the patrimonial
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state and new economic opportunities, including privileges related to the royal cult, motivated
elites to support this ideology. Although there is much that we simply do not know, it does
not appear that any of this survived after the collapse of the Ur state. Once all these conditions
were gone, kingship reverted to its familiar nature and the monarchs of Mesopotamia were safe
to be sacred once more.
Seen in this light, the institution of divine kingship in early Mesopotamia appears to have
been highly overrated by modern scholarship, undoubtedly a reflection of tacit fascination with
Frazier and his successors. All told, the truly functioning life of the phenomenon amounted to
no more than about eighty years in aggregate. The times may have been short, but they were
eventful, and perhaps by framing royal self-divinization within the complex shifting roles of
ritual, politics, and symbolic representations in specific historical circumstances, we may arrive at a better understanding of the complex dynamics of power in ancient polities. 17 Historicized and freed from being understood as an autonomous symbolic structure, divine kingship
becomes interesting once again.

17
Important, in this respect, are the observations of
Feely-Harnick 1985: 306–07.
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ASPECTS OF KINGSHIP IN ANCIENT EGYPT
Paul John Frandsen, copenhagen university
Introduction*
The notion of divine kingship has always been closely associated with ancient Egypt. In
the biblical tradition the Egyptian king appears as the epitome of mortal arrogance and megalomania because of his claims to the status of a demiurge (Ezekiel 29:3–9).1 This ascription is no
exaggeration. In Egypt, the cosmogonic moment, when the undifferentiated chaos or potential
existence became differentiated being, also set in motion the cyclical solar journey. This event
was called the First Occasion (sp tpy) and marked the beginning of an infinity of repetitions,
a recurring creatio continua. Kingship is seen as a prerequisite for the all important maintenance of creation and exercise of maat, the principle of world order (Bergman 1972: 80–102;
Assmann 1990). Ancient Egypt was a geo-political and cultural unity and is therefore to be
regarded as an early, as well as a good, example of a nation-state. The institution of kingship
was crucial to the existence of political and social order and to its integration into the cosmology of the Egyptians. The king was considered to be the incarnation of the creator god, and
thus divine kingship, as put by Jan Assmann (1990: 219), was “der geometrische Ort der Konvergenz der anthropologischen und der kosmischen Sphäre.” There was a correlation between
the ideological position of the king and the immensity of the royal funerary monuments of the
middle third millennium, and of the temples that pharaohs of later periods lavished upon their
fathers, the gods.
The problem of the king’s divinity and its definition has been the subject of Egyptological
discussions for more than a century, with the discourse focusing on the divinity of the institution of the kingship and of the king himself. Variations in the views put forth can be directly
related to current social and intellectual trends. 2 An important new dimension was added when
it was suggested that monarchy in Egypt can only be fully comprehended if seen as a combination of kingship and queenship (Troy 1986). Common to all positions has been the observation
that the life of the king was circumscribed and permeated by ritual. The king was the chief
ritualist and therefore responsible for the maintenance of the cult in the temples, even though
the actual performance of a ritual would be delegated to priests. This also made the building
* I am indebted to Lana Troy for correcting my English.
1
God addresses Ezekiel: “Mortal, set your face against
Pharaoh king of Egypt, and prophesy against him, and
against all Egypt; speak, and say, Thus says the Lord
God: I am against you, Pharaoh king of Egypt, the great
dragon sprawling in the midst of its channels, saying,
‘My Nile is my own, I made it for myself.’”
2
Compare this quotation from the introductory pages of
Posener’s influential work (1960: XV): “La situation,
en égyptologie, diffère de celle qu’on trouve dans bien
d’autres disciplines où l’étude du caractère sacré ou divin
de la royauté commence à peine, où il convient de la développer. Le thème du pharaon dieu est exploité depuis

longtemps; on peut dire que l’élaboration de la doctrine a
été poussée jusqu’à ses extrêmes limites; dans ces conditions, pour l’ancienne Égypte, il est plus utile actuellement d’ajouter à l’autre plateau de la balance. J’essaierai donc de montre que l’image courante du pharaon est,
par certains côtés, excessive et surtout qu’elle n’est pas
la seule que fournissent les sources; les Égyptiens pouvaient aussi avoir de leur souverain et de son rôle des
conceptions différentes et plus modérées.” For the debate since 1960, compare the following select references:
Hornung 1957; Blumenthal 1970; Assmann 1984; Baines
1995; Frandsen 1989.
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of temples, mortuary establishments, and other significant construction work one of his most
important duties. The king was also responsible for all foreign relations. All these activities
were formalized according to detailed ritual prescriptions. The depictions of victory in battles
never fought,3 and royal participation in rituals never performed, 4 provide telling evidence for
the ritualization of rulership. Even though there was a great variation in the formulation of the
doctrines of kingship, royal and non-royal texts and representations patterned the actions of the
king and his elite in accordance with the prevailing literary and artistic conventions. History in
terms of the actions of kings therefore comes only refracted through what was perceived as the
norms of kingship.5
If the problem of the divinity of the kingship is approached from a historical perspective,
the millennia-long history of the country may be seen as a process where the internal
colonization of the Nile Valley and the increasing contact with the world outside its borders
correlate with a process of desacralization of the person of the king. This can be contrasted with
the doctrines and the mythology underpinning the king’s divinity that remained remarkably
stable. Roman emperors, who never set their foot on Egyptian soil, were nonetheless regarded
and represented as legitimate successors to the long line of divine kings.
In contradistinction to what seems to hold for studies of theocracy and kingship in the
other ancient Near Eastern civilizations, Egyptologists seem to have arrived at a consensus of
sorts concerning the general character of divine kingship and its historical manifestation. Our
concepts and views still need to be fine-tuned, and the two points that this paper addresses are
intended to serve this end.
The discussion has up to now attempted to define kingship through studies of royal iconography, ritual, discursive, and historical texts.6 It has been suggested, moreover, that the
ritualization of rulership is linked to certain grammatical characteristics of the terminology
for features connected with kingship. The present paper uses a linguistic approach to examine
these aspects of kingship, dealing specifically with so-called constituent elements of the king’s
person from the point of view of inalienable possession, that is, the grammar of possessives
and genitives.7 The paper concludes with a discussion of an aspect of kingship, where the mediation between its divine and human dimensions is resolved by recourse to legal fiction.

Fear and awe
The starting point of this discussion is provided by the two important publications, Jan
Assmann’s Liturgische Lieder an den Sonnengott and a paper by Siegfried Morenz, entitled
“Der Schrecken Pharaos” (Assmann 1969; Morenz 1969 [1975]).
3

The prototypical example is the scene showing the king
clubbing a Libyan chieftain in the presence of the latter’s
wife and children. The oldest source for this particular
conflict with the Libyans is dated to the Fifth Dynasty,
and the latest version, found on a wall in Nubia (Kawa),
to the Twenty-fifth, where the names of the wife and
sons of the hapless foreign prince of the Fifth Dynasty
are still to be found. It is not known whether the Fifth
Dynasty version reflects a real, contemporary conflict,
but it probably does not. For the material, see conveniently Osing 1980: cols. 1017 and 1016 with nn. 37 and 38.
4
Prototypical examples are representations of the socalled sed-festival, supposedly celebrated by kings after

a reign of thirty years. These festivals frequently took
place only in the representations; see Hornung and Staehelin 2006.
5
As reflected, for instance, in the genre called “The
King’s Novel” (Königsnovelle), which has been aptly
characterized “as a mirror of changing paradigms of royalty, or more precisely of the debate between human and
divine dimension in the figure of the king” (see Loprieno
1996: 294–95).
6
For a succinct overview, see Baines 1997: 128–32.
7
I have previously discussed aspects of the grammar of
the possessives in an article in Danish (Frandsen 1994).
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In the latter the great German scholar suggested that some exceedingly common royal
(and, one might add, divine) phrases such as snd≤Úf and åfåftÚf 8 should be taken as instances of what is often called the subjective genitive. Instead of interpreting the phrases snd≤Úf
(FEARÚHIS) as “fear of him” and åfåft/åfytÚf (AWEÚHIS) as “awe of him” we should consider snd≤, åfåft/åfyt, and suchlike to be properties (Grösse) belonging to and emanating from
the king and render the said phrases as “his fearsomeness” (snd≤Úf) and “his awesomeness or
his impressiveness” (åfåftÚf). Thus when it is said about pharaoh that nrwÚf (TERRORÚHIS)
or snd≤Úf has defeated the enemies this must be understood literally:
Von diesen Eigenschaften oder wohl besser Kräften des Königs, die schon in diesem
Zeugnis bis zu einem gewissen Grade verselbständigt erscheinen, wird gesagt, dass
sie Scharen der Feinde töten. Ideologisch fassbare Potenzen des Königs und nicht die
Praxis in Gestalt von Soldaten Pharaos ringen den Gegner nieder.… Es handelt sich
zunächst um das Konkrete: die “Furcht,” die als eine seiner Potenzen vom Pharao ausgeht und ihn zu einem Träger der Furchtbarkeit macht. 9

If this interpretation of the data is correct it would change our view of the personality of
the king — or other holders of high offices — because this grammatical construction would
indicate that the king is regarded as being endowed with snd≤ and åfåft/åfyt in the same way as
he is said to be in possession of a ka, ba, name, shadow, etc.10
Assmann has twice discussed the interpretation of the concept of fear; the first time in
connection with his study of a hymn from Book of the Dead, and later in an article on Furcht
in Lexikon der Ägyptologie (1982). His approach is based on an earlier suggestion by de
Buck, who in turn borrowed it from the great German theologian Rudolf Otto’s influential
book on the concept of the holy. According to Assmann, the notion of fear is to be grouped
together with the idea of love, corresponding to Otto’s mysterium tremendum and mysterium
fascinans.11 The words for “fear” and “love” denote affects, for instance, forces and feelings
giving rise to emotions and action;12 they are “construed with the objective genitive” and are
8

Conventionally pronounced senedjef and shefsheftef respectively. snd≤ means “fear” and åfåft means “awe,” while
f is a third-person singular pronoun that is suffixed to substantives, as indicated by the notation Ú. Depending on the
syntagmatic context it may be rendered as he, him, or his.
The syntagms may therefore be analyzed as FEARÚHIS
and AWEÚHIS.
9
Morenz 1969 [1975]: 140–41. Compare the following
passage from a model letter concerning annual Nubian
deliveries: “Increase your revenues every year. Have a
care for your head. (…) Remember the day of bringing
the products, when you pass into the presence of the king
[from the parallel Turin D] under the Window of Appearance, the nobles standing in two rows in the presence of
His Person … you being afraid and shrinking back, your
hand being weak and you do not know whether it be death
or life that is before you” (pKoller 4,7–5,4 = Gardiner
1937: 119–20). Compare Caminos 1954: 438–39.
10
Morenz 1969 [1975]: 147: “Wir werden in Betracht ziehen müssen, dass sich die ‘Amtsperson König’ aus einer
Fülle von Elementen aufbaut, die unter gegebenen Umständen im Leben wie im Tode selbständig in Erscheinung
treten können. Neben den (schliesslich allgemeinen anthropologischen) Hauptbestandteilen k|, b|, |æ und h≤|t,

neben Name, Schatten und anderen Elementen sind beim
Pharao Potenzen in Rechnung zu setzen, die immer auf
ihn beschränkt bleiben und deren eine ‘sein Schrecken’
ist.” In a footnote (n. 34) he adds: “Meine Definitionen
lassen es nicht geraten erscheinen, Begriffe wie ‘Hypostase’ oder ‘Personifikation’ auf den ‘Schrecken Pharaos’
anzuwenden.”
11
Otto 1987: 13ff. and 42ff. Otto actually traces the discourse of the relationship between the two notions to Luther: “Gleich wie wir ein Heiligtum mit Furcht ehren und
doch nicht davor fliehen sondern mehr hinzudringen.”
12
In the first study, Assmann (1969: 65) states that “[m]
it snd≤ und mrwt sind primär nicht Affekte gemeint, sondern Ausdrucksqualitäten (‘Strahlkräfte’) der göttlichen
Erscheinungsform, an der sie eine Art ‘dinglichen Sitz’
haben (Szepter, Insignien, Amulette, Ornat und vor
allem Kronen — [for the association of ‘Strahlkraft und
dinglichen Sitz’ Assmann refers to Cassirer apud Moret
1902], aber nach außen gerichtet sind und einwirken auf
(æpr r nach PT 74a) ‘die Herzen’ der Menschen und
Götter. Mit der Antithese dieser beiden extremen Pole
soll die ganze Skala der ‘Strahlkräfte,’ das semantische
Feld dieser vielen, einander teilweise überschneidenden
Begriffe bezeichnet werden.”
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used “transitively.” Assmann thus renders nb snd≤ as “Herr/Besitzer einer Furcht einflößenden
Furchtbarkeit” and nb mrwt as “Herr einer liebe einflößenden Lieblichkeit.” In his terminology
the source of such affects is the Strahlkraft of the king or a god. The semantic field of Strahlkraft is determined by the opposition between attraction (Anziehung) and repulsion/repelling
(Abstoßung). On one hand, properties expressed with words for love belong to the field of attraction, while qualities associated with the vocabulary for terror and fear are subsumed under
repulsion/repelling (Abstoßung) (Assmann 1977: cols. 360–61). The object is in both cases
the same, for instance, the king or the god, but the response differs according to whether the
subject is the friend or the enemy. For the friend the experience is love, while the enemy responds with fear.13
It appears that for all practical purposes the views of Morenz and Assmann are rather close
to each other. Yet the explanations they provide are rather different. According to Assmann,
the king is the object (OBJECT) of love from (SUBJECT) his people and of fear from (SUBJECT) his enemies. Morenz says nothing about love, but for the sake of the argument his view
may be represented so that the king (SUBJECT) emanates love and fear towards his (OBJECT) people and his (OBJECT) enemies.
The idea that emotions or affects such as “snd≤ ” and “mrwt” are inherent properties of
kings and gods is an interesting hypothesis that deserves closer scrutiny. I am not convinced
that mrwt really works the way suggested by de Buck and Assmann, and although I cannot on
this occasion fully argue the point, I adduce just one example that illustrates this doubt. In the
central scene of the so-called “Birth Legend,” a cycle of pictures and texts deal with the hieros
gamos, the union between Amun and the queen of the reigning king.14 In the text we are told
that the god Amun takes on the appearance of the king, the husband of the queen. He then enters her “bedroom,” the nfrw-chamber,15 in order to beget the next king. The queen, however,
is fully aware of his true identity and of what is expected of her, and the text describes in no
uncertain terms what is going on.
E.1	He found her resting in the nfrw-chamber of her palace. At the scent of the
god she awoke, laughing before His Person. He went to her at once, and had an erection towards her. He gave his heart towards her. He caused her to see him in his true
form as god after he had come close to her, she rejoicing at seeing his radiant vitality,
while his love flowed through her body (sw rdÈ m|nÚs sw m ÈrwÚf n nt≤r m-æt ÈyÚf
tp-ÈmÚs h≥ª.tÈ [the text has y] m m| nfrwÚf mrtÚf æp(Ús) m h≥ªwÚf), the palace being flooded with the scent of the god, all his fragrance being those of Punt (Urk. IV
219,12–220,6).16
13

Assmann (1969: 65): “Man kann sich freilich fragen,
ob diese Gegensätze wirklich so unversöhnlich sind und
ihr Zusammenauftreten nicht vielmehr etwas sehr Gewöhnliches. Beim Anblick von etwas außerordentlich
Eindrucksvollem mischen sich Schrecken und Bewunderung. Ein guter Herrscher soll sowohl geliebt wie gefürchtet sein. Aber gerade beim Herrscherbild zeigt sich
deutlich, daß Furcht und Liebe zwar im Objekt [i.e., the
king or the god] zusammengehen, nicht aber im Subjekt, das sich im Gegenteil dadurch bestimmt, daß ihm
die Macht des Königs entweder liebe einflösst (die Loyalen), oder Schrecken (die Feinde). Die Macht des Königs hat ein Doppelgesicht (‘Sachmet und Bastet’), das
der zwiespältigen, in Freund und Feind (gut und böse)
geteilten Welt entspricht.”

14

This particular scene has been preserved in three versions from the Eighteenth Dynasty. The standard study of
the texts is still Brunner 1964: 35–58.
15
The nfrw-chamber is the innermost part of certain
buildings, such as tombs, temples, and palaces, and
the term connotes “creation,” “rejuvenation,” “regeneration,” “end and beginning,” “perfection,” “beauty,”
“goodness,” etc.; see Frandsen 1992: 53–54, passim.
16
The version rendered here — that of the birth of queen
Hatshepsut, preserved in the temple at Deir el-Bahri (ca.
1460 b.c.) — is the earliest of three. It differs from the
slightly later Luxor version in having the phrase “he gave
his heart towards her” or even better “that of hers.” For
the Luxor version, see Helck 1957: 1714,8–16. Compare
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The concept of love, as illustrated in this example, 17 is of a different order and complexity, and
therefore not considered any further in this paper.
The views of Morenz and Assmann have another feature in common, namely, that they are
insufficiently argued. Morenz tried to support his position by adducing certain parallels from
the Old Testament, while Assmann’s approach is more philological/exegetic in nature. However, the idea that the king is not merely the passive, yet privileged, partner in a relationship of
dominance and submission is worth reconsidering. This is truly a case where the interpretation
of linguistic data could be of importance for our view of the nature of theocracy or divine kingship in ancient Egypt. And, as I hope to show, my conclusion has even wider ramifications.

Subjective (dominating) and objective (dominated) genitive
At this point it becomes necessary to turn to the notion of subjective and objective genitive, and in order to get a firm basis for what follows I shall briefly recapitulate the basics of
this discussion. I use the classical examples from Latin grammar:
amor dei (nostri) which means “God’s love (for us),” where dei is a subjective genitive, while nostri is an objective genitive. The meaning corresponds to the sentence deus
amat nos “God loves us”

and
amor noster dei Ú, meaning “(our) love of God,” with dei being the objective genitive while noster is the possessive pronoun/adjective used as a subjective genitive. The
meaning corresponds to the sentence amamus deum “we love god.”

In many, often very different, languages, this phenomenon is correlated to a division of nouns
into two classes distinguished by the way in which possession is indicated (Chappell and
McGregor 1996; cf. Jespersen 1924: 169–72, 133–39; Rosén 1959). This phenomenon was first
noticed by the French philosopher and anthropologist Lévy-Bruhl in a paper from 1914 (1916)
entitled “L’expression de la possession dans les langues mélanésiennes.” He also realized that
this phenomenon had implications that went beyond the realm of linguistics, but was incorrect,
I think, in adding that it was likely to contribute to our understanding of only “sociétés inférieures.” 18 In the languages that he discussed, one class comprised nouns denoting body parts,
objects closely associated with a person such as weaponry and other personal objects, close
kin, etc. The other class comprised all other nouns. For members of the first class Lévy-Bruhl

also the translation by Bardinet 1995: 146. “(Alors) il (le
dieu) alla aussitôt auprès d’elle, éjacula en elle, et son
intérieur-ib fut placé en elle.” See further my discussion
of the scene in Frandsen 1997: 84–93. For the role of the
heart, compare also Lekov 2004: 70.
17
Brunner (1964: 52) argued differently: “Man könnte
versucht sein, die Aussage ‘Seine Liebe, sie trat in ihren
Leib ein’ als eine dezente Beschreibung des Beischlafs
aufzufassen, wobei etwa ‘Liebe’ für ‘Samen’ stünde. Das
Possesiv-Suffix wäre dann Genitivus subjectivus, nicht,
wie in der oben gegebenen Übersetzung, objectivus.
Doch ist diese Deutung ausgeschlossen, da der Begattungsakt erst später erwähnt wird.” For another interpretation of the passage see however Müller 1966: 259–60.

For a further example in keeping with this hypothesis,
compare “You are not to do anything which is in conflict with my precepts which give all the laws of kingship (…) and no one will accuse you (lit., ‘there is not
your accuser’ nn sræyÚk). (….) Place your love in the
entire land (Èmm mrwtÚk n t|-tmw), for a good character
is that which is remembered, when the years have gone
by” (The Teaching for Merikare, pp. 138–41). Compare
also Simpson 1977.
18
“Leur [certain Melanesian languages] division des
noms en deux classes a donc un intérêt sociologique, et
une analyse attentive de ce fait linguistique peut contribuer à l’interprétation exacte de certaines institutions des
sociétés inférieures” (Lévy-Bruhl 1914/16: 104).
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coined the term inalienable nouns as opposed to the other class consisting of alienable nouns.
In the scholarly literature these classes are also known under the label “non-acquirable vs. acquirable nouns.” The terminology used is, in fact, of some significance in grasping a phenomenon.19 In a discussion of possessive constructions in certain Malayo-Polynesian languages,
for instance, the Danish Sinologist S˜ren Egerod noted that there are very clear distinctions
between the two types of genitive. In these languages when they talk about “the man’s horse”
they use a morphologically distinct, subjective, or as the terminology goes, a dominating genitive, because the man dominates the horse and can get rid of it. But in a phrase like “the man’s
arm” the speaker would employ an objective or dominated genitive “the arm on the man,” as it
were, because the arm cannot be got rid of and therefore dominates the man (Egerod 1984; cf.
Aikhenvald 2003: 125ff.).
I find both set of terms useful when considering the Egyptian material, and in what follows I concentrate on the marked group of nouns, the inalienable nouns, where possession is
expressed in terms of a something corresponding to a dominated genitive. As I stated above,
Morenz did not offer any Egyptological evidence for his view that “fear,” “awe,” and similar
notions were properties inherent to the king. Indeed, making this case may appear to be a lost
cause, given that the language in which all such phrases were couched, Classical Egyptian,
used one and the same set of pronouns to express both “functions” of the genitive. 20 However,
the situation is not completely without hope, because during the second millennium b.c. the
language — already rich in pronouns — evolved a new set of possessive pronouns that seem
to function as indicators of a subjective genitive, while retaining the old set for use in connection with the category of nouns called the inalienable nouns. Thus, in the classical stage of the
Egyptian language the third-person singular pronoun Úf was used to say “his house” (prÚf )
and “his head” (tpÚf ). In the later stages the Egyptians would say p|yÚf pr instead of prÚf for
“his house,” while for “his head” they would still say tpÚf. This, as well as another important
linguistic feature characteristic of the class — very special rules of determination — has been
known for a long time, but to my knowledge no empirical study has ever been made to determine which words were admitted into this class. What the grammars have to say about this
is certainly not very accurate. 21 However, there can little doubt that the core of the group of

19
I fully subscribe, however, to the splendid remark of
Sottas (1913: 78), who, on the subject of the nomenclature
applied to a certain grammatical form, said that “à tout
prendre, un non-sens prête moins aux confusions qu’un
contresens.”
20
This applies also to inscriptions from the periods,
where the vernacular was rather different; see for example, this passage from the main record of the “First Hittite Marriage,” where it is said of the king (Ramesses II,
ca. 1250 b.c.) as the manifestation of the sun god: “Omniscient like Sia, one who searches the bellies like Re,
Lord of Heaven (sÈ| Èb mÈ sÈ| d≤ ª r h≤ t w mÈ rª nb pt), it
is his terrifyingness who has made people great, his impressiveness which pacifies the evil(?) of this land” (Èn
nrwÚf sª| rmt≤ åftÚf h≥r sh≥tp d≤ww [] t| pn) (Kitchen 1979:
240/14–241/1). Incidentally, the first part of this quotation is probably more than an echo of the famous “The
Loyalist Teaching”; see Posener 1976: 62–63.
21
For some basic observations, see Stern 1880: ch. XI,
§195; Erman 1933: §§163–69; Gilula 1976: 170–71;

C◊ernyπ and Israelit-Groll 1984: 59–66 (= §4.2.9). In the
Shenoutean Coptic, MMOÚ is used “to predicate so-called
‘inalienable’ possession …, and is selected by a special
sub-paradigm of noun lexemes”; see Shisha-Halevy 1986:
37, cf. 21, 237, 24 supra ¢ 2; 32; 33,3–4; 34 with pp. 161
n. 36 and 162 n. 37; 130ff.; idem 2007: 247. See also Stern
1880: §317; Till 1955: 324; idem 1961: §§208 and 296;
Westendorf 1965–77: 272 n. 5; Quack 1994: 35–36. The
use of the so-called weak plural article, attested in three
syntagms, was discussed in Polotsky 1968. According to
him the presence of this otherwise “non-existent” article is
due to the fact that the three phrases all begin with “an unstressed vowel (i.e., vocalized zero consonant) with which
the article forms one syllable, as shown by the constant absence of a point over the vowel” (Quack 1968: 245). This
observation is not to be denied, but the explanation for the
occurrence of the article is more likely to be that the core
of each of the three syntagms would seem to be made up
of a word belonging to the category of inalienable nouns.
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inalienable nouns is comprised of words denoting parts of the body, and in order to express a
phrase like “his head” the Egyptians would therefore still use the old set of pronouns.
This is not the place to attempt a detailed review of the evidence for what determines
membership of this particular class. Moreover, it is even more difficult to put Morenz’s hypothesis to a test. The reason for this is that 99.9% of all texts in which we are likely to find the
vocabulary containing the phrases we are looking for, are written in a form of Classical Egyptian. Therefore, they would not normally — if ever — use the new set of possessive pronouns.
In inscriptions, hymns, adorations, and suchlike, we only find what we already know from
earlier texts. As an example I quote a passage from the great Papyrus Harris I, which contains a
catalog of all the goods and personnel that Ramesses III gave to the gods. The text is written in
Late Egyptian, or to be more exact, a form of Late Egyptian as close to “high” Late Egyptian
(cf. Papyrus Abbott) as would be expected in such a text. This implies the usage of pronouns
of the a-series. However, when it comes to the vocabulary that we are interested in, this text,
which measures more than forty meters, does not contain a single example of the possessive
construction that we are looking for — the possessive adjective used to express alienable possession and a possessed substantive.
E.2
Place his (i.e., the king’s) sword and his club over the head of the Asiatics
so that they bow down in awe of him (lit., to his awe åfytÚf AWEÚHIS) as they do
for Baal. Extend for him the borders as far as he desires so that the low lands and the
mountain countries tremble for fear of him (lit., fear in dread of him snd≤ t|w æ|swt n
h≥rytÚf DREADÚHIS) …. Place his love in the hearts of the gods and the goddesses
(mrwtÚf m Èbw LOVEÚHIS) and his sweetness and awe in the heart of the people
(bnrÚf åfåftÚf m h≥|tyw SWEETNESSÚHIS … AWEÚHIS) (pHarris I, 22,8–11).22

But one word can be put to a test, for instance, the word for destiny å|È - shai. In order to facilitate the understanding of the ensuing quotations I have decided to use a somewhat unorthodox
transliteration of the Egyptian.

The Tale of the Doomed Prince
In the Tale of the Doomed Prince, known from a text written in literary Late Egyptian, a
king and a queen are granted a son after many prayers to the gods. At his birth the goddesses of
destiny come to decree his fate — shai: He is to die by crocodile, snake, or dog. Consequently
the prince passes his childhood in splendid isolation. When he has reached adulthood, he obtains permission to go out into the world, because, as he puts it: “I am committed to a certain
fate (pa shai - p| å|È); allow me to leave home so that I may do whatever I want until God does
what is his will.” The prince sets out and arrives, incognito, at Mitanni, where he eventually is
awarded the “princess in the tower” in the shape of the daughter of the King of Mitanni. In the
following part of the story the snake is eliminated through the vigilance and care of his wife.
Subsequently, the hero is pursued by his dog and in order to escape that destiny, he jumps into
a lake, where he is seized by a crocodile. It presents itself to him as his destiny, but it also holds
out a prospect of salvation. The crocodile is in a predicament. For two months it has fought a
water spirit, and if the prince helps him to kill that creature, the crocodile will let him go.
At this point the papyrus breaks off and the remainder of the tale is lost.
22
Compare the most recent translation into French:
“… que ceux-ci [the Asiatics] se prosternent devant la
crainte qu’il inspire(ra) …. Place l’amour pour lui …

que la douceur (qui émane de lui), (comme) la crainte
qu’il inspire soient dans les poitrines …” (Grandet 1994:
253–54).
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The Late Egyptian destiny
The problem is now whether destiny had to take its course or whether it could be manipulated. If destiny was unalterable and could not be averted (e.g., an inalienable attribute), we
would expect å|È - “shai” to combine with the old suffix pronoun Úf, giving us shaiÚf - å|ÈÚf
“his destiny.” Interestingly enough this is not the case. As a matter of fact, I have not been able
to find a single example of this combination in the genuinely Late Egyptian texts. We always
find this word with the new possessive adjective payÚf as will be evident from what follows.
In the account of the Egyptian envoy Wenamun’s journey to Byblos at the end of the
Twentieth Dynasty (ca. 1080 b.c.), Wenamun succeeds in persuading the local prince to supply the timber for which he has come. When the logs have been delivered, Wenamun suggests
that the prince erect a stele with a commemorative inscription on it. He even comes up with a
proposal for the text:
E.3
…. I felled it; I loaded it aboard. I provided him with my own ships and my
own crews. I let them reach Egypt to request for me fifty years of life from Amun in
excess of my fate (payÚi shai - p|yÚÈ å|y) (…) (Wenamun 2,56–58 = LES 72,15–
73,2).23

An unusual and exceptionally interesting letter from the Ramesside period is about destiny,
pure and simple, and deserves to be cited almost in extenso:
E.4
(A says to B): What means your not going to the Wise Woman concerning
the two boys who died24 while they were in your charge? Consult the Wise Woman
about the death which befell them: was it their fate or was it their lot (payÚw shai
n tayÚw rennet - n p|yÚw å|y n t|yÚw rnnt)? (O. Letellier [Letellier 1980] = KRI
VII,257–58).

In the so-called Oracular Amuletic Decrees of the Late New Kingdom, three texts yield pronouncements of the following type:
E.5
We (the protecting gods) will protect NN from those gods who carry off a
human being, even though it is neither its destiny nor its lot (payÚf shai tayÚf rennet
- Èw bn p|yÚf å|y t|yÚf rnnt) (pTurin 1984, rt. 18–20 = Edwards 1960 (T. 2), vol. 1:
63 and vol. 2: pl. XXII).25

In the Egyptian version of the famous treaty between Ramesses II and the Hittite king Hattusili III the latter briefly recapitulates the accession of the new Hittite king:
E.6
When Muwatalli, the Great Prince of Hatti, my brother, went to his fate
(i.e., died), then Hattusilli took his father’s place as Great Prince of Hatti (Èr [m]-dr
h≥nn Mt≤nr p| wr ª| n h≥tt| p|yÚÈ sn m-s| payÚf shai - p|yÚf å|y) (Hittite Treaty, 10–11
= KRI II 227,8–10).26

23

That this particular example occurs in a passage where
Wenamun, as was to be expected from a competent
scribe, drafts his proposal in the language of contemporary inscriptions — the Classical Egyptian idiom — is a
forceful argument in favor of the point we are making.
24
Èr mwt! Perhaps the meaning is a sort of euphemism
for being put to death. At any rate, I know of no other example of mwt being used in a periphrastic construction.

25

Similarly, pLouvre E.25354, rt. 55–58 = op. cit., (P.3),
I, p. 86 og II, pl. XXXIII; pBerlin 10462 rt. 40–42 = op.
cit., (B.), I, p. 115 og II, pl. XLV.
26
The phrase “go or run to one’s fate” is an Egyptian
rendering of a Hittite idiom, which occurs also in line 20
= KRI II,228,13, where the verb is åm instead of hn. See
also Quaegebeur 1975: 126–27; Spalinger 1981: 314;
Edel 1982–85/I: 146; Jasnow 1992: 79–80; Quack 1993.
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A literary text, The Instruction of Ani, dispenses advice and warnings. The consequences are
clear:
E.7
God judges the righteous, but (as for the iniquitous) his destiny comes to
take him away (payÚf shai - p|yÚf å|y) (Ani B 20,12 = pBoulaq 4, VII,11–12).27

In the Tale of the Doomed Prince, the wife of our hero renders the snake harmless by getting
it drunk and subsequently cutting it into pieces. She then informs her husband about what she
has done:
E.8	See, your god has delivered one of your fates into your hand (wª m nayÚk
shai - n|yÚk å|yw m d≤rtÚk) (Doomed Prince 8,5 = LES 8,4–5).

The same texts states that the crocodile is (E.9) his fate (payÚf shai - p|yÚf å|y) (Doomed
Prince 7,10 = LES 7,2). When the creature seizes the prince it is with these words:
E.10	I am your fate that has been made to come in pursuit of you (Ènk payÚk shai
- p|yÚk å|y Èryt Èw m-s|Úk), (Doomed Prince 8,11 = LES 8,15–16).

Finally, in yet another literary text, a love song, we find a passage where the use of metaphors
is strongly reminiscent of certain Roman elegies:
E.11	I passed by her house at night. I knocked, but no one opened to me. I hope
the doorkeeper had a good night’s sleep. Oh door bolt, I will open you, Oh lock, you
are my fate (t≤r mntk payÚi shai - p|yÚÈ å|y) (Gardiner 1931: rt. 17,7–9).

These few examples will suffice to show that in Late Egyptian proper the word shai - å|y always has the status of a possessed noun vis-à-vis a possessor and that the relationship is one of
alienable possession. In short, it is always used with the possessive adjective. This implies that
man is not a slave of his destiny. It can be altered, as indicated in the example from Wenamun.
As it happens the year 1975 also saw the publication of the standard monograph on the concept
of destiny, and in this important book Jan Quagebeur made the very same inference — although he did not approach the problem from the angle of inalienable possession.

Morenz and awe
Let us return to Morenz’s hypothesis. As will be understood, it is not an easy task to verify
or disprove his idea that phrases such as snd≤Úf (FEARÚHIS) and åfåft/åfytÚf (AWEÚHIS) are
properties (Grösse) belonging to and emanating from the king, I am, in fact, unable to supply
more than a single example of one of “Morenz’s” words, but as it happens it comes from precisely the literary Tale of the Doomed Prince. The king of Mitanni is furious at the thought of
having his daughter marry an Egyptian fugitive — the prince has at no point revealed his true
identity to anyone in Mitanni — but when the young man finally comes into the presence of
his future father-in-law things take a different turn:
E.12	Her father had the young man and his daughter brought before him. The
young man came before him, and his WORTH entered into the prince (Èw tayÚf shefyt - t|yÚf åfyt h≥r ªk≥ m p| wr), and he [the prince] embraced him and kissed him …”
(Doomed Prince, 7,1–7,2 = LES 6,3).
27

The passage can also be interpreted differently; see
Quack 1994: 109.
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The translation “worth” is a pure makeshift because in English words for “fear,” “awe,” etc.
can only be used of emotions experienced, not of the force that gives rise to them. The word åft
belongs, moreover, to a group of words that, taken together, seem to cover the semantic field
HONOR, a field that has never been the subject of any specific study (Assmann 1982: col.
968). Be this as it may, in theory we should be able to render the passage as “his awe entered.”
The young man — who happens, as the listener/reader knows, to be a king’s son himself — is
the possessor of awe. It is he who is in control of the emotions/affects, just as he is able to manipulate his fate.

(In)alienable properties of the king
To my knowledge, the example cited above is the only of its kind. Although any additional
examples would be greatly appreciated, this single one will suffice to show what I am driving
at. If the evidence, meagre as it is, for the argument presented here is accepted, it shows that
the king was in possession of certain properties or attributes — or for that matter Potenz, Radiance, or Strahlkraft — that inspired feelings of love and/or fear in people and enemies. Morenz
and Assmann were obviously on the right track but were incorrect when they suggested that
the properties were integral parts of the person of the king. They never used that kind of terminology, of course, but each in his own way argued that the properties were integrated parts of
the essence of the king. The present argument shows that we cannot understand the relationship between the possessor/king and “his fear” as an objective genitive, as that would entail
identifying “fear” as a non-acquirable or inalienable property of the king. I suggest that the
discussion would be better served by considering all this from the point of view of classification. Being a king or defining a king — or any other ontological entity — would thus be based
on a catalog, not merely of properties, but of the ways the relevant terms combine with the
two forms of possession. Thus, in a true Late Egyptian text we would expect to find instances
of payÚf senedj - p|yÚf snd≤ , that is, an affect emanating from the king, something that he
controls, and something which is not a vital component of his being. The king was in control
of qualities or attributes such as fear, etc., but they were not constituent elements on the same
level as, for instance, his ka. This conclusion will be seen to be in keeping with the evidence
considered next.

Fear and awe as gift of the gods
Another perspective on this issue is found by examining the use of these terms in the
Coffin Texts. This very comprehensive corpus of funerary texts, inscribed on the interior
sides of wooden coffins of private individuals during the so-called First Intermediate Period
and Middle Kingdom, was designed to help the deceased cross from this world into the other
world. Salvation entailed participating in the solar cycle. The dead wished to be at one with
this process, and for this to happen he must be endowed with the properties subsumed in the
notion akh, transfiguration. Participation in the eternal cycle of death and life implies, however, communication with the gods, and for this to be possible the deceased must be elevated
to the status of a god, that is, attain a divine status hitherto the prerogative of the god incarnate, that is, the king. This required the means of attaining royal status. The Coffin Texts are
one of those means and it has been suggested that “the ornamentation of the coffin as a whole
can now be ‘read’ as an account of the ceremonies on the day of burial” (Willems 1988: 240;
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1996). Kingly status would further imply possession of the appropriate insignia 28 and residence
in a palace, and Willems is undoubtedly right when he follows Scharff in interpreting the coffin as such rather than as a house:
But the whole decoration of coffins of the period concentrates on the representation
of rites aiming at investing the deceased with the kingship of the Netherworld. The
implication of this is rather that his eternal dwelling symbolizes his palace than his
house. Something similar may underlie those elements of the decoration by which the
coffin is turned into a miniature of the universe. The central position of the deceased
in this microcosmos may again be a way to indicate his rulership and his role as a creator god (Willems 1988: 242).

Historically speaking, this was a new development by comparison with the prospect for salvation in the Old Kingdom (i.e., the third millennium). This change of outlook for the members
of the elite very likely resulted from the bureaucratization of the central political and economic
power of the state. Decentralization of this power entailed new responsibility for the new elite
of administrators, and at the same time made them a vital force in the perpetual and all-important task of doing maat. In performing their duties toward the king, and in extension to the
state, they became responsible for maintaining maat, since, in essence, this was the only proper
exercise of power. It could be said that by delegating his sovereign obligations in this matter,
the king had conferred upon his officials the potential of integration into the mechanics of the
cosmic dynamic. They were called upon for their assistance in this world, but the ultimate
consequence was that this also gave them a share in what had previously been exclusively the
king’s mortuary expectations. And thus this-worldly power became a hope for participation in
the life and death cycle of Osiris. By integrating his officials in the eternal task of doing maat,
the king had endowed them with maat, in the same way that it had been done for the priests
who performed the cult in the temples on his behalf. The core of the cult is the exchange of
Maat between partners who possess maat and who are of maat, and when performing the offerings the priest is — strictly speaking — not doing this “on behalf” of the king, but rather as
someone who has been transposed to the level of royalty and divinity. Consequently, it may
be presumed, these officials, and eventually members of their household, sought divine/royal
status as well as the necessary means, in the form of, for example, texts, object frieze, in order
to obtain it.
In an article on “Furcht und Schrecken in den Sargtexten,” 29 Susanne Bickel arrived at
conclusions of great significance for our study. In the Coffin Texts it appears that the vast majority of instances of fear relate to cases where it is the deceased who is the object of fear. “Die
Substantive des Begriffsfeldes ‘Furcht’ sind fast immer von einem Suffix oder indirektem Genitiv gefolgt. In jedem Fall zwingt der Zusammenhang zur Übersetzung mit objektiven Genitiv
(‘die Furcht von dir’)” (Bickel 1988: 20 n. 9). The terms in question are the same as those we

28

See, for example, CT VI,285w–x (= Spell 660), where
it is said: “Hail to you, Uraeus, what you will receive is
your place on the head of this NN.”
29
Bickel 1988. Bickel’s interpretation of the genitive is,
however, hardly correct. That the dead is the possessor
of fear comes out quite clearly in examples such as the
following cited by her: “I have fetched my dread (which
is to be) in my belly and my awe (which comes forth)

from my lips, my strength in my gullet … and my fear in
my flesh” (Èw Èn.nÚÈ nrwÚÈ m h≤tÚÈ åfåtÚÈ m sptyÚy wsrwÚÈ m åbbÚÈ … snd≤ÚÈ m ÈwfÚÈ) CT Spell 469 = V,392e–
g. The passage may, in fact, be translated in several different ways (Èw Èn as a passive sd≤mw and the following
phrases as circumstantial clauses, for instance), but the
point is that the suffix pronouns cannot be interpreted
as instances of an objective genitive, because this would
make the dead the object of fear and terror of himself!
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have been considering so far, that is, nrw, snd≤, and åfsft, and it appears, moreover, that they
are given to the dead in the spells that aim at helping him transcend his mortality so as to be
transformed into a god. The properties denoted by these terms “sind somit deutlich göttliche
Potenzen, die dem Verstorbenen bei seiner Gottwerdung von einem Gott gegeben werden
können” (Bickel 1988: 21). Bickel also notes that the deceased may receive a number of other
properties, such as næt, sæm, wsr, phty, or |t, a set of terms denoting power, strength, greatness,
etc.
The discovery that “fear” and “awe” are given to the deceased is in perfect harmony with
our results. These are properties that the possessor controls because they are alienable and
consequently can be acquired for instance as a gift from the gods. The dead seeks to obtain
kingly status, which implies being given the attributes of kingship. This arouses the suspicion
that also the king would be given these attributes at his coronation or accession to the throne.
Morenz seemed to have had the same view, which is also shared by Susanne Bickel (Morenz
1969 [1975]: 140; Bickel 1988: 22–23). The question, then, is whether this is a “recent” phenomenon, for instance, a corollary to the very comprehensive changes in the Egyptian society during the transition from the third to the second millennium. For our line of reasoning,
the material from the Old Kingdom is not very informative. Bickel quotes a spell from the
Pyramid Texts, which she takes as evidence for the king having to pray for these attributes.
However, the spell in question, which forms part of the king’s resurrection ritual, is a hymn or
praise to the Red Crown and its curl, and the king does not “pray” for these attributes, but for
their continued efficacy. He is in possession of åªt “ferocity,” snd≤ “fearsomeness,” mrwt “love”
as well as other attributes of power such as batons and sceptres, and he uses the spell to assure
that his properties or attributes of power will be like those of the crown with which he aspires
to merge (Pyramid Texts Spell 221). Owing to the state of the extant material from the third
millennium, there is, therefore, no answer to the question as to whether fear of the king in the
third millennium might be an inalienable property of the king.

Constituent elements, attributes, wider implications
In the following I briefly pursue the line of enquiry presented above in order to demonstrate its wider potential. As mentioned above, Morenz suggested that the “Amtsperson König”
was composed of a number of elements that would be actualized under various circumstances.
In addition to the properties already discussed, this group would include the ka, ba, akh, khat
(k|, b|, |æ, h≤|t) as well as the name and the shadow.30 The idea that the Egyptian concept of
person is both very complex and radically different from our own is far from novel. A number
of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Egyptologists argued along lines similar to those
presented by Morenz,31 and the matter came on an even firmer footing with the publication of
the texts from the Eighteenth Dynasty Theban tomb of the scribe, steward of the vizier, and
30

See n. 10 above.
To my knowledge, Wiedemann was the first to produce a list of components. The list comprised the ka, the
ba, the body (h≤t), the two words for “heart,” the shadow,
and the mummy (Wiedemann 1878). In the same volume, French orientalist Textor de Ravisi added the name
to Wiedemann’s list of components (Textor de Ravisi
1878). Common to both of them was the idea that these
components were divisions of the non-material part of
the Egyptian person, who in turn was seen as a bipartite
31

being consisting of a “soul” and a body. In the words
of Textor de Ravisi (1878: 173): “L’homme est composé de deux créatures distinctes de natures différentes,
UN CORPS ET UNE AME, intimement unis pendant la
vie de ce monde et qui peuvent continuer à l’être dans
l’autre vie. L’une créee par le dieu Ra, composée d’une
seule partie (du limon du Nil), et l’autre émanation du
principe vital de ce Dieu, composée, comme ce dieu luimême, de sept parties ….”
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grain assessor Amenemhet.32 Here two scenes depicting the presentation of offerings are accompanied by two legends. The beginning of each is lost, but otherwise both specify that the
offerings should be presented to the deceased and to (South Wall) “his ka, his stele (ªb| 33),
this tomb (Ès, emended) (of his) which is in the Necropolis,34 (his) destiny (å|y), his life span
(ªh≥ª), his birth brick (msænt), his lot (or circumstances) (rnnt), his Khnum,” 35 and to (North
Wall) “his ka, his false door offering place (ªb|), […], his [ba], his akh, his corpse (h≤|t), his
shadow (åwt), and all his forms of existence, transformations and appearances (æprwÚf)”
(Sethe 1909: 1060,9–1061,6; Davies and Gardiner 1915: 99, pls. 19, 22, and 23). Both lists are
headed by the ka, which therefore appears to be the principal recipient of the offerings. This
inference depends, however, on the overall interpretation of the lists, and here the principle
behind their organization is not immediately apparent. 36 Fecht interpreted the first group as
consisting of “Schicksalsgottheiten,” while the second is composed of “Erscheinungsformen”
(Fecht 1978: 24). According to Baines the lists are “revealing for the lack of ‘logical’ unity”
with the only consistent element in the organization being “the relation of the terms to the
deceased” (Baines 1985: 24). Herman te Velde divides the text in two series of nine items
with “no academic philosopher (being) at work here” (te Velde 1990: 97), while Assmann
counts fourteen constituents. Assmann also thinks that this scene is “a unique instance, unparalleled in any other tomb.” 37 However, it is precisely this unique character that makes the
list so valuable, given the basic truth in Iversen’s well-known “general rule,” on lexicography
that “the more ‘out of place’” a word is in a given context, the more likely it is to reveal its
basic meaning (Iversen 1955: 6; Harris 1961: 9). The lists do not seem to be based on standard
correspondences such as, for instance, corpse (h≤|t) and ba, nor do the presentations seem to
exhibit pairs of constituent elements. Given the lack of consensus among scholars concerning
the proper understanding of all these elements, Gardiner’s view, as expressed more than ninety
years ago, is still worth quoting. His starting point is the two passages that conclude the two
lists.38 They mention “these gods,” but in that the opening phrases of both legends are missing,
it is far from clear who these gods are. Sethe had suggested a restoration of the usual phrases
32

The texts were first published in Sethe 1909. The tomb
was subsequently published by Davies and Gardiner
(1915); Compare PM I,12, p. 166.
33
If indeed the text has ªb|, I suspect that it is a mistake
for ªh≥ªw. If not, then the false door offering place occurs
twice in the text, as does the ka, and both would then be
the principal recipients of the offerings.
34
Also, these phrases might be open to other renderings.
Gardiner thus translated: “for his stele belonging to this
tomb which is in the Necropolis” (Davies and Gardiner
1915: 99), while Fecht (1978: 24) translated: “dieserseiner-Opferstele, die-in-der-Nekropole-ist.”
35
Meskhenet and Khnum appear as members of the
group of gods who in the Late Middle Kingdom literary
text pWestcar assist in the birth of three future kings.
They appear as a pair in texts from the Middle Kingdom
and the Late Period; see, conveniently Assmann 1972: 61
n. 39. From the Nineteenth Dynasty onwards Renenet,
Meskhenet, and Shai, the divinities associated with fate
and lot, from birth to the end, were present at the Judgment of the Dead; see Seeber 1976: 83–88. Just as shai
could be manipulated, the power of the two goddesses
in determining the future may also have been somewhat

limited. In the often discussed passage in The Instruction
of a Man for His Son, §5, it would seem that the power
of the king is of greater importance to the success of an
individual than the fortune decreed to him by Meskhenet
and Renenet, as all they can do is to make him breathe.
For this passage, see Fecht 1978: 21ff.; Vernus 2001:
226 with ample bibliography.
36
The scenes have been discussed by, for example, Bonnet 1952: 675, passim; George 1970: 19–21, c61; Fecht
1978: 24; Gee (2006) presented a new study of the text.
Further studies are cited in the following notes.
37
Assmann 2001: 118; 2005: 88–89. As it happens there
is a list of the same character in pBremner-Rhind 29,18–
19; see Faulkner 1933: 74.
38
The text on the South Wall cited above continues:
“May these gods grant him to have control thereof, to
be rich therewith, to be justified therewith, even as those
[gods who are in] his train for ever and ever.” And on
the North Wall Gardiner renders the text as: “May these
gods <grant> him to have superfluity thereof, to partake
thereof, to eat thereof and to drink thereof, like the ancients eternally.”
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by which such scenes are introduced, but Gardiner had misgivings about this and thought that
“it seems incontestable” that the legends use the term God to refer to the components found in
the list from Amenemhet’s tomb.
Herein consists the truly unique character of these two bands of hieroglyphic inscription, though indeed they merely illustrate the extreme logical consequence of a very
ancient direction of thought. From the earliest times whence we have written records,
the Egyptians believed that the human individuality could present itself under a variety of forms, which are less “parts” of its nature, as vulgarly stated, than shifting
modes of its being.… These distinctions are the outcome of separate trends of thought,
not necessarily consecutive yet not the result of a single effort of self-analysis; in the
earlier times they co-existed in the religious consciousness as almost unperceived inconsistencies, being seldom compared or contrasted with one another. The theological
and mystery-loving tendencies of the Eighteenth Dynasty, on the other hand, seem
to revel in the variety of aspects under which the dead man could reveal himself, as
if each additional one of them increased his chances of eternal life and welfare. In
the older period we seldom hear of other modes of existence than the ka, the bai, and
the ikh or glorious and illuminated state, with which the shadow, the name, and the
corpse are not yet quite on a par. The Eighteenth Dynasty adds the destiny (shay),
the upbringing (rnn), and the place of origin (msænt). Almost peculiar to the tomb of
AmenemhËt is the acceptation of a man’s life (ªahe), his stele (ªb), and his Khnum,
as forms of immanence of the soul; the last of these appears to be the ram-headed
Potter-god personified in the act of moulding the particular image of AmenemhËt out
of the wet clay. Strangest things of all, these various modes of being (æprw) are here
regarded as gods, spirits distinct from AmenemhËt himself, and jealously vigilant over
his means sustenance. (…) but the passages we are considering appear to stand alone
in their qualification of these and the other modes of being as gods distinct from and
exerting guardianship over the individual to whom the particularly belong. 39

In light of what is known today about the various elements/“forms of being,” it just might be a
more fruitful avenue of research to consider the concept of divinity in light of evidence provided
by these lists, the more so since Khnum and Meskhenet, as well as Shai and Renenet, might
qualify as “gods.” In his book on personification, Baines briefly discusses the category of nt≤r
“god” as used in this text and remarked “that the most that may be concluded [is] that nt≤r can be
used for subdivisions of a non-divine unity that are given independence, if only as an elaborate
metaphor” (Baines 1985: 33). However, by analogy with the principle of Gliedervergottung, in
which each body part is associated with a god and thus itself becomes divine, I would suggest that
the lists provide a sort of curriculum vitae with the ka (-statue?) providing the junction between
the two phases of existence. Starting with the South Wall we begin with the fashioning of the
embryo and its ka – Khnum. Renenet provides the circumstances of the future life as well as the
air for the newborn child. Then follows birth, life span, destiny, leading eventually to the tomb
with a stele on which we have the autobiography or curriculum of the deceased who has gone to
his ka. The ka (-statue) as well as the offering stone are also the receptacles and intermediaries
between this world and the other world where the remaining components become the new forms
of “existence.” The succession ba, akh, corpse, and shadow is interesting, but a precise interpreta-

39
Davies and Gardiner 1915: 99–100. Compare also Gardiner (1917: 787), where it is suggested that the various
entities have become divine by analogy — although it

is not said with what this is supposed to have have happened.
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tion is hampered by the lacuna preceding the ba. The last phrase, n æprwÚf nbw, which Gardiner
translated “and for all his modes of being,” is also somewhat ambiguous — quite apart from the
question of the precise rendering of æprw itself. Should the phrase be taken to mean “(and) all his
kheperu,” that is, the kheperu being different from the members of the preceding list? Or is the
phrase to be rendered “(as well as) all the (other) kheperu of his,” in which case the preceding
items are to be regarded as instances of kheperu, the phrase m hprwÚf nbw being almost equivalent to our “and so on”? Or, finally, is it to be understood as “(in short,) all his kheperu,” implying that the list is exhaustive and consists of kheperu? Gardiner’s translation and discussion vacillate between the latter two possibilities, but it is quite clear that he regarded kheperu as a concept
that subsumes all the other items in the list.
The framework of the present paper does not provide space for a discussion of Gardiner’s
“definition” of the kheperu, let alone of the individual items, but some light would be thrown
on the problem were we to extend the approach utilized above in order to determine whether
the terms listed in the inscription of Amenemhet represent elements that are inalienable properties. No such study has been undertaken so far, and I therefore conclude this part of the paper by a
few brief remarks on some of the components. But before I do so I must deal with a methodological question. A priori — if for no other reason — the investigation should treat private individuals
and royalty as separate entities. We are, however, fortunate in having evidence at our disposal
that shows that at least some of the components mentioned in the tomb of Amenemhet are the
same for royalty as for private individuals. On the outer lid of the granite sarcophagus of the
Nineteenth Dynasty king Merenptah there is a hymn to the dead king recited by his mother the
goddess Neith (Assmann 1972). The theme of the hymn is that form of rebirth known as regressus ad uterum.40 The text describes in great detail how the king appears between the legs of the
goddess and how the various parts of her body are instrumental in recreating and rebuilding his
body. For our purpose the following passages are relevant:
E.13	I bring the air to you from my nostrils and breathe for you the northwind from
my throat, my birth brick (Meskhent), my providence (Renenet) are attached to you,
while my Khnum fashion your body providing you with a rebirth as a great lotus bud
(lit., repeating for you birth as a lotus bud) (Èth≥ÚÈ nÚk t≤|w m årtÚÈ nåpÚÈ nÚk mh≥yt m
ææÚÈ msæntÚÈ rnntÚÈ m-ætÚk h≤nmwÚÈ h≥r sk≥d d≤tÚk h≥r wh≥m nÚk mswt m næb wr) (lines
8–9; Assmann 1972: 50–51).

I can do no better than citing the comments of the editor himself: “Die vorliegende Stelle ist
ein wertvoller Beleg dafür, daß der Person-Begriff zumindest des NR in diesen Komponenten keinen Unterschied zwischen Göttern und Menschen kannte” (Assmann 1972: 61), the
king being subsumed in the category of men. Since the relevance for the king of the other
components mentioned in Amenemhet’s inscription has never been called in question, we
may proceed with our investigation without classifying the material according to the kind of
person that it relates to. The task is not impossible, because it is quite clear that some of the
components are alienable. This applies beyond any doubt to the stele and the tomb, but also the
destiny and the lot, as we have seen above (E.4–5). A search through the Wb. zetteln seems to
show that ªh≥ªw “life span” and h≤|t “corpse” are attested only with possession indicated by the
suffix pronouns, but true Late Egyptians texts are virtually excluded from the material from
which this information is derived. If we turn to the more well-known components, however,
we do get an interesting result.
40

For bibliography, see conveniently Frandsen 2007: 101
n. 63.
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The ka of a person, which unites him with his ancestors, and which is part of his self, his
alter ego, is an inalienable component. It always appears with the suffix pronouns, for example,
k|Úf, a fact that is in perfect harmony with what is known about the concept of the ka.
The ba, on the other hand, can appear with the possessive article/adjective payÚf ba (p|yÚf
b|) and is therefore an element of a different order. This again is not really surprising in that the
ba is the component that, inter alia, enables the deceased to move about and to take on other
forms of appearance. The ba can be distinct from its owner. The well-known Middle Kingdom
text, variously known under the names Lebensmüde, The Man Who Was Tired of Life, and Le
dialogue du Désespéré avec son Ame, provides additional insight into this question, as it contains
a debate as to whether the ba should be allowed to separate itself from the man.
The shadow (æ|ybt) would seem to combine with the possessive adjective used to express
alienable possession. The word for shadow, however, is a bit tricky, because it 41 is used for
what in English is denoted by the terms shadow and shade — a distinction not necessarily
found in other languages. Unfortunately — once again — examples of the shade/shadow of,
for instance, a tree and the shadow of a person occur rarely in genuine Late Egyptian texts. As
an example of the first we have the following:
E.14	I (i.e., the king) made the entire country flourish with trees and plants and
I enabled the people to sit in their shade (nayÚu shubu - n|yÚw åwbw) (pHarris I
78,8).42

These three remarks must suffice to show the direction and the possibilities of this type of
investigation. The analysis explores what in cognitive linguistics is called the pre-conceptual
level and, as I hope to have shown, it is likely to yield results of some interest.

A new facet in the mechanism of royal succession
and regeneration
I conclude this paper with a short remark on another approach to the problem of the king’s
divinity.
Royal succession in Egypt may be seen as a system of inheritance in which several forms
of divine and social actions converged. On the one side, we have divine intervention in the
form of divine selection and decision making, the idea of predestination, as well as the institution of theogamy. On the other side, within the predominantly collateral descent system of the
Egyptians, succession to office was determined by masculine primogeniture and patrilineal
devolution. In practice, however, the system gave the eldest son of the reigning king automatic
accession to the throne when his father died.
In Egypt transfer of property generally required a deed of transfer called an Èmyt-pr, literally,
“that which is in the house.” Depending on the type of transaction, the term may be rendered
as will, donation, sale, or contract (Mrsich 1968). During the late New Kingdom, royal suc41

Two words, in fact, are used about the shadow/shade:
æ|ybt and åwt. According to the authoritative study by
George (1970: 6–11), the former of these two terms replace the latter, with a number of hybrid forms such as
åwbw showing the development.
42
Similarly, pLansing 12,11 = Gardiner 1937: 112,2–3:
ÈwÚk m n|yÚsn æ|bswt ÈwÚk wnm n|yÚsn dk≥rw “while
you sit in their shades and eat their fruit.” As soon as we

go into the realm of poetry, the scribe returns to the older
set of pronouns. The sycamore tree speaks to the girl: mÈ
ÈryÚt p| hrw m nfr dw| (h≥r) – s| dw| r hrw 3 ÈwÚt h≥ms.
tw n åwbt (ÚÈ) “Come that you may spend a perfect day,
tomorrow, the day after tomorrow and a third day sitting
in my shade” (pTurin 1996, rt. 2,11 = Mathieu 1996: pl.
16).
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cession began to have recourse to such deeds, and the procedure may thus be seen as a new and
interesting phase in that gradual process of desacralization that kingship went through during its
millennia long history. The use of this legal concept adds a new facet to the interpretation of the
interplay of the divine and human dimensions of kingship, which not only constitutes a hitherto
unnoticed aspect of what it takes to become a king, but also became an instrument in that process
of regressus ad uturum whereby the king was reborn.
Thus when Sety I followed his father Ramesses I on the throne in the early Nineteenth Dynasty, the process of succession was described in terms of a piece of legal fiction. In Abydos,
the principal place for the worship of the god Osiris and therefore the prototypical locale of
father-son relationships, Sety erected a shrine for the cult of his late father. The structure is very
dilapidated and the texts on the walls, doorjambs, stele, and statue have therefore been only partly
preserved. Almost two-thirds of the text of the great dedicatory stele, which stood in front of
the doorway to the chapel proper, have disappeared, but in the extant part there is a section describing the accession of Ramesses followed by another giving us an account of his death and the
subsequent accession of Sety:
He (Ramesses) joined heaven. Then I arose upon his throne and it is I who keeps his
name alive. I am like Re at dawn now that I have received my father’s regalia. I am
the king on the seat which he enlarged and on the throne which he occupied. This land
is in my hand as (it was in) my father’s. He, on the other hand, has (now) begun to
function as a god (ntf pw å|ª Èrt nt≤r), and (therefore) I protect him from whom I came
forth and cause his body to appear as a god (Schott 1964: pl. 2, lines 7–8 = KRI I
111,15–112,3).

Sety is Re in the morning, that is, the young god. Egypt belongs to him as it used to belong to his
father, and as the new ruler he honors his obligations toward his father the god by establishing a
cult for him. The details of what he did are specified in the rest of this long text and we are fortunate in also having the statue that was at the center of the cult.
His father, Ramesses, on the other hand, who had now begun to act as a god, responded to
the arrangements by providing his son and successor with a divine, legal decree. The text is found
on the right doorjamb of the shrine, that is, to the right of the text of the stele. Accompanied by
the remains of a representation of Ramesses, the text appears to tell of the king’s presence at a
meeting of the
entire Ennead of the Gods. I heard their statement and they handed over to you the
throne of Atum and the years of Horus to be the protector. They (further) gave to you
this land by way of a deed of transfer and curbed the Nine Bows for you (sd≤mÚÈ tpr|Úsn swd≤Úw nÚk nst tm rnpwt h≥r r nd≤ty dÈwÚw nÚk t| pn m Èmyt-pr wªf nÚk psd≤wt)
(Schott 1964: pl. 9 = KRI I 110,6–8).43

What is novel here is the clear distinction between two levels or degrees of divinity and the use
of the instrument of Èmyt-pr to bring about devolution and to regulate what always was and is
a give-and-take relationship between king and god, variously characterized as a do ut des or do
quia dedisti relationship (Frandsen 1989).

43

Given that the -t in Èmyt may be merely graphic, one
might perhaps take wª f as referring to the deed and translate: “which curbs.” Compare Schott 1964: 11: “Vereinigt was für mich die Neunheit insgesamt. Ich habe ihre

Aussprüche gehört, die Dir den Thron des Atum und die
Jahre des Horus überweisen [die dich] zum Schutzherrn
[bestimmen, die Dir dies Land testamentarisch übergeben und Dir die neun Bogen bändigen].”
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There is another contemporary example that illustrates the role of the Èmyt-pr. In the great
temple of Sety I in Abydos there is a scene where the king offers frankincense to Osiris and
Isis. The latter says to the king that she gives him the country by an Èmyt-pr.44 From the reign
of Merenptah of the same dynasty comes yet another example of the same kind. On a stele
in Hermopolis Thoth tells the king that he has informed Re that the “life span of heaven in
the form of kingship has been written down” for the king. This decision is expressed through
an “Èmyt-pr committed to writing by Thoth with his own fingers at the right hand of Amun”
(KRI IV 29,1–2). The introduction of this mechanism is not, however, confined to the devolution of kingdom. The use of the Èmyt-pr also emerges in the Book of the Dead, a compilation of
funerary texts made in the New Kingdom, and it is interesting to note that here it is used about
divine succession. In the New Kingdom version of the well-known aetiological section of
chapter seventeen, which explains how Re came to be called the great cat, there is an addition
which goes: “Another saying: This is Shu making an Èmyt-pr concerning Geb for the benefit of
(his son) Osiris” (Lapp 2006: 198–201). Thoth is also the manufacturer of an Èmyt-pr which
puts Shu on the throne of his father, as related in another late New Kingdom text, the magical Papyrus Harris (pMag. Harris I 15–18 = Lange 1927: 14–15). The late New Kingdom is
also the period in which we first encounter royal endowments for the gods made in the form of
an Èmyt-pr. A famous case is that of Ramesses II, who in his account of the battle of Kadesh
rebukes Amun for seemingly having abandoned him despite the fact that Ramesses has transferred “all my property by an Èmyt-pr” (Kadesh §100).
The increasing use of legal means in the mediation of the human and divine aspects of
kingship finds a supreme expression in the fact that an Èmyt-pr is instrumental in the king’s
rebirth — even when this is done through the so-called regressus ad uterum. The evidence
comes from the Nineteenth Dynasty hymn of the goddess Neith to her son Merenptah. The
text is found on the outer lid of his granite sarcophagus from which I have cited a passage above.
At the beginning of the hymn the goddess welcomes the king and tells him that she is his mother
who nurses him, who is pregnant with him in the morning and gives birth to him as Re in the
evening:
I carry you, … I lift your mummy, my arms being under you, … you step into me, …
I being your mother/sarcophagus (
) which hides that form of yours that is
ready for the rite de passage (bs).

And then it comes:
my heart belongs to you through a deed — Èmyt-pr (

) (lines 2–4).45

A deed is here the crucial means of solving what, according to Egyptian ontology, was a cosmological crisis. Instead of having recourse to ritual politics, a legal instrument was brought in.
It is not admissible, I think, to infer from the increasing use of this juridical instrument that
the human dimension of the king had gained ground at the expense of the divine. The evidence

44

Mariette 1869–80/1, Appendix B, pl. 29 = Wb. DZA
20.669.510.
45
Assmann 1972: 48–49. It is immaterial for the present
argument that the beginning of the passage seems to confuse the timing of the various phases of rebirth. Assmann
has this comment: “Die Aussage ist höchst paradox. Re
ist als Sonne von allen Himmelskörpern der einzige, der

gerade nicht ‘am Morgen empfangen und am Abend geboren wird,’ sondern umgekehrt. Eine versehentliche
Verwechslung anzunehmen, geht wohl nicht an. Es muss
sich entweder um eine jenseitlich-unterweltliche Geburt
des Königs als ‘Nachtsonne’ handeln, womit möglicherweise der Mond gemeint ist … oder um eine bewusst paradoxe Formulierung (coincidentia oppositorum), ….”
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happens to emerge in the sources at a time, the Ramesside period, when other evidence takes on
the form of occasionally megalomaniac protestations to the contrary. While the reigning king
builds gigantic temples in which he offers to deified forms of himself (Wildung 1973), evidence
from a variety of other sources bear witness to a development, where the theocracy no longer has
the king as its focus. Society had, by that time, become more complex and this in itself is likely
to have contributed to the significant inclusion of legal terminology in theological contexts.

SUMMARY
The Egyptological debate on the character of rulership in Egypt has oscillated between
emphasizing two positions: the king as a deity and the king as human. The preceding pages
have adduced two new arguments in favor of each of the two positions. The divine aspect of
the king is clarified using his names and describing his appearance, his actions, etc. in the form
of statements and epithets. Linguistic analysis is used to determine whether those attributes
ascribed to the king are regarded as inalienable (inseparable) from his divine nature and thus
shared by king and god alike. Given that the discussion of kingship within Egyptology has
its focus on how to delineate the divine nature of the king as an individual human being, this
approach is useful in that it allows us to chart those characteristics that were inherent to the
king as god. The discussion of, inter alia, the terms for fear and awe were examples used to
illustrate this argument.
An argument in favor of the human character of the kingship concludes the paper. It shows
that during the Ramesside period, when the displays of the king’s divinity were at its most
ostentatious (Abu Simbel is only one example), the transfer of royal power in the succession
was subject to procedures identical to those used in ordinary property transactions. This
indicates that, despite its divine character, the office of the king was treated as transferable
property that was separate from the person of the king.

Abbreviations
CT	Coffin Text
CT V	
de Buck 1954
CT VI	
de Buck 1956
E.	Example
Kitchen 1975
KRI I	
Kitchen 1979
KRI II	
Kitchen 1982
KRI IV	
Kitchen 1989
KRI VII	
LES
Gardiner 1932
papyrus
p
PM I,12
Porter and Moss 1960
PT
Pyramid Text
Urk. IV	Sethe 1909
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5

Touched by the Gods: Visual
Evidence for the Divine Status of
Rulers in the Ancient Near East
Irene J. Winter, Harvard University
From the very first inscriptional evidence, all Mesopotamian rulers are said to have been
touched by the gods in one way or another, although only some Mesopotamian rulers were
explicitly accorded divine status, and only in some periods. In order to explore this association
with the divine with respect to the moments/modes/metaphors of visual representation of the
ruler across the Mesopotamian sequence, it is important to rehearse some of the issues surrounding “kingship” itself; and it is also important to pose the question of the commonalities
and/or divergences between visual and verbal representation. It may be useful to anticipate
conclusions at this point as well: that if one distinguishes between the sacred inscribed within
notions of rule — that is, sacral kingship — from the explicit ascription of divinity to the ruler
— that is, divine kingship — then the Mesopotamian ruler was never not accorded special
status sanctioned by the gods. From earliest attestations, he participated in and was touched by
the divine, and so occupied a space, if not co-terminus with that of a god, then at least that of
an intermediary between god and man.
There are at least four useful categories of textual evidence related to kingship upon which
we may draw in Mesopotamian studies to inflect readings of royal imagery:
1.
2.
3.
4.

those dealing with the origins of the institution of rule
those articulating criteria for recruitment
those describing the necessary attributes of the effective ruler
those designating the signs by which such effectiveness could be recognized

These text categories make clear that the institution of kingship was said to have originated with the gods (Jacobsen 1939; Klein 2006), and individuals ultimately designated to
rule then claimed, or were accorded in official text, special qualities that led to their selection
— including purposeful shaping by the gods — and manifest physical signs that indicated both
their appropriateness for selection and their ability to govern. 1 The texts further permit one to
explore the relationship between the ruler and the divine sphere, as well as between “divine
kingship” and imagery. In the paper that follows, I shall not confine myself to images associated with periods in which rulers were explicitly accorded divine status — the Akkadian and the
Neo-Sumerian periods of the third millennium b.c. — but rather, starting from there, will look
at a wide range of images and periods in which rulers were described and treated as if they
were born of the gods and/or manifested divine signs. My proposition is that, even when not
explicitly accorded divinity per se, rulers nevertheless could be represented verbally and visually as if they occupied a place in society that merited divine attributes, qualities, and status;
1
See “Königslisten und Chroniken” in Edzard 1980a and
Grayson 1980; and “Königtum” in Edzard 1980b and
Seax 1980; also Jacobsen 1939 and Klein 2006.
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and furthermore, that the ascription of divine power within the religious system was a necessary component of the exercise of rule, whether or not the ruler was himself considered divine.
In general, I am interested in the nature of kingship in Mesopotamia not as a frozen category, but as one marked by the tensions between continuity and change within the developing
polities attested by the historical record. In this regard, I would stress the importance of the
socio-political as well as religious forces that may be said to explain the association of rulers
with divinity, the hesitation in certain periods to reify the ruler as a god, and the necessity in
other periods to identify the ruler as a god. The dialectic between these two forces plays itself
out in interesting ways from the third to the first millennium b.c. and can be observed in the
artifactual record no less than the textual. It should be stressed from the outset that the visual
and the verbal interact with complexity: sometimes in parallel harmonies, sometimes in counterpoint, sometimes with apparent subversion of one by the other; and for this reason, there is
progress to be made by observing the variances as well as the homologies in both rhetoric and
representational strategy.
To pursue these patterns, it is useful to begin with historical moments in which there is an
explicit association of the ruler with divine status: the reigns of Naram-Sîn and his son Åar-kali-åarri of the Akkadian period, and the reigns of the post-Ur-Namma rulers of Neo-Sumerian
Ur: his son Åulgi, and the latter’s successors, Amar-Sîn, Åu-Sîn, and Ibbi-Sîn.
Naram-Sîn of Agade (ca. 2254–2218 b.c.)2 was the first ruler to assume the divine determinative/cuneiform sign for dingir/god in Sumerian before the writing of his proper name in
inscriptions. Scholars responding to his Victory Stele, found displaced at Susa and apparently
originally erected in Sippar (see Harper et al. 1992: 166–68), have tended to see in his wearing of a horned helmet on campaign a visual indicator of the king’s divinity — echoing the
multi-tiered horned crown worn by the gods as depicted on contemporary monuments (fig.
5.1). I have argued elsewhere, however, that the stele should not be read as the king acting as
sole agent, as if fully divine (Winter 1996). His physical body reflects the perfection of one
accorded divine status. However, emblems of deities were carried with him into battle; the
neck bead he wears was probably a protective ornament invoking divine protection; and his
headdress with its single tier of horns echoes, if anything, the status of a minor deity rather
than a fully established member of the high pantheon. In text, Naram-Sîn was the first to take
on the title, “King of the Four Quarters” along with that of “God of the Land,” in denoting his
elevated status — fully consonant with the expansionist tendencies of the Akkadian period that
have led some colleagues to refer to this period as one of “empire.” I would resist this term, arguing instead for the establishment of a “nation-state” (see Fallers 1974; Bhabha 1990), unifying formerly autonomous polities under a centralized rule. The confluence of political change
and title/status changes (plural) suggests a fusion of the political and the religious. Whether
consciously, as an overtly political act, or unconsciously, motivated by culturally generated
requisites, the move was likely to have been driven by engines not unlike those marking the
shift from Republican to Imperial Rome.3

2

Note: I have used dates consistent with those published
by J. A. Brinkman in Oppenheim 1964: 335–47, which
follow the “Middle Chronology.” In actuality, the “Low
Chronology” is presently thought to be more accurate;
however, it has not yet been standardized with approximate dates for all rules.

3

Fishwick 1987; Price 1987; and the essays in Small
1996. Note that here, too, Augustus was elevated not
only to supreme ruler, but also to the status of a god. See
also Wengrow 2006 and Hamilton 2006 for the importance of the royal body.
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Conclusion: Visual strategies were needed to mark this important shift in the conceptualization of the ruler no less than verbal ones. The two seem to affirm each other, indicating
a difference from previous rulers, but with some attempt not to overstate status. Even so, the
visual strategy developed by Naram-Sîn seems not to have been sufficiently successful to be
continued into later periods.4
Ur-Namma of Ur (2112–2095 b.c.) was accorded divine status after his death by his son
and heir Åulgi (2094–2047 b.c.), who also took on this status for himself and laid the foundations for its assumption by succeeding Neo-Sumerian rulers.5 A major monument is associated
with Ur-Namma, in the form of a bifacial stele that includes a fragmentary inscription naming
the ruler.6 I tend to believe that Åulgi was in fact the commissioner of the Stele of Ur-Namma
found at Ur; but whether or not this is so, it is interesting to note that the representational strategy employed for a major monument does not follow the model of the Stele of Naram-Sîn,
despite the fact that the earlier stele was likely to have still been visible at Sippar, since it was
available for capture well into the second millennium b.c. when carried off to Susa. Instead,
quite traditional modes of spatial division into sequential narrative registers and an iconography of divine service grounded in earlier periods were employed on the obverse of the Stele
of Ur-Namma to show the ruler clearly subservient to his god(s) (e.g., fig. 5.2), following
Sumerian monuments of the mid-third millennium. This may simply reflect regional/cultural
difference between Sumerians and Akkadians; however, I am inclined to think it is more subtle
and more important than mere imprinting of ethnic/linguistic identity. On the reverse of the
stele (fig. 5.3), a figure at the lower left is dressed in royal cap and garment yet seems to be the
object of a libation (Canby 2001: pl. 41; Börker-Klähn 1982: pl. H). This figure may represent
the living ruler subject to cultic action; it may represent a deceased ruler undergoing rites appropriate to the replenishing of the commemorative royal image (“mouth washing”/Sumerian
ka luæ; Akkadian mÏs pî) in the chapel dedicated to rulers known as the ki-a-nag; or, as suggested by Mogens Larsen (pers. comm.), it could represent an image of the hero Gilgamesh
as eponymous divine ruler, who was declared to have been two-thirds god, one-third human
(George 1999: 2 I 48). Each possibility raises interesting questions, especially why, if the epic
was first composed in the Neo-Sumerian period as is commonly assumed, Gilgamesh should
have taken on such representational power. Conceivably, the heroic is stressed precisely in a
period in which charismatic leadership becomes an essential rhetorical and practical tool of
governance (Michalowski 1991). For the period marks not only a return to Sumerian cultural
and linguistic dominance, but is also situated after the fall of Agade at the hands of foreign invaders, which in some later literature is cited as retribution for Akkadian hubris.
The state governed by the Third Dynasty of Ur was marked by territorial expansion and an
increasingly complex bureaucracy consolidating, even improving upon, the governance structures established for the nation-state in the Akkadian period. For this system, I have argued
elsewhere that a fourth tier of authority was required in the central administrative and social
hierarchy, subsuming the three-tiered hierarchy of the earlier autonomous city-state (fig. 5.4;
Winter 1991). Neo-Sumerian rulers at Ur permit themselves/are permitted to take on the divine
determinative, after a gap reflecting both the Gutian phase of control and a return to indepen-

4

Unfortunaltely, Naram-Sîn’s son and successor, Åar-kali-åarri (2217–2193 b.c.), has not left sufficient material
traces to permit us to address this issue with other than
textual data for his reign.

5

See Hallo 1957 for an early study of this phenomenon.
Canby 2001 is the most recent study of this monument.
See also Winter 2003 and Suter 2005 for reviews.

6
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dence on the part of a number of city-states, such as Lagash and Uruk. They also permitted
themselves verbal representation in literature, such as the Åulgi hymns, congruent with this divine status (Klein 1981). However, with respect to formal monuments such as the Ur-Namma
stele and statues of Åulgi bearing a sacrificial animal or a libation vessel, visual emphasis
seems rather upon traditional religious service. 7
At the same time, one of the Sumerian Temple Hymns recorded in the Old Babylonian period is dedicated to the “Ehursag of Åulgi” at Ur (Sjöberg 1969: 24; discussed in Klein 2006).
While a number of tomb structures and a royal palace were discovered within the sacred precinct of Ur itself, including one tomb containing a fragment of a stone vase inscribed with the
name of Åulgi (Woolley 1974: 9), no consecrated temples to any of the Ur III rulers has been
identified archaeologically (see discussion below, however, and by Reichel, this volume, for
textual evidence). Klein has suggested that the “Ehursag” may therefore have been a reference to the royal palace, not a temple per se, despite the fact that its description in the hymn is
not unlike that of other temples; and he further notes that the kings of Ur “never had a shrine
erected for them in Nippur, seat of the supreme god Enlil,” although their votive statues were
placed in the deity’s shrine (Klein 2006: 121; see also Klein 1991; Kutscher 1974).
The distinction between temple and royal palace may be ours, not theirs, for both are
written using the same Sumerian sign: é, signifying “house/dwelling/seat.” The architectural
remains of the Neo-Sumerian-phase “Palace of the Rulers” at Tell Asmar/ancient Eshnunna in
the Diyala region with its attached temple/shrine intended for worship of Å„-Sîn of Ur (2037–
2029 b.c.) constitutes the one concrete example of a cultic locus for the worship of a deified
Ur III ruler. Its plan with a niched cella on straight axis from a central court is distinctly not
that of the building referred to as the Ehursag in the Nanna precinct at Ur, which instead resembles the central quarters of the Eshnunna palace itself, with its great hall and throne room
(cf. Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940: 9–42, pl. 1; Reichel 2001: discussion 28f.; Woolley
1974: pl. 56). It is difficult to generalize from such meager archaeological information, especially when the cultic calendar of Ur records festivals related to the royal cult (Hallo 1988;
Cohen 1993; Sallaberger 1993), but these festivals could well represent commemorative ceremonies to deceased, not living, rulers.
Should the absence of royal shrines to living kings in the center and their presence in the
absorbed polities of the periphery reflect a pattern, as Frankfort noted, then one could conclude
that strategies of control including cultic activities directed to the (divine) ruler were more actively deployed in the periphery of the polity, and not, or less so, within the center. However,
syntheses of Ur III rulership (e.g., Barrelet 1974; Sallaberger 1999) suggest that in a tradition
in which there was no separation between church and state, cultic activity directed to the Ur III
rulers would have been appropriate both in the center and in the periphery, albeit for different
reasons.
Conclusion: On the basis of preserved monuments, visual strategies in Ur III may have
been more conservative and traditional than verbal strategies, possibly reflecting a controlled
manipulation of the medium so as not to be considered stepping beyond the bounds of appropriate decorum in articulating the rulers’ relationships to the gods. Whether the intended audience for such a hedged visual strategy was the gods themselves or the viewing public cannot
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See, for example, works discussed in Civil and Zettler
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to have been an artifact of the performance by the king
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be determined; however, it is important to note the in-congruence and lack of homology in text
and image in this case, and to see in it the possibility that different media may be deployed
differently in a given period, not necessarily as contradictions, but as carefully choreographed
strategies when the communication act has different goals or different audiences within a
single socio-cultural-political system.
Furthermore, the apparent association between political strategies of control and worship
of the deified king in the Third Dynasty of Ur strengthens the hypothesis of fusion between the
political and the religious in the elevation of the ruler to the status of divine and the ensuing
cultic activities surrounding the person of the ruler.

Discussion
A great deal has been written about individual Mesopotamian kings, and about the institution of kingship, since Henri Frankfort published his monumental Kingship and the Gods in
1948. The book offered perspective on Mesopotamian man’s search for integration between
the forces of nature and the human spirit as he reached toward his gods — a process understood to have been mediated through the office of the king.
Frankfort dealt with aspects of the “sacred marriage,” as performed by the ruler with or
as divinity, the divine parentage claimed by individual rulers, and the worship of the ruler in
temple shrines (Frankfort 1948: 295–312). By suggesting that the Mesopotamian kings actually deified were “worshipped only in the shrines of cities which they dominated,” and not in
their state centers, he implied the political connotations of the process, but suggested that this
was a function of one period only: the Third Dynasty of Ur (ibid., p. 301). Focus overall was
on the role of the king as mediator with respect to divine control over the forces of nature.
It is useful to see this study in light of the scholarly generation to which it belonged:
contemporary with work on divine kingship in the ancient Near East by C. J. Gadd (1948)
and Ivan Engnell (1943), but also contemporary with the writings of theologians Paul Tillich,
Reinhold Niebuhr, and Martin Buber. Frankfort’s approach echoed that of the theologians in
particular, seeing ancient religion and man’s relationship to the gods as the driving force in the
construction of institutions of rule.8 Insightful though Kingship and the Gods was for its time,
implicit throughout was a focus on cosmogony and an evolutionary model of early, mythopoetic man, who would eventually develop into the spiritually-questing Judeo-Christian monotheist. Left out was a complex exploration of the political relationship between the institution
of kingship and the formation, development, and maintenance of the early state; and while
this aspect has been explored in more recent discussions of Mesopotamian kingship (see, e.g.,
Heimpel 1992; Lambert 1998; Westenholz 2000; Wilcke 1974), the degree to which a semiotics of imagery can contribute to the discussion remains less examined.
I would like, therefore, to examine the visual and verbal representations of a sample of
Mesopotamian rulers not accorded the divine determinative before their written name — for
example, Eannatum and his contemporaries of the Early Dynastic period, Gudea of Lagash
of the Neo-Sumerian period preceding the “deification” of the rulers of Ur, Hammurapi of
Babylon in the Old Babylonian period, Tukulti-Ninurta I of the Middle Assyrian period, and

8
This focus is evident throughout Frankfort’s work,
made especially clear in the subtitle of his typological,
chronological, and iconographical study: Cylinder Seals:

Essay on the Art and Religion of the Ancient Near East
(1939; emphasis mine).
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a variety of kings of the Neo-Assyrian period — in order to pursue the hypotheses that a)
there was no historical phase within the Mesopotamian sequence in which the ruler was not
closely aligned by ascribed birth, attributes, or privilege with the gods; b) there is a correlation
between periods in which the divinity of rulers was explicitly acknowledged or claimed and
periods in which political demands of the state seemed to call for a central and transcendent
authority figure; and c) there is not always a perfect homology between text and image.
Eannatum of Lagash (ca. 2500 b.c.) and the “Royal Tombs of Ur”: The Early Dynastic
period, of the second half of the third millennium b.c., marked the consolidation of the citystate as it had developed in the former Uruk period. In the course of the third millennium,
whether in the “Sumerian King List” or the so-called “Eridu Genesis,” we see the origins of
kingship preserved in text as an artifact of divine agency (Jacobsen 1939, 1991: 116; Klein
2006). We are told that kingship descended from on high — that is, via the gods — and was
transmitted to man along with other attributes of civilization. Identifiable by three distinctive
and exclusive insignia — the scepter, royal headgear, and the throne — the king was to advise
his people, oversee labor, build and administer cities, protect the land, provide abundance, and
perform ritual services to the gods.
Unlike ancient Egypt, the king was not ontologically defined as divine, but he was clearly
at the top of the social and bureaucratic hierarchy. Although the origination texts themselves
significantly post-date the origins of the institution of kingship, and might therefore best be
understood as sanctioning, if not rationalizing, the hierarchy, it is still clear from reform texts,
such as that of Uru-ka-gi-na of Lagash toward the end of the Early Dynastic Lagash ruling dynasty (Steible 1982), that negotiations/tensions concerning the degrees of appropriate authority and power of the ruler continued for some time.
What seems clear is that a single office of the highest decision-making authority is an
absolute requisite of a complex bureaucracy, such as is needed to run an urban state (Wright
1977; Johnson 1978). That the Sumerian term for king, lugal, is derived from two cuneiform
signs/words — lú “man,” + gal “great/big” — has led some scholars to suggest an evolutionary
development from the “big men” of societies manifesting incipient stratification to rulers of
archaic states (Johnson and Earle 1987: chapters 8–11; and see also Hallo 1996: 190).
Into the Early Dynastic historical phase of state consolidation fall the assemblages of
the “Royal Tombs of Ur,” particularly the inlaid panels belonging to the work known as the
Standard of Ur, and large, free-standing monuments, particularly the Stele of Eannatum, also
known as the Stele of the Vultures, found at Girsu, within the city-state of Lagash. Although
the title “king” is attested at Ur and not at Lagash, where the term used to designate authority
is énsi, meaning literally “steward” or “governor,” in both cases the words represent the highest political office, of which there is only one title holder at a time. 9
On the upper register of both the “battle” and “banquet” sides of the Standard of Ur
(Woolley 1934: pls. 91–92), the principal figure is represented larger in scale than the rest of
the actors in the two narratives — receiving prisoners as the result of victory on the one, seated
alone facing a group of males at banquet on the other. In accord with the correlation between
“rank” and “size” discussed by Meyer Schapiro (1969) for Western Medieval art, and known
to pertain in ancient Egypt, this visual strategy suggests that ways of signaling the lú gal as a
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See Jacobsen 1991; see also Klein 2006; Heimpel 1992:
7–8 for the occasional use of the title lugal in Lagash,
and its relationship to concepts of rule.
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literal “big man” had been developed in composition along with favored motifs in iconography, allowing for visual recognition of his status.
For the stele, it has been argued that the visual program negotiated between depiction
of the god Ningirsu as agent of the victory on the obverse and the narrative of that victory
through the ruler on the reverse (fig. 5.5) reflects the emergence of the ruler as agent into the
public sphere (Winter 1985). The text inscribed on the stele proclaims Eannatum to have been
sired by a high god and suckled by a goddess (Steible 1982). These attributes at the practical
level may be said to constitute a way of stressing the divine legitimacy of royal power (Winter
1985: 26), in order to strengthen his earthly authority. At a more cosmic level, however, this
ascription can also be said to reflect the special, nearly divine status of the ruler in the very
first period in which we also have the title “king” preserved in text and royal palaces identified
archaeologically.
Conclusion: From the beginning of the attestation of the royal title in the consolidated
city-state, well before the determinative for “god” and divinity were officially and explicitly
ascribed to rulers, we have both text and imagery suggesting that the ruler/king was literally
represented as a “big man,” larger in scale than others, and in filial relationship to the gods,
implying thereby his higher-than-human, if not explicitly divine, status.
Gudea of Lagash (ca. 2110 b.c.): Close homologies can be demonstrated between the
royal hymns of Gudea and those of Åulgi of Ur, as well as the hymns’ regular performance in
temple ritual (Klein 1989: 299). Indeed, it has been suggested that royal hymns were probably
initiated in the reign of Gudea (or one of his Lagash predecessors, ibid., p. 301). In addition,
it is clear from statuary inscriptions as well as longer texts that sculptures of Gudea were installed in temples and intended to be the focus of cult offerings in commemorative chapels
(e.g., fig. 5.6), a process carried on well after death, and, in the case of Gudea, into the hegemony of Ur.10
In recruitment for office at the practical and local level, Gudea was supremely eligible as
he had been married to a daughter of the prior ruler. At the rhetorical level, however, Gudea
refers to the goddess Nanåe as his “mother” (Edzard 1997: 70, cylinder A, col. i, 29). It is
further stated that he had been selected for rule because he was physically outstanding, his
personal god Ningiåzida making his “head stand out in the assembly” (see discussion, Winter
1989: 578). Simultaneously, various physical properties of the ruler — including breadth of
body/chest, full-muscled arm, and width of ear signaling inner qualities of fullness, strength,
and wisdom — were declared to have been gifts of specific gods. These properties were simultaneously stated in text and represented in sculpture, as on the well-known seated “Statue B” of
Gudea (fig. 5.6). Epithets and body shape thus functioned together as part of a code, allowing
viewers/readers/subjects to perceive him as an ideal ruler bearing divinely-apportioned qualities which, by implication, were not legible in others.
And yet, as argued by Louis Marin with respect to images of Louis XIV, the king is only
truly ideal in his image (Marin 1988: 13; emphasis mine)! That is, the rhetorical construction
of the royal image was intended to convey the ruler’s supra-human qualities, making of him
one literally constructed by the gods, hence of the gods. I would argue that this is no less true
of Gudea than it is of the ideal and “deified” rulers who preceded him in the Akkadian period
(e.g., Naram-Sîn of Agade), or of the following Ur III rulers, who shared with him praise
hymns and ritual attention associated with divinity and a royal cult of commemoration. Indeed,
10

See discussion in Perlov 1980 and Winter 1992; texts
in Steible 1991 and Edzard 1997.
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the redating of Gudea and his dynasty to an overlap with the beginning of the Third Dynasty
(Steinkeller 1988) brings this shared cultic practice into much closer cultural and historical
unity.
Conclusion: Ernst Renan asserted more than a century ago (1882) that “of all cults, that of
the ancestors is the most legitimate” in the organization of the nation-state, for “the legacy of
memories” is what permits the nation to take on a past, as well as a unified present (reprinted
1990: 19). Given the evidence for cultic observance directed toward the images of Gudea in
commemorative chapels, and the importance of ancestral observances in the period (Sallaberger 1999: 259), the bestowal upon Gudea of various divinely accorded physical correlates of authority and rule, and the designation of him as “outstanding” among all citizens of Lagash, one
may suggest that the behaviors (and beliefs?) associated with divine status accorded the royal
person were de facto if not de jure maintained in the interim between the formally marked/
deified rulers of Agade and those of Ur in the Neo-Sumerian period. And yet, on monuments,
again, as for the rulers of Ur, iconographic focus was upon ritual service by the ruler to the
gods.11 In short, even in a period of rhetorically emphasized piety on the part of the ruler and
the absence of an explicit divine determinative, Gudea remains one shaped by the gods, with
privileged access to the divine and to cultic observance, and so distinct from ordinary humans.
Hammurapi of Babylon (ca. 1792–1750 b.c.): The same may be said of the rulers following upon the Third Dynasty of Ur: those of the phases of the hegemony of Isin, Larsa, and
Babylon. Foundation cones and royal hymns emphasize the cultic service and temple-building
activities of post-Ur III rulers.12 Their titularies only rarely include a divine determinative. Yet,
RÏm-Sîn, whose name was written with the divine determinative from year 22 onward (ibid., p.
40 n. 10), is referred to as “our sun-god” in an Old Babylonian copy of a text thought to have
been composed for his performance in the “sacred marriage” (Brisch 2006: 40 n. 10; van Dijk,
Hussey, and Götze 1985: 28, #24, line 17); and Hammurapi, in a tablet originating in Sippar, is
referred to as “god of (his) land” (Frayne 1990: 344–45, #10, line 1; implied also, perhaps, in
ibid., 333–36, #2, lines 70–81).
For our purposes, it is regrettable that we do not have a larger corpus of royal imagery
to work with from this period, particularly for the Isin and Larsa rulers. To the extent that
RÏm-Sîn seems to have been modeling himself on Naram-Sîn of Agade (P. Michalowski,
pers. comm.), one would want to know whether the literary references could also have been
reflected in the visual sphere.
The Old Babylonian period rulers, Hammurapi in particular, are slightly better attested.
Two recent studies are devoted to the historical person of the well-known ruler (Charpin 2003;
Van De Mieroop 2005), the former devoting a chapter to the relationship between the king and
the gods. If the rhetorical stress is on divine service in text, this is surely reflected in the votive bronze said to be from Larsa and dedicated to the god Marduk for the life of Hammurapi
(fig. 5.7; Moortgat 1969: fig. 218). The image (referred to by the Sumerian term alam in the
text inscribed on the base; indeed, alam åa‹-ne-åa›, translated as “suppliant statue” by Frayne
1990: 360: 2002, line 8) shows the kneeling ruler with right hand raised before his face/nose,
in a devotional attitude.13 The same arm gesture is seen on a stele fragment of unknown prov-
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For example, Frayne 1990: 270–80 for RÏm-Sîn of
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enance in the British Museum dedicated to a goddess for the life of Hammurapi by one IturAshdum, and on the upper portion of the diorite stele containing the Laws of Hammurapi (fig.
5.8), where the ruler is shown before the seated sun-god Shamash, although in these cases, the
king is depicted standing (Moortgat 1969: figs. 208–09). One must be careful not to generalize
royal subservience and servitude from this corpus, however, reminded of similar devotional
imagery deployed by the kings of the Third Dynasty of Ur (discussed above) at the same time
as they were celebrated as divine.
On the Law Stele (fig. 5.8), Hammurapi is depicted making direct eye contact with (the
image of) the deity as he receives the authority to promulgate his laws. His head is actually
slightly higher than that of the seated sun-god, and the compositional balance suggests a relationship born not of subservience but of almost parity. The image serves as testimony to the
king’s special relationship with the god, legitimizing his role and special status as righteous
ruler (Akk. åar mÏåarim).14 It thus corresponds well to the verbal references to the king in the
prologue of the text inscribed on the stele. There, he is said to have been called/named by the
gods to rule, and to “rise like the god Shamash over all humankind” (Roth 1997: 76–77: i.27–
49). In the epilogue, we find the king described as one whose role has been granted by Enlil,
who has been charged by Marduk to be the shepherd of his people, and bestowed with weapons/might by the gods Zababa and Ishtar (ibid., 133: xlvii.9–58) — all corresponding to the
textual tropes of divine recruitment and endowment mentioned at the beginning of this paper.
These same qualities and attributes are to be found in others of Hammurapi’s royal inscriptions, as well as those of his successor, Samsu-iluna, where emphasis is placed on the
ruler as “favorite” of one god ( dEnlil) or “beloved” of another ( dNinlil); looked upon with
favor by a third (dShamash); and endowed with an awe-inspiring radiant aura/melammu by
a fourth (dAn) (Frayne 1990: 337: #3, lines 7–8; 335: #2, lines 1–3; 344: #10, line 2; and see
discussion Brisch 2006: 42). The social and political implications of being favored by/beloved
by deity (Sumerian ki-áÑ, Akkadian râmu) have been discussed recently by Jaques (2006:
123–45), suggesting that the term is used to demonstrate not only an emotional relationship,
but also — conjoined with or independent of emotion — one of partnership. At the same time
as this partnership has implications of obedience, loyalty, and cultic service on the part of the
recipient of (divine) love, it nonetheless serves to mark the beloved as one of special standing.
Conclusion: The favor shown to Hammurapi by the gods and his special position as a result of that favor, along with the occasional references that suggest a status verging on divine,
seems to outweigh the absence of consistent use of the divine determinative in the writing of
the royal name. Brisch has noted (2006: 40 n. 10) that “it is not clear how far-reaching the consequences” of the attested instances of divinization were in the Isin-Larsa and Old Babylonian
periods, and she has argued that the topic of divine kingship in the Old Babylonian period is
in need of re-examination. For the present, it would seem that by implication kingship was no
less sacral in the early second millennium b.c. than it had been in the third, even if only rarely
explicitly marked as divine.
Tukulti-Ninurta I of Assyria (1243–1207 b.c.): Peter Machinist has recently demonstrated
(2006: 160–64) that a number of the ambiguities implying the blurred boundaries between the
ruler and the gods that we have seen in earlier periods are also evident in the Middle Assyrian
period (Machinist 2006: 160–64). His analysis follows upon that of Kirk Grayson (1971), who
had noted an increase in the textual rhetoric claiming the special relationship of the king to the
14
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gods in the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I. Machinist cites the text known as the Epic of TukultiNinurta in order to demonstrate instances in which the ruler’s “unequalled status before the
gods” is articulated. Ascribed aspects and/or qualities include the radiant aura said to surround
the ruler (melammu and congeners), as a manifest sign of properties and powers held by the
gods and conferred at their discretion upon the king. Assertions of divine engendering similar
to those of Eannatum and Gudea also pertain. In addition, the king’s body is described as “the
flesh of the gods” (Akkadian åËr ilΩne). It is noted that there is no explicit “deification” of the
king as demonstrated by the divine determinative, suggesting some hesitation at perpetuating
the Akkadian and Ur III models discussed above (Machinist 2006: 163). But at the same time,
the king’s titles and associated attributes — especially when he is called the “sun(-god) of all
the people” — convey a sense of his specially elevated status.
Representations of Tukulti-Ninurta I are few; the two primary examples being relief images of the ruler on two stone altars found in the Ishtar temple at Assur (Moortgat 1969: figs.
246–47). On one, the ruler is depicted in low relief facing right, first standing, then kneeling
before an altar similar in shape to the actual object on which the panel is carved. Upon the altar
stands a symbol consisting of a rectangular block divided vertically, which has been identified with the god Nusku, a deity associated with light (Moortgat 1969: 120; Sjöberg 1969: TH
4, 48). On the second altar (fig. 5.9), the ruler is shown standing, facing left, with the same
garment, absence of headgear, and greeting gesture as on the first. He is situated between
two standard-bearers, each holding a pole topped by an emblem of radii within a surrounding
circle; and each of the standard bearers carries the same symbol/form upon his own head. This
emblem has been associated by Moortgat with the sun-god, Shamash. 15 A dado relief frieze
depicting a battle scene over mountainous territory on the same altar (studied by MoortgatCorrens 1988) is unfortunately badly eroded; what can be made out are chariots and soldiers
traversing rocky terrain. A figure of the king is identifiable in the center of the frieze (ibid.,
fig. 2), again without headgear, but holding his mace and a rope tied to subservient prisoners.
This would fit well with later, Neo-Assyrian imagery, and with Machinist’s discussion of the
importance of epithets and titles reflecting the ruler’s divinely protected and sanctioned abilities in war in this period, including the resurrection of titles hitherto known best from the Akkadian period (Machinist 2006).
I emphasize this association because it is precisely in such military situations (e.g., in the
Epic of Tukulti-Ninurta as well as in annalistic texts like those of Tiglath Pileser I) that the
royal attribute of the divinely endowed radiant aura (melammu) is stated to be manifest and
operative (Machinist 2006; Grayson 1991: 13). As a luminous surround conveying awesome
power, this is the paramount quality attributed to rulers (along with deities and powerful works
or objects), noted above for rulers of the Old Babylonian period as well. In later representational strategies, such as Roman, Buddhist, or Christian art, such divine splendor is often indicated visually as a halo or nimbus.16 For Mesopotamia, apart from the rays that often emanate
from the shoulders of astral deities on early, third-millennium cylinder seals and on the Law
Stele of Hammurapi, discussed above (e.g., Moortgat 1969: fig. 209; Frankfort 1939: pls. 18–
19), no such convention for light or radiance is apparent, its textual importance notwithstanding. I would suggest, despite the fact that strategies have not yet been developed to represent
15
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this aspect visually, that such textually ascribed attributes should not be omitted as evidence
for the kings’ status with respect to the divine. For, as Françoise Brüschweiler has shown, such
luminous properties are associated with the sacred in Mesopotamia, reserved for both persons
and things in contact with the divine (Bruschweiler 1987: 187–89; emphasis mine). In such
cases, light serves as the visible form of the vital life-force infused by the divine.
Conclusion: In the Middle Assyrian period, roughly from the fifteenth through the eleventh centuries b.c., the titles assumed and attributes ascribed to rulers were consistent with
those attested in preceding periods and indicated special status and ascribed attributes verging
on the divine, although without explicit attestation of divinity.
Assurnasirpal II (890–884 b.c.)–Assurbanipal (668–627 b.c.) of Assyria: More has been
written on Neo-Assyrian kingship than for any other period, so that the visual components
of the office can simply be summarized here. A typology of motif, gesture, and meaning was
established by Ursula Magen (1986), outlining the various genres of representation and their
associated qualities of ideal leadership. This has been followed by a number of studies, all of
which have stressed the combination of text and image that contribute to a picture of the ruler’s access to power through his formation and endowment, and by his proximity to the divine
sphere (e.g., Ataç 2007, Bachelot 1991, Cancik-Kirschbaum 1995, Machinist 2006, PongratzLeisten 1999, Winter 1997, among others).
Machinist has laid out the specific role of the king as representative of the gods (2006:
153–59) through his exercise of the office of (chief) priest (Akkadian åangû) — consistent
with a role articulated for the ruler since the third millennium.17 This association of the ruler
with priestly office (Akkadian åangûtu) complements his identification with the office of
kingship (Akkadian åarr„tu), the combination of the two articulating his agency in mediating
between and acting in both the heavenly and the earthly domains.
At the same time, the Assyrian ruler often identifies himself in paternity and in likeness
to the gods, as in a text of Adad-nirari II (911–891 b.c.), who declares that the gods perfected
his features, making him manifestly identifiable as one fit to rule. 18 Such allusions continue
through the Neo-Assyrian period, including quite explicit statements that, in his perfection, the
king is the “perfect likeness of the god,” “the very image of Bel (Marduk),” as noted in letters to the ruler Esarhaddon (680–669 b.c.; see discussion of this in Cole and Machinist 1998;
Winter 1997: 374–75; Machinist 2006: 171–74). This mirroring of the god(s) in the king’s
body finds close parallels in Egyptian texts from the Old Kingdom to the Roman period, where
the king was explicitly identified as divine (Mysliwiec 1984; Wengrow 2006). The Assyrian
case, if more implicit than explicit, is still striking. The ruler, as many of his predecessors, is
said to be possessed of that divine attribute, a radiant and powerful aura, melammu, discussed
above (see Cassin 1968: 71; Machinist 2006: 169; and most recently, Ataç 2007: 308–09). But
on occasion, texts go even further in declaring the king as a god. In a hymn supposedly composed for the coronation of Assurbanipal, for example, the ruler is stated to be the sun(-god),
Shamash (Arneth 1999: 45; Machinist 2006: 172–73); and similarly, in a text describing the
departure of an Assyrian king to battle, it is said: “The king who stands in the chariot is the
warrior king, the lord (god) Ninurta” (Livingstone 1989: 100–02).
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Through all this, the Assyrian king does not take on the divine determinative before his
name. However, the royal image associated with a temple can take on the prefix — (d)s≥alam
åarri — as in the list known as the “Götteraddressbuch” (discussed by Machinist 2006: 178).
The prefix suggests some sanctification of the image, if not of its royal subject. Such images could conceivably be three-dimensional statues, known to have been placed in temples
in the Assyrian period (e.g., the Assurnasirpal II statue from the Ishtar Sharrat-nipæi temple at
Nimrud; Hall 1928: pl. 12), and so probably subject to sanctifying installation ritual. However,
they could as well refer to steles, as the Ninurta temple stele of Assurnasirpal II, also found at
Nimrud, was installed with an offering table placed directly in front (fig. 5.10; Hall 1928: pl.
13; see also Machinist 2006: 180–81). Similarly, a scene marking the erection of a stele containing a royal image at the shores of Lake Van in Armenia, depicted on one of the bronze door
bands of Shalmaneser III from Balawat, shows offering tables and divine symbols placed before the image, the recipient of devotional activity by musicians, a possible priest, and a figure
in royal garb, presumably the king himself. 19
In pursuing the relationship between kingship and divinity in Assyria, Peter Machinist has
suggested that the king’s image is “both votive and venerated at the same time” (2006: 182).
He concludes, further, that the attributes of the ruler seem to imply “some kind of divine status
for the king” (Machinist 2006: 184), despite the absence of the divine determinative before the
writing of the royal name. A related conclusion is reached by Tallay Ornan with respect to the
representation of Sennacherib on a rock relief at Maltai, where the depicted king and god are
virtually identical, emphasizing, she argues, the “divine-like nature of the king” (Ornan 2007:
169). And the same might be said of the wall painting depicting the standing ruler and a second male figure before a deity installed upon a podium, presumably Aååur, from Room 12 of
Residence K at Khorsabad, dated to the reign of Sargon II (fig. 5.11; Loud and Altman 1938:
pl. 88). Here, too, the king is shown virtually identical to and of the same height as the deity,
with only the podium elevating the god to a higher level. In visual rhetoric, this suggests that
the king not only had access to the god, but was also more or less on a scale of parity, excepting only the elevated/installed status of the god as exemplified by the podium.
Conclusion: As noted by Steven Holloway (2002: 178), the question of the divine status of Neo-Assyrian kings has not received much attention, and this is echoed by Machinist
(2006: 185–86), who adds that the royal-divine relationship in the Neo-Assyrian period was
extremely complex. The divine status of kings clearly had limits; and at no time is the king
invested with the visual attributes of the god (Holloway 2002: 183). At the same time, within
the representational code of the period, the god-like properties and resemblances of (images of
the) ruler had to have been recognizable by viewers, just as the consecrated status of the royal
image itself as well as royal texts and correspondence worked both sides of the divide between
earthly and divine. What this suggests is that, just as the king was not depicted in sculpture as
a personal likeness, but rather as an ideal semblance — bearing signs of the ruler “in the office
of kingship” (Winter 1997), so also the sacral aspects of kingship, rather than the individual
divinity of the king, were what was foregrounded in the Neo-Assyrian period, no less than in
earlier phases of the Mesopotamian sequence.

19
King 1915: pl. 1. This scene fits nicely with the text
discussed by S. Cole (Cole and Machinist 1998: xxiii,
cited by Machinist 2006: 180 n. 102) with respect to

VAT 10464, where in the New Year ritual at Assur, the
king is described as offering sacrifices before the royal
image.
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Concluding Hypotheses
Inquiry into the divinity of kings and divine aspects of kingship in ancient Mesopotamia
cries out for cross-cultural comparison. A number of traditions, both near and far in space and
time, manifest similar status associated with offices of rule (e.g., Abitz 1995; Beidelman 1966;
Bonatz 2007; Feeley-Harnik 1985; Fischwick 1987; Gilbert 1987; Gonda 1966; Gurukkal
1987; Puett 2002; Small 1996). One case — that of the Yoruba ruler who actually renounced
his divinity in 1993 — is especially instructive for our purposes. Noting the most famous
instance in which the Japanese Emperor Hirohito renounced his divinity following defeat in
World War II, Jacob Olupona (2006) has reported on the Yoruba king’s stated desire not to
be associated with the biblical Nebuchadnezzar, who was described as having forced subjects
to bow down before him. The king’s decision to renounce his divine status was related to his
acknowledgment of a change in understanding of royal authority in the wake of modernization and exposure to the monotheism of Christianity and Islam, especially the new evangelical
movements introduced into Nigeria in recent years, along with pressure from the diasporic
communities of Nigerians abroad. In short, the king is said to have argued that the social, religious, and political system(s) in which he now operated would no longer sustain his divine
status.
What this suggests is that, under new conditions — particularly in the context of religious
systems that do not brook multiple authority and/or political systems that no longer allow for
absolute power over complexly organized subsystems — divine kings may not satisfy the conditions required by the cultural surround. I would argue, therefore, that, conversely, when divine kings do appear, they equally satisfy the requirements of their respective social, religious,
and political systems.
If the ruler in his office clearly had sacral aspects throughout the Mesopotamian sequence,
I feel I must stress the political parameters of the explicit ascription of divine status to rulers
when it does occur (contra Hallo 1996: 196). Just as the turn from republic to empire in Rome
occasioned an elevation of Augustus not only to emperor, but to god (Price 1987), so also at
other moments in history, certain political and authority structures require such elevations, especially at the time of the political system’s inception, in order to lend force to new authority
structures. I would argue that the emergence and consolidation of the nation-state in the Akkadian and Neo-Sumerian periods toward the end of the third millennium b.c. constituted just
such a moment, congruent with the need to establish new tiers of socio-political authority and
hierarchy. That this formal mechanism was short-lived, petering out in the early second millennium, can then be understood as an artifact of the development of alternative mechanisms
of control within the state bureaucracy, however many of the ascribed properties of the ruler
negotiating the space between the earthly and the divine remained in place as part of the state
apparatus.
Whether kings are designated/understood retrospectively to have been born gods (as in
ancient Egypt; Abitz 1995; Wengrow 2006), or elevated to divine status upon installation (as
in some Akan kingdoms of Ghana; Gilbert 1987), they must, on the one hand, create or have
created around themselves an ideological system that will sustain such status; and they must,
on the other hand, be accepted as divine by at least some of those over whom they reign.
Once one can document a porous membrane between the sacred realm and the domain of
rulership in a given social system, an additional aspect of exchange is frequently identified:
the god is/gods are often reciprocally invested with titles and attributes of kingship. Pursuit
of such instances is beyond the scope of the present paper, but it is my sense that parallel
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inquiry would yield interesting information about the construction of kingship, not just divinity. For medieval India, it has been argued that at such moments, both divinity and kingship
are conceived and expressed in mutual terms, both textually and materially (Gurukkal 1987:
120). This is precisely what has been explored by Holloway (2002) with respect to the use
of religion in the exercise of political power when the god Aååur is declared “king” in the
Neo-Assyrian period. Holloway’s claim (2002: 57) that reference to the god as king is largely
a political tool of Assyrian imperial strategy is useful for the present inquiry, as support for the
argument that the exchange of metaphors and practices of authority speak to the porous membrane and the blurring of boundaries between the identities and attributes of deity and ruler, the
two often meeting in a realm of the heroic, beyond the scope of the present paper.
This said, one may note the following correlates with respect to the visual record. First,
while imagery may have maintained a system of signs distinguishing gods from rulers by detail
and attribute (i.e., horned crown from round brimmed cap or tiara) from earliest attestation
well into the Neo-Assyrian period, rulers simultaneously partook of some attributes and qualities shared with/ascribed by and to the gods, whether or not they were formally described or
indicated by determinative as gods. Second, that the rhetorical strategies employed for verbal
representation do not always co-vary with those strategies devised for visual representation.
And third, when rulers were formally recognized as gods, it would seem that, the lack of
separation of church and state in ancient Mesopotamian polities notwithstanding, the culturally
driving force necessitating such recognition/elevation was no less political than theological.
In sum, Mesopotamian kingship was consistently treated as if infused by the divine, “sacral
kingship” being the constant in which all rulers participated. As such, kingship itself was always “divine.” At the same time, the literal ascription of “divinity” to the ruler was reserved
for times and contexts when that sacral nature needed to be strategically foregrounded. It then
becomes the job of the analyst to assess the determining conditions of that necessity in specific
cases, such that the boundaries between sacral and divine kingship may be clarified.
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Figure 5.1. Detail, Stele of Naram-Sîn, Found at Susa, 2250 b.c.; Sandstone
(Département des antiquités orientales, Musée du Louvre, Paris)

Figure 5.2. Detail, Obverse of Stele of Ur-Namma of Ur, ca. 2110 b.c., Register 2; Limestone
(University of Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia)
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Figure 5.3. Detail, Reverse, Drawing of Stele or Ur-Namma of Ur, Bottom Register
(after Börker-Klähn 1982)

Figure 5.4. Diagram, Four-tiered State Hierarchy of the Ur III Period (after Winter 1991)

Figure 5.5. Drawing, Reverse, Stele of Eannatum of Lagash, Found at Tello, ca. 2560 b.c.;
Limestone (Drawing by Elizabeth Simpson, Winter 1985)
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Figure 5.6. Statue “B” of Gudea of Lagash, Found at Tello, ca. 2115 b.c.; Diorite
(Département des antiquités orientales, Musée du Louvre, Paris)

Figure 5.7. Votive Statue Dedicated for Hammurapi of Babylon, Larsa(?), ca. 1760 b.c.;
Bronze with Gold Overlay (Département des antiquités orientales, Musée du Louvre, Paris)

Figure 5.8. Detail, Top of Law Stele of Hammurapi of Babylon, Found at Susa, ca. 1760 b.c.;
Diorite (Département des antiquités orientales, Musée du Louvre, Paris)
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Figure 5.9. Altar of Tukulti-Ninurta I, Found at Ishtar Temple, Assur, ca. 1230 b.c.; Limestone
(Archaeological Museum, Istanbul)

Figure 5.10. Drawing of Placement of Ninurta Temple Stele of Assurnasirpal II,
Found at Nimrud, ca. 850 b.c. (after Layard 1853)

Figure 5.11. Detail, Drawing of Wall Painting, Room 12, Residence K, Khorsabad, ca. 710 b.c.
(after Loud and Altman 1938)
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Dieu et mon Droit: Kingship in Late
Babylonian and Early Persian Times
Erica Ehrenberg, New york academy of art
The motto of the British monarch’s coat of arms, Dieu et mon droit, could equally have
served as the catch phrase of the Late Babylonian and Achaemenid kings. The sentiment espoused, the divine right to rule, was a defining tenet of greater Mesopotamian kingship and
seems to be a universal and enduring one. Unlike a select number of their royal predecessors
(and their compatriots in Egypt), Babylonian and Persian rulers of the sixth, fifth, and fourth
centuries b.c. did not deify themselves; rather, they followed the more traditional Mesopotamian custom of arrogating to themselves, and themselves alone, divine favor. While visual
representations of Babylonian and Persian kings rely heavily on established Mesopotamian
iconographic conventions, they nevertheless betray distinct understandings of sovereignty, as
revealed through a comparative consideration of these representations with reference as well to
royal inscriptions and to the ideology of their predecessors, the Assyrians.
Continuity across cultures, an oft-cited hallmark of Mesopotamian civilization otherwise
noted for its recurrent political fluctuations, is particularly remarkable in the transition between
the Late Babylonian and early Achaemenid periods, when Semitic control over Mesopotamia
passed to Indo-European, Aryan rule. Aspects of this continuity have been discussed regarding
social, political, textual, and visual traditions. It has also been pointed out that a liminal period
persisted for about fifty years before Persian culture crystallized into unique form, sometime
during the reign of Darius I.1 The bulk of evidence for this period is provided by Late Babylonian and Persepolitan cuneiform tablets, whose texts elucidate administrative, bureaucratic,
and socio-economic norms, and whose seal impressions illuminate stylistic and iconographic
tendencies. 2 These archival texts, however, do not yield data for constructing hypotheses
regarding principles of kingship. Although found in a major Achaemenid royal capital and
written by its administration, the Persepolis texts do not concern major matters of state 3 while
the Late Babylonian archives stem either from private or temple sources; no state archives are
extant.4 The artifacts that do allow for an inquiry into royal ideology are the monumental ones,
from Late Babylonian times primarily the extremely limited remains of Babylon, and from

1

See Ehrenberg 2000 and 2007 for an overview concentrating on iconography, and Jursa 2007 on the texts.
2
Studies on sealing practices have investigated relationships between iconography and sealers, offices and ethnicities in Late Babylonian and Achaemenid archives.
Most often, choice of sealing imagery seems to have
been guided by personal predilection. For the Late Babylonian Eanna archive from Uruk, see Ehrenberg 1999:
37; for the Late Babylonian Ebabbar archive from Sippar, in which there is evidence that imagery may be associated with certain offices, see MacGinnis 1995: 170.
For the Achaemenid period Muraåû archive from Nippur

in Babylonia, see Bregstein 1993: 206–07, 260–66. The
Persepolis Fortification archive is undergoing full publication, but see for now Garrison and Root 2001: 41, who
find that sealing praxis can only be determined for two
varieties of text.
3
These texts, written in the Elamite language, are administrative in nature.
4
The Eanna archive from Uruk and Ebabbar archive
from Sippar are temple archives; the Egibi archive from
Babylon records the business dealings of the eponymous
family.
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early Achaemenid times most significantly the structures and carvings of Persepolis, created at
a time when the Achaemenid style had come into its own.
An expedient launching point for a study of the visualization of kingship lies in the written
equivalent, namely the royal epithets adopted by the kings, enunciating verbatim their perceptions of their role and status. Underlying literary traditions thread through the titulary and royal
inscriptions of the Late Babylonian and Achaemenid kings, with pedigrees that trace back to
the earliest royal writings in Mesopotamia.5 Here, reference also to Neo-Assyrian fashions in
royal texts helps throw the character of the Late Babylonian and early Achaemenid texts into
greater relief. Late Babylonian royal titles and inscriptions, unlike representative Neo-Assyrian
inscriptions, are generally acknowledged for their lack of militaristic, political, or heroic interest and language.6 Inscriptions of the Old Babylonian kings particularly served as models in
the Late Babylonian period and titles revived from inscriptions of Hammurabi himself include:
humble, wise, judicious, suppliant, who brings expensive gifts (to the temples). Titles taken
from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I of the Isin II period, another earlier Babylonian source of
emulation, include: pious, submissive, who constantly seeks the sanctuaries of (god’s name). 7
Whereas in Neo-Assyrian inscriptions the gods exhort the king to expand the domain and conquer the enemy in order to “Assyrianize” the lands beyond, the motivation for expansion given
the Late Babylonian kings is to create new cult centers. 8
In this insistence on empire, the Neo-Assyrian inscriptions bear closer similarity with the
Achaemenid inscriptions. Royal Achaemenid titles such as: great king, king of kings, king of
all countries, king of the world, king in this great earth far and wide, king of the multitude,
and king of countries containing all kinds of men, emphasize the enormity of the realm. 9 Attributing his acts to the favor of the god Ahuramazda, Darius enumerates the countries beyond
Persia that he defeated and even instructs the reader to look also at the relief carvings showing
his throne being borne by the array of conquered peoples (inscription DNa). Well-known is
Darius’s Susa foundation inscription (DSf), listing the peoples from all over the empire who
imported foreign products and built his palace. Like the Neo-Assyrian kings who catalog their
impressive physiques and repute as warriors, Darius proclaims his warrior abilities, noting he
has a strong body, is a good horseman, bowman, spearman, and fighter of battles and exercises
sound judgment. But like the Late Babylonian kings, he relegates to himself qualities of wisdom and justice, he is a friend of the righteous, rewards those who are cooperative and controls
his own impulses.10 Cyrus, the king who conquered Babylonia and took pains to win voluntary
5
Similarities between Assyrian/Babylonian and
Achaemenid royal inscriptions were commented upon
already by Gray (1901). Garelli (1981) discusses royal
titles, and more recently Vanderhooft (1999) has taken a
comprehensive look at Babylonian inscriptions.
6
It must be kept in mind, however, that extant Late
Babylonian inscriptions are mainly building inscriptions; there are no known state archives, as there are in
Assyria. The Babylonian Chronicles are later compilations. Garelli (1981: 4) provides a comparative chart of
Assyrian and Babylonian royal epithets.
7
Vanderhooft (1999: 17–19, 17 n. 29) observes that
many royal inscriptions of Hammurabi were copied at
the time.
8
Vanderhooft 1999: 41–49. As he further points out, it is
only in the inscriptions of the Late Babylonian Nabonidus that language more customary to Neo-Assyrian royal

inscriptions can be found, perhaps resulting in part from
his familial ties to the Aramaic west and his mother’s
place in the court of Assurbanipal. Among the titles chosen by Nabonidus are: great king, mighty king, king of
the universe, king of the four corners; see Vanderhooft
1999: 51–58, 57 n. 206.
9
Briant (2002: 178–79), who also notes that the unconquered lands beyond the realm were uninhabitable
and thus “relegated to nonexistence.” Frye (1964: 36)
remarks that the title “king of kings,” while not used
by Neo-Assyrian or Neo-/Late Babylonian kings, was
invoked once during the reign of the Middle Assyrian
Tiglath-Pileser I.
10
Root (2000: 20) writes that the Achaemenid conceptualization of empire resonates with the teachings of Zoroastrianism, which stress truth, justice, individual responsibility, and righteousness.
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acceptance of the populace, cleaved to Mesopotamian fashion and style in his inscriptions,
even invoking Assurbanipal and taking his title: king of lands.11 Beginning with Darius, the
Achaemenid kings emphatically stress their Persian, Aryan ethnicity. Whereas earlier, Cyrus
had emphasized his Elamite heritage and connections, giving Anshan as his homeland even
while calling himself an Achaemenid, Darius calls himself an “Achaemenian, a Persian, son
of a Persian, an Aryan having Aryan lineage,” highlighting his Iranian and ancestral heritage.12
Although the title “king of Babylon” is not completely abandoned and can be found in inscriptions of Xerxes and Artaxerxes I, the locus of kingship had shifted to the Persian world. 13
The kings’ verbal self-delineations find counterpart in their visual self-expression. Avoidance of martial reference in the titulature of the Late Babylonian kings seems to correspond to
its absence in the royal monuments which portray the king as worshiper of the gods or omit the
king altogether in favor of repetitive friezes of divine acolytes. The Achaemenid monuments,
on the other hand, focus on the figure of the heroic able-bodied king as the fulcrum of an immense empire. Before analyzing the iconography, a word about style is in order as this, too,
seems to reflect conceptualizations of the king’s role on earth. Comparison with Neo-Assyrian
remains is instructive. Assyrian carvers were masterful in a range of carving techniques from
modeled to linear styles, as evidenced primarily in the glyptic. For the palace narrative reliefs,
a planar, two-dimensional style was employed, thereby divorcing the scenes from the reality
of the three-dimensional world. Perhaps this approach was construed as an appropriate visual
companion for the textual annals that lie behind the reliefs and recount that the king acts at the
behest of the gods. What the king performs is thus visually as well as symbolically removed
from the mundane world. The body itself is more akin to a flat-form mannequin on which is
draped the royal robe and regalia.14 By contrast, the Late Babylonian royal monuments are
deeply carved; the higher degree of modeling and “portliness” of figures have often been cited
as hallmarks of Neo- and Late Babylonian style. In the British Museum stele of Nabonidus, the
king’s accouterments and regal trappings are kept to a minimum while the body is given palpable form (fig. 6.1). The king here is first and foremost a human, of this earth. Achaemenid
royal carvings are similarly modeled in relief, a trait that has been attributed to the influence of
Greek carvers, who took an optical rather than mental approach to their sculptures. But these
Achaemenid works could easily be a further development of the Late Babylonian precedent
and also betray the notion of a living-and-breathing king, the king as “man.” It was Darius,
after all, who stated in a building inscription from Susa that the god Ahuramazda “chose me as
his man in all the earth” (DSf, 15–18).
A common refrain about Late Babylonian art, often treated as a postscript to general studies on Mesopotamian art because of the exceedingly limited amount of remains, is that it is
something of a dull, characterless coda to a distinguished three-millennium run of Mesopotamian art history. Commenting on royal reliefs, Dandamayev remarks that, “In contrast to
11
Kuhrt (1990: 180) notes that Cyrus recognizes Assurbanipal in particular since the latter oversaw many building projects in Babylonia; Högemann (1992: 330–33)
remarks on Cyrus’s formulation of his kingly ideology based on Babylonian models; according to Beaulieu (1989: 45), Cyrus tried to “pose as legitimate heir to
the great empires of Akkad and Assyria” and to “present
himself in the garb of a native Babylonian ruler.”
12
On Cyrus, see Waters 2004; on Darius, see Briant
2002: 182. Soudavar (2006: 170–72, 176–77) disputes
this translation of the title and would replace the reading

“lineage” for the term c√iça with “brilliance” in the sense
of luminosity, that is, having a power derived from light,
equivalent to khvarnah (for which, see the discussion
below), but avoiding the use of the term because of its
Mithraic connotations.
13
See Stolper 1990: 561; 1989: 294; Kuhrt and SherwinWhite 1987: 73.
14
As Winter (1997) has discussed, relief and sculptured
images of the Neo-Assyrian kings are portraits of office
rather than of individuals.
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Neo-Assyrian and Achaemenid art where kings are pictured as victors of numerous enemies
and wild animals or monsters, there are only a few Neo-Babylonian royal reliefs and in them
kings appear in some aenemic posture worshipping gods.” 15 A sense of quiet repose does emanate from the Late Babylonian imperial monuments, but one that seems to suggest an empire
held firm by its position at the heart of the cultic universe and its consequent alignment and
unity with the sacred realm. Along with the British Museum stele of Nabonidus are two duplicate steles of the king from Harran, with the king holding his long staff and lifting an arm in
prayer before three divine symbols.16 Nearly identical is one of the two panels of Nabonidus’s
Teyma stele, showing the king holding the staff. 17 A unique stele of Nebuchadnezzar not only
extols in writing the reconstruction of the Etemenanki, the ziggurat of Marduk in Babylon (as
well as that of the ziggurat in Borsippa), but also illustrates the temple in elevation and ground
plan, before which stands the king, staff in hand. The caption next to the temple plan leaves no
doubt concerning the temple’s identity: “The house, the foundation of heaven and earth, ziggurat in Babylon.” 18 Depiction of the king as temple builder has a hoary tradition in Mesopotamia, dating back to the Early Dynastic period in which Urnanshe, on his wall-plaque, carries
a basket for bricks on his head, and retains relevance through Neo-Assyrian times, in which
Assurbanipal, on his British Museum stele, is portrayed with building basket. 19 More specifically, the Mesopotamian ruler is pictured along with temple plan in the Neo-Sumerian period,
witness the famous Louvre Gudea, seated with architect’s blueprints in lap and cognate of the
Sch˜yen stele.20 In intent, this imagery reinforces the king’s role as commissioner and facilitator of the gods’ manifestations on earth.
The closest Achaemenid parallel to the Late Babylonian steles in terms of format are the
doorjamb relief scenes at Persepolis, which are delimited to a narrow, vertical rectangular
field and focus on the figure of the king.21 Aside from scenes of the king battling wild animals
and monsters addressed below, are iconic images of the king walking forward under a parasol
and being carried aloft on his throne, beneath the winged disk with human bust, potentially of
Ahuramazda, discussed later (fig. 6.2). The king, figuratively larger than life, is delineated
literally larger than his whisk- and umbrella-bearing attendants who shade him. Neo-Assyrian
kings, regularly more in scale with their attendants, are also depicted on their thrones whose
side-beams could be ornamented with atlantid figures holding up the struts, simulating those
carved in wood or ivory on the actual throne. On the Achaemenid throne, however, the atlantid
figures stacked in rows beneath the platform of the king’s throne are meant to be read as
actual representatives of the nations of the empire, symbolically and physically supporting
15
Dandamayev (1997: 43) in remarking on Assyrian as
opposed to Babylonian traits in Achaemenid art.
16
Magen (1986: 24–25) believes the staff held by the
king is the palû, mentioned in texts, granted by Marduk
as a staff of rulership. The significance of the “mappa,”
or small curved object that can be held in the hand of the
king, is debated and could perhaps denote kingly favor;
see Seidl 1989: 209–10; see also Brinkman and Dalley
1988: 95–97, for a history of opinion on the mappa; and
also Reade 1977: 35. Illustrations can be found in Börker-Klähn 1982: #263–64.
17
Whereas the British Museum stele inscription seems
to refer to a revolt, the Harran steles mention the construction of cultic buildings and the Teyma stele contains
a text concerning a ritual. Illustrated in Börker-Klähn
1982: #265.

18
The stele was found in Babylon in 1917 and subsequently divided into three parts, two of which are now
rejoined in the Sch˜yen Collection. This stele will be
published by A. George in the series Manuscripts in The
Sch˜yen Collection; currently it is published online.
19
Illustrated, respectively, in Moortgat 1969: pls. 109,
282.
20
The Louvre Gudea is illustrated in Moortgat 1969:
pl. 167.
21
Jamb reliefs are encountered in various Persepolitan structures including the Palace of Darius, Palace of
Xerxes, Apadana, Throne Hall, Council Hall, and Harem
of Xerxes.
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their king and lifting the entire framework of the platform off the ground, as visible in the
cliff tomb facade carvings of the Achaemenid kings at Naqsh-i Rustam and at Persepolis on
the Kuh‑i Rahmat (fig. 6.3). Horizontally rather than vertically aligned like the doorjambs,
the tomb carvings and the famous Treasury panels offer vignettes of royalty in context. In the
Treasury reliefs, once adorning the Apadana, the enthroned king, probably Darius, with crown
prince and courtiers behind, sits before two censers and receives an official who introduces
the row of tributaries from all over the empire, originally marching up the Apadana stairs
(fig. 6.4). The king thus metaphorically resides at the center of the world. In the tomb facade
scene (fig. 6.3), common to the Achaemenid rulers, the king stands on a pedestal before an
altar and the winged disk with human bust above, all atop a platform raised high by the subject
nations. As in the stele of Nabonidus (fig. 6.1), the divine symbol at top of the tomb facades
and the doorjambs witnesses the motion of the king. But there is only this one deity present
and a direct connection between the one king and the one god, not a pantheon, is rendered
unequivocal. Furthermore, it has been remarked that the identical gesture, of upraised arm
with open palm, of the Persian king and the divine figure in the winged disk is revealing of the
basic equality of the relationship between the two. While this gesture is made as well by the
Late Babylonian kings and by worshipers on Late Babylonian seals and thus taken for a prayer
gesture, it may be more aptly read in the Achaemenid context as a greeting or blessing gesture
because the god would not be expected to make a prayerful gesture himself. 22
Of the few extant works that service a discussion of Late Babylonian royal imagery, only
the Wadi Brisa rock relief in Lebanon has a martial dynamism and, indirectly, martial reference: the accompanying inscription, concerning the construction of a road for the transport of
cedars to build the palace at Babylon, was likely written on the occasion of the acquisition of
Lebanon into the empire (full text in Weissbach 1906). The carving shows Nebuchadnezzar in
hand-to-hand combat with a lion (Börker-Klähn 1982: #259). King battling lion is an age-old
topos in Mesopotamia, with a history extending back to the Uruk period; later it became the
royal seal type for the Neo-Assyrian kings. Chosen to extol the might of the king, who successfully wrangles the king of the beasts, the motif bears kinship with the theme, just as ancient, of
the bearded hero contesting animals and imaginary beasts. Commonplace among the seals of
the Neo-Assyrian/Neo-Babylonian and Late Babylonian periods, the hero is usually dressed in
a robe or kilt and can have the wings of the genius-figure; the figure bears no royal connotations. The contest scene is one that traverses the Assyro-Babylonian and Persian divide, adopted by the Achaemenids for their seals and reliefs as well. In the Achaemenid seals, a royal
figure in Persian garb and crown may play the role of the Assyro-Babylonian type of hero and

22
Root (1979: 174–76) makes this observation about the
identical hand gesture of the Persian king and god and
notes also that the Neo-Assyrian kings, when standing
before a deity, raise the arm but with hand clenched and
index finger pointed toward the deity, rather than with
open palm. Soudavar (2003: 92–94, 41–45) and Soudavar (2006: 160–64) describes this equivalence of gesture
made by king and god as manifesting the same type of
relationship between the two that is found in the Sasanian era. He would translate the phrase that often follows
the Sasanian king’s name in royal inscriptions, ke c√ihr az
yazadΩn, as “in the image of gods” rather than “whose
seed is from the gods,” noting that Middle Persian c√ihr

can mean face/appearance as well as seed/origin, that the
Sasanians do not otherwise indicate divine ancestry, and
that the translation of seed/origin results from the accompanying Greek translation on investiture rock reliefs (of
Ardashir I at Naqsh-i Rustam and of Shapur I at Naqsh-i
Rajab) which were, however, written from a Greek understanding of the term and of Sasanian royal ideology.
In addition, the kings and gods in the Sasanian investiture scenes are shown as equal in size and on the same
ground. The phrase would then emphasize the king’s
god-given power or reflection of divine power, rather
than a divine origin.
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winged genius, and engage both real and mythical animals.23 On doorjambs of a number of
structures on the Persepolis Apadana, the figure grappling with a lion or monster wears Persian dress and a fillet (fig. 6.5). His identity as hero or the king himself is ambiguous because
in all regards except for a crown and footwear he looks like the royal figure in combat.24 But
perhaps the ambiguity is intentional, to underscore that the king’s role as supernatural hero is
subsumed as an integral aspect of his royal stature. 25
Contest scenes aside, Achaemenid monumental art is also devoid of scenes of might and
aggression, with the exception of the Behistun relief (Root 1979: #6). The prototype for this
scene, in which Darius is shown in the divine presence with conquered enemies representing
the peoples who rebelled against him, lies in the late third-millennium Stele of Naram-Sin
which had been brought to Susa in the twelfth century (Moortgat 1969: pl. 135). A more
indigenous model is the late third-millennium Annubanini rock carving at Sar-i Pul (BörkerKlähn 1982: #31). But unlike these reliefs and the Neo-Assyrian battle narratives, the Behistun
carving does not capture a precise historical moment; it is a summary tableau, overseen by the
figure in the winged disk, of a number of independent revolts that Darius quelled at different
times in forging the empire, and, in that regard, an atemporal statement of imperial dominion. 26
In a similar vein, the Persepolitan reliefs of endless tribute-bearers personifying the inhabitants
of the empire convening on the imperial capital express the result rather than literal moment
of martial expeditions, that is, the timeless, universal kingdom. In her exhaustive study of the
Achaemenid carvings, Root discusses the visual program of Persepolis as being designed to
illustrate the cooperative, harmonious, and voluntary support of the empire by its constituents
and the “sacral covenant” between them, in distinction to the Neo-Assyrian visual program
broadcasting empire as achieved through forceful annexation. Similarly, the king’s throne
is nimbly raised off the ground and borne by the interlocked arms of his subjects. 27 Lincoln
would read these scenes instead on a cosmogonic-religious level, as Darius’s testimony to his
fulfillment of sacred directive, the re-establishment of peace in and the reunification of the universe (symbolized by tributaries arriving cooperatively from across the empire), that had been
fragmented in primordial time by the “Lie” which had sown discord and undermined the totality of Ahuramazda’s original creation.28 In either regard, the contrast with both Neo-Assyrian
and Late Babylonian palatial visual programs is clear.
23
In her review of Root and Garrison, Ehrenberg (2003–
04: 439–40) postulates a gradual increase in the popularity of the Persian hero over the Babylonian-type hero in
the early Achaemenid period and suggests the figure may
have been developed as a means to adapt a foreign character by endowing it with a native appearance. Ehrenberg
(2003–04: 440–41) also notes the penchant for Persian
heroes to combat lions (and winged lions) rather than
the bulls (and winged bulls) more often paired with the
Babylonian hero.
24
Root (1979: 304–05) observes that these heroes wear
strapped shoes like non-royal Persians in sculpture instead of the strapless shoes worn by kings.
25
Root (1979: 305–08) believes the hero is a depiction
of the king as a “Persian man” correlating to Darius’s
inscriptions wherein he calls himself a Persian man,
perhaps illustrating an Indo-Iranian concept of kingship
placing the king on a cosmic level. Garrison and Root
(2001: 57) identify the “Persian man” as a “generic figure symbolizing the collective force of Persian power.”

26
Root (2000: 22) discusses Achaemenid avoidance
of historical narrative and preference for allegorical or
metaphorical representations of the ideology of empire,
noting that the Behistun relief delineates events in an emblematic manner.
27
Root 1979: 131, 153. Heed, though, the remarks of
Kuhrt (1984: 159) that comparisons of Persepolitan reliefs, found on the external walls of the structures, with
Neo-Assyrian narrative reliefs on the interior palace
walls, may be ultimately misleading, since they were
intended for different audiences, public versus private.
Jacobs (2002: passim) takes issue with the reading of
monumental Achaemenid art as a tool of imperial propaganda, except under Darius I, countering Root’s understanding of the Achaemenid artistic program and writes
of the general Achaemenid avoidance of monumental
sculpture other than in regions of the empire where such
had a long historical tradition.
28
Lincoln publishes these ideas elsewhere in this volume.
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As for the Late Babylonian palace program, it is unique for its utter lack of the royal
image; in comparison to Persepolis, the visual landscape of Babylon was something else altogether. All that remains of the original facade décor of Nebuchadnezzar’s Southern Palace
in Babylon are sections of glazed brick displaying passant lions, palmette stalks, and floral
bands (fig. 6.6). The royal residence is thus tied to the glazed brick program of both the Processional Way, also with passant lions, and the Ishtar Gate, with its repetitive rows of bulls
and lion-dragons.29 Had there existed any monumental stone wall reliefs carrying images of
the king and his court or exploits, it would be expected that some evidence of such, no matter
how small, would have appeared among the remains of the palace. 30 Ritual texts reveal that in
Late Babylonian times, priests enacted cultic roles during the New Year’s festival, while the
king remained somewhat in the background and was subject to humiliation before the gods. 31
The lions and fanciful trees on Nebuchadnezzar’s throne-room facade may well have royal
connotations, the lion serving as king of the beasts and worthy contender of the king, and the
palmette trees perhaps corresponding to the palm-based fanciful trees central to Neo-Assyrian
reliefs of palace cultic rites and perhaps referring to the king’s assurance of the fertility of
the land and its people. The lions patrolling the Processional Way, however, would seem to
carry divine significance, as the avatar of Ishtar, from whose gateway the Processional Way
cuts through the city to the ziggurat of Marduk. These lions are complemented by the gods’
acolytes on the gate itself, Adad’s bulls and Marduk’s lion-dragons. Babylon’s parade of creatures, symbolic of the cosmic sphere and set against the resplendent lapis-colored background
of the celestial realm, lies at great remove from Persepolis’s pageant of tributaries, symbolic of
the imperial sphere and set against the building terraces of the royal realm (fig. 6.7).
The divergence between the visual programs of Babylon and Persepolis is consonant with
the distinctive natures of the two cities. By the time it became the Late Babylonian capital,
Babylon had a long history not only as the political capital of Babylonia but also the cultic capital, as the city of the national god Marduk, and the intellectual capital, as the ancestral home
of Hammurabi. Differing from Neo-Assyrian urban patterns that separated imperial cities like
Nineveh and Nimrud from the cult city of Assur, in Babylon political and religious functions
were united.32 In a holistic “reading” of Babylon, Van De Mieroop characterizes the city as a
microcosm of the universe, its walls rising up from the surrounding moat like the primordial
mound emerging from the sea; and like a Russian matryoshka doll, within the city, the platform in the Marduk temple courtyard is also the “pure hill” which arose at creation, a fitting
allusion since it is Marduk, according to the Babylonian creation story, who organized the universe and founded Babylon. In the re-enactment of the New Year’s festival, the gods descend
on Babylon, thereby rendering it the cosmic center as well as the political center. 33 Persepolis,

29

Illustrated in Moortgat 1969: pls. 289–91.
Koldewey (1969: 21) records that fragments of basalt sculptures of lions and bulls were discovered on the
Hauptburg/North Palace of Nebuchadnezzar at Babylon, indicating the existence of some monumental stone
sculpture in a royal context. Beaulieu (2003: 356, 363)
cites a Late Babylonian text from the time of Nebuchadnezzar II referencing guardian animals on the gates of the
Esagil temple in Babylon, and a text of Cambyses year 5
from the Eanna in Uruk referencing a Mischwesen flanking the temple gate.
30

31
Pongratz-Leisten (1994: 109, 147) observes that, in
contrast, the Neo-Assyrian kings were central actors in
rituals.
32
Pongratz-Leisten 1994: 128. This observation concerning the intertwined religious and political aspects of
the city is reinforced by the remark of Van De Mieroop
(2003: 267) that the Ishtar Gate, through which Marduk
enters the city during the New Year’s festival, is also
called the “entrance of kingship,” thus affirming both
cultic and imperial power.
33
Van De Mieroop 2003: 262–63, 271, and passim for a
complete interpretation of the city of Babylon.
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on the other hand, was a new Achaemenid foundation with no landed heritage to supply historical directive to its realization, the situating of the king as the quintessence of empire. Its ceremonial center with soaring columns dominates the site, raised high above ground-level. 34 But
it should also be noted that even at an age-old city such as Susa, that becomes an Achaemenid
capital, what is known of palace ornamentation coheres to the Persepolitan precepts. Although
the facades of Darius’s palace are ornamented with glazed bricks as at Babylon, the figurative
content consists of Persian archers who form the king’s guard, and fantastical creatures who
may carry royal rather than, or along with, overt divine association; winged lions and bulls
elsewhere contend with the royal hero, while the sphinxes presumably have royal connotations
as they do in Egypt.35
Albeit subtle, the differences between Late Babylonian and Achaemenid ideologies of
kingship seem to result from a gradual transformation of established belief systems, modified to suit new imperial circumstances and tempered by the variant inherent cultural leanings
of different ethnic groups. Modifications of Babylonian norms in the Mesopotamian areas of
the Achaemenid empire were probably the product of progressive attempts to exert increasing control over the realm (Ehrenberg 2000: 315). In Iran itself, indigenous Median norms
were synthesized into a new, Achaemenid, package. Material culture from the reigns of Cyrus
and Cambyses is not plentiful, but no radically new initiatives can be assigned to their reigns;
instead, it is during the reign of Darius, the king who first accentuates his Iranian, Aryan,
heritage, that a unique Achaemenid brand emerges, likely with Ahuramazda at its cultic center.
The date of the codification of Zoroastrianism is debated, but it has been theorized that, while
Cyrus and Cambyses were adherents of Mithraism as practiced in Iran by the Medes, Darius
elevated Ahuramazda to supreme place in the pantheon, accommodating extant Mithraic beliefs in order to ensure the loyalty of the local base, while subtly promoting the fundaments of
a new religion in an iconographical form at home in the Babylonian regions of the empire.36
This masterful maneuvering of sacral credence for political expedience explains the carefully
crafted Achaemenid visual program that closely associates the sole king with the sole god and
also accounts for its distance from the Late Babylonian program in which the king is almost
a non-presence in an empire seemingly under divine control.37 It has been suggested that the
decorative program of Persepolis is a visual encyclopedia of Zoroastrian tenets. Along with
the figure in the winged disk he takes for Ahuramazda (see below), Soudavar theorizes that
the repeated floral motif, seen, for example, on Persepolis brick panels and that he describes as
sunflower emerging from lotus (fig. 6.8), represents the rise of the sun, or Mithra, the sun-god/
day/sunflower, from the waters of Apam-Napat, the aquatic god/evening/lotus. Although these
two deities were marginalized with the rise of Zoroastrianism, they are nevertheless designated
as ahura along with Ahuramazda in the Avesta.38 Further, he would identify the roundel at the
base of the lotus-sunflower motif as the pearl (native to the sea bed), the essence of aquatic
34
Root (1980: 7) notes that little is known about the palaces and structures of the city of Persepolis at the base of
the terrace.
35
But note the observation of Azarpay (1987: 198) that
the Babylonian bricks are glazed terra-cotta whereas the
Achaemenid bricks are glazed siliceous faience, or frit,
like earlier Elamite bricks.
36
Soudavar (2010: 9–10, passim) opines that kingly ideology conditioned developments in Zoroastrianism.

37

Soudavar (2003: 91–92) remarks that Darius’s inscriptional insistence on Ahuramazda rather than a larger
pantheon was a political rather than religious move, to
promote the idea of one unifying and universal rule in
the empire.
38
For a more complete analysis and discussion, see
Soudavar 2003: 53–55.
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khvarnah, or sacred radiance/glory, protected underwater by Mithraic Apam-Napat (and later
inherited by Zoroastrian Anahita), and a symbol of the sun that sets into the sea at night. 39 The
monumental lion-and-bull combat motif ornamenting the Apadana and palaces of Persepolis
(fig. 6.9) can perhaps also be ascribed to Zoroastrian beliefs. By commonly held theory, the
lion represents Leo and the bull Taurus, and their combat the succumbing of spring to summer.
According to Soudavar, the lion symbolizes the sun/Mithra, and the bull the moon and sea/
Apam-Napat, and their eternal struggle with no apparent conclusion thus represents the day/
night periodicity.40
Another symbol ubiquitous in Achaemenid reliefs is the winged disk, which has been
tied to Zoroastrian beliefs but also has a long pre-Achaemenid history in Mesopotamia and
ultimately in Egypt, where it functioned as a solar emblem and from whence it was adopted
but subsequently adapted to the new environment.41 The Mesopotamian and Iranian form of
the symbol consists of a disk that may contain a human bust and from which extend horizontal wings and at bottom, a tail; ribbons or streamers may emanate from the base of the wings
and may end in pincer-like forms, perhaps reminiscent of bird talons (figs. 6.2, 6.10). The
meaning of the device in Mesopotamian and Achaemenid settings, where it can house the bust
of a deity, has been widely argued. In the Achaemenid context it has been taken for the god
Ahuramazda or the Iranian concept of khvarnah, the radiance of divine glory/good fortune. 42
It seems as if it is likely both: Ahuramazda (or deity), particularly where the human figure of
the god is present; and khvarnah where the winged disk is uninhabited. Soudavar, who makes
this case, sees the Ahuramazda symbolism of the winged disk as deriving from an Achaemenid
ideology and its khvarnah symbolism as deriving from a pre-Achaemenid source, appealing
to non-Zoroastrians holding Mithraic beliefs for whom khvarnah was the fundamental aspect
of kingship.43 Solar radiance of Mithra, the sun-god, defines khvarnah and thus the winged
disk, a solar symbol in Egypt and associated with the skies/heavens through its wings, constituted a perfectly embraceable motif.44 Possession of khvarnah sanctioned the king’s rule
but could be granted, increased, or revoked.45 In the Mesopotamian context, the winged disk
was first identified with Assur, the national god of Assyria, as a result of its prominence in

39

As a whole, then, the scene expresses the journey of
khvarnah from the water to the sky (Soudavar 2003: 59,
102–03); the notion of khvarnah is discussed below.
40
Soudavar (2003: 118–19), who makes a connection
as well to the indigenous Iranian belief of the day’s division between Mithra and Apam-Napat and cites the
Bondahesh, the Zoroastrian book of creation, in which
water is associated with the moon on account of the seas’
rising at night.
41
Seidl (1994: 125) opines that the winged disk was adopted by the Achaemenids directly from Urartian representations.
42
Opinions are divided. Calmeyer (1979, 1984) and
Shahbazi (1974, 1980) argue for khvarnah, and Calmeyer suggests that the winged disk has kingly (and solar)
connotations. Shahbazi (1980) distinguishes the winged
disk from the winged disk with bust, describing the former as the khvarnah of non-royal people and the latter as
that of the king. Lecoq (1984) finds that the winged disk
with or without the human bust represents Ahuramazda

but can at the same time signify the power of the king.
See also Kaim 1991: 33, who remarks that the winged
disk without the bust is found in a greater variety of
scenes than the winged disk with bust, but both are tied
to sun symbolism and kingly propaganda.
43
See Soudavar 2003: 3–4, 95–96, and further, 123–24,
in which he cites the Farvardin Yasht which relates
how khvarnah was associated with the pre-Zoroastrian
ahuras Mithra and Apam-Napat, before the promotion of
Ahuramazda and Anahita.
44
The wings of the disk are most probably to be interpreted as falcon wings. The Avesta makes mention of
bird/falcon feathers possessing khvarnah, and the
Shahnameh speaks of khvarnah-bearing falcons. See
Soudavar 2003: 22–24.
45
Soudavar (2003: 26) references Yasht 10, sections
16, 27, concerning Mithra’s power to grant and revoke
khvarnah. Khvarnah could also be secured through victory or inheritance, (Soudavar 2003: 80).
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Neo-Assyrian reliefs in association with the king. Later studies identified the motif with the
sun-god Shamash.46 Based on analogy with the theory mooted for the Persian winged disk,
perhaps the Mesopotamian version can be taken not as a specific deity but rather the divine
radiance in the abstract, that can be populated by various deities. Although the concept of
khvarnah is a Persian one, the Mesopotamian notion of melammu may serve as something of
an equivalent. The conceit of melammu was discussed by Oppenheim, who describes it as the
radiance that surrounds the sacred but is also given to the king, as the representative of the
gods, to legitimize him; it can, however, be given and taken away by the gods, like khvarnah.47
If the winged disk is melammu, then there is no conflict concerning the deity within it, which
could be Assur in the Neo-Assyrian reliefs, or Shamash in scenes in which this god would be
expected.48 The winged disk is occasionally depicted elevated by atlantid figures. It would be
unusual to envision that a deity itself be physically supported, but perhaps not that its abstract
aura be lifted.49 An interpretation of winged disk as melammu would also explain instances in
which a crescent rather than ring is winged. It is assumed that the deity in the crescent is the
moon-god and therefore the reading of the winged symbol as a solar one would be in conflict.
If the winged device is understood to be melammu and the god within to be interchangeable,
then the moon-god’s crescent can just as easily bear the wings.
Associated with the deity in the winged disk in the Achaemenid reliefs is the enigmatic
ring, held in the hand of the deity as if being proffered to the king. This motif of a deity handing a ring, often accompanied by a rod, to the king, already employed in Iran in the Middle
Elamite period on the stele of king Untash-Napirisha, 50 survives through the Parthian and
Sasanian periods, in which it is central to compositions of imperial investiture, in which the
deity hands the king only a ring, who may grasp it in reception (fig. 6.11). 51 The ring symbol
has a long history in Mesopotamia as well, where it is usually paired with the rod, making its
46
For example, Calmeyer 1979: 358 n. 25; idem 1984:
146 n. 73; Mayer-Opificius 1983: 19; idem 1984: 200;
Seidl 1957–71: 485 s.v. §4d Flügelsonne; Unger 1965:
463–65. Dalley (1986: 98–99) posits a connection between the winged disk and the king.
47
Oppenheim 1943: 31. Winter (1994: 127, passim)
has written about melammu as depicted in art, where it
appears as an enveloping physical emanation, an “affective aura” around the head of person or surrounding
objects, which may also possess melammu. Soudavar
(pers. comm.) takes issue with an analogy between khvarnah and melammu because in the Babylonian version
of Darius’s inscriptions, the Aryan c√iça, which he reads
as Ayran brilliance/khvarnah, for which, see footnote 12,
was not translated.
48
In instances in which it is inscribed with a “Kassite”
cross, it could symbolize Marduk, if the cross is understood as this god’s symbol; see Ehrenberg 2002. Ornan
(2005a: 207–18) opines that the first-millennium winged
disk holds celestial significance and can represent various deities and offers Assur or Marduk for Neo-Assyrian
representations, depending on the context in which it appears, and Marduk in Late Babylonian representations.
49
On a Neo-Assyrian seal, a god standing on his animal
mount is winged with the same horizontally extended
wings with pendant ribbons as the winged disk, although
the actual disk is not present. Atlantid figures hold up a

horizontal beam beneath the wings, indicating that it is
this element, the wings (of the disk), or melammu, rather
than the body of the god, that is being supported. For an
illustration, see Ornan 2005b: fig. 134.
50
On this fragmentary fourteenth-century stele in the
Louvre, a section of the uppermost register shows the
seated god Inshushinak holding a snake as well as the
rod and ring, in front of a standing figure who must be
Untash-Napirisha. It is illustrated in Börker-Klähn 1982:
#124.
51
For example, the Sasanian investitures of Ardashir I
and Narseh at Naqsh-i Rustam; Ardashir I and Shapur I
at Naqsh-i Rajab; Bahram I at Bishapur; and Ardashir II,
Shapur III (probably), and Khusrow II at Taq-i Bostan.
For a discussion of Sasanian rock reliefs with bibliography, see Harper 1986: 586–88. Parthian examples include, for example, the stele of Artaban V and Kwasak
from Susa. Kawami (1987: 164–67, pl. 7) suggests that
the seated figure extending the rod and ring is the king
Artaban, who holds them out to Kwasak, satrap of Susa,
who grasps the ring; however, the seated figure wears a
horned crown and this would indicate divine rather than
kingly status. Rock relief II at Tang-i Sarvak showing,
among other figures, a reclining male holding the ring,
serves as another Parthian example. The reclining figure
may represent the ruler Orodes, although this is not clear;
see Kawami 1987: 196–98, pl. 44. For further bibliogra-
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first known appearance in the late third-millennium Ur III period on the stele of Ur-Namma
(Moortgat 1969: pl. 194), but manifesting itself perhaps before that in the form of the combined semicircular ring and rod in fourth-millennium Uruk period glyptic, discussed later. As
in Iranian scenes, the Mesopotamian deity extends the ring and rod toward the figure of the
king and the action may also signify investiture, as in the early second-millennium wall mural
of the palace of Zimrilim in Mari.52
In the literature, the Iranian ring, often beribboned, is generally agreed to be the ring of investiture or a diadem given in investiture, with comparison made to a head fillet with ribbons.
Much ink has been spilled regarding the Mesopotamian rod and ring. Theories are mostly
variations on the theme of their representing surveying or measuring tools, a hypothesis stemming from the depiction on the Ur-Namma stele in which the king, granted the rod and ring,
is engaged in architectural construction. It is argued, by extrapolation, that the rod and ring
symbolize justice that is granted the king by the gods so that he may wisely measure and dispense of it.53 An alternate explanation, drawing on the rope that is associated with the ring on
the Ur-namma stele, holds that that the ring is a nose-ring attached to a rope, for leading bound
prisoners or oxen, or for symbolically leading the people, and that the motif later morphs into
the rod and ring.54 Based on comparison with the winged disk, however, it seems as if a completely unrelated explanation is likely, for the ring is the visual equivalent, on small scale, of
the disk of the winged disk. Can this ring/disk be taken as the cosmic essence of the divine
radiance, perhaps the cosmic circle?55 The ring/disk of the Mesopotamian and Iranian winged
disk is unlike the central form of the Egyptian winged disk, which is truly a disk or orb, and
thus actually representative of the spherical sun. Why would the disk have been modified to
a ring if not to denote something different. Cross-culturally, the circle can embody the visual
understanding of city and by extension cosmic city or celestial world. In Neo-Assyrian reliefs,
military camp cities are shown as circular in plan, divided into four quadrants, thus resembling
the Egyptian hieroglyph niwt or city. Some cities were laid out with circular perimeters, for
example Sasanian Firuzabad.56 The so-called Babylonian world-map tablet depicts a circular
world with Babylon at its center, surrounded by the sea and, according to the accompanying
cuneiform text, the beyond-lying regions (fig. 6.12). An analogous rendition of the world map
is illustrated in the mid-thirteenth century a.d. Bible Moralisée, whose frontispiece shows god
as architect with compass in hand, delineating the circular perimeter of the cosmos in which
are contained, apparently, the seas and planets.57 On a more abstract level, the circle, with no

phy on the Tang-i Sarvak reliefs, see Downey 1986: 581
col. 2.
52
Illustrations and extensive citations of examples of the
rod and ring in Mesopotamian art can be found in van
Buren 1949; Spycket 2000; Slanski 2007.
53
For the most recent analysis of the rod and ring summarizing previous theories, see Slanski 2007: 41ff., 51.
54
This view is held by Hallo (2005: 151, 160–61), who
notes that in Sumerian royal hymns there are words for
royal staff, nose-rope, and scepter given to the king to
guide the people, but no word for ring, and feels that the
rope lent its name to the rod and ring. Cooper (1990: 46),
commenting on the lack of correspondence between text
and image in the third millennium, writes that there are
no contemporary references to measuring line and cord
and that these objects “metamorphose” into rod and ring

in later eras, with confusing references to both “scepter
and ring” and “weapon and ring.” Lambert (1984: 90
n. 13) remarks that the words rod and ring never appear
together in texts. This serves to underscore the difficulties inherent in identifying iconographic motifs on the
basis of textual referents both synchronically and particularly diachronically, and the need to take the larger
iconographic context into account. If the third-millennium ring references a nose-ring, it cannot be ascertained
that this meaning held for the Babylonians or Persians in
the first millennium.
55
Lecoq (1984: 322) raises the possibility of the ring being a khvarnah equivalent.
56
Firuzabad, founded by Ardashir I, has four gates,
north, south, east, and west, with a temple at the center.
57
Codex Vindobonensis 2554, Vienna National Library.
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beginning or end, symbolizes infinity or eternity, hence the cosmic universe. Thus, the octagonal/circular form of the Christian baptistery: its eight sides recall the eighth day, the time
beyond earthly time and of new creation, of the resurrected Christ and therefore the eternal life
in Christ achieved through baptism. Conceptually cognate, mausoleums, as resting places for
the eternal afterlife, were also conceived as circular structures. 58 Soudavar takes the disk of the
Iranian winged disk to be the underwater pearl of khvarnah, and the ring, when alternatively
rendered as a band of drilled dots rather than a solid band, to be a roundel of pearls. 59 The dotted ring in Mespotamian contexts should perhaps be interpreted as composed of precious gems.
In the Neo-Assyrian period, a deity is occasionally shown within a circular nimbus of stars
which may correspond to the ring both in shape and nature, that is, as a cosmic, celestial ring
surrounding the deity.
The ring can also appear in contexts other than its being handed from the god to the king.
In Achaemenid seals, a human bust, probably of a deity, can appear within a disk or ring in the
center of the field (fig. 6.13).60 In a Neo-Assyrian cylinder seal, the image is inverted, and the
winged and tailed bust of the god sits within the surrounding disk, from which radiate what
appear to be small rays (Ornan 2005b: fig. 78). Hence, the khvarnhah/Ahuramazda dwells
within the cosmic universe. In Mesopotamia, the ring can be found as an independent icon atop
a standard, thus, a ring-standard. Standards functioned as substitutes for deities, in their symbolic rather than anthropomorphic guises. 61 Although not a deity per se, the ring as a standard
would be emblematic of the divine realm; an iconic standard of a measuring tool or nose-ring
(if those readings of the ring symbol are accepted) is not to be expected. Further, the ring of
the ring-standard, or the ring alone, can enclose a figure, thus similar to the ring of the winged
disk encircling a bust, and deifying or making cosmic that which appears inside it.62 Ribbons
may flutter from Mesopotamian standards and also feature as an adjunct of Sasanian “investiture” rings. Perhaps they parallel, on some level, the banners that often stream from the winged
disk (and derive from the uraei that coil down from the Egyptian winged disk) and contain
aspects of melammu/khvarnah.63 In a published lecture on comparative research in human culture, in particular cosmic kingship in the ancient world delivered in 1946, L’Orange already
hypothesized that the ring in general symbolizes the “world ring of cosmocrator,” the universe,
the rotating wheel of the zodiac. Examples he provides included a Mithraic relief showing
Mithra in the ring of the zodiac that he spins into motion; Roman sarcophagi portraying the
bust of the (apotheosized) deceased in a ring/medallion supported by winged victories, and the
ubiquitous image of Christ pantocrator in a ring/medallion at the apex of church domes, often

58

An example is the sixth-century a . d . Mausoleum of
Theodoric near Ravenna, Italy. Naturally, as a result of
form following function, observatories are also circular
buildings, for example, the early fifteenth-century a.d.
Ulugh Beg observatory in Samarkand.
59
Soudavar 2003: 18, 39, 102–03. Commenting on a
coin of Khosrow II (ibid., p. 18), he remarks that khvarnah can be represented by rings, solar disks, sunbursts,
and pearl roundels.
60
In sealing PFS 68, on a Fortification Tablet, the entire
body of the figure is depicted, but the ring encloses only
the bust; see Garrison 2000: fig. 21.

61

Deller (1992) discusses the divine status of standards.
Consider the Neo-Assyrian Bavian relief or
Neo-Assyrian seals, in which gods are depicted within
the rings or ring-standards; for an example of a seal, see
Ornan 2005b: fig. 140.
63
Soudavar (2003: 13–14; 2006: 173–75) connects the
ribbons to the Iranian term dastar (a word not encountered in pre-Islamic texts), which may be interpreted as
“an agent for conveying victory,” and notes that in Sasanian rock carvings, ribbons are carried to the king by
winged figures, thus embodying the concept of increasing khvarnah.
62
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with the four winged evangelists directly below in the spandrels (winged victories and evangelists reminiscent of the aura of the winged disk?). 64
If the ring is interpreted to be the cosmic or celestial circle, it would be fitting that the deity would literally be handing the universe to the king, and the power to rule it. What, then, of
the rod? Assurnasirpal, in his Nimrud palace reliefs, is portrayed holding a shallow vessel and
a bow. Winter has demonstrated that the cups/vessels held by rulers in Mesopotamia represent
divination bowls (for reading oil omens) and signify the king’s ability to interpret the will of
the gods and mediate between heaven and earth.65 The bow, on the other hand, refers to the
king’s power over the temporal domain, the war-hero and defender of the land. If the vesseland-bow metaphor is transferred to the symbols of ring and rod which the gods hand the kings,
and the ring encapsulates the cosmic/sacred realm, then the rod must embody the terrestrial/
secular realm. When full-length, a rod is a staff, often held in the hands of kings and likely
marking out the ground on which they stand and over which they preside. Creation myths of
numerous cultures envision a primeval separation of sky and earth, with a pillar/pole (or tree)
acting as the axis that unites these realms also to the underworld. 66 A rod, when depicted twodimensionally, translates into a rectangle. Just as the circle/ring must be cosmic, the rectangle/
rod must be earthly. The Babylonian world-map tablet, referred to above, delineates the cosmic
universe as a circle, within which is a rectangle, identified as the city of Babylon. Analogously, perhaps the rectangular layout of the traditional Mesopotamian temple cella can be thus
explained: the temple embodies the manifestation of god on earth and the god’s room of appearance, or throne room, on earth is envisioned as the earthly rectangle. The traditional Mesopotamian palatial throne room is also rectangular, reflecting the god’s earthly throne room and
therefore the king’s status as the god’s representative on earth. A variant form of the rod and
ring mentioned above, in which the two forms are joined, has been identified with the Mesopotamian emblem for temple-door.67 Such a reading of the motif would be in keeping with the
interpretation of the rod and ring as heaven and earth, since the door to the temple marks the
boundary between the two. Lending greater credence to this theory of the ring as a cosmic disk
and rod as earth pillar is the observation by van Buren that in the Mari wall painting the ring is
painted red and the rod white, indicating that the actual objects were of different materials. 68 In
Neo-Assyrian reliefs, the color red simulated golden objects (like jewelry) and would be fitting for a heavenly disk; white may have evoked silver or rock crystal.
Again, a cross-cultural comparison serves to strengthen the proposed rod-and-ring theory.
In China, carved jades known as pi-disks and tsung-pillars were fashioned as early as Neolithic
times. Although their original meaning is unknown, later tradition associated the pi-disk with
heaven and the tsung-pillar with earth. A scientific explanation for this assignation has been
offered, whereby the two forms are considered to be the two elements of Neolithic astronomi-

64
For discussion and illustrations, see L’Orange 1982:
90–102. His notion of the “world ring” is taken up by
Segall (1956: 75).
65
This is discussed in the context of Ur III presentation
sealings (Winter 1986: 260–62).
66
See Seidenberg 1983: 194–95. On a microcosmic
scale, the city of Babylon symbolized the center of the
world and the axis that joined heaven, earth, and subterranean sea, as its walls rose out of the waters of the surrounding moat and its temples extended to the heavens;
see Van De Mieroop 2003: 263–65.

67
See Spycket 2000: 651–52. This symbol may have derived from the Uruk “bundle” motif that may imitate the
doorframe of a typical marshland muhdif [construction].
Curiously, a ribbon often hangs from the bundle motif,
perhaps related to the ribbons adorning later standards,
as discussed above. For an illustration of the Uruk bundle motif, see Moortgat 1969: pl. A, #5.
68
Van Buren 1949: 450 and passim for other observations on the physical qualities of the symbols.
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cal instruments which marked the rotation of the stars around the axis of the earth. According
to this hypothesis, the disk, used to track the motions of the heavens, rotated around the pillar
with hollow core, used as a sighting tube and earth-axis. 69 Tantalizing, also in the Chinese context, is an early twelfth-century a.d. Chinese scroll on the topic of strong leadership, commissioned by an emperor asserting his legitimacy to rule, by narrating a seventh-century b.c. tale
about a prince similarly seeking to establish himself as duke. 70 One scene illustrates a follower
of the duke handing him a pi-disk, an analog then of the Mesopotamian and Iranian compositions in which the king is handed the disk/ring to affirm his right to rule, and reinforcing the
ring’s identification as a symbol of the cosmic universe.
Both the Babylonians and Achaemenids partook of an adopted tradition of kingly ideology
yet modified and augmented its expression with nuances derived from unique heritages and
religious belief systems. The king’s role and the hierarchy of his rule reflected and replicated
that of the gods in heaven but did not substitute for or replace the celestial establishment. Visually, this is manifested in Persia through explicit royal tableaux, displaying the centrality of
the king to world empire under god, and in Babylonia, seemingly through the absence of such,
in favor of iconography emphasizing the cultic order maintained by the king. Just as Darius
recognized his human servility before his god, who chose him as his “man in all the earth,” Nabonidus referred to himself as his god’s “humble servant” and worshiper. Divinely appointed,
the kings were charged with protection of the corporeal realm and communication with the
celestial realm; in the end, they were flesh and blood.

69
Lee 1997: passim for illustrations and further scientific
explanation.

70
The scroll is known as Duke Wen of Jin Recovering
His State and is pictured in The New York Times, October 8, 2006, Arts, p. 30.
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Figure 6.1. Stele of Nabonidus. British Museum (Photo: HIP/Art Resource, New York)
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Figure 6.2. Relief Showing King and Attendants with Winged Disk Above, from Council Hall, West
Jamb, South Doorway of Main Hall, Persepolis (Photo: The Oriental Institute)
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Figure 6.3. Tomb Facade of Artaxerxes I, Top Register, Naqsh-i Rustam (Photo: The Oriental Institute)

Figure 6.4. Treasury Relief, from Treasury, South Portico of Courtyard 17, Persepolis
(Photo: The Oriental Institute)
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Figure 6.5. Hero/King Contending with Lion, from Palace of Darius, West Jamb, South Doorway,
Room 5, Persepolis (Photo: The Oriental Institute)
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Figure 6.6. Brick Facade of Throne Room, Palace of Nebuchadnezzar, Babylon. Vorderasiatisches
Museum, Staatliche Museen Berlin (Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, New York)
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Figure 6.7. Relief Showing Tribute-bearing Delegates, from Apadana, East Stairway, Persepolis
(Photo: The Oriental Institute)

Figure 6.8. Brick Panel, from Apadana, Persepolis (Photo: The Oriental Institute)
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Figure 6.9. Lion-and-Bull Combat, from Apadana, East Stairway, Persepolis
(Photo: The Oriental Institute)

Figure 6.10. Cylinder Seal Impression on Clay Tablet, from Treasury, Room 33, Persepolis
(Photo: The Oriental Institute)
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Figure 6.11. Investiture of Ardashir I, Naqsh-i Rustam (Photo: The Oriental Institute)
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Figure 6.12. Babylonian World Map, Sippar(?). British Museum (Photo: HIP/Art Resource, New York)

Figure 6.13. Cylinder Seal Impression (enlarged), from Treasury, Persepolis. PT4-759.
(Photo: The Oriental Institute)
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The King is Dead, Long Live the King:
The Last Days of the Åu-Sîn Cult at
Eånunna and Its Aftermath
Clemens Reichel, University of Toronto
Numerous studies have been devoted to the origin, ideological basis, and legitimization of
divine kingship and its cultic manifestations in the world of the ancient Near East. By comparison, little attention has been paid to the decline or termination of such cults following political
crises or collapses.1 This is unfortunate since numerous examples in both ancient and modern
times have shown that it is the demise of a political system that forces its key protagonists to
unmask and show their real faces and motivations hidden behind their institutional roles. For a
volume dedicated to the ideology and empirical manifestations of divine kingship it seems appropriate, therefore, to address this topic with a case study.
One of the best examples for the rise, manifestation, and demise of this phenomenon is
the period of the Third Dynasty of Ur (often simplified to “Ur III period”), which ruled southern Mesopotamia from 2118 to 2004 b.c.2 Following the Akkadian period (ca. 2350–2150
b.c.), which had seen the first deified kings with Naramsin (2254–2218 b.c.) and Åarkaliåarri
(2217–2193 b.c.),3 and preceding the Isin-Larsa period (ca. 2000–1800 b.c.), which saw the
demise of this phenomenon, this period, which covered a little more than a century, truly represents the apex for divine kingship in ancient Mesopotamia. Åulgi (2094–2048 b.c.), the second
ruler of this dynasty, was the first of its rulers to assume divine status, a position retained by
his successors Amar-Su’en (2047–2038 b.c.), Åu-Sîn (2037–2029 b.c.), and Ibbi-Sîn (2028–
2004 b.c.) (fig. 7.1). Numerous royal inscriptions, hymns, and ritual practices bear ample witness to the ideological significance of divine kingship during this time period. The cult to the
king was visually manifested by the fashioning of artwork, including royal statues and steles,
and by temples or chapels to these divine kings. Numerous economic texts mention the building of or provisions for é’s, the Sumerian term for “temple,” dedicated to Ur III kings.4 The
spread of these é’s within the Ur III state was impressive. As figure 7.2 shows, four of them
(in Umma, ki.an, Gu’abba, and Girsu) were dedicated to Åulgi, two (in Umma and Girsu) to
1
See Yoffee and Cowhill 1988 and Tainter 1988 for recent discussions of collapse models suggested for the ancient Near East and for Mesoamerica.
2
All dates given in this paper follow the Middle Chronology. In rendering personal or geographic names I
have used diacritics (e.g., å, æ) but generally retained
commonly used transliterations (e.g., Naramsin instead
of Naram-Sîn) without attempting ultimate consistency.
3
Materials for the rise and fall of the Akkadian dynasty
have been summarized recently by Westenholz (1999).
Historical, historiographic, and literary sources concerning the demise of the Akkadian empire have been studied
by Glassner (1986).

4

In his study of the Ur III kingship, Claus Wilcke (1974:
190–91 n. 51) cautioned against a universal translation
in this context of “é ∂RN” as “temple of (divine) RN,”
pointing out that é also can translated as “house” or
“household.” Though caution in the use of modern-day
translations for Sumerian terms is generally justified in
light of possible misinterpretations, I doubt that a translation “temple” for É can really be kept separate from
a meaning “house” or “household.” In addition to serving as a place of worship, a temple also embodies the
household of the deity with its personnel, land or livestock holdings, and attached manufactures. Even the palace (Sumerian é-gal, literally “big house”) of the Royal
Dynasty at Ur was referred to as an é: brick inscriptions
133
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Amar-Sîn, and no less than five (in Umma, Ur, Adab, Girsu, and Eånunna) to Åu-Sîn.5 This
paper addresses the end of the cult to Åu-Sîn, the fourth king of the Ur III Dynasty in southern
Mesopotamia. The dataset used in this study does not originate from the capital but from a city
in a somewhat “peripheral” location within this state. As this study shows, however, the “peripheral” nature of this dataset provides us with an angle on the collapse of this system that is
different from any information retrieved from the royal capital itself.
In his summary of the Ur III period, Sallaberger (1999: 170–71) already pointed out the
great difference in the nature of temple building projects during the reign of Åu-Sîn compared
to those undertaken during the reign of his predecessor Amar-Su’en.6 Textual evidence indicates that Åu-Sîn did not continue his predecessor’s ambitious work on building and refurbishing city temples — only the temple of the city god Åara at Umma was completed during his
reign.7 Instead, numerous temples to Åu-Sîn himself were built by governors in several cities
of the Ur III state.8 We are fortunate that one of these temples was actually discovered during
excavations. It was found to the northeast of Baghdad at the site of Tell Asmar, the ancient city
of Eånunna, in 1930 during the Oriental Institute’s Diyala Expedition (Frankfort, Lloyd, and
Jacobsen 1940). The map shown in figure 7.3 shows that Eånunna expanded greatly during the
Ur III period. It is at once noticeable that the Åu-Sîn Temple was not built on the ancient city
mound in the northwestern part of the site that constituted Eånunna during the third millen-

found in the building’s central courtyard identify it as
é-æur-sag, literally “mountain house” or “mountain temple” built by king Åulgi (see Woolley 1974: 38 for the
find context of the bricks; Frayne 1997: 112–14 [3], for
a recent edition of the inscription), indicating that é as
“temple household” could also include the royal household. A functional syncretism of “palace” and “temple”
is also suggested in this building’s architecture while following a standard layout of a palace, its facade shows
the niched decoration usually associated with religious
architecture (Woolley 1974: pl. 56).
5
The textual references used to compile figure 7.2 were
collected by Wilcke 1974: 190–91 n. 51 (é ∂åul-gi) and
by Sallaberger 1999: 166, 170 (é ∂amar-∂sîn, é ∂åu-∂sîn).
To these references text Erlenmeyer 94 (Englund 1992:
87–88), which dates the reign of Åu-Sîn and lists fishing
troops for é’s of Åulgi, Amar-Su’en, and Åu-Sîn in reverse lines 3, 6, 9, can be added. For a suggested identification of ki.an with Tell Åamit, see Edzard and Farber
1974: 97–98; for the location of Gu’abba southeast of
Lagash, see ibid., 63–65.
6
The scope of this paper does not allow a comprehensive review of the relationship between Amar-Su’en and
Åu-Sîn. In this paper I have followed Sallaberger (1999:
167–88) in identifying Åu-Sîn as Amar-Su’en’s son,
based on the legend of the seal of Babati, which identifies Åu-Sîn as son of AbÏ-SimtÏ, Amar-su’en’s wife
(Whiting 1977b). References to dissenting viewpoints,
which identified Amar-Su’en as brother of Åu-Sîn, have
been collected by Frayne (1997: 285–86). Texts with
Amar-Su’en year dates (Amar-Su’en years 6–8) that
bear seal impressions naming Åu-Sîn as “king of Ur”
have raised the possibility of a co-regency, though this
interpretation remains much debated (cf. Lafont 1994;

Sallaberger 1999: 166). Attempt to suppress the AmarSu’en’s memory by eliminating him from the list of royal
recipients of offerings at Nippur, ending the Amar-Su’en
festival at Umma, and by renaming the Amar-Su’en
Temple at Girsu (see Sallaberger 1999: 167) indicate a
tense relationship between Åu-Sîn and his predecessor.
7
The completion of this temple is commemorated in numerous building inscriptions on door sockets and stone
blocks presumably from Umma (Frayne 1997: 326–29
[16–18]). Remains of a monumental temple with a niched
entranceway facade were uncovered from the late 1990s
onwards at the site of Tell Jokha (ancient Umma) by an
archaeological team from the Iraqi Department of Antiquities under the direction of Nawala al-Mutawali. The results of these excavations so far have not been published.
Photographs of this temple’s facade taken by site visitors
during excavation, however, show that the lower courses
of the temple’s brickwork were executed in baked brick,
of which at least some were stamped with inscriptions
naming Åu-Sîn as the builder of the temple (McGuire
Gibson, pers. comm.), making it likely that these are the
remains of the Åu-Sîn’s Åara Temple at Umma.
8
Aside from the temple discussed in this paper, building inscriptions record the construction of Åu-Sîn
Temples by Æa-ba-luﬁ-gé, governor (ensí) at Adab; by
Ir⁄⁄-∂Nanna, grand vizier (sukkal-maæ) and governor at
Girsu, and by Lugal-má-gur°-re, governor or Ur (Frayne
1997: 321–26 [11, 13, 15]). A door socket from Ur,
found in secondary context in the Gipar of the goddess
Ningal, records the construction of a temple for Åu-Sîn
by an individual named [ ]-kal-la (ibid., 324–25 [14]).
Since [ ]-kal-la’s title “general” (åagina) does not state
an affiliation with a particular city, however, it is uncertain whether this temple was built at Ur or elsewhere.
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nium b.c., but on new ground in the middle of a new lower town. 9 It was not an isolated structure; but, in fact, located roughly in the center of an agglomeration of buildings that clearly
betray “palatial” character. Along its western side it abutted and was joined through a doorway
to the “Palace of the Rulers” that was home to Eånunna’s governors from about 2050 to 1800
b.c. and the center of this city’s administration (fig. 7.4). The temple had a square layout; each
side measured approximately 28 m with outside walls up to 3 m wide. The center part of the
temple contained a square paved courtyard, to which most of the surrounding rooms opened.
The room arrangement of the temple was largely symmetrical. Its entrance in the northwest,
accordingly, was in direct line with the temple’s broadroom cella, allowing — at least theoretically — a direct view into the cella from the outside. The middle of the cella’s back wall,
which was in direct line with its doorway toward the courtyard, contained a stepped podium
that likely accommodated a cult image. A doorway on the western side of the cella opened into
a small room that may have been a repository for cultic paraphernalia. This building represents
one of the earliest surviving examples of the “Babylonian” temple with a rectangular cella
(“Breitraumcella”) opening to a central courtyard, a layout that was to become the standard
temple type in Babylonia for the next two millennia.10 What makes its plan somewhat unusual
is a doorway that connects the temple with the throne-room suite of the adjacent Palace of the
Rulers, indicating a strong connection between the city’s administration and the cult performed
at the temple.
An inscribed door socket found inside the cella on the western side of the doorway confirms that the governor of Eånunna was the builder of this temple as well as the recipient of
this cult (figs. 7.5–6):11
Transliteration:
1. ∂åu-∂en.zu
2. mu pà-da
3. an-na
4. ki-ág ∂en-líl-la
5. lugal ∂en-líl-le
6. åà-kù-ge pà-da
9

My dating of Eånunna’s expansion differs from that
of the excavators, who assigned it to the Isin-Larsa period (ca. 2000–1800 b . c .). The location of the Åu-Sîn
Temple and the adjacent Palace of the Rulers (see discussion for the date of this complex) in the center of the
lower town make a post-Ur III date for the city’s expansion impossible to maintain — a palace and major cult
center would not have been built outside of the city. The
evidence given by the excavators for their own dating is
thin. The city wall was dated to the “Larsa” period (ca.
1900–1800 b.c.) based on brick measurements (Delougaz, Hill, and Jacobsen 1967: 199), but no measurements
are given in support of this argument, and the possibility
of a multi-phase construction, in which the latest refurbishment dates to the Larsa period, is not even raised.
Test trenches across the lower town revealed architectural remains that largely dated to the Isin-Larsa period
(ibid., 203–09), but in most cases those trenches only
reached the latest preserved level of occupation. Tablets
dating to the immediate post-Ur III period at Eånunna
were found in the southern part of the site (square K43;

Translation:
“(For the deified) Åu-Sîn,
whose name had been called
by (the god) Anu,
beloved one of (the god) Enlil,
the king whom Enlil
had chosen into his pure heart
ibid., 206). A building discovered in Trench B (squares
G38–39) was dated to the Akkadian period “owing to
the character of the finds in it” (ibid., 207). The object
registers do not list any finds from these squares, but if
the dating suggested by the excavators was based on pottery types, it should probably be adjusted to Ur III (cf.
Gibson 1982: 537–38).
10
See Heinrich (1982: 18–21) for the origins and characteristics of this temple type and for a definition of the
“Breitraumcella.” Its earliest attested occurrence is found
in a temple within the Gipar of the goddess Ningal at
Ur (Woolley 1974: 43–44, pl. 57), originally built by
Urnammu and subsequently rebuilt by Amar-Su’en. This
temple shows a slightly more elaborate layout, however,
since the cella was preceded by an antecella of about the
same size toward the courtyard.
11
Published by Jacobsen (1940): 134–35 (translation
and transliteration), pl. 13 (copy). For a recent edition
with additional literature, see Frayne 1997: 322–23 [12].
One of these door sockets (find number As. 31:792) is
on display at the Oriental Institute Museum (museum
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

nam-sipa kalam-ma
to shepherd the land
ù an-ub-da-limmu-ba-åè
and the four world quarters,
lugal kal-ga
mighty king,
lugal urí˚-ma
king of Ur,
lugal an-ub-da-limmu-ba
king of the four world quarters,
dingir-ra-ni-ir
his (i.e., Ituria’s) god:
i-tu-ria	Ituria,
ensí
governor
áå-nun-na˚-ka
of Eånunna,
ìr-da-né-e
his (i.e., Åu-Sîn’s) servant,
é-a-ni
(has built) his (i.e., Åu-Sîn’s) temple
mu-na-an-dù
for him.”

The inscription on this door socket introduces the dynasty of Eånunna’s governors to this
story. Little more that his name is known about governor Ituria — most notably, no inscription
provides his patronym. Following Åu-Åîn’s death in 2029 b.c., Ituria continued to hold the office into the reign of Ibbi-Sîn, Åu-Sîn’s son and successor,12 but soon afterward was followed
by his son Åuiliya.13 We do not know if Åuiliya’s ascent to Eånunna’s throne coincided with
the end of Ur’s control over Eånunna; by 2026 b.c., however, Eånunna’s Ur III calendar had
been replaced by a local one, and year formulae in texts now reflected actions taken by Åuiliya.
By assuming the title “king” (lugal) instead of “governor” (ensí), this new ruler made it clear
that he was no copycat of his father. His seal, preserved on a clay sealing (fig. 7.7), shows him
facing Tiåpak, Eånunna’s city god, in a proud, defiant way recalling earlier Akkadian royal
depictions such as one found on the Naramsin Stele and “king of the four world quarters” (åar
kibrat arba’im), he also claimed divine status, following the example set by previous rulers of
the Akkadian and Ur III dynasties.

number OI A8164). The find number of the other one is
As. 31:793a (not As. 31:246, as erroneously reported by
Jacobsen) and is now in the Iraq Museum.
12
The fact that Ituria was still governor of Eånunna after
Ibbi-Sîn’s ascent to the throne is apparent from the legend of a seal belonging to Ituria’s son Åuiliya, in which
Åuiliya is identified as “son of Ituria, the governor” while
acknowledging Ibbi-Sîn’s overlordship in the inscription
(Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940: 143 [5]):
“Ibbi-Sîn,
1. ∂i-bí-∂en.zu
2. [lu]gal kal-ga
mighty king,
3. lugal urì˚-ma
king of Ur
4. lugal an-ub-da-limmu-ba king of the four world
quarters:
5. ∂åu-ì-lí-a˘
Åuiliya,
6. dub-[sar]
the scribe,
7. dumu i-tu-[ri-a]
son of Ituria,
8. ens[í]
the governor,
(is) his servant.”
9. ìr-sú
The issue of Åuiliya’s divine status as a prince in this
inscription is addressed in footnote 13 below.

13

The reasons for reading dingir-åu-ì-lí-a as ∂Suiliya as
opposed to Iluåuliliya (as used by Jacobsen) have been
discussed by Whiting (1977b), and not much can be added to that. Jacobsen based his reading of the name on a
legend of a seal that Åuiliya held as a prince (see n. 12
above), in which he acknowledged Ibbi-Sîn as overlord
and in which he is identified as “dingir-åuiliya, scribe,
son of Ituria, the governor.” Since “… it would clearly
be impossible to assume that the owner of the seal was
already deified at a time when he merely was a young
scribe in the service of Ibisin” Jacobsen concluded that
the name had to be read Iluåuiliya, not ∂Åuiliya (1940:
143). As Whiting had already noted, the sealing with this
inscription unfortunately is missing and therefore cannot be collated. The deification of a crown prince during
that time period is not unheard of. As Wu Yhong (1992)
pointed out, a roughly contemporary inscription by king
Iddi-Sîn of Simurrum, a political entity in the lower Zab
area, shows both the names of Iddi-Sîn (l.1: ∂i-dì-∂Sîn)
and of his son Zabazuna (l.4: ∂za-ba-zu-na) written
with a divine determinative (Al-Fouadi 1978: 123 [A.3,
A.4]). Unlike Ituria and Åuiliya, however, both father
and son are deified here.
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Unlike the Åu-Sîn Temple, the adjacent Palace of the Rulers provided no building inscription that would have identified its builder. The excavators noted that the palace walls bonded
with the brickwork of the temple’s kisû, an outer revetment of the temple. Since this kisû was
a secondary construction, they concluded that the building of the palace had to postdate that
of the temple.14 By calling it “Palace of the Rulers,” they interpreted it as the residence of Eånunna’s rulers, built during Åuiliya’s reign after the end of the Ur III rule over the city (Lloyd
1940: 27). This interpretation, however, makes little sense — why would Eånunna’s first independent ruler have built his new palace as a mere add-on to a temple in which a foreign overlord, who now presumably was vilified, had been worshipped as a god?
A closer look at the evidence casts serious doubts on the construction sequence suggested
by the excavators. Figure 7.8 shows the date ranges of over 140 Ur III texts and sealings from
the palace and the temple organized by findspots. The fact that the overwhelming majority of
these texts were found in the palace, not in the temple, suggests that the palace was built during, not after the Ur III period. Several texts date back to the middle of Åulgi’s reign (Åulgi 25
= 2070 b.c.), some forty-five years before Åuiliya’s ascent to Eånunna’s throne. It seems sensible to suggest, therefore, that the Palace of the Rulers was built at about the same time as the
seat of the Ur III governor of Eånunna. Instead of postdating the Åu-Sîn Temple, the palace’s
construction would therefore predate the temple by about forty years.
This re-dating might explain another oddity in the layout of these buildings — the difference in orientation between palace and temple, shown in figure 7.9 (the orientation of the palace is indicated by a line running from the niche of the cella in the so-called “Palace Chapel,”
a sanctuary along the western side of the palace, through its entranceway). At an orientation
of 320º 18' to true north, the line through the Palace Chapel — and the palace as a whole — is
tilted 14º 36' farther to the northwest than the line running through the Åu-Sîn Temple, which
runs at an orientation of 334º 54'. There are no obvious spatial constrains from other buildings
that would have had to be taken into account for either temple or palace. The revised construction sequence proposed above now offers a possible explanation for this awkward deviation.
In a largely overlooked study added to the original publication of the palace complex, Günter
Martiny pointed out that the axis running through the Åu-Sîn Temple points toward the city of
Ur, the capital of the Ur III state, located some 300 km to the southeast of Tell Asmar (Martiny
1940). It is not hard to imagine cultic reasons that necessitated a proper alignment of the king’s
temple and statue with the royal palace at Ur, even if this resulted in a misalignment between
the temple and palace.
In light of this reinterpretation, the bonding brickwork between temple kisû and palace
needs to be explained differently. Ironically, the excavators’ own field notes provide a much
more plausible interpretation. A note and sketch in the field notebook of Seton Lloyd, who
worked as excavator and architect during the palace’s excavation, indicates that the northwestern and northeastern walls of the room due north of the throne room (marked in fig. 7.9),
which were built at an oblique angle to each other and to the rest of the palace, were secondary
constructions.15 Most likely they were rebuilt during the construction of the Åu-Sîn Temple,
presumably to catch the difference in orientation between the palace and the temple.

14
“… the fact that the kisû terminates abruptly on a line
with the northwest corner of the temple and that the outer
wall faces are everywhere traceable behind it suggests
that the retaining wall was a later addition to the original
building, probably constructed at the same time as the

adjoining palace and by the same builder” (Lloyd 1940:
12–13).
15
Seton Lloyd’s field notebook from the 1931/32 season,
entry dating to January 10, 1932 (Oriental Institute Museum Archives).
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To the present day, the Åu-Sîn Temple of Eånunna remains the only archaeologically identified temple of an Ur III king. This may be more than a coincidence. Textual evidence from
elsewhere suggests that temples to Ur III kings were generally relatively small. Erlenmayer 94,
for example, a text from Umma dated to the reign of Åu-Sîn, lists fishermen assigned to several temples at Umma. Following sixteen fishermen for the temple of Åara, Umma’s city god,
four for the temple of Nin-ur-ra, and two for the é-maæ, two fishermen each are assigned to
the temples of kings Åulgi, Amar-Su’en, and Åu-Sîn, indicating that much smaller households
had to be provided for compared to the temples of the city’s major deities. 16 The monumental appearance of the Åu-Sîn Temple at Eånunna is therefore noticeable — its wall thickness
actually surpasses that of the Palace of the Rulers. This may be less a coincidence than a
visual manifestation of Eånunna’s peculiar position within the Ur III state. Despite its geographically peripheral location within the Ur III state, Eånunna enjoyed the same withdrawal
privileges from the central redistribution center at Drehem (ancient Puzriå-Dagan) in the Ur
III economic system as the “core” provinces in the central Mesopotamian plain.17 The reason
for that might be sought in Eånunna’s close relationship with the Ur III royal dynasty. In her
offerings at Drehem, Åulgi-Simtum, the wife of King Åulgi (2094–2048 b.c.), showed special
devotion to two goddesses named BËlat-teraban and BËlat-åuænir, who were closely connected
to the governor’s dynasty at Eånunna but who otherwise played next to no role in the Ur III
pantheon.18 The queen’s focus on these goddesses indicates that she had close ties to Eånunna
and possibly came from there.19 The title “Sanga-Priest of BËlat-teraban and of BËlat-åuænir”
was subsequently held by BΩbΩtÏ, brother of Amar-Su’en’s wife AbÏ-simtÏ and hence uncle of
Åu-Sîn, who around 2035 b.c. at least temporarily resided at Eånunna.20 During Åu-Sîn’s reign
a special bond existed between the king and Eånunna’s governor. As pointed out above, no inscription ever mentions Ituria’s patronymic, suggesting that he was not a direct descendant of
16

This text was published by Englund (1992: 87–88).
The passage under discussion is:
rev.
1. dingir-ra-àm
“Dingir-ra-am
(and) two sons of Ur-Gigir
2. 2 du[mu] ≠ur-giågigir±
3. eπ ∂≠åul-gi-ra±
(are fishermen assigned
to) the Åulgi Temple.
4. luπ-∂åara	Lú-Åara
(and) Zi-zi-ga
5. ≠zi±-zi-ga
(are fishermen assigned
6. é ∂≠amar-∂en.zu±
to) the Amar-Sîn Temple.
7. X [
]-nun	X [ ]-nun
8. X X [
]
(and) X X [ ]
(are fishermen assigned
9. é ∂åu-≠∂en.zu±
to) the Åu-Sîn Temple.”
17
See Steinkeller 1991 for a comprehensive overview
of the administrative organization of the Ur III state; see
ibid., 19 n. 12, for Eånunna’s special position within the
Ur III provincial system. While being part of the “bala”
system, which characterized the “core provinces” of the
Ur III state, Eånunna also paid the gun ma-da tax that
was rendered by the military personnel in the “peripheral” provinces of this state.
18
The close relationship between Eånunna’s ruling family and these goddesses is particularly noticeable during the reign of Åuiliya, whose seal qualifies him as the
“beloved one of BËlat-Teraban (and of) BËlat-[åuænir]

(na-ra-a[m] ∂be-la-at-te-ra-ba-an ∂be-la-at-[suæ-nir];
As. 31:T.670 lines 8–10 [Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940: 143 no. 6]). A similar epithet for Åuiliya is
found in the legend of the seal of his servant At-ta-a-a, in
which the two goddesses are preceded by Eånunna’s city
god Tiåpak (na-ra-am ∂tiåpak ∂bËlat(NIN)-te-ra-ba-an ù
∂bËlat(NIN)-åuk-nir; As. 31:T.663 lines 2–4 [Frankfort,
lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940: 144 no. 8, collated]).
19
See Sallaberger (1993: 18–20) for a summary on
Åulgi-Simtum and evidence in support of this theory.
Based on several occurrences of ti-ra-ba-an˚ in Old Akkadian texts from Gasur (Nuzi) (see Edzard, Farber, and
Sollberger 1977: 159 for references), Jacobsen (1940:
143–44) suggested that the home cities of these two goddesses were located in northern Mesopotamia, probably
in the area of Subartu.
20
BΩbΩtÏ’s presence at Eånunna is ascertained from several texts from the Palace of the Rulers. The great historical significance of As. 31:T.615, which had been found
in the Palace Chapel (locus L32:3) and which mentions
the distribution of linseed flour (zíd-gu) and flour (zíd)
by the governor of Eånunna to Tiå-atal, king of Nineveh,
and to his accompanying men, has already been discussed by Whiting (1977b). The tablet is sealed with the
seal of BΩbΩtÏ, which identifies him as “Sanga-Priest of
BËlat-åuænir and of BËlat-teraban” ([sanga] ∂be[-la-atåuæ-nir] ù ∂[be-la-at]-te-ra-ba-≠an± [lines 15–17]). Addi-
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the previous governor. We only know one previous Ur III governor at Eånunna, an individual
named Urgu’edinna, whose name is attested in texts dating between 2064 and 2038 b.c. (Åulgi
31–Amar-Su’en 8).21 The latter year date is notable since it was the penultimate year of AmarSu’en’s reign, when internal trouble shook up the Ur III state and conflicts between the king
and his soon-to-be-successor Åu-Sîn likely began to culminate. With Eånunna’s in a somewhat
peripheral location from Ur, potentially prone to secession or attacks from the east, it is possible that Åu-Sîn replaced Urgu’edinna with a loyal follower of the new king. Ituria’s construction of a monumental Åu-Sîn Temple right next to Eånunna’s governor’s palace might not only
have been a physically expressed endorsement of Ur III’s overlordship over Eånunna but also
an expression of personal loyalty to a king who instated him as governor of the city and on
whose support he therefore depended quite heavily.
The cult to Åu-Sîn at Eånunna, however, was to be short-lived. While we have no direct,
unambiguous information on how the cult at his temple was terminated we have some indirect
evidence from a group of seven texts from the temple’s cella. These texts recorded issues of
food and garments by an administrator named Abilulu, their common element being the summary phrase “deductions from the holdings under the control of Abilulu” (zi-ga ki A-bi-lu-luta), following a list of items provided (table 7.1). Commodities listed in these texts include
provisions such as oil (ì-giå, åe-giå-ì), beer, and beer bread but also garments and cloth. Most
recipients are individuals with no further specification regarding their title or function — it
seems likely, though, that they are part of the temple’s personnel. Two texts, however, mention
deities as recipients — Enlil, BËlat-teraban, and BËlat-åuænir — and Åu-Sîn himself. None of
the texts have a year date, and with one exception all of them date to month 8 of the Ur III calendar — the month “Feast of Åulgi” (ezen ∂åul-gi).

tional support for BΩbΩtÏ’s presence in Eånunna is found
on another tablet fragment (As. 30:T.284, unpublished)
from the Palace Chapel (locus L31:5), which lists him
as the receiver of items and bears a seal impression mentioning Ituria as BΩbΩtÏ’s overlord:
obv.
1'. ki ≠x±-[ ]
2'. ba-[ba-ti]
rev.
3'. åu ba-ti
(rest lost)

The seal legend (published by Jacobsen 1940: 142 no.
3; collated) reads:
1. i-tu-ri-a
2. ensí
3. ba-ba-ti
[
]
21
These texts, which are as yet unpublished, are
As. 31:T.333, As. 31:T.348 (Åulgi 31), and As. 31:T.340
(Amar-Su’en 8).
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Table 7.1. Texts of Abilulu from Temple Cella (O30:18) Dating to the Ur III Period
Find
Number

Locus

Topic

Issuing Party

Receiving Party

Month

Other Points

As.
31:T.212

O30:18

cloth

zi-ga
ki A-bi-lu-lu-ta

Aæum-il
L„-åalim
Lú-åu-den-líl

8

gaba-ri Åakuå-æé-du⁄‚

As.
31:T.214

O30:18

cloth

zi-ga ki
A-bi-lu-lu-ta

dumu Ahu-t≥Ωb
Ur-Sîn

8

gaba-ri Åakuå-æé-du⁄‚

As.
31:T.238

O30:18

cloth

zi-ga
A-bi-lu-lu-ta

ElkΩnum
mar.tu

8

gaba-ri Åakuå-æé-du⁄‚

As.
31:T.213

O30:18

oil
(åe giå-ì)

ki A-bi-lu-lu-ta
åuba-an-ti

Å„-K„bum

8

gaba-ri åà
Áå-nun-na˚

As.
31:T.236

O30:18

oil (ì-giå) for
bread (nindaì-dé-a)

zi-ga ki
A-bi-lu-lu-ta

Workmen, Enlil,
BËlat-teraban,
BËlat-åuænir,
Temple Cella
(åà é-a)

8

—

As.
31:T.243

O30:18

oil
(ì-giå)

zi-ga ki
A-bi-lu-lu-ta

IbbÏ-Enum
Å„-Sîn Ilåu-bani
[ ]

8

—

As.
31:T.219

O30:18

beer bread
(kaåbappir-du)

zi-ga ki
A-bi-lu-lu-ta

Nasi’um-rËåu
lú
lungà

6

åà Áå-nun-na

This is no unknown phenomenon — transactions recorded day by day during a month usually were transferred into a monthly account by the end of that month, making a specification
of the year date on these temporary records superfluous. Once the information had been transferred, however, such tablets generally were recycled. The question, therefore, arises as to why
the Abilulu tablets had survived. It is notable that the latest text from Eånunna using the Ur III
calendar — a fairly reliable indicator of Ur III control — dates to Ibbi-Sîn’s year 3 (2026 b.c.)
month 9 (ezen ∂Åu-Sîn “Feast of Åu-Sîn”), the month following month, “Feast of Åulgi” to
which most of the Abilulu tablets from the Åu-Sîn Temple date.22 This seems to be more than
a coincidence. With Eånunna’s independence from Ur the days of the Åu-Sîn cult would have
been over almost immediately, making the management of its accounts obsolete. Abilulu’s
accounts for month 8 — by month 9 a compilation of useless data — were discarded in the
temple cella. Their discovery, however, helps to narrow down the date of Eånunna’s independence significantly: year 2026 b.c. month 9 itself only provides a terminus post quem, that is,
Eånunna’s independence from Ur could date to this month or anytime thereafter. The fact that
Abilulu’s accounts from the previous month had not yet been transferred, however, suggests
that it happened early in month 9. Consequently, the early days of month 9 in 2026 b.c. most
likely also represent the last days of the Åu-Sîn cult at Eånunna.
The layout the Åu-Sîn Temple (fig. 7.11) indeed shows a significant secondary change
following a fire destruction of its northwestern part. The main entrance between its central
courtyard (O30:17) and its cella (O30:18) was blocked. Access to the (now former) cella was
22
As. 30:T.290 (see already Whiting 1987b: 33 n. 3).
The year formula year: “Simurrum was destroyed” (mu
si-mu-ru-um˚ ba-æul) in this text, which is used for
Åulgi year 25 or Ibbi-Sîn year 3 (Sigrist 1992: 370–71),

can confidently be assigned to the latter one since the
text dates to month “feast of Åu-Sîn” (ezen-∂Åu-Sîn),
which obviously would not have been around during
Åulgi’s reign.
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provided instead through a new doorway in the temple’s northwestern corner that connected
the throne-room suite and the cella through the temple’s “sacristy” (O30:8). The excavators
dated these changes to the immediate post-Ur III period. It seems reasonable to assume that the
end of the Ur III period went hand in hand with some turmoil that resulted in a fire within the
temple and a subsequent desecration of the temple. Walling up the cella’s doorway from the
courtyard would have been an unmistakable sign to any doubting soul that the cult of king ÅuSîn at Eånunna was out of business. Connecting the cella to the throne-room suite also made
it clear whose purpose it now served. Based on the summary of the historical events given
above it seems sensible to assume that these changes date to or shortly after month 9 of 2026
b.c., that is, into the early part of Åuiliya’s reign. Surprisingly, this is where excavators’ final
report on the excavation becomes vague. The fire, desecration, and changes in the layout of the
temple are described in a chapter that summarizes the building activities of Åuiliya’s successor N„raæum (ca. 2010–2005 b.c.; Lloyd 1940: 42). N„raæum’s ascent to Eånunna’s throne
appears to have been much less glamorous than Åuiliya’s. Sometime before 2010 b.c. troops
from Subartu, a political entity in northern Mesopotamia, invaded Eånunna. It was only with
the help of Iåbi-Erra of Isin, a powerful city-state that had emerged in southern Mesopotamia
as a powerful competitor to and coffin nail for the ailing Ur III state, that Eånunna regained its
independence in 2010 b.c. (Iåbi-Erra year 9) and N„raæum was instated as ruler of Eånunna.23
But N„raæum’s wings had been clipped: unlike Åuiliya he did not claim divine status, and
instead of the title “king” he modestly referred to himself as ensí, “city ruler” or “governor” —
the same title that Ituria held before Eånunna’s independence from Ur. All this indicates that
N„raæum’s ascent to the throne of Eånunna clearly did not happen on his own terms. Evidence
for widespread rebuilding measures under N„raæum is found all over the palace in numerous stamped bricks that bear N„raæum’s name, most notably in the area of the Palace Chapel,
which N„raæum razed and replaced with a large courtyard in a clear attempt to obliterate it
(marked fig. 7.10). But as far as I can tell, no N„raæum bricks have been found in the area of
the Åu-Sîn Temple.
A re-analysis of the cella’s archaeological sequence and of the findspots of datable material, especially of clay sealings with seal impressions, suggests a somewhat different scenario. 24
Figure 7.12 shows a photograph of the cella during excavation, taken from is northwest side
and facing its entrance.25 In this photograph two patches of a secondary, higher floor (marked
23
In the dating of N„raæum’s ascent to the throne to
2010 b.c., I have followed Whiting’s reconstruction of
events (Whiting 1987a: 25–26). The main source for
the events surrounding it is a letter written by PuzurNumuåda of Kazallu to king Ibbi-Sîn of Ur (Ali 1970:
161–62). Whether Åuiliya or N„raæum was deposed by
Subartu is ultimately not certain. Whiting (1987b: 26)
opts for Åuiliya but offers no conclusive argument to
support his decision. The crucial lines (lines 37–40) in
the Puzur-Numuåda letter, however, state that N„raæum
was returned to his place (ki-ni-åè gur), suggesting that
he already had a claim to it before the Subarean invasion:
µnu-ur-a-æi ensí èå-nun˚-na … ki-ni-åè ba-an-gur-ruuå “He (Iåbi-Erra) returned N„raæum, governor of Eånunna (… and other rulers deposed by the Subareans …)
to their places.” The repeal of the invasion is also commemorated in two of N„raæum’s date formulae, where

the agency leading to victory is assigned to the city god
Tiåpak instead of Iåbi-Erra:
mu ∂Tiåpak lugal-e sagdu( sag ≈ du ) su-bir›-a-ke›
tibír-ra bí-in-ra-a
“Year: Tiåpak struck the head of Subartu with a fist”
mu ús-sa ∂Tiåpak lugal-e sagdu( sag≈du) su-bir›-ake› tibír-ra bí-in-ra-a
“Year after: Tiåpak struck the head of Subartu with a
fist”
(Jacobsen 1940: 170–71, nos. 42–43).
24
A detailed re-analysis of the Åu-Sîn Temple sequence
was given elsewhere (Reichel 2003). In this discussion I
only repeat those elements that are relevant to the argument presented here.
25
Negative as325; taken on December 13, 1931; previously published in Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940:
fig. 12; Reichel 2003: fig. 11.
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“a” and “burnt floor”) are visible some 30 to 40 cm above the cella’s earliest floor (marked
“b” and “earlier floor”). According to the excavators, the secondary floor was easy to follow,
for it had been hardened by fire. Embedded into this floor right in front of the cella’s niche
were two drains — quite clearly installations for libations that were poured out before the cult
image in the cella. In the backfill, right up against the neck of the larger drain and therefore
clearly associated with the deposition of these drains, the excavators found a clay sealing with
the seal of Uœi-dannum, a “cupbearer” (sagi) of N„raæum (fig. 7.13).26 The sealing provides
an important terminus post quem for these drains: their installation cannot predate the reign
of N„raæum, hence not earlier than 2010 b.c. As stated before, there is no obvious reason or
rationale for a continued Åu-Sîn cult in this temple after 2026 b.c., the year of Eånunna’s independence from Ur. If cultic installations were installed more than fifteen years later, however,
then the question arises who was worshipped in it.
A tablet (As. 31:T.203) found in temple’s courtyard (locus O30:17) close to the cella’s
entrance may provide a clue. It is part of a long list recording oil rations (ì-giå) given to
various people. While the first three lines of column I list oil rations for the king (ì-ba lugal),
column II, as far as preserved, lists rations of 1/2 silà of oil to personnel whose names all
have Åuiliya’s name as a theophoric compound. 27 Though the name of the king himself is not
preserved, the year date on the text is unambiguously post-Ur III and almost certainly to be assigned to Åuiliya.28 It is possible that following the end of the Ur III overlordship over Eånunna
instead of destroying the temple Åuiliya simply took it over and adapted it for his own cult.
The rationale behind this step could have been as much ideological as it was economical. As
elaborated above, Eånunna enjoyed close ties to the Ur III dynasty under Ituria. Modern eyes
tend to associate foreign overlordship with oppression, but such a view may be misguided.
With its monumental appearance, the Åu-Sîn Temple may well have served as a visual guarantee for and manifestation of divine overlordship at Eånunna, hence promising stability and
continuity. A desecration or destruction of the temple after the end of the Ur III overlordship
could well have resulted in confusion or uproar. Åuiliya may well have been advised to simply
perpetuate the notion of divine kingship by assuming it himself with all its titles and epithets
and by seizing control of the one place that epitomized divine kingship better than anything
else. Taking over the Åu-Sîn Temple for his own cult may not only have smoothed the transition from Ur III control to post-Ur III independence — it may also have propagated the con-

26

Jacobsen’s field catalog of datable tablets and sealings
record the provenience of As. 31:T.244 as “… up against
the neck of ‘pottery drain’ in front of niche ca. 5 cm
below burnt floor” (Jacobsen Tell Asmar field notes
1930/31; Oriental Institute Museum Archives). The seal
legend (originally published by Jacobsen 1940: 145 no.
11; collated) reads:
1. nu-úr-a-æu-um
“N„raæum,
2. na-ra-am ∂tiåpak beloved one of Tiåpak:
3. ú-œi-da-num	Uœi-dannum,
the cupbearer, (is) his servant.”
4. sagi* ìr-sú
27
This text was discussed with partial transliteration by
Whiting (1977a: 175). The list of compound names of
Åuiliya in As. 31:T.203 col. II is:
1. [
]
2. 1/2 silà ∂Åu-ì-lí-a/-i-åar-lu-ba-lí-it˘
3. 1/2 silà ∂Åu-ì-lí-a/-i-åar-ra-ma-aå

4. 1/2 silà ∂Åu-ì-lí-a/-i-åar-ki-∂utu
5. 1/2 silà ∂Åu-ì-lí-a/-i-åar-ki-in
6. 1/2 silà ∂Åu-ì-lí-a/-sa-tu-ni,
7. 1/2 silà lugal-me-ne
8. 1/2 silà ∂Åu-ì-lí-a/-åar-gul-li-si-i[n],
9. 1/2 silà ∂Åu-ì-l[í-a]/-dan-[
]
(rest missing)
28
The date formula on As. 31:T.203 is mu ≠ús-sa± ibi[la]
lugal máå-e [ì-pà] mu ús-sa-≠bi± “Second year after (the
year when) the son of the king was chosen by an omen.”
For the date formula, see Jacobsen 1940: 174 no. 48 (text
not listed there). The assignment of this date formula to
Åuiliya as opposed to N„raæum is supported by the fact
that both text and year date refer to the ruler as “king”
(lugal) as opposed to “city ruler” (ensí) (see already
Whiting 1977a: 174 n. 10).
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tinued legitimacy of kingship at Eånunna before the great gods. The fact that N„raæum later on
refurbished the temple cella with new libation drains suggests that he maintained the cult to his
divine predecessor despite his own inability to follow Åuiliya’s footsteps toward deification.
Table 7.2. Texts of Abilulu Dating to the Reigns of Åuiliya and N„raæum. Date Formulae Are Numbered
as Listed by Jacobsen (1940: 171–74). Fractions in these Numbers Indicate Variants of the Same Year
Formula; the Assignment of these Years to Åuiliya and N„raæum Follows Whiting (1977a: 174 n. 10)
Åuiliya
Find
Number

Locus

Topic

Issuing Party

Receiving
Party

Date
Formula

Month

Other Points

As.
31:T.591

M32:12

copper items

ki
A-bi-lu-lu-ta
ba-zi

—

48.0

5

gìr Níg-∂ba-ú

N¨RAÆUM
Find
Number

Locus

Topic

Issuing Party

Receiving
Party

Date
Formula

Month

Other Points

As.
31:T.460

M32:12

confiscated
property

é-duﬂ-la-didlita mu-du

A-bi-lu-lu åu
ba-ti

42.1

1–122

—

As.
31:T.480

L32:2

cloth, oil,
honey

ki A-bi-lu-luta ba-zi

—

43.0

4

As.
31:T.541

M32:12

cloth (túg-ba
gemé àr-àr)

ki A-bi-lu-luta åu ba-ti

Ur-tummal

43.3

9

(seal of
Ur-tummal)

As.
31:T.423

M32:12

reed mats (sagu gada nue-ra)

ki A-bi-lu-luta åu ba-ti

wa-œi-œi

43.3

12

—

As.
31:T.454

O30:19

wool
(síg-du)

ki A-bi-lu-luta åu ba-ti

N„rum

44.0

3

—

As.
31:T.474

L32:2

cloth

—

A-bi-lu-lu
ì-dabﬁ

44.0

10

—

gìr

Lú-ka-[ ]

For those who had less influence on ideological considerations than on the logistics of running a business the story had a happy ending. Though Abilulu, the administrator who worked
at the Åu-Sîn Temple, did not retain his position in the redefined Åu-Sîn Temple, a number of
texts from the western part of the palace show that after the end of the Ur III overlordship over
Eånunna he worked in the so-called “Palace Chapel” on the west side of the palace — probably
the sanctuary of BËlat-teraban and BËlat-åuænir, the personal gods of the Eånunna dynasty —
doing exactly the same work as he did in the Åu-Sîn Temple: issuing provisions to temple personnel (zi-ga ki A-bi-lu-lu-ta; see table 7.2 and fig. 7.14). These texts date to both the reigns of
Åuiliya and N„raæum, indicating that he continued his work for at least another fifteen years.
Maybe Abilulu was considered too loyal to the Åu-Sîn cult to give him security clearance for
the newly instated cult in the temple, but apparently this was no reason to get rid of a good
administrator.
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As indicated before, the northwestern corner of the temple was subsequently destroyed by
fire; the burnt debris covered the floor that contained N„raæum’s libation drains. The subsequent alterations in the layout of the cella, including the blockage of its doorway, were associated with yet another, higher floor, which also covered the niche now formed by the blocked
doorway (fig. 7.12). In the middle of this niche a rectangular clay “slab” was found, which
the excavators misunderstood as an empty foundation deposit associated with the temple’s
doorway (fig. 7.15). The recovery of a clay sealing (As. 31:T.256) from it, however, makes it
clear that this is a recycling pit for clay sealings and possibly tablets. The sealing itself shows
an impression of the seal of Bilalama, son of the ruler Kirikiri (fig. 7.16), who succeeded
N„raæum around 2005 b.c. The date of this sealing suggests that the temple’s desecration and
the alteration should be dated to Kirikiri, which makes perfect sense. As I argue elsewhere, the
transition between N„raæum and Kirikiri, whose name denotes a foreign (Elamite?) origin, appears to have been less than peaceful — probably epitomized best by the fact that Kirikiri had
N„raæum’s seal recut for his own son Bilalama (Reichel 2003). With Kirikiri’s seizure of power, any reason to maintain the cult to Åu-Sîn, Åuiliya, or any other previous ruler of Eånunna
would have ceased to exist. The discovery of a door sealing with the seal of Bilalama (As.
30:T.650; see fig. 7.16) in O30:18, the former “sacristy” west of the cella but now its entrance
room, suggests that the former temple cella had been turned into an office under the control of
the crown prince, which may explain its enigmatic realignment as an extension of the throneroom suite (marked in fig. 7.11). During the reign of Bilalama two kilns were added in the
cella, including one in the former cult niche. 29 The retrieval of a tablet (As. 31:T.9, a partial
draft for a seal legend) in the larger kiln (visible in fig. 7.12) suggests that they were used to
bake tablets. Whether the conversion of the cult place to a divine king into a chancellery had
the same ideological aftertaste to contemporary people as it has for us is difficult to say, but
with this action any evidence for a cult to a divine ruler had been rooted out here for sure.
With Åuiliya’s demise, not only divine kingship, but also kingship itself disappeared altogether from Eånunna for a good 150 years. While in the rest of Mesopotamia divine kingship
ended during the Isin-Larsa period, ironically it returned to Eånunna during its resurgence as a
major power player in the late nineteenth and early eighteenth century. 30
It may be somewhat peculiar that Eånunna, which on the scale of Mesopotamian cities really represents somewhat of a “backwater,” provides the one surviving architectural manifestation of a cultic concept that actually originated from the heartland of Mesopotamia. Given the
setting and circumstances described in this study, however, we may consider this yet another
case in which a “view from the periphery” enhances our understanding of a phenomenon that
remains physically elusive in central Mesopotamia.

29

Shown in plan in Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940:
pl. 3.
30
The presence and absence of divine kingship in Mesopotamia during the Isin-Larsa period deserves a separate
discussion. All rulers of the Isin dynasty from Iåbi-Erra
(2017–1985 b.c.) to Damiq-iliåu (1816–1794 b.c.) were
deified. Deification in the Larsa dynasty first occurred
under S„mû-El (1894–1866 b . c .) and his successor
N„r-Adad (1865–1850 b.c.) but did not recur until the
reigns of RÏm-Sîn I (1822–1763 b . c .) and RÏm-Sîn II
(1740–1736 b.c.), the dynasty’s final rulers. At Eånunna
the first ruler after Åuiliya to claim divine descendance

was Ipiqadad II (ca. 1800 b . c .). An “Audience Hall”
built by his son Naramsin at the northeastern edge of
the palace may echo some aspects of the former Åu-Sîn
Temple, though its function seems to have been tied to
public appearances of the Naramsin himself (Jacobsen in
Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940: 97–115; figs. 87–
88). Divine status continues under Daduåa, Naramsin’s
brother and successor, but disappears in the course of his
reign. It is noticeable that at Eånunna every holder of
the title “king” (lugal) also claims divine status. A more
detailed discussion of this phenomenon will be offered in
the revised version of Reichel 2001.
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Figure 7.1. Genealogy of Ur III Kings and of Governors of Eånunna

Figure 7.2. Map of Ur III State, Showing Location of Temples for Deified Kings
(map based on Steinkeller 1991, fig. 1)
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Figure 7.3. Site Map of Tell Asmar (ancient Eånunna) Showing Approximate Extent of the City during
the Akkadian and Ur III Periods (adapted from Delougaz, Hill, and Lloyd 1967, pl. 23)

Figure 7.4. Isometric View of the Åu-Sîn Temple and Palace of the Rulers (original state), Showing
Principal Functional Units (adapted from Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940, pl. 1)
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Figure 7.5. Plan of the Åu-Sîn Temple and Close-up Photograph of Entrance into Åu-Sîn Temple,
Showing Western Door Socket (As. 31:793a) with Inscription of Ituria Partially Exposed
(Diyala Expedition negative as/310; Oriental Institute)

Figure 7.6. Western Door Socket (As. 31:793a; Iraq Museum) from Doorway into Åu-Sîn Temple Cella.
The Inscription Identifies Governor Ituria as the Builder of the Åu-Sîn Temple
(Diyala Expedition negative as/332; Oriental Institute)
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Figure 7.7. Seal of Åuiliya Showing the King Facing Tiåpak in a “Warrior-king”-like Posture. Drawing
Based on Impressions on Sealing As. 31:T.670 (Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940, fig. 100B)

Figure 7.8. Isometric View of Åu-Sîn Temple and Palace of the Rulers, Showing Range of
Dates Found on Tablets Dating to the Ur III Period by Findspots
(adapted from Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940, pl. 1)
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Figure 7.9. Isometric View Showing Difference in Orientation between Palace of the Rulers and Åu-Sîn
Temple; Zones of Bonding Brickwork between Temple kisû and Palace as Well as Secondary Walls
Are Marked (adapted from Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940, pl. 1)

Figure 7.10. Plan of Palace and Temple during Reign of N„raæum (after 2010 b.c.)
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Figure 7.11. Isometric View of Palace and Temple after Rebuilding of Northwest Corner of Åu-Sîn
Temple Following Fire Destruction. Alterations in Layout and New Access Route to (former)
Temple Cella Are Marked

Figure 7.12. Cella of Åu-Sîn Temple Seen from Northwest, Facing East. The Photo, Taken in December
1931, Shows Remains of the Later Burnt Floor above the Cella’s Original Floor with Libation Installations (drains) in Front of the Cult Niche (not visible) Embedded in It. The Findspot of the Door Socket
with Ituria’s (see figs. 7.5–6) Inscription is Still Visible. The Kiln Visible in the Background Was Added
Later on during the Reign of Bilalama (Diyala Expedition negative as/325; Oriental Institute)
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Figure 7.13. Cella of Åu-Sîn Temple: Close-up of Larger Drain (see fig. 12) with Findspot of Clay
Sealing (As. 31:T.244) Showing Seal of Uœi-dannum, Cupbearer (sagi) of N„raæum
(Diyala Expedition negative as/319; Oriental Institute Diyala Project)

Figure 7.14. Findspots of Abilulu Texts during the Ur III Period and Post-Ur III Period
(adapted from Frankfort, Lloyd, and Jacobsen 1940, pl. 1)
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Figure 7.15. Cella of Åu-Sîn Temple, Looking South toward Entrance; Blocked Doorway and
Recycling Pit (findspot of sealing As. 31:T.256) Are Clearly Visible
(Diyala Expedition negative as/326; Oriental Institute)

Figure 7.16. Clay Sealings with Impressions of Bilalama Seal
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Royal Deification: An Ambiguation
Mechanism for the Creation of
Courtier Subjectivities
Reinhard Bernbeck, Binghamton University
Introduction
In this paper, I discuss two theses on divine kingship. First, I claim that an understanding
of divine kingship needs to look beyond the often mentioned legitimacy of a royal office holder or the legitimacy of that office itself. A close inspection of practices of governing is necessary. Second, and related to the first thesis, the divine aspect of rule focuses on the conduct of
governmental elites themselves, rather than on steering the conduct of commoners.
I limit my discussion to a series of reflections on problems of deification of kings, rather
than an institutionalized divine kingship, since I refer mainly to a case from the ancient Near
East, where kings were never divine as a matter of routine. I preface my discussions of the case
of the Old Akkadian king Naram-Sin, with some theoretical observations on the deification of
kings, the types of contexts which are amenable to such a process, and the consequences they
entail. I focus on the nexus of legitimating aspects of power and governmental practices. The
process of deification, as a rare practice within governmental structures, should lead us to pay
close attention to two different kinds of practices: those that help in the establishment of a new
governmental regime and those that result from such a regime. Likely, government under divine kingship “works” in different ways than more secular kinds of royal rule.
Divine kingship manifests itself in many different ways, in royal rites de passage, in
regicidal tendencies, etc. (Feeley-Harnick 1985). Ancient Mesopotamia, the field with which
I am concerned, did not know long-term, institutionalized divine kingship, as was the case in
ancient Egypt or in the Aztec kingdom.1 On the level of practices of power, we can therefore
expect differences between these regions. In Egypt, rituals associated with a divine ruler were
highly routinized and relegated to a doxic realm (see Weber 1972: 142–48). Deification in
ancient Mesopotamia was more open to problematizing and questioning because it was a recurrent process of establishing (and re-establishing) such a type of power. Instances of the installation of divine royal status in Mesopotamia were likely accompanied by what Hobsbawm and
Ranger (1983) so aptly called “inventions of tradition.”
The terminology of divine kingship suggests a categorical distinction between this and
secular types of rule. However, I argue for more gradual distinctions. Is the problem to be
treated the deified nature of a ruler, or is it the degree to which rulership was sacred? Is sacredness limited to kings, or are not presidents and other kinds of modern rulers also (and always)
to some extent sacralized? In my elaborations, I follow Kertzer (1988) who has opted strongly
for the latter from a cultural-comparative position and has gathered enormous amounts of material to underscore his contention that all political rule has sacred and ritual elements.
1

For the latter, see the insightful comparative account
of Eric Wolf (1999: 147–55) on the deification of the
tlatoani under Moctezuma.
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Divine Kingship as a Form of Governmentality
The analysis of the practices of divine kingship is best done in terms of governmentality.
Originally, Foucault (1991, 2004) applied this notion to the relationship of the ruling institutions to the ruled in a bureaucratic state. The literature (e.g., Dean 1999; Rose 1996, 2007) that
has sprung from this idea includes at least three major elements which are relevant to a discussion of divine kingship. First, govern-“mentality” is a general way of conceptualizing governing on the part of the ruling classes, of imagining relations to subordinates. Second, such a
concept of steering subordinates always includes an idea of how to shape them into more or
less obedient subjects. Third, the mentality of governance and the imagined goals must be connected to specific technologies of power.
Mentalities of Governing
The examination of mentalities of governing should not only include concepts about the
managing of subject people, but also ideas about self-subjection under transcendent realms.
To some extent, one may find a mirroring of the relationship of rulers to god(s) in the rulers’
behavior toward their subalterns. In the concrete case of the deification of a king, we need to
clarify what the relationship between gods and kings was, since a king who turns into a god
changes his role significantly, from an eminent participant in cults directed toward others (deities) to being themselves the object of a cult. In the words of the theologian Mowinckel, if a
king was hitherto preoccupied with sacrificial practices, that is, actions on behalf of a community toward the gods, he is suddenly located at the opposite end, the sacramental one. Priests
now conduct acts on his behalf toward a community.
Such a stark reversal of roles cannot occur at all times and places. Favorable circumstances depend in part on the nature of gods. If the transcendent realm is imagined as utterly
different from the human one, a king’s role reversal becomes almost impossible. For example,
in the case of the Old Testament, Yahwist theologies do not allow any equation of a human
with a god without running the risk of being considered sacrilegious. On the other hand, gods
such as the ancient Mesopotamian ones had subjectivities that were not so different from those
of Mesopotamian people. Gods had aspirations, they were competitive, felt jealousy, fought
each other, and were emotional. They had divided up their divine tasks just as humans had
done with theirs and had powerful rulers such as Enlil or Marduk. This close analogy to the
human realm gives a first hint why deification of kings could occur several times in ancient
Mesopotamia. However, even in ancient Mesopotamia, the godly and human worlds were kept
separate, with a few exceptions. One such example is the figure of Gilgamesh, partly human,
partly god, a typical tale from an era “before difference,” before the appearance of distinctions
in the world.
In view of the Gilgamesh epic, deifying a king is a move “back” to a heroic, mythical age,
or what we may call a golden age. The political strategy to achieve this effect is ambiguation,2
a uniting of worlds that had originally been one and the same, but have since been separated
(Selz 1998: 283–84 n. 5). However, this politically driven move of ambiguation does not
include all of society but just its uppermost political representative, the king. As the king
2

I adapt this term from Battaglia’s (1997) brief ethnographic account. In her view, ambiguation plays out as
either a concealment or a revelation of agency. Both cases lead to speculative thinking because of the creation of

an ambiguous space in human relations. But while Battaglia focuses on the concealing mechanisms of ambiguation, the deification of a ruler is the effect of a revelation
of agency.
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mingles with the gods, social distance increases first and foremost between him and those who
directly surround him.
Under which historical conditions can such extreme distancing between a ruler and his
entourage occur? In a search for generalities, I widen the field to include general tendencies
toward sacralization of rulership. Deification of kings is only an extreme case of the sacralization of powerful political figures. Rulers who became sacralized are often — and this may not
be astonishing — at the origin of new forms of government. King David, George Washington,
Augustus, but also modern political figures such as Lenin and Khomeini, may be counted
among them. What characterizes those for whom we have sufficient historical detail is a combination of three elements: a charismatic personality (see Berger 1963: 949), political success,
and a rise to power during a historical crisis (see also Balander 1967: 117–29). I assume that
a combination of these conditions is sufficient for what I call the primary deification of rulers,
that is, for a process where extra-worldly qualities of political rule do not come with the position into which a powerholder enters. Rather, they are acquired by this specific powerholder
himself (very rarely herself).3
Primary deification is a highly problematic process, as it implies that a ruler is successful
in elevating him- or herself to a hitherto undefined or only mythically known status.4 The attempt at a radical distancing from courtiers through deification can only mean that such a person must be able to exert charisma. It also implies a high dose of self-esteem and a narcissistic
personality. In combination with contingencies such as a crisis in the political, military, or
economic sphere, and a successful solution to the crisis, such a ruler can show practical skills
in addition to his personal capabilities of influencing the actions and thoughts of others.
Once installed, a divine king may try to make the new regime hereditary. However, if I am
right in my assumption that primary deification depends on a combination of charisma, selfesteem, and a favorable historical context, transferability is an equally difficult process. This
is so because charisma is not a characteristic that can be passed on like a function from one
ruler to the next. Rather, to sustain deification it needs to be transferred into a firm tradition of
entrenched divine kingship, a process that was either not attempted in the ancient Near East or
was unsuccessful.
Divine Rule and the Shaping of Subjects
People who are most directly concerned by the deification of a king are the inner circles of
power. How are they going to conduct themselves toward a being that has metamorphosed into
a god? Since all governing implies a certain degree of ritual, it is most likely that such ritual
increases drastically in elaboration to show the king’s new self and to reinforce the idea of distance of the elite to him. Ceremonialization freezes interactions between a ruler and courtiers
into rigid forms. Norbert Elias (1976) has interpreted such processes at the French court as
civilizing the aristocracy, a reigning in of acting out emotions. 5 While Elias takes the long-term
view to show how peasants and others may have been increasingly shielded from the caprices
3

It would be wrong to couch this process in Bourdieu’s
(1999: 62–67) term of “symbolic capital,” a notion that
suggests convertibilities where there are none.
4
There is an underinvestigated parallel in this process
to the theory of “royal absolutism” and sovereignty, according to which kings had to be above the law in order
to make laws (Burgess 1992). This leads us further into

modern exceptionalist theories of the sovereignty such as
C. Schmitt’s (see Agamben 2003).
5
In an excellent paper with vivid descriptions, de
Baecque (1994) shows the reverse process of the French
national assembly using changes in ritual and protocol to
produce increasing nearness to the king in the years of
the French revolution.
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of the nobility, Mario Erdheim (1982: 368–437) analyzes the etiquette of French absolutism as
an almost pathological mechanism of suppressing inequities of power within the governmental
apparatus into the subconscious, a highly original further elaboration of Elias’ work.6
In a historically and culturally different context, Clifford Geertz (1980) interprets the
restraining powers of protocol toward the king in the Balinese Negara states as part of a symbolism of a larger order. He argues against the functionalism of disciplined elite subjects as
enviisaged by both Elias and Erdheim and claims that etiquette ensures order of the world in
the symbolic realm. Such protocol implies high stress for courtiers because failure, that is,
inappropriate action, might have cosmological implications beyond the foreseeable state of affairs. In his view, the “dramas of the theatre state … were, in the end, neither illusions nor lies,
neither sleight of hand nor make-believe” (Geertz 1980: 136).
These two interpretations of a closely similar phenomenon of etiquette in elite circles of
power are incompatible. Elias and Erdheim assert implicitly the relative autonomy of secular
rule as a realm of planned submission of others, while Geertz understands courtly practices
as a form of ritual that is close if not identical to religious ritual, especially in its integrative,
solidarity-evoking functions (similarly Kertzer 1991: 87). The difference hinges on the understanding of etiquette itself. For Elias and Erdheim, the phenomenon works as a means of
reducing potential resistance toward a situation where a king has exalted himself beyond all
reach. Deification of kings in ancient Mesopotamia may then be conceptualized as a means
toward an end, the maintenance of extreme distance by a ruler to his immediate subjects, a
shielding off for the protection of individual power. It is not so much the king’s transcendent
status as god, but rather the ritualization of governmental practices that guarantees the stability
of political power relations within the institutional apparatuses of government through constant
interpellation of those who deal with the king on a daily basis. Etiquette and courtly ritual are a
social means of political domination within the ranks of power, a means that works mainly on
the psyche of the elites by rendering subconscious their own status as subjected to the ultimate
ruler.
For Geertz, such a means-ends relation of dominance is too simple. He suggests that courtly etiquette is an important component of sustaining a world order. In this, he follows the basic
Durkheimian idea that ritual produces solidarity and stability, even when discussing instances
of rupture (e.g., Geertz 1959). The establishment of protocols is part of a symbolic representation of the cosmos. However, such order is established only under the threat of the revelation
of what we as outsiders see as its arbitrariness. What is at stake in royal etiquette are not power
relations between people, but a much wider fear of a breakdown of the universe. In a Geertzian
sense, the ambiguous figure of a deified king needs to be treated with the greatest caution, as
a wrong move potentially exposes the king as a human being; such admission is not allowed.
The king is part of a metonymical order whose crisis would trouble the whole ritual setup and
doxa of political practices and worldview alike, for both the king and his followers. To avoid
potential disclosure of this state of affairs, all sides have an interest in adhering to a rigid set
of practices whose mannerisms minimize the potential for a revelation of real relations. 7 Thus,
a lot of energy is spent by the governing bodies on the ritualizing of interactions, driven by an
anxiety that leads to establishing procedures that symbolize the “right” relations of respect and
distance. Under such circumstances, the practices of governing turn on themselves, that is, the
6

A substantial critique of Elias’ work appeared in Hans
Peter Duerr’s four-volume discussion, of which the first
one is most relevant for this discussion (Duerr 1988). On
the Duerr-Elias dispute, see, for example, Krieken 2005.

7

Accounts of African kingship tend to follow similar
argumentative lines (e.g., Mair 1974: 162–65).
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ruling class has first and foremost to rule itself in the strictest way possible in order to reproduce social order as a whole.
We may find an echo of the two positions outlined above in Sahlins’ Islands of History
(1985). Sahlins claims that history is not made in all societies in the same way. “Praxiological” societies make history from the bottom up, whereas in societies with divine kings, history
is produced by ritual practices of a king. This latter idea is in many ways similar to Geertz’s
focus on cosmology with the king at the center (see also Kelly and Kaplan 1990). However,
it is problematic to dichotomize the making of history according to the apex of political structures alone. The Akkadian example, discussed below, is a good case for investigating the relationship between royal status and historical action.
Techniques of Governing
A third element of governmentality is techniques of power. In the case of royal deification, such techniques are to be found in the practices that produce and sustain a distanciation
and formalization of interactions between a divine king and his courtiers. I submit that such
processes can best be understood through a reference to the theoretical concept of Handlungs
räume, a notion that is directly related to practices of governmentality. This German term,
used often by historians, differs in a subtle but substantial way from “agency” in the social
science discussions in Anglophone anthropology. Handlungsraum implies not only a potential
to act, but also a potential to not act. It is the latter that is of crucial importance in a discussion
of protocols of divine kingship. The more regulated interactions between king and entourage
become, the more sharply the Handlungsraum of elite personnel decreases while the deified
king’s ability to act (or not) is vastly amplified. In this context, the development of etiquette,
described by Bell (1992: 218–23) as “ritualization,” is a negative technique of power, impinging on the conditions of possibilities of action. 8
Such restricting innovations in hierarchical interactions with the highest political office
turn into prescribed performances for those of lower rank in such a relation. The co-presence
of the king and others takes on an atmosphere of tension, created by the threat of a transgression of the ritual. Political protocol has the status of a ritual performance with a high risk of
failure. Anthropologists have mostly neglected this aspect of courtly and other rituals “because
much ritual action is rule-governed, thus appearing to render ritual free of risk” (Howe 2000:
69). However, Howe points out that the enactment is always open to incorrectness. And when
the Handlungsraum of a participant is highly restricted to begin with, such risks are all the
higher.
Furthermore, a reduced Handlungsraum and anxieties during face-to-face meetings with
a divine king will lead to frustrations and internal repression, as well as a search for an outlet
for increasing tension. Rumors and gossip likely mushroom within the elite, discourses also
characterized as “hidden transcripts” (Scott 1990) that are all the more prevalent as battles
over etiquette replace other forms of political practice. I suspect that the structures of such
discursive, metaphorical “resistance” were aimed principally at the king, but that there were
also numerous denunciations of courtiers’ relations to the king. Thus, faced with a diminishing
Handlungsraum, the elite seeks for itself a substitute in veiled, vain discourses. Governmental8
I am reminded of Durkheim’s (1968) distinction between “positive” and “negative” cults, the latter consisting of tabus and strictly imposed avoidances. Processes

of royal deification are likely to engender especially
“negative cults.”
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ity becomes largely an exercise in self-deprecating introspection. In the following section, I
analyze a historically specific set of technologies of governing.

The Case of Naram-Sin
I take the best-known case of a divine king of ancient Mesopotamia, Naram-Sin (see Farber 1983). His reign can be dated to the twenty-third century b.c. He was the fourth king of
the so-called Old Akkadian dynasty, and the grandson of its founder, Sargon. We have at least
three different types of written documents about this king. Some come from his own lifetime,
such as the now famous Bassetki statue, a bronze base of a statue that was stolen from the Iraq
Museum in the course of the American invasion in 2003 and was recovered in November of
the same year. The disk-shaped base contains an inscription about Naram-Sin’s nine battles in
one year and his deification (Gelb and Kienast 1990: 81–83). Secondly, there are Old Babylonian or later copies of Old Akkadian inscriptions of Naram-Sin, inscriptions that had been
chiseled into statues or other items that were exhibited in temples. The copies may have been
slightly changed through mistakes or other processes of tradition, but we have only a few indications of potentially intentional manipulations of such texts (Cooper 1990). Finally, there is a
number of post-Akkadian texts whose historical reliability is highly questionable (Westenholz
1997). The Curse of Akkad (Cooper 1983) places Naram-Sin in a highly unfavorable light, as
a ruler who did not obey the gods and destroyed Enlil’s main temple in Nippur, the Ekur, an
act for which the whole city of Akkad was razed to the ground. However, we know from brick
and other inscriptions from Nippur that Naram-Sin actually repaired the temple.
Almost fifteen years ago, Mario Liverani (1993) conveniently summarized our biased knowledge of the Old Akkadian period, pointing out essentialized dichotomies such as
Sumerian versus Akkadian, desert versus sown, etc., as underlying our interpretations of the
Akkadian empire. He suggested that we pay more attention to the role of ancient propaganda
and interests in transmitting specific knowledge while silencing others in our attempts to understand the history of the Akkadian dynasty. I aim to extend this concern and include practices of power.
As already mentioned, deification requires massive self-esteem on the part of the king
concerned. However, ancient Near Eastern potentates have left us only scant elements of their
“personality.” The reason for the disinterest in such traits is that, unlike in our culture, the essentials of a self may not have been conceptualized as psychological at core, but rather as public. Contrary to expectations, Naram-Sin is post hoc depicted as contradictory in his decisions,
sometimes overconfident and acting against the gods’ will. Then again, he is being brought to
reason — or not, depending on the tale. We may therefore conclude that in hindsight, an incoherent personality was not so much a problem. Agreement in the assessment of past figures
and their character was of no concern.
One of the more obvious elements of kingship that change with Naram-Sin is his titulature
,which takes on the determinative of a god. The title of Sargon and his sons and successors
Rimush and Manishtusu was sar kissati or “king of the universe.” (This claim to power surely
went beyond a city-state and may have had a double meaning, as it was likely derived from
the city of Kish.) Naram-Sin, however, declared himself sar kibratim arba’im “king of the
four world regions” (Westenholz 1999: 47). Both titles were still used, often in combination,
more than 1,500 years later in Neo-Assyrian times, but it is clear that Naram-Sin tried to set
himself apart from his predecessors. Furthermore, the title “king of the four regions” suggests
a geometry of power where the king is centrally located, with the four regions under his com-
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mand. This notion is absent from the more vague sar kissati which, even if indirectly, refers to
a specific city in northern Babylonia.9
Naram-Sin’s Imagery and its Relation to Techniques of Power
The king Naram-Sin is also iconographically represented in entirely new ways. In accord with his divine status he has the horns of a god, albeit a lower status one with only two
instead of the six horns, the latter being reserved for major gods. A lot has been said about the
Naram-Sin stele, which fascinates both because it is such an exceptional piece of art in the
Mesopotamian canon, and because it is so much closer than almost any other ancient Mesopotamian representation to our own ideas of naturalistic art. I add a few observations about
this monument that are pertinent to visual hints at a new governmentality. The monument has
a triple vertical structure, with abstract symbols at the top, the stars, standing for major gods,
in the middle Naram-Sin and a plain mountain, likely Mount Sidur; and below to the right
Lullubeans, the enemies, and Akkadian soldiers to the left. The distance between the lower
and middle parts of the stele is much smaller than that to the abstract symbols at the top. For
a battle, the scene is strange, as one might expect Naram-Sin’s own soldiers to look toward
the enemies rather than upward. Also, if in battle, one would expect defensive weaponry such
as shields, prominent on earlier steles depicting war and battle, rather than emblems. NaramSin’s soldiers do not give the impression of a fighting force. Instead, with their gaze oriented
upward, they are an admiring force, an effect that is all the more striking as the king is left in a
largely empty decoration field in front of the mountain. Westenholz’s observation (1999: 68)
that the army depicted on the stele does not consist of soldiers but of high level captains would
fit quite well with this interpretation.
The soldiers and enemies in the relief are set more or less syntactically, with gazes of almost all of them converging at an empty spot on the mountain (fig. 8.1). That imaginary spot
is at the same height as the king’s eyes. Why this arrangement? The usual spatial setting for
such a scene is registers, with soldiers following the king in a row into battle. 10 Since there
are no registers here, all represented people are united in one representational field. However,
what really links them is not a bodily relationship with each other, as in so many earlier steles
or on contemporary cylinder seals, but the point at which their gaze meets.
I suggest that this focus on seeing is due to an analogy between the mountain on the stele
and the stele itself. Jutta Börker-Klähn (1982) and others have argued that the Naram-Sin
stele’s original shape might have been quite similar to the mountain on the representation.
If so, the point of converging gazes on that mountain would correspond with the location of
Naram-Sin’s eye on the actual stele. That is, gazes of Akkadian soldiers and Lullubean enemies meet in a point in space that coincides with the eye of the deified ruler. This is a complex
and hidden geometry of power that implies both seeing the king in spots where he may not be
immediately seen, that is, on the mountain, and being seen from there by him. The implication
is that Naram-Sin’s gaze captures his subjects even when they are not aware of it. If my reading of the stele has value, it implies strong visual processes of subjectification. As Foucault
9

Westenholz (1999: 47) suggests that the dinger sign
in connection with Naram-Sin’s name should be read as
an adjective, i.e., “divine Naram-Sin,” implying that deification was not intended. Two arguments speak against
such an interpretation. First, the iconographic documentation shows him clearly with a horned crown, an attri-

bute of a god. Second, in ancient Mesopotamia, the titulary of kings was important enough not to be relegated to
a determinative.
10
The earlier Sargon stele is a good example of such a
constellation.
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(1977) explained so well by way of the example of the panopticon, the potential of being seen
is a powerful means to create submission of individuals under a larger state machine. Another
important aspect of Naram-Sin’s stele representation is the orientation of lines of sight. They
do not meet each other, but establish dyadic relations with the king. Direct relations between
humans below the level of the divine king are explicitly left out. 11
It is perhaps unnecessary to point out that in Naram-Sin’s stele, the various Akkadian
soldiers closely imitate the king’s gestures, with the left arm bent in a right angle toward the
chest, no matter whether they hold composite bows, war axes, or standards, whereas the enemies are shown in various poses that we consider much more “lively,” but which are clearly
a sign of weakness. This leads me back to the power of etiquette and discipline: even in war,
it was important to conform to strictly prescribed movements of the body and to concerted
movements in harmony with the king in order to be successful. Imitation of a godly ruler was
required, however, a fundamental difference in similarity needed to be maintained. The stele,
read this way, conforms to a political system of (elite) warriors forming dyadic relations with
a superhuman king.
Naram-Sin’s deification should be seen in the context of a longer-term development. This
becomes especially clear when considering the seals and sealings from the Akkadian period.
We find many more contest scenes between gods than in preceding Early Dynastic times, suggesting a new understanding of the lives of gods. Local panthea in Early Dynastic times may
have been more analogous to extended families and their households, followed by a definitive
shift toward more competitive gods in the Akkadian period. One could even conclude from the
evidence of seal depictions that it befits a king who is successful in wars, the ultimate “contest,” to be deified. Furthermore, the appearance of presentation scenes with the popularity of
an unspecific tutelary god on seals, mirrors the tripartite hierarchy of the Naram-Sin stele of
major god(s), minor god(s) — including Naram-Sin — and humans. Interestingly, according
to their inscriptions, seals with this scene belonged exclusively to political officials and priests
(table 8.1), pointing to the fact that the Akkadian elite had fully accepted the process of ambiguation (Nissen 1993).
Table 8.1. Akkadian Cylinder Seals: Scenes and Inscriptions, Classified by Types of
Profession; Data from Boehmer 1965 and Edzard 1968/69
Man Fighting
Animals
Priests

5

Political

14

Fighting
Gods

Sun-god

1

Watergod Ea

Vegetation
Deity

Serpent
God

Presentation
Scene

Drinking
Scene
1

1

1

1

1

3

2

3

Officials
Scribes

32

Judges,
Police

6

Merchants

5

Service

6

Manufacture,
Inspectors

4

Manufacture,
Producers

11

11

1

3

2
1
1

3

1

In Grosrichard’s opinion, such a reading has an orientalist bent. He remarks that European ideas conceptualize oriental despotism as “the empire of the gaze which

is simultaneously everywhere and nowhere, unique and
without number” (Grosrichard 1998: 57).
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Conclusion
By way of a conclusion, I want to come back to Liverani’s contention (1993) that texts
about Naram-Sin as an “evil king” have no historical kernel. The most damning of these is the
Curse of Akkad, which puts the blame for the city’s destruction on Naram-Sin’s wanton demolition of the Ekur Temple after unfavorable omens from Enlil. An intriguing argument is that
the text does not refer to the physical damage of the Ekur, but rather to the destruction of its
economic independence, combined with a refurbishing of its architecture.
It was not the move of ambiguation of the king’s person into the divine realm that constituted a problem. Rather, it was the ulterior motives that drove this change and the “repairs”
at Ekur, as well as the wars and artistic representations: the main subjects of all these exploits
were the elites of the Akkadian state, whose Handlungsräume were severely curtailed in the
process. The king’s deification insured a new inequality in relation to his entourage, requiring utmost care from their side in interactions with him and allowing increased unpredictability from his. Such inequality could encroach all the more effectively on the elite as relations
among them became more and more partitioned. The king deals with his direct subordinates in
dyadic relations, singling out elite individuals, preferring familial subordinates and installing
them in key positions. The latter strategy is already known from the founder of the dynasty,
Sargon, who put his daughter in charge of the Nanna Temple in Ur. However, Naram-Sin widened the influence of direct family members and installed not only his daughter Enmenanna as
high priestess of the moon-god in Ur, but also made another daughter, Shumshani, the priestess of the sun-god at Mari; two of his sons were governors in Marad and Tutum, and another
daughter was (likely) the queen of Urkesh (Buccellati and Buccellati 2003).
It may be these particular aspects of Akkadian governmentality, the establishment of
family members and a focus on dyadic relations with different kinds of courtiers, that led to a
perceived “individuality” in Akkadian art. However, the focus on the single person in bodily
representations should not lead us to conclude that Akkadians had some sort of individualistic
mentality that could be contrasted to the Sumerian collective spirit. Rather, such depictions
both sought to instill and reproduce concrete practices of ruling, practices that were highly
regularized and ceremonialized. Overall, in the Akkadian period, attention to visual observation manifests itself in detailed renderings of landscapes, human bodies, and animals. Powers
of the gaze are none other than the gaze of power.
In the final analysis, Naram-Sin’s deification appears perhaps as an apogee of a new governmentality, but one we find again in Ur III times. Deification was a decisive step beyond
what had been achieved so far by Akkadian kings. The move may be thought of as parallel to
the absolutism of Louis XIV. If we take all the pictorial and textual evidence into account, it
seems quite likely that Naram-Sin did not just succumb to his own narcissism, but rather had a
more distanced relation to the technologies of power he introduced. He was a shrewd manipulator of religious and political aspects of power, someone who enveloped the political elites
into a state of projecting their own phantasms of power onto this king (see also Westenholz
1999: 46–52). Thus, Geertz’s explanation of a king who believes just as much as his elites
in an overarching cosmology is an unlikely scenario for this ruler. I rather favor the EliasErdheim thesis of a conscious attempt by the highest state official of taming and humiliating
courtiers into positions that were less elevated than before. 12 This situation also explains the

12

A similar view on the Aztecs can be found in Kurtz
1991, especially pp. 152–54.
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awkward and contradictory memorialization of Naram-Sin. Deified and worshipped for a long
time, he was also remembered already less than one hundred years after his death as the prototypical evil ruler. I assume that the elites felt a need for post hoc self-redemption from a humiliating situation of having been turned into puppets of a divine regime. Interestingly, when read
this way, rather than as an “antidote against the bombastic claims of the rulers” (Michalowski
1987: 64), the personality of Naram-Sin as depicted in the Curse of Akkad resembles the
elites more than the king himself. In this and other tales, the king is a frustrated leader, intent
on acting but held down by a humiliating divine power that sets him insurmountable limits. If
we substitute the elite for the king, could there be a better analogy to the relation of the divine
king with his entourage than such a tale? The traditions of the evil king may therefore just be
an ancient kind of Vergangenheitsbewältigung through sublimation.
**********
I thank Nicole Brisch for her invitation to Chicago. She piqued my interest in the subject
of divine kings and thus widened my intellectual horizon. Susan Pollock gave valuable advice
on drafts of this paper, and discussions in Chicago provided me with good critique.

Figure 8.1. Victory Stele of Naram-Sin against
the Lullubeans, Found at Susa.
After Orthmann 1975: pl. 104
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THE SACRALIZED BODY OF THE
AKWAPIM KING
Michelle Gilbert, Trinity College
“Through a special ritual of enthronement, a particular person … is transformed into a
‘fetish-body.’” (de Heusch 1997: 213)
“[The] king is symbolically killed at the moment he is installed, making him into a
‘living dead man.’” (de Heusch 1997: 218)

The Transformative Power of Akwapim Royal Rites
and a Brief Disclaimer
Luc de Heusch suggests (1997: 213–14, 2005a) that in many African societies kings are
“ancestralized” and turned by the enthronement rites into a “body fetish” with magical/mystical/religious power; that the rites transform him into a “sacred monster” (1997: 217) who
articulates the natural and cultural orders. 1 He builds on the ideas of Sir James Frazer in The
Golden Bough that emphasize the ritual function of kingship, and that contain two different
theories of kingship.2 First, that the kingship is identified with fertility, and the well-being of
the kingdom is identified with that of the king’s body, and therefore the king must be removed
(or put to death) before any illness or physical decay endangers the society and threatens
“nature’s life-force.” Second, the king absorbs the “sins”/deaths of his subjects, and therefore
in order to avoid endangering himself and the kingdom, he must continually be repurified or
sacrificed as a scapegoat to thus carry away the evil. As Quigley notes, “for this reason royal
ritual is never-ending” (2005: 10).
Rene Girard, in Violence and the Sacred (1977), follows Frazer’s hypotheses and focuses
on the idea that the key to interpreting kingship is to see the king as scapegoat. He argues
that “violence is the heart … of the sacred” (Girard 1977: 31), that interpersonal violence is
deflected into violence toward ritually slain sacrificial creatures, that ritual serves cathartic
purposes, and that sacrifice is an act of violence without the risk of vengeance (1977: 13).
Girard then opines that a surrogate victim provides the key to kingship and culture more generally, and that regicide is explicable solely by reference to its scapegoat function.3 De Heusch
(1997) describes surrogate victims among the Jukun, Rukuba, and Mossi. He notes that the Jukun king, who is identified with the plants the Jukun cultivate, is treated, when necessary, as a
scapegoat; that he is secretly killed after a bad harvest or drought, as these natural catastrophes
are thought to be due to the king’s weakened mystical force. He also observes that the Rukuba
king of Nigeria must continually be re-purified, or sacrificed as a scapegoat.
1

2
See also Quigley’s useful introduction to The Character of Kingship (2005).
3
Quigley (2005: 12); see also de Heusch (2005b), who
is highly critical of Girard’s argument.

Many examples exist. For an extraordinarily vivid
case, see Filip de Boeck’s (1994) description of how the
Aluund king is set apart from his kin and others in installation rites, hemmed in by rigorous taboos, and secluded
thereafter mostly in his house; see also Fortes’ seminal
essay on Asante installation rites (1968).
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Among the Mossi in Burkina Faso (see de Heusch 1997: 219–22, who draws on the work
of Michel Izard), a stallion (the king’s double) is enthroned at the same time as the king and
the king rides him during official ceremonies. The horse and the king are the only fully male
creatures in the palace — others are women, girls, uncircumcised boys, female and castrated
animals. The stallion never couples with mares — it has no descendants. The king, after installation, has no sexual relations with his predecessor’s widow though she takes the title
“king-wife” (he spends one night with her but is forbidden to make her pregnant). This sexual
interdiction is a mark of the sacred quality of the king and separates him from normal kinship
behavior/relations. The Mossi kingship, we are told, is a synthesis of two concepts: naam or
authority that is held hereditarily by royal lineage members, and panga or violence which the
king acquires on enthronement. When the king dies there is a dissociation between these two
aspects of kingship: the king’s eldest daughter takes his place as the holder of naam (and rules
as napoko) and his youngest son (given the title kurita) takes over panga and is expelled from
the kingdom, dressed in regal clothes and riding his father’s stallion. The stallion, associated
with panga, is then killed in the same place as the king was installed. In Frazerian terms he is a
scapegoat for the king (de Heusch 1997: 221). The king is symbolically killed after his actual
demise.
One may well ask whether the idea of “scapegoat” has a Semitic template, whether Frazer,
like Robertson-Smith before him, was simply working backward from Semitic templates of
sacrifice to a presumed more primitive form. 4 One may similarly question, though Girard
(1977: 7) does not, the influence of Christianity on Victor Turner or Godfrey Leinhardt when
they argue that sacrifice is a collective act of substitution at the expense of the victim who absorbs the internal dissension in the community. De Heusch (2005b: 63–65) is critical of how
Girard places sacrifice at the center of his theory. His own position is that the positive function
of kingship is to ensure prosperity and fertility and that regicide is simply the negative aspect
of this.
Luc de Heusch’s discussion of surrogate human victims and scapegoats among the Jukun,
Rukuba, and Mossi have inspired me to re-examine Akwapim royal rites of installation and
death and to pay more attention to the reality of regicide and to the idea of royal surrogates.
The king of Akwapim, a small Akan kingdom in southeastern Ghana, is set apart by those over
whom he will reign and sacralized by a series of installation rites. Being born of a particular
lineage is not sufficient; he must be transformed by inauguration rites from an ordinary person
into a non-person, transformed into a “fetish,” a container of sovereignity who articulates the
“natural” and “cultural” orders and whose formally unblemished body is the outward sign
of his inner state — a body that is the visual summation of the state of the kingdom (Gilbert
1987). The Akwapim king’s bodies, “natural” and “politic,” 5 are conjoined by means of installation rites involving stools (ancestral shrines) that are “blackened” with sacrificial blood,
initially that of a lineage member, later that of a slave, and, since the early twentieth century,
of a sheep (Gilbert 1987, 1989). The king is identified with his ancestors by the black stools
and he is then anointed with the power of particular deities for further protection and strength.
A major rite that involves the whole kingdom and includes one week of continuous activity is

4

I thank Father Mark Gruber for suggesting this and for
reading an early draft. De Heusch (2005b: 63–64) similarly points to the influence of Christianity in Girard’s
Violence and the Sacred and in his later work.

5

See Kantorowicz 1957. Implicit in this is the insoluble
problem that the kingship (body politic) never dies and
is corporate; but the body natural (the biological individual) is mortal.
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performed annually in Akropong, the capital of the kingdom, to maintain the king in his office.
This rite, significantly called Odwira [purification], cleanses the king and the entire kingdom
from the dangerous evil and pollution of the previous year(s). 6 Should the king become ill,
Odwira cannot be performed and, were that to occur, the believed consequences would be famine and illness for the whole kingdom. In such circumstances Akwapim people force their king
to abdicate or they “destool” him; with cunning diplomacy they change the idiom of the argument from individual to institution and say “we serve the stool, not the person.”
The Akwapim king-elect is metaphorically put to death in the installation rite (see below);
he is then a “living-dead man,” to use de Heusch’s term. But there are two other royal officials
whose deaths bear close scrutiny because they may be royal surrogates of a sort. The Akwapim
king’s “soul-child” [ɔkra] is a kind of human surrogate who is killed just after the king’s actual death (or if the king is alive, the soul-child is released from his office when he reaches
maturity — which amounts to the same thing) (fig. 9.1). I suggest further that the killing of
the court crier or “herald” [ɛsɛn] who helps the king-elect to choose the ancestral character of
his upcoming reign during the royal installation rite may also be considered a surrogate sacrifice; in that while he represents the non-ancestral power of the “wild,” he is also at the same
time a metaphor for the king (fig. 9.2). He is a sort of foil for the king — like the royal fool in
many European kingdoms, and as Girard points out, “the fool shares his master’s status as an
outsider … and is eminently sacrificeable” (1977: 12). Finally, I suggest that the meaning of
sacrifice of human blood on the shrines for the king’s ancestors to renew his fertility, and the
meaning of the anointment of the king with his “ancestral dust” during Odwira and with blood
used to anoint the ancestral black stools, needs further examination, as an example of surrogate
“alimentary incest” — anthropophagy.
Lastly, a brief disclaimer. Evans-Pritchard, in his Frazer lecture on the Shilluk of the Sudan, delivered in 1948 and eventually republished in Social Anthropology and Other Essays
(1962), revisited the central issue of regicide and argued that it is the kingship, not the king,
that is divine, thereby privileging the underlying political arrangements.7 Quigley (2005: 2)
concurs and says the “divinity of kings is an ethnographic oddity.” De Heusch disagrees and
says that Frazer was mistaken to call this institution “divine kingship,” as the king is “not assimilated with a divinity,” but because of the installation rite that sacralizes his body, becomes
a “god-thing” (2005a: 25). I suggest further that the distinction between “divine” and “sacred”
kings is a hair-line distinction that is Western and Christian, the concern primarily of theology
and only relevant to anthropology if the local people make such a distinction. Akwapim people
do not. Thus, one may say that Akwapim kings are divine in that their authority is endorsed
by the ancestors and deities and their being invested with invisible, eternal, immortal powers
that are protective and punishing. Kings are deemed in Akwapim to be “holy” [kronkron].8 Beyond this, lesser chiefs who “sit on stools” are also similarly empowered with enhanced moral
status, though to a lesser extent, and thus may also be considered sacred or divine. There are

6

See Gilbert (1994) for how internal politics affect the
performance of this rite. Quigley (2005: 4) notes that
“The purpose of all ritual is either to transform a person from one status to another or to maintain him in that
status. It amounts to the same thing — the overriding of
nature by culture.”

7

For a rejoinder, see Young on the Jukun (1966); see
Feeley-Harnik (1985) for an early and perceptive survey
of theories concerning divine kingship.
8
A praise poem on the talking drum makes this point
metaphorically (Gilbert 1987: 307); Christaller’s dictionary (1933) delineates the range of meanings encompassed by kronkron.
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degrees of sacredness. Quigley (2005: 2) refers to this idea as “refractions of the monarchy.”
Thus whether or not the king is sacred or divine is an academic point and it is not the most useful place to begin.
I wish in this essay to look at the transformation of the king’s body upon installation and at
death, and at the never-ending need for purification of the king and kingship in the Odwira rite.
I will show, as well, that there is more than one body to consider and ask whether or how the
ɛsɛn and ɔkra may be considered to be surrogate victims for the king as in the Mossi example.

A Being Set Apart
“[the] function of the king is to stand apart as a perfect being separated from the contaminating concerns of ordinary people and the political and economic mechanisms
which allow these concerns to be carried out” (Quigley 2005: 5).

Just as ritual performance can be dangerous because it brings together domains normally
kept apart, so the Akwapim king, who combines attributes of the living as well as of his ancestors, is considered dangerous as well as beneficent. He is separated symbolically from ordinary
people, but he also partakes of all human features, rather than the limited few possessed by
ordinary people.9
The king is distinguished from ordinary people in many ways. One is that symbolically he
does not share their limitations of time or space. The king is said to straddle the spheres of the
living and the dead and is given symbolic immortality — he does not die. It is recognized that
at death the king’s body “goes into the earth,” but his spirit is thought to be still living. Living
persons eat food with salt but the dead do not. Nevertheless, small amounts of salt are placed
in offerings to the king’s ancestors since they are regarded as still living and not as dead. Akropong people do not say that the king has died. Rather they say “he has gone to his village”;
or “something has happened”; or “a big tree has fallen.” Ordinary people die and are dead, but
not the king. The ambiguity is seen in the way an elder explained this to me: “We do not say
the king has died. We say his ɔkyeame [spokesman/linguist] is sick. If we say he is dead, it is
almost like … a curse, a sacrilege.”
In a similar fashion, the king does not occupy ordinary space: He neither steps barefoot on
the ground, nor walks without an umbrella over his head, showing that he is neither of the earth
nor the sky, the domains of people and deities. The king’s freedom of movement is carefully
controlled and when he walks, he is supported by attendants, as he must not fall. He must show
evidence of sexual activity (formerly kings had many wives)10 as his health and fertility represents the well-being of the kingdom. The king appears neither to eat nor drink since he does
these things only in seclusion in the palace. He is prevented from talking or being addressed
in the same way as are ordinary people. Because he speaks with the power of his ancestors, his
words are dangerous, and therefore in public an ɔkyeame interprets his murmured words to the
people and repeats their words to the king. His used bath water is thrown away by reliable attendants: were they themselves to bathe in it afterwards it is said that it would make them too
powerful to control. Finally he is distinct from ordinary people even when asleep. He is awakened by a special attendant because his ancestors are more powerful than those of ordinary
people:
9
See Gilbert 1987 for some of the following material in
a rather different form.

10

Many wives was not merely a sign of power, as is usually stated.
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To wake him up, you knock at his pillow and then you turn away. You cannot make
him look at your face. If he is to talk to you it must be while you are turned away. If
he looks at you and you see the power in his eyes, it may hurt you, because he has
been asleep with his ancestors.

Because of his sacred qualities, the king is hedged about with taboos of many kinds. Some
of these prohibitions separate him from the pollution of others — especially menstruating
women and the recently dead. Others may reflect the categorical separation of ancestors and
deities. In general, the king must keep himself in a state of physical perfection, as an outward
sign of his inner moral perfection and of the proper conjunction of his two bodies, the “natural”
and the “politic.” To aid this, any possible pollution is absorbed or deflected by officials — in
particular by his akrafo [soul people; s. ɔkra; from kra: soul, fo: people]. Akwapim people believe that a soul (or spirit) dwells inside everyone, but the kra may also be separate, something
that can protect or hinder in one’s various enterprises (and for this reason offerings are made to
it). The soul of an important person may reside partly in another person, so a king will chose
someone born on the same day of the week as he (who thus shares an affinity) and make him
his ɔkra.11 The more powerful a king is, the more soul people [akrafo] he will need to have.
They “belong to the king” and share their destiny and identity with the king. If something unfortunate happens to one of them (especially if it were an injury involving blood), it would be
as if it had happened to the king and pacification or purification in the form of sacrifice would
need to be made; similarly, if someone curses the king, a sheep would be sacrificed to reverse
it and the akrafo would put the blood on their first finger, touch their tongue to it, and spit it
out; the meat then belongs to them and they can safely eat it. In the early to mid-twentieth century, whenever the king left the palace, one of his soul people always accompanied him. The
king’s akrafo greet people before they are able to approach the king (to deflect any harm);
they are like a spiritual bodyguard. One child ɔkra is always seated at the king’s feet; he tastes
his food (in case it is poisoned), and sleeps at the foot of his bed. When the child ɔkra grows
too large to be carried seated in front of the king in a palanquin, customarily he is given a wife
and some land and released from his duties: he is replaced (fig. 9.4). 12 The child ɔkra wears a
feather headdress which keeps evil from the king. It is made of male-eagle feathers, leopard
skin, small squares of human skull joined by golden wires, gold-covered ram’s horns, and castgold ornaments. The eagle and leopard are dangerous animals that devour their prey and are
considered kings of the sky and forest, respectively; the ram, symbol of strength and purity, is
the domestic animal par excellence, and the preferred one for oblations. Akrafo have no political role; they are sin-eaters and absorb the pollution to which the king is exposed. They also
share the destiny of the king; and formerly most were killed when the king died in order to be
able to serve him in the land of the ancestors. 13 Note that no sacrificial blood is used for purification of the akrafo, though it is an integral part of all other purification rites. I return to the
subject of the ɔkra as the king’s surrogate victim later in this essay.
At the same time as the king is given symbolic attributes that differ from those of ordinary
people, he is also the only person with characteristics of all men. The talking drum says:

11

The same structural pattern is repeated for lesser
chiefs.
12
By the late 1990s very few people were willing to
serve as akrafo. There was also a shortage of land and

no certainty about how the king’s ɔkra would be recompensed when he was released from office.
13
The position of ɔkra is an ambiguous one; formerly
most had slave ancestry (Gilbert 1994: 122 n. 42).
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King, part of you is odum [a hard tree, Chlorophora excelsa]
part of you is onyaa [a soft tree, Ceiba pentandra]
part of you is fɛtɛfrɛ [a strong tree, Bussea occidentalia]
part of you is kakapempe [a brittle tree, Voacanaa Africana]

That is to say that part of him is angry, part forgiving, part tactful, part aggressive.
The king, finally, is said to be able to do the impossible: “he can remove a ring through his
shoulder.” But however great his power, the king is surrounded by ritual prohibitions that he
cannot break, and he cannot rule alone. No matter how respected and feared, the king should
continually consult his elders. If he reigns arrogantly and dictatorially, he will lose support
and there may be plots to destool him. It is never forgotten that it is because of the state that
the king is powerful; without the state he is nothing. The talking drum says “It is the river that
makes the fish proud.”

Enstoolment and the Body/Fetish
There are eleven electors of the Akwapim king: all are of the Asona14 clan. They include
eight from inside Akropong: the chiefs of the original seven non-royal Asona lineages in Akropong called the ɔkoman [lit., “they came to fight”]; and the Queen Mother (a senior woman in
the royal lineage, not literally the king’s mother); and three town chiefs from outside Akropong,
chosen for various historical reasons.15 Selection of a new king is made without delay, as it is
inconceivable for the state to exist without a king.16 The basis for selection is two-fold: physical or “blood” (i.e., membership in the royal “house,” determined matrilineally), and moral or
“character” (which derives from the patriline). The new king must be legitimate, his physical
body must be complete or whole, and his moral character good. Formerly, a member of the
royal family, the Asonkohene, was heir-apparent and leader of the young men — this hereditary
position was abolished in 1948 in an attempt to contain continuous succession intrigues.
When the king’s stool is vacant, the ankobea [lit., “they do not go anywhere”], who are
trusted advisors and powerful ritual specialists and sons and grandsons of former kings, tell
the Kurontihene (chief of Akropong, the capital, and head of the Divisional or Wing Chiefs of
Akwapim, and not an Asona)17 to ask the Queen Mother whom she will present as candidate
for king. The Queen Mother privately asks the advice of the ankobea and then formally meets
with the elder women of the seven non-royal Asona lineages (ɔkoman), as women are believed
to possess specialized knowledge about succession and inheritance. At this meeting of women,
the chief of Kodumase is included as the only man in the group. In the early days of the Akwapim kingdom his lineage provided three of the first Akwapim kings, but at one point they
could not provide a candidate and were left out of the succession. Nevertheless, they were one
of the original royal Asona and were not distrusted; thus the Kodomasehene advises them as
they decide who should be the next king and acts as Asona spokesman.
14

The royal clan and most of the important early clans in
Akropong are Asona.
15
The Akwapim kingdom was established in the 1730s
by warriors from the neighboring kingdom of Akyem.
It is ethnically diverse with both Akan and Guan. In
1994, after a violent conflict, the Wings or Divisions of
the kingdom seceded along ethnic lines and set themselves up as independent kingdoms (Gilbert 1997). The
secession has never been officially recognized. Here I
describe Akwapim pre-1994.

16

Today final authorization of the king’s enstoolment is
by notice in the official government gazette. The papers
are sent to the House of Chiefs and the Eastern Regional
Commission has the final authority to accept or reject the
candidate.
17
The Kurontihene acts as regent in the king’s absence
and represents the ordinary people of the state. He is of
Akwamu ancestry.
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The Queen Mother and Asonahene now meet. The Asonahene is chief of the most senior
branch of all the ruling Asona families; his line once provided a number of early Akwapim
kings but they were later struck from the line of succession.18 The kingmakers then plan to
meet in the palace (together with the ankobea): The Queen Mother will be the only woman
present. She is asked for her nominee and may nominate three candidates. If they are all rejected, the ankobea could propose their own candidate.
When agreement is reached, the chief of the ankobea summons the candidate. The kingelect “hides” and then is “captured”: he must claim not to desire this onerous office; he must
seek neither political nor ritual power. In other words, it must “come down upon him” not
rise up from human intentions; he is discovered as the sacred-elect, not made by human politics. The nominee is brought by the Kodumase chief and he is examined by the ankobea and
ɔkoman to see that he is “whole” and “unblemished.” 19 His physical body must be “complete”
and without bodily defect, for as king the well-being of his body is a symbol of that of the
state. The purity of his moral character is the essential factor, but purity not being visible, the
body stands for his inner quality.
The Kodumasehene takes the nominee to the Kurontihene and swears the Asona electors
have selected this man and that the nominee is “perfect.” The Kurontihene inspects him on
behalf of the people in order to confirm what they say is correct and hands him back to the ankobea for a period of seclusion. The following morning, at Santewase [under the Santew tree:
Milletia thonningii], a public place near the palace that is the recognized meeting place for
ordinary citizens, the nominee is brought and a sheep is sacrificed and its blood poured over
the nominee’s feet to cleanse him. This is the first sign of separation from his former status as
an ordinary person. The bloody feet are a sign of the violent wrenching of his old form from
the past into a new sacred order. The bloody feet prefigure his capacity to be sacrificed. He is
then handed over to the ankobea and confined by them. During this period of seclusion he is
seated on the skin of a white sheep and his face and arms are covered with pure white clay. 20
The Divisional Chiefs, who represent the state as a polity, now visit to settle any previous disputes they may have had with him in his former role; they visit at night, “hidden,” and outside
ordinary secular time. By this they extinguish the social and political characteristics he had as
an ordinary man.
Soon after, the king-elect is taken at night to the stool house in the palace. His cloth that he
wore as an ordinary man is removed and handed to the Asonahene, and his sandals are given to
Kodumasehene; they will keep these things so long as he is king. The king-elect is now without
clothes, without signs of his former social person. He is outside all social life; his previous jural persona as an ordinary man has been removed and he is symbolically and politically in the
state of being newly born (and morally innocent).

18
The Asonahene’s ancestor, Ofei Boa, was the first
king of Akwapim, but after he allegedly murdered his
servant, his black stool was taken from him and he was
exiled and his descendants were struck from the line of
succession (direct violence by a king is neither expected
nor accepted as a sign of his power). They seem to have
been brought back around 1850 and the title was created
for them in 1918 or 1920 (GNA 11/1101 Akwapim Enquiry, 1922 and 1919). The title, Asonahene, brings the
Akwapim model of government into greater accord with
the general Akan pattern. His role is like abusua panyin

[clan elder] for all the Asona clans in Akwapim. See Gilbert 2006 for more on the Asonahene, Kodomasehene,
and the history of these early Akwapim kings.
19
That is, he must not be circumcised, nor missing any
toes, etc.
20
This is a sign of liminality. Mediums wear white cloth
and their skin is covered in white clay. Kaolin comes
from the bottom of rivers and rivers are considered to be
abosom [deities]. White clay has multiple meanings —
when one’s right arm is smeared with kaolin this is a sign
of success, as in a law case.
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The king-elect is then blindfolded and led by the Kodumasehene to the stool room. A libation is poured to inform the ancestors of the coming events. The blindfolded king-elect is told
to choose a stool.21 In the darkened room are only the six black stools,22 ancestral shrines that
are said variously to represent reigns of peace, or war, disputes, or disorder in the state. Some
say if the new king touches that of a warrior, then his own reign will have wars; if that of a
peaceful king, his will be a peaceful reign. The choice of the stool gives him a new identity
and it is supposed to be guided by a power beyond the control of the king, or perhaps even his
ancestors; but in fact the ɛsɛn, or “herald,” who keeps order in the palace (and who is generally a dwarf or hunchback whose deformed body is the antithesis of that of the king), has been
hidden in the stool room and calls out to guide the king to the stool considered by the palace
elders to be good for the state and the particular royal line. Having chosen a stool, the king is
instructed to pour libation on the stool, and the assembled ankobea are informed and sing war
songs. It is said that in the past the ɛsɛn was now beheaded. The ɛsɛn forms a symbolic bridge
between society and the wild and uncontrolled powers of nature. He wears a hat made from
colobus monkey fur and a large gold Islamic amulet; the colobus monkey is said to supervise
the animals in the animal kingdom and his fur is deemed the most beautiful of all in the animal kingdom. The ɛsɛn sits on an elephant neck bone rather than a stool, and elephants are the
most powerful of animals. The ɛsɛn thus is like the king, though in his body he is the king’s
opposite. The ɛsɛn is the king’s extra-societal analogue; he represents the wilderness. The ɛsɛn
with provocative and insulting language creates order in the palace, just as the colobus monkey
creates order in the animal world. The ɛsɛn represents in body and costume the non-ancestral
powers of forest and savanna and thus is a foil for the king. So, is killing the ɛsɛn during the
royal installation rite a surrogate sacrifice of the king? I think not, though certainly the king
articulates the social order and natural order — and as we have seen, royal death is routinely
likened to a natural calamity, namely, a big tree falling. Note that Akwapim people make a
strong distinction between the town [akurow] or house [fie] and the forest or bush [nwura mu];
the categories of culture and nature in everyday life must not be blurred. 23 I return to the question of the death of the ɛsɛn below.
Another libation is poured and the stool chosen by the new king is anointed with the blood
of a slave sacrificed for that purpose (today a sheep is substituted). 24 The head of the animal
and other parts are cut in small pieces and scattered in the courtyard for the “ancestors who

21
The description of the ɛsɛn aiding the king-elect to
choose a stool is the “ideal,” narrarated to me by several palace elders in the 1970s, and possibly influenced
by B. S. Akuffo’s Ahenfi Adesua. I cannot here describe
the contradictions in actual practice, but the current stool
room is so small that there would scarcely be room for
the ɛsɛn to hide.
22
There are unaccountable contradictions regarding time
and which kings are represented by these stools.
23
The bush is dangerous and full of wild animals, giants
[sasabonsam], and dwarves [mmoatia], as well as powerful rivers and trees that are useful for healing, etc. The
town, in contrast, centered under a shady tree, is peaceful; it is the place for human activity including death and
legitimate copulation. When pestilence or other disasters
threaten, Akwapim women cast away danger in a nighttime rite by blocking the road at the edge of the town

[kurotia] with their old fufuu pounding sticks. In between
these spatial extremes were places for decaying and polluting things: women’s menstrual huts, rubbish heaps for
depositing “bad deaths” [atɔfo], and shrines for lesser deities. The king, who lives in town, is empowered by the
deities of the forest and by his ancestors whose graves
are outside the town. The king comes from outside the
town, and if destooled, returns to the forest outside. See
also McLeod’s insightful essay (1978) on Akan gold
weights, in which he argues that the system of exchanging different goods or creatures through gold-dust blurs
the basic categorical distinctions on which the Asante
build their world, and therefore certain creatures were
never portrayed on gold weights.
24
In the past there was certainly more human sacrifice
than I have described here.
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are gathered there” to have a share. Some of the blood is used to anoint the stool chosen by
the king-elect and to mark his head, thus identifying him with his ancestors and allowing their
power to come into him. It is said that on this day “He is now a king.”
The acquisition of ancestral identity (when the king-elect selects a black stool associated
with a particular ancestor) is clearly analogous to the transformation of an infant. A newly
born baby is not a social being until the eighth day after his birth, when he is “out-doored,”
given a name, clothed, and decorated with beads. The king-elect is at first nude and temporarily without social status; when he touches the royal stool he thereby receives a name and ancestral identity, though he does not yet have the full accoutrements of a kingly person, nor full
kingly authority. Note too that while black stools are repeatedly anointed with the sacrificial
blood of slaves (now sheep), the victim whose blood, head, heart, and sex organs were used to
create and empower the stool originally was a member of the king’s own lineage.25 The new
king is thus involved in a transgression bordering on cannibalism (the opposite of all humanity): he is being anointed with the blood of his ancestors and may even wash or drink a little of
this blood mixed with water for protection or empowerment. 26
The black stool chosen by the new king is now carried to the banmu [“inside the fence”],
a fearful place opposite the palace, shrouded in secrecy. The stool is placed on top of a stone
[ɔserebo] formerly used apparently for sharpening knives for the execution of sacrificial
slaves; beneath the stool is an elephant hide (elephants, considered to be the most powerful
animals of the bush, are identified with the king; the stool, being so sacred, cannot touch the
earth). The new king, carried on the back of a palace attendant as though a baby, is brought to
the banmu through a small side door in the palace. The ankobea elders who are responsible for
a king’s funeral surround the stool and the new king is lowered onto it three times. The central
act of the installation rite is when his buttocks lightly touch the stool: the king has now been
given the power and sacredness of his ancestors. Those who are assembled sing war songs that
are appropriate for funerals of stool elders. Akropong elders say “If someone is dead, it is from
war. Death is a serious matter. Therefore we sing songs indicating a serious thing has happened in the ‘house.’” The place, identity of the ritual officials, and the songs affirm that the
former “person” is now dead, and the nudity of the king-elect and identification with the new
stool suggest his rebirth. A sheep is sacrificed and libation is poured. The king is then carried
back to the palace, again on an attendant’s back — he is still like a baby. This time, however,
they pass through the main entrance of the palace and libation is poured to inform the ancestors. They all return to the stool house where they remain awake all night. This is similar to the
wake keeping of a funeral and signals that the king’s former status is extinguished. Symbolically, it suggests the king himself is dead and has joined the ancestors. He is now part of the
25
Black stools are created with gun powder, spider’s
web, and blood drawn from the neck of a lineage member. The heart, head, and sex organs are put on the stool
for a while and then “power has come into the stool”
(Gilbert 1989). Later on, sacrificial victims were rarely,
if ever, lineage members but were slaves or war captives.
The first victim thus came originally from the lineage
ancestor: he was an insider who represented the whole
group; later victims came from outside society (slaves
and war captives, especially those kept in a special
farming village belonging to the king). They were passive mediators (or scapegoats) between the living and
the royal ancestors. In the twentieth century, castrated

rams considered to be symbolically clean and peaceful
were used for sacrifice instead. Girard contrasts “surrogate victims,” who come from inside the community, to
“ritual victims,” who come from outside; he notes there
is a double substitution in “ritual sacrifice” (1977: 102).
26
The revenging power of these sacrificial victims (and
of others sacrificed or killed for other reasons), which
may continue for decades to threaten the king and kingdom, is pacified during Odwira by means of rites devoted to a deity [suman] called Odosu. It is a brass pan
shrine surrounded by human skulls. Rites for Odosu still
include drinking (of schnapps, perhaps once of blood)
from the skulls of former severed victims’ heads.
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“living dead,” identified with the royal ancestors in general and with the previous ruler whose
stool he touched specifically. Akropong elders describe this moral and physical transformation
by saying “the king has been made complete [wabɛyɛ, lit. “he has become”].” Elders in the
1970s explained that abɛyɛ is analogous to the process of making oil from palm nuts [abɛ: palm
tree, Elaeis Guineensis], in which palm nuts are transformed from a wild plant into a domestically consumable one. Palm oil, significantly, is red, a color associated with danger and death.
The king enters the palace through the main door as a king now for the first time. He has
everything except the public recognition of his new status. He has the internal body of the
king, but he has not yet been clothed as one. One other rite occurs to strengthen him before
he is publicly installed. There is a small room in the palace reserved for asuman [deities and
talismans] that have been brought from many places, and that are used to protect the king. The
palace elders, having sworn to show the new king all the “secrets” in the palace, take him to
the asuman to make him strong. The verb used to express this is kɔben no; it literally means
go cook it [ ben “cook”], though there is the implication of becoming clever and knowledgeable. This king is protected by the asuman and strengthened by knowledge. He is symbolically
“cooked,” and so made “perfect.”
The final phase of the enstoolment process occurs later, when all the Divisional and town
chiefs of Akwapim are assembled with the Akropong chiefs and elders in the large courtyard
of the palace in order to recognize the new king as head of state. In silence, a special sword,
used in war, is handed to each Divisional Chief in turn. Then the Kurontihene tells the king he
is handing over the power of Akwapim to him. He also advises him not to ignore the advice of
his people or abuse them by calling them “fools” or “slaves.” (The king must now belong to
all the people.) The king is then carried, hidden, to the boundary of the town. At the end of the
town, he is raised high in a palanquin and dressed in the finest cloth and most beautiful regalia,
he is carried beneath a state umbrella through the main street of Akropong for all the people
to see. Drums beat, horns blow, and guns are fired. The period of seclusion is finally ended.
The people see him now as a king for the first time and praise his beauty and majesty. Then
in front of the palace, under the shady Mpeni tree (whose coolness represents the peace of the
kingdom), the king swears an oath to the Queen Mother saying he will serve her and accept her
advice and swears his loyalty to all the chiefs in turn. They also swear to him. Money and drink
are distributed. The money is called the “head pad for service” [ɔsom “to serve”; kahyire “head
pad”] for these people will serve the new king and support him as they would a load for which
they are responsible. They will serve him, but he will always remain dependent on them for
support. From this time onward, he is king of Akwapim [Okuapemhene].

Odwira Means Purification
Frazer argues that as the king absorbs the sins of his subjects, he must rid himself of the
contagion lest he imperil himself and the kingdom. The king thus must continually be re-purified; and royal ritual is never-ending, for as soon as the purification rite has been completed,
the king re-enters the world of compromising relations (Quigley 2005: 6–10). Odwira is an
annual rite performed in Akropong, capital of the Akwapim kingdom.27 Odwira means “purification” and, just as the enstoolment rite of the king is performed by functionaries who may not

27
Akwapim is the only Akan kingdom other than Asante
where odwira is celebrated. See McCaskie 1995 for a

brilliant and detailed historical reconstruction of odwira
in nineteenth-century Asante.
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hold the office themselves and who represent both the people and some divine force, so too the
purification of the kingdom and king is performed by priests and functionaries who are separate from the king (cf. Quigley 2005: 19).
Odwira centers on the person of the king: it is a ritual that renews him and thus the kingship. It lasts for over two months with a central week of heightened and continuous activity.
In Odwira, history is dramatically deconstructed into its constituent parts, cleansed, and then
reconstructed. The king symbolically dies and is given renewed life, and history and the sacred
topography of the town are conjoined. The performance of Odwira is deemed to be essential
for the kingdom: if it is not performed, it is believed that disaster, famine, and pestilence will
follow. Were the king to fall ill or should local disputes and intrigues escalate, the performance
of Odwira would be canceled or curtailed. While Akropong people desire and proclaim Odwira
to have an unalterable script (symbolic of the continuity of the kingdom), in actuality the
performance varies subtly each year, demonstrating the incumbent king’s possession or lack
of power. This variation is read as political commentary. Akwapim people look to ritual to understand politics. I have described the dramatic pull between innovation and repetition and the
political manipulations in three different performances of Odwira elsewhere (Gilbert 1994).
Here I will briefly summarize the structure of the rite and remark on a few events that renew
the power of the king and purify him.
Odwira was called a yam festival by the early Europeans because, among other things, it
is a harvest festival for the first yam, the staple crop. The word Odwira comes from the root
“to cleanse” [dwira] and addresses a different aspect of the same rite: namely, that the town
must be purified from the pollution of the previous year so that all may eat. Akropong people
say, “we wash before we eat.” The main focus of Odwira, however, is on the king, whose individual well-being represents that of the kingship.
Six weeks before Odwira week begins, funerals, drumming, and yam-eating are banned.
Death and communication between the living and ancestors cease. The orderly passage of
time stops.28 This frames the total cycle. On Monday of Odwira week, ritual officials clear the
path to Amanprobi, the royal mausoleum and first state capital five miles away, so that all the
ancestors can visit the town. The following day the new yam is publicly displayed by the first
non-royal Asona lineage. Now everyone may eat yam: social order is reborn. Early the same
morning, the king’s stools used for sitting are washed (again the reference is to washing before
one eats; the king’s black stools will be “fed” later in the week). The ritual officials leave for
Amanprobi. When later in the day they return to the palace, the ban on sound is lifted to show
“Odwira has arrived.” At the palace they are welcomed by the king and townspeople. The chief
of the royal mausoleum wears spectacular black-and-red mourning cloth; the executioners
wear blood-stained smocks made of cloth from the north (associated with power). The king,
dressed in deep mourning, is then hidden by cloth and anointed in silence with the grave-dust
of his ancestors that is brought back from Amanprobi by the chief of the royal mausoleum
and the executioners. Thus he is given the renewed power to rule. The ancestors have arrived
in town, the palace officials are agitated, the king is represented in a liminal state between
life and death, and there is an inversion of the proper spatial and moral order. Death has been
brought to the town, and it was absorbed by the king. 29 Wednesday, the beginning of the new
year, is a day of mourning and fasting. The Queen Mother comes to the palace at dawn to weep
28
This is called adae butuw [adae “sleeping”; butuw
“turn”]. The ancestors and the chiefs sleep — it is as if
they enclose themselves in a cocoon [abu].

29

One might state this in a different way, perhaps with
a more theological inflection, and say that death in the
form of ancestral dust renews life.
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for the dead; the townspeople, who grieve because the dead have been brought home, drink
but do not eat; women sing bawdy songs and adultery is condoned. The day is marked with
inversion, typical of funerals. Later the king, dressed for war, is displayed as one whose ancestors defended the state. Death in the bush leads to peace in the town. After midnight, the royal
black stools are taken to a river to be cleansed of the year’s pollution. Thursday is a day of
feasting and life: the townspeople eat and the royal black stools are fed. In the afternoon there
is a procession from the palace to Nsorem, a former royal burial ground and site of the second
capital. Food is carried by young women for the ancestors of the Asona lineages. The last of
the carriers is the ohene yere [“king’s wife”] who carries mashed yam for the king’s ancestors
in a silver pan (representing purity). Having fed the royal ancestors, she returns to the palace
and the pan is placed three times in the king’s lap and then she herself is seated in his lap three
times. Feeding the royal ancestors shows she is their wife; now she is shown to be the wife of
their descendants, the living king whose implied fertility ensures that of the kingdom. This
signals the public recognition of the renewal of the king’s “body natural.” On Thursday night
the town is closed off and “secret” rites are performed by the royal executioners to contain the
revenging spirit of sacrificial victims. These rites protect the king and townspeople from their
vengeance, even though human sacrifice ceased long ago, and show the continuity of ideas
about pollution and kingship and the control of power at the heart of political legitimacy.
Friday is a day of celebration and the town is ritually cleansed by the priest of the main
town deity, Ntoa, who sprinkles water with a broom on all those gathered to see the procession of chiefs. Guns are fired, drums beat, and women dance, calling out the king’s praises.
The king is displayed in his palanquin with his child ɔkra seated before him and then all gather
in front of the palace under the Mpeni tree (whose roots are said to spread to every house in
Akropong) to view the king, in full majesty. His “body politic” has been renewed; the splendor
of the kingship is displayed with all his chiefs. Libation is poured and the chiefs wish the king
a happy new year, their presence recalling their oath that if called they would come to him,
rain or shine. Lastly, the executioners, holding swords in their right hands and covering their
mouths with their left, speak in verse of former kings’ bravery and valiant deeds. They may
even touch the king’s jaw with their hands, thus reminding him of the precariousness of his
power and his dependence on them. The king must be accountable; he is not alone with power.
This is a public display of the relationship between coercion and consent in the articulation
of society. The king then addresses the crowd. He is presented as a living ruler as well as an
ancestor, holding together the diversities of the kingdom. Odwira continues for another three
weeks of less public rites. Purification of the town complete, what remains is to purify the
king.
On the following Friday, called Fida Fofie,30 in secrecy, the king’s akrafo go to the river
and wash; they then return with water to cleanse the king in a small private rite conducted
mostly in silence, in which they encircle the head of an ɔkra with an egg31 to absorb the evil
and then smash it to the ground; they then bless the king and (now that they are clean) eat a
meal together. This is the first time the king eats yam [ɔde], the only “real” food. This fast30

For an explanation of the Akan calendar, see McCaskie
1995: 151–57, 180; and Bartle 1978.
31
Eggs are also used to feed the “soul” [kra]. When a girl
first menstruates, she eats an egg with another girl born
on the same day as she; if someone escapes an accident,
or if a chief attends a funeral, he will eat an egg as an
offering to his “soul.” Eggs are like life; and they are

complete — “white” and “red” (the same as offerings of
mashed yam [ɔtɔ]: plain white and “red” with palm oil).
Red and white (with black) are the only “real” colors,
and in some contexts may refer to blood and semen, or
to the matrilineage and group of patrifiliation (Gilbert
1989: 81–82).
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breaker signals the resumption of the ordinary passage of time for the king. The king then
offers food publicly to the townspeople and in the afternoon the elders (ankobea and ɔkoman)
meet to bless the king. Finally, on the following Sunday, the feather headdress worn by the
king’s child ɔkra is purified and fed — without any blood sacrifice. This marks the end of
Odwira. The ancestors return to the land of the dead and the proper order of society is finally
reconstructed. This rite is repeated annually.

Death and Regicide: The Body of the King and His Ɔkra
Regicide, while institutionalized in a number of sacred kingships in Africa (e.g., Jukun
and others), is not characteristic of any Akan society, although informal accusations of suspicious deaths due to poisoning are frequently heard in Asante and several Akwapim kings are
reputed to have died under suspicious circumstances: Asa Kurofa, for example, seems to have
been assassinated in 1875, Kwame Tawia was possibly poisoned in 1879; Owusu Ansa is said
to have taken poison in 1914 and the same is said of FWK Akuffo in 1927 (see Samson 1908).
I do not consider these or the early terrible war-time custom of beheading one’s own king in
order to prevent the enemy from so doing to be institutionalized regicide.
Destoolment functions in Akwapim symbolically as regicide does elsewhere: it is a social
and symbolic death. Akan kingdoms, as a whole, are plagued by litigation and destoolment
procedures (Robertson 1976). Formal causes for destoolment comprise defects in the person of the king and his abuse of power. They include drinking in the streets, seducing other
men’s wives, offending ones elders or alluding to their slave ancestry, bringing a priest into
the palace without the elders’ knowledge, walking alone at night without an attendant, asking
for loans of money, driving the children of former kings away from the palace without cause,
going alone to the stool room to pour libation to the ancestors, failing to abdicate if he has a
contagious disease or has not begotten a child after three years, incest. While any of these factors may be used as grounds for destoolment, they may be ignored until such time as there is
enough general political support to pursue these highly disruptive procedures. Government
interests prevailed during the period of the Convention People’s Party to ensure that destoolments were common; destoolments have been actively discouraged by recent governments for
fear that they would be destabilizing.
Rites of destoolment are the mirror image of inauguration rites (cf. Fortes 1968: 6): one
desacralizes and the other sacralizes. Both are performed by the same officials. Destoolment
(getting rid of an undesirable king) is related to abdication (getting rid of a sick king): both
imply an element of compulsion and both are related to problems of litigation. Destoolment is
generally brought about by the lesser attendants in the palace who know the king’s behavior
well; they inform the elders who in turn bring charges. An Akan proverb asserts “When an insect bites you it is from your own cloth.” First, the ankobea report to the Queen Mother, who
in turn invites the kingmakers to examine the charges. If the king denies the charges in private,
he will be invited to answer in public. The place of assembly is in front of the palace under
the Mpeni tree. The king goes to the assembly with only a few attendants. If he can answer
the charges, he does so; if he is guilty they hoot at him three times, thereby insulting him as
an ordinary man — an act inconceivable toward a king. Note that while the king may be personally abused, no one may curse his ancestors, for it is the king, not the kingship, that is in
question. The king is then informed that he is no longer king and should he call himself one,
he will break the great state oath and be killed by the powerful Akwapim deities. Two shots
are fired from a gun and the former king is given an ordinary stool made of wood to sit on; his
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sandals and cloth are removed (desacralized) and the clothing he wore before his enstoolment
are returned to him by the Asonahene and Kodumasehene who had kept them safely throughout his reign. His head is hit three times with the sandals and he is told that he should go as an
ordinary person with one wife and one attendant to the village to tap palm wine and drink. He
is not permitted to remain in Akropong. Palm-wine tapping implies an isolated life in the bush
outside the town. (Note that they do not suggest he become a hunter. A common myth suggests
that it is hunters who acquire land and found towns as others join round them, thus becoming
chiefs. Hunters, of course, are associated with killing; thus through violence power comes
from the outside, and the hunters become stranger-kings.) 32 Finally, the priest of the major
Akropong deity swears an oath against the ex-king and calls on the deities to kill the destooled
king if he ever acts like a king again. Note that it is the deities that are called upon to kill, not
the ancestors. There is a change from ancestral protection to the destructive force of the deities
who can punish without mercy.
As the well-being of the king symbolizes that of the state, if the king becomes ill, Odwira
cannot be performed and it is believed that grave misfortune will follow. Should the illness
persist, something must be done. While the Shilluk would ritually strangle their sick or impotent king to save the kingship, in Akropong the solution was “voluntary” abdication — two
cases are known in the twentieth century of abdication due to illness. Should he become ill
but then recover, it is thought comparable to a king who has been to war and succeeded: for
example, Nana Kwame Fori I (r. 1880–94) who recovered from smallpox (Akuffo 1950: 147).
I turn finally to an abbreviated discussion of a funeral for a king. A royal funeral is an
exceedingly serious event — both fearsome and terrible. 33 People do not say a king has died,
they say euphemistically “something has happened” or that he is “sick and has been taken to
a herbalist,” or “gone to his village.” In the past many people were killed at this time. Those
who were the king’s close personal attendants would be killed to attend him in the land of the
ancestors. People dared not go near the compounds of the executioners. The king’s wives were
placed in the grave in the belief that the ancestors are married and life in the land of the ancestors is just as in the land of the living; some said it was just the head, but for the favorite wife,
it was the whole body. Other people, strangers and slaves, were killed so their spirits could
go to support the king, but also to show the disorder that had come to town. I was told “they
are like fowl and goats met in the street … so when in sorrow, or when a crisis has come, we
slaughter them and just leave them anywhere, in the streets and the outskirts of the town.” 34
They also take palace attendants — one or two akrafo, an ɛsɛn, and horn-blowers — so when
the king goes to the land of the ancestors, he would still be a king and their spirits will go with
him. It is said that formerly if you had a bad slave in the house, you could exchange him for
someone who had been caught to die; and that in the old days, each of the senior Divisional
Chiefs came at night bringing the head of someone they had killed — no one came emptyhanded. I was told that “in the old days, you do not go to the place where the dead body is with
dust under your feet — you must walk in blood to the place.”

32

For more on the logic of archaic kingship and the origin of force and violence outside of the moral constraints
of kinship society, see Rowlands’ (1993) analysis of
changing meanings of Benin human sacrifice as tied to
the history of Benin kingship, the ambivalence of forces
for creation and destruction for legitimizing royal power,
and his critique of de Heusch, Sahlins, and others.

33

It is difficult to gather material on royal funerals because people do not like to speak about such matters and
also because when I was in Akwapim a king had not
“died” on the stool for many years.
34
There is a repetition of this in miniature on Odwira
Tuesday when the executioners return from Amanprobi
bringing the ancestral spirits. This is called wirempe.
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A royal death is officially announced at night. War songs are sung near the dead body by
the executioners. When those in town hear the songs, they know “trouble has come.” Royal
children and kin smear their faces with gunpowder; elders place red ochre on their face and
arms, indicating their “eyes are red,” that is, they are sad and angry. The whole town mourns.
Men and women wear black or reddish ochre-colored cloth; all go barefoot and formerly
women cut off their hair. The deceased king is laid in state, covered with precious cloths, and
mourners come to view him and then sit together singing. The akrafo (regarded as widows of
the deceased) sit near the dead body when it is laid in state. The corpse is taken for burial at
night, laid in state again at Amanprobi village, and buried in daylight in a sacred nearby grove.
The grave is deep because the coffin is put on top of the dead bodies. I was told that “blood is
of no use there: they want the person to accompany the dead.”
When a king dies, it is especially serious for his ɔkra, as their two identities are linked.
One former ɔkra told me that “there are only two kings: the Omanhene and the boy who wears
the feather headdress” (fig. 9.3). So the living body of the king is divided: the good/pure king
reigns and the soul-child absorbs the dirt and impurity; and when the living king “dies,” the
child ɔkra must be put to death to remain with him. I suggest that he is not killed as a scapegoat, but rather their two fates or destinies are joined, so he must be sacrificed. What occurs is
a surrogate regicide during the funeral of the king. How precisely this was done in the old days
is no longer remembered, as under the British this practice could not be carried out openly for
fear of severe punishment. A palace elder in the 1970s told me what he said occurred thirty
years before:
The child ɔkra was put in a big brass bowl [ayowa]. He sat on a stool in a brass bowl
and the deceased Omanhene was placed on him and was bathed there. The last one
that was done like this was for Nana Kwadade. The small ɔkra died two weeks later….”

This is surely not what he himself had seen. “Thirty years” is a metaphor and should not be
interpreted literally. The large funeral for Kwadade I, in 1866, was for many years a common topic of conversation for the elders; reputedly there was a great deal of human sacrifice.
Akwapim men do discuss human sacrifice, but they do so very indirectly — evidence of their
discomfort and recognition of the fearful past.
We are fortunate to have an earlier (and certainly more accurate) report that corroborates
the sacrifice of the ɔkra. An elderly indigenous Basel Mission pastor called Theophilus Opoku,
who was born in Akropong in 1842 and was the son of Omanhene Nana Addo Dankwa I, wrote
in an annual report to the Basel Mission in 1907 that when a king died, the ɔkra was “strangled
or broken by the neck between two clubs or poles,” as he was not permitted to be touched with
a knife for any blood to flow out. The “naked body [of the ɔkra was then] dragged into the
grave and the coffin bearing the royal corpse lowered to sit upon the body of this unfortunate
man.” 35 In these Mission archives, there is also confirmation of the fact that when the king
“died,” the other akrafo were also killed to serve the king in the land of the ancestors. 36

35
Opoku (1907, Mission 21 archive, D-1.86.31). This
information also explains present-day rites in which
the feather headdress (Oboaman) worn by the ɔkra is
cleansed without the use of sacrificial blood.
36
The German-Ghanaian Basel missionary Wilhelm
Rottmann reported that “In the old days — and in Asante

until recently — the soul people, with few exceptions,
were slaughtered when a king died in order to be at his
disposal on the other side” (1907, Mission 21 archive,
D-1.93.29).
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The funeral described above is the “earth funeral” [dɔte yi]. The main funeral [ayi kɛse]
occurs a year or more later. At the second, very elaborate celebration, an effigy of the king is
displayed in an open room and a bull is placed in the town street for townspeople to fire guns
into: this is called akyere [“to catch”]; it is a substitute for a human being destined to be killed.

Conclusion: enablers and boundary crossers
The tensions between the king as a sacred being and as a man and the tensions between the
bodies and the things that I have been describing are very complex. The contradictions are not
resolvable: the kingship exists in perpetuity, but it is also historic; the sacred king does not die,
but he is mortal. The ɛsɛn chooses the character of the king’s reign, he guides the king-elect to
the ancestral stool that determines the character of his reign, and the ɔkra maintains the reign
by absorbing pollution. The ɛsɛn is killed at the beginning of the king’s reign, and the ɔkra at
the end of his reign. Their parallel deaths frame the king’s reign. To get rid of them is to kill
the historic time of a particular man. When the ɛsɛn is killed it is a “cover-up”; and it allows
the kingship to exist in ahistoric time. The ɛsɛn, who makes order, makes the ordinary person
into a sacred king. The ɛsɛn deals with unruly power and chooses the character of a reign for
the king-elect (thus manipulating time); then he is finished with his job and so as he is no longer needed, he is killed. His death conceals his role in deciding the character of the reign, his
role as guarantor of the king’s divine appointment. It is a sacrifice to affect a desirable goal.
The ɔkra dies when the king dies: he has fulfilled his role of keeping pollution away from the
king; they share a fate. Perhaps a better way to view these ambiguous officials is as enablers, 37
rather than surrogates, although this may be too literal an interpretation.
The deaths of the ɛsɛn and the ɔkra have to do with the structure of the kingship. Another
way to think about these officials is to look at the spatial order in the palace, at who sits where.
When the king sits in state, his ankobea (trusted ritual officials who are related to him by
means of patrifiliation) are seated to his left, along with his Queen Mother. To his right are
seated the ɔkoman chiefs (who represent the major matrilineages of the town and are concerned with “politics”). The contrast between the religious and political realms, the dead and
the living, is thus shown spatially. The ɛsɛn, the ɔkra, and akrafo, and the akyeame (who mediate and interpret the king’s words and the people’s words to the king) and the drummers all sit
in front of the king, in the middle of the courtyard. So too do the executioners [abrafo]. And all
these officials are boundary crossers.38 The ɔkra (whose “beauty” represents that of the king,
whose power comes from outside, and whose headdress shows he is metaphorically identified
with the king) is an imperfect surrogate. The ɛsɛn (whose deformity is opposite to the body of
the king, and whose power is associated with the forest; who is metaphorically identified with
the king in so far as he sits on an elephant bone and creates order in the bush and palace, in
nature and culture) is not a surrogate. The akyeame (who sweeten the words of the king, pour
libation to the ancestors, and are counselors for the king) function as mediators between the

37

I am grateful to Barbara Bianco for this suggestion,
and for her careful reading of an earlier draft.
38
During Odwira, the Nkonguasoafohene, Adumhene,
and Banmuhene (chiefs in charge respectively of the ancestral stools, killing, and the banmu) sit in the center
facing the king; on other occasions they are seated to his
left with the ankobea. The Banmuhene is perhaps the

ultimate enabler: he is in charge of the Banmu — a place
of mystery and terror, the place where the king is enstooled and the first place where a king is brought when
dead. His assistants supervise those who are killed for
a king’s burial, and he has the power to pardon anyone
about to be killed.
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king and the living, king and his ancestors, and living and ancestors and are not put to death,
nor are the drummers, who on the talking drums are able to communicate directly with both the
ancestors and the king. The executioners, the ultimate boundary crossers, create death and are
responsible for controlling and pacifying the revenging spirits of those sacrificed for the king
throughout the year. Only the drummers and executioners are privileged openly to trace the
ancestry of the king.
Ruel (1990) argues that there is a difference between ritual offerings that take the form of
killings and those that do not, and a difference between ritual killings that take the form of a
sacrifice (offering to a god or deity) and those that do not. Sacrifices in the sense of slaughtering an animal to be given as a gift to a deity or ancestor [abɔ ade] occurred regularly in Akropong: sheep, fowl, and, formerly, humans (slaves) were offered as gifts to the black stools,
especially during Odwira, but also at the periodic rites performed every forty-two days at adae.
But other kinds of killings also occurred on ritual occasions. Akropong people make a distinction between animals that are killed for purification [dwira] and those killed for pacification
[pata]. Not all animals sacrificed are scapegoats in Akropong, and (contrary to Girard) the
possible vengeance of the sacrificial victim requires repeated and vigilant attention. Luc de
Heusch invites us to broaden our focus on regicide and kingship and to consider the complicated roles of other players who may be surrogates for the king. In this essay I have looked at the
sacrifice of two crucial palace attendants and tried to understand this in the light of the character of their relationship to the king, who I have shown to be a “sacred monster” who articulates
the natural and cultural orders.

Figure 9.1. The ɔkra (soul-child) of Omanhene
Nana Addo Dankwa III (Photographer: M. Gilbert)

Figure 9.2. The ɛsɛn (court crier) of Kurontihene
Nana Boafo Ansa II (Photographer: M. Gilbert)
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Figure 9.3. The Omanhene (King of Akwapim), Nana Addo Dankwa III (Photographer: M. Gilbert)

Figure 9.4. The King and His ɔkra Being Carried in Palanquin (Photographer: M. Gilbert)
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10

Maya Divine Kingship
David Freidel, southern methodist university
a brief history of the idea
The Classic Maya of the southern lowlands sustained a tradition of displaying public
inscriptions, particularly on carved stone steles, between the third and ninth centuries of the
present era. It is this area, between the sites of Comacalco in Tabasco on the western side
and Copan, Honduras, on the eastern side, Calakmul in Campeche on the north and Cancuen in Petén on the south, to put it in crude geographic terms, which witnessed an enduring,
epigraphically documented institution of divine kingship. Within this area rulers referred to
other kingdoms (Marcus 1973) and consequently contributed to an overall textual history.
The greater Maya lowlands including the Yucatan Peninsula covers about 390,000 square kilometers (Sabloff 1990: 14) and the Pre-Columbian peoples of this larger area were literate in
glyphic and episodically participated in divine kingship (Freidel and Suhler 1995). Heinrich
Berlin (1958) pioneered in his study of what he termed Emblem glyphs, epithets that might
have referred to places but turned out to be dynastic titles of kings (Mathews 1991). Joyce
Marcus (1973, 1976) deduced through contextual analysis that the mention of Emblem glyphs
reflected relationships between polities. Tatiana Proskouriakoff (1960) working with carved
monuments at Piedras Negras, and later at Yaxchilan (1963, 1964), determined that glyphic
texts referred to historical royal personages and not deities as proposed by earlier scholars. Peter Mathews and Linda Schele (1974), summarizing the efforts of Berlin, Kubler, Kelley, Coe,
and others, outlined for the first time a dynastic sequence at Palenque. Christopher Jones did
the same at the great capital of Tikal (Jones and Satterthwaite 1982). In this, often colleageal
and always dynamic, fashion epigraphers started putting together dynastic sequences of individuals bearing Emblem glyph titles. Robert Sharer (Morley, Brainerd, and Sharer 1983: 93)
tentatively suggested that Maya kings may have ruled by divine right, and by the mid-1980s
we had the decipherment of the Emblem glyph title as k’ul ajaw. Floyd Lounsbury (1973) deciphered the superfix of the Emblem glyph, first as aj po and then as ajaw in the 1970s as lord
or king. Peter Mathews (1991) among others worked with the so-called “water group” prefix
and determined the decipherment as ch’ul or k’ul, with the general connotation of holy or spirit
charged. The k’ul prefix and affix ajaw framed a glyph that referred to both family and polity
in Peter Mathews’ effective summary of the matter (1991). In the case of the ruined city I am
presently investigating in northwestern Petén, for example, the rulers carried the title k’ul wak
ajaw, which we translate holy centipede lord based on project epigrapher Stanley Guenter’s
decipherment of wak as an archaic and arcane term for that important insect (Guenter n.d.).
The notion that the Maya had divine kings in the Classic period gained credence in the 1980s
based in part on this royal epithet.
Linda Schele and Mary Miller (1986) in the Blood of Kings catalogue brilliantly outlined
key features of the divine kingship in terms not only of the textual record as then understood,
but also through the correlation of that record with relevant features of the rich corpus of
Classic Maya art. They described the ruler’s roles as statesman, religious leader, and warrior. They also introduced the notion that Classic divine kingship could be extended into the
191
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Late Preclassic period based on collaborative work Linda Schele and I were doing during this
time. Students of Linda’s, notably Virginia Fields (1989; 1991) and F. Kent Reilly III (1991),
worked during the 1980s to anchor insignia and practices of the Maya divine kingship into
the prior Olmec civilization of the Middle Preclassic period. Linda Schele and I published on
Late Preclassic divine kingship in American Anthropologist (Freidel and Schele 1988a), and
that same year saw publication of our theoretical treatise on the evolution of Maya state ideology and religion as an adaptation to burgeoning social inequality in the lowlands (Freidel and
Schele 1988b; see Joyce 2000 for a reprise of that model); I will come back to this matter later
on. I published a summary article on Maya divine kingship in which I reiterated the arguments
for shamanic practice and symbolism and suggested that “Maya kings were regarded as the
instruments, objects and sacrifices of their constituencies” (Freidel 1992). They were the human stuff of power, and like stone, wood, clay fiber, and food, they were the prosaic materials
that could be made luminous, crowned, resplendent, and transformed through acts of devotion,
skill and courage.” I was involved with the production of two books relevant to the ongoing
development of Maya divine kingship, A Forest of Kings (Schele and Freidel 1990), which we
dealt mostly with political history, and Maya Cosmos (Freidel, Schele, and Parker 1993), in
which we detailed our arguments for the Maya divine kingship as shamanic. While the former
book is now thoroughly obsolete as a result of advances in textual decipherment and archaeology (see Martin and Grube 2000), the latter is still actively cited and critiqued for its views
on the nature of the kingship (Klein et al. 2002). The last fifteen years have seen numerous
valuable advances in the details of Maya divine kingship and its origins through the epigraphic
and iconographic scholarship. The work of Nikolai Grube (2001), Julia Guernsey Kappleman
(1997), Stephen Houston and David Stuart (1996), William Saturno, Karl Taube, and David
Stuart (2005), and Kent Reilly III (2005) stand out in my mind, but there are many others.
Virginia Fields and Dorie Reents-Budet’s catalogue for the “Lords of Creation” show (2005)
and Mary Miller and Simon Martin’s “Courtly Maya” show (2004) catalogue are recent excellent contributions to this literature.

The Nature of Maya Divine Kingship
Maya rulers and their families were the objects of royal cults in which they performed as
deities (Freidel 1992). They were venerated and worshipped by their courtiers, nobles who
functioned much as priests do in some other ancient civilizations. Divine performances documented through texts, images, and archaeological contexts included the ability to be reborn
following death (Freidel, Schele, and Parker 1993: chapter 2), the ability to conjure gods into
existence (Stuart 1988), the ability to manifest as particular deities (Marc Zender, pers. comm.
2003), the ability to consort with supernatural companions of a lethal character including war
deities (Grube and Nahm 1994), the ability to manifest the central axis of the cosmos, and the
ability to communicate with the dead. Following definitions of shamanism outlined by Mircea
Eliade (1964) and others, Schele and I regarded these activities by Maya royalty to be prima
facie evidence of the shamanic nature of the royal cult and Maya state ideology more generally. This is not to say that the Classic Maya lacked gods, for they had them in abundance
(Miller and Taube 1997). What they lacked were deity cults as such and organized priesthoods
devoted to gods (Freidel and Guenter forthcoming). They worshipped gods through the royal
cults, and the intercessors for the gods were always the royalty where they existed. Lesser royalty in vassal polities performed in the same fashion as the representatives of great dynasties.
As to religious activities in small towns and remote villages, what evidence we have suggests
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that public religion focused on the same panoply of gods found in the major centers. The manner in which the roles of royalty were filled by local patriarchs and matriarchs, shaman, midwives, bonesetters, and herbalists remains an open and intriguing area of inquiry. One could
accurately assert that the royalty functioned as priests in their intercessory capacities, but the
overlapping of priestly responsibilities and shamanic abilities was evidently substantial and
enduring.
Some students of the Maya are uncomfortable with the idea of shamanic kingship because
they regard shamanism as a developmental stage associated in evolutionary terms with simpler
societies and not with states — which they regard as characterized by organized priesthoods
(Marcus 2002). One epigrapher, Marc Zender (2003), has recently written a dissertation asserting that documented sub-royal titles are actually priestly. He proposes that Maya kings
were priestly, not shamanic, in performance and that courts were peopled by true priests. This
argument will not prevail, however, in the face of alternative interpretations of the same titles
put fourth by several other epigraphers, including Sarah Jackson and David Stuart (2001) and
Stanley Guenter (Freidel and Guenter forthcoming). The most common title reads worshipper
or attendant, and the object of the worship is the ruler, not a distinct deity (see also Coe and
Kerr 1996, who read this title “keeper of books”). But if Maya rulers were shaman, could they
not rule by whim and edict on the authority of their direct connection to the supernatural? The
evidence we have for court practices, in iconography, texts, and archaeology, suggests that
they were highly formalized and constrained by tradition (Miller and Martin 2004). Bear in
mind that the Classic Maya kings and courtiers were literate and lived in the context of explicit
records of philosophy, religion, and history. State shamanism in the Maya case then was clearly hedged in by existing practices, policies, and beliefs concerning the powers and responsibilities of the royalty. In evolutionary terms, Arthur Demarest (1992), following earlier efforts
by Michael Coe (1961) and Bennett Bronson (1978), has compared the Classic Maya case to
Southeast Asian tropical lowland civilizations. Demarest refers to notions of the Rajeev, particularly as articulated in the Galactic Polity model of Stanley Tambiah (1977). I have some
political economic reservations about the application of this analogy to the Maya which I will
voice below. The point here is that while the Classic Maya organization may be different from
some ancient civilizations in the absence of true priesthoods, it nevertheless sustained power
with comparable efficiency and stability.

The Power of Maya Divine Kings
Arthur Demarest in his exploration of the Galactic Polity model for Maya kingship, especially in his 1992 article in Ideology and Pre-Columbian Civilizations but also in his recent
general text on the Maya (2004), makes the case that Maya rulers governed primarily on the
basis of their vital role as intercessors with the supernatural and not through any key role in the
administration of the subsistence economy of their constituents. Demarest freely acknowledges
the wealth-making and sustaining roles of kings and royalty. He suggests that public interaction, feasting, gift giving, marriage, alliance formation, and captive display between kings and
courts operated as a rationale for a significant long-distance and medium-distance trade in precious commodities transformed into beautiful treasure and insignia used by royalty and nobility to assert status and privilege competitively. Insofar as official charisma was the foundation
for power, success in such exchange and competition was critical to the maintenance of the
faith and support of constituents.
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As Demarest relies heavily on my model of the Maya divine kingship as developed with
Linda Schele, it is hard for me to find fault with his definitions of official charisma as expressed in royal performance. Nevertheless, I do have a basically different view of how Maya
political economy worked during the Preclassic and Classic periods. The central fact of Classic Maya religion was a focus on the maize god. Karl Taube (1985) elucidated this and it was
underscored in Maya Cosmos (Freidel, Schele, and Parker 1993). William Saturno (Saturno,
Taube, and Stuart 2005) recently discovered at San Bartolo in northeastern Petén remarkable
Late Preclassic mural paintings that definitively substantiate the connection between the mythology of the maize god and the cult of the divine king already centuries before the advent of
the Maya Classic period. Moreover, Karl Taube, Saturno’s iconographer, has documented in
a recent Dumbarton Oaks monograph that the image of the maize god as depicted on the San
Bartolo murals is the Olmec maize god, well represented in the corpus of art from that antecedent Preclassic civilization (Taube 2004). The people of Mesoamerica, certainly by 1500 b.c.,
had broadly adopted maize as a valuable source of calories. By the Middle Preclassic period,
900–400 b.c., maize in conjunction with beans, squashes, chilies, and other garden foods was a
major prestige food and beginning to become the key staple in the diet of a majority of people.
The aforementioned scholarship makes it clear that the focus on the maize god expressed in
Classic Maya religion was decisively established as a political and ideological foundation for
royal power in the context of Mesoamerica’s earliest civilization, the Olmec.
As detailed in Maya Cosmos, the cycle of sacrificial death and rebirth of the Maya maize
god, whose cobs are the source of human flesh as described in the sixteenth century Quiche
Maya creation story, the Popol Vuh, is the pivotal creed of Classic Maya religion. The death
and resurrection performances of Maya kings were linked significantly to this creed. While
scholars like Demarest are prepared to regard this link as simply a religious assertion of supernatural command by kings over prosperity, I think the connection is also economic and
practical (Freidel and Shaw 2000). Maize is a notoriously drought sensitive crop, and crop
failure caused serious periodic famine in northern lowland Maya country as described in the
ethnohistorical prophetic Books of Chilam Balam. Maize does not store well for more than
a few years in humid tropical environments. Lowland Maya farmers generally prefer to store
maize on the husk and in the field for a brief period of time, and then on the cob packed tightly
into above ground cribs in hopes of fending off vermin. The local races of maize today in Yucatan, for example, exhibit genetic selection for durable husks in light of this tradition. Maya
farmers store maize for short periods locally on their homesteads in the lowlands today, and
otherwise store it by selling surplus and buying livestock. In drought cycles, they sell the livestock for food and seed. There is no evidence anywhere that the Pre-Columbian lowland Maya
civilization or in the lowland Olmec civilization before it ever concentrated storage of maize
or other staples in centers for redistribution. While most scholars of the Maya think that local
farming populations were generally self-sufficient with regard to food production (Demarest
2004), I think that was impossible over the long term in light of the characteristics of maize
in the humid tropical environment (Freidel and Shaw 2000). The evidence for Pre-Columbian
drought cycles, while patchy, is sufficient to suggest that periodically significant portions of
the farming population would have been experiencing severe depletion of food and seed stocks
in some parts of the lowlands (Gill 2000). I think that the adoption of maize as a staple in the
tropical lowland parts of Mesoamerica, such as the Maya lowlands, required, at the same time,
commitment to a vertically integrated marketing system from local towns to major centers, and
short distance to long distance transport, that could ensure the flow of food to areas where it
was most needed and demanded.
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Along with that kind of administered marketing system — well attested in the northern
Maya lowlands and southern highlands incidentally at the time of the Spanish arrival (Freidel
and Scarborough 1982) — the Maya and other Mesoamericans needed currencies in which to
store surplus crops against such drought cycles. At the time of the Spanish arrival, greenstone
beads, red shell beads, miniature ground stone axes, copper axes, and rings were all used as
broadly fungible currencies in the Maya area and in the rest of Mesoamerica (Freidel 1986).
Additionally, perishables such as cacao beans, measures of salt, and lengths of woven cotton
cloth played roles as currencies. We have explicit descriptions from the Spanish of Yucatec
Maya farmers taking surplus maize to market and selling it for jade and shell beads as a storage
strategy. I would argue that the divine kings of the Classic period, whose cults were closely
tied to the maize gods, bore responsibility for maintaining the regional flow of food through
such a marketing system, whatever machinations of competition and conflict they may have
indulged.
To be sure, epistemologically it is almost impossible to demonstrate the existence of
market places in Maya country, when the models we know are of perishable venders’ huts
and open plaza spaces. And while there are plenty of jade and shell beads in archaeological
contexts, demonstrating that they were used for money before the time of the Spanish arrival is
equally daunting. There are court scenes on Classic painted vases that depict the presentation
of tribute bags of cacao beans to divine kings, and those beans could register such economic
command as I imagine and not just a desire for the tasty and prestigious drink. There are also
indirect but perhaps productive means of testing the proposition that control of trade routes
was the primary goal of hegemonic competition between divine kings. Demarest would argue
that such control of routes moving wealth items like jade would also make sense if kings were
driven by status competition. In the last analysis, the notion that Maya divine kings sustained
their power solely through an appeal to the faith of their followers, backed perhaps by judicious application of force, relies too much on the compelling brilliance of their performances
in office and on the abiding gullibility of their constituents. Kings making sure, as symbols of
the maize god and his covenant with humanity, that there really was maize to eat and plant is a
royal responsibility I can see ordinary people regarding as central in their rulers.

The Origins of Maya Divine Kingship
The lowland Maya civilization emerged as a dominant force in southeastern Mesoamerica
after 500 b.c. That is about the same time that the earlier Olmec civilization, which flourished
in the lowlands of Tabasco and Veracruz by 1200 b.c., began to wane. The Early and Middle
Preclassic (1200–500 b.c.) Gulf Coast Olmec and the larger interaction sphere of culturally
affiliated groups across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and along the Pacific coast of northern
Central America clearly had divine kings before the Maya. Just as certainly, the Preclassic
lowland Maya adopted key features of their cult of kings as maize god impersonators from the
Olmec. The primary insignia of kingship for the Maya is a trefoil sprout image that can have
a human or deity face. This is usually worn, singly or in multiples (usually three) as a diadem
jewel on a headband of cloth. The name of this insignia is Huunal and in the Maya writing system it is a semantic determinative for ajaw. The term Huunal evidently refers to the bark paper
that the Maya used for writing their books, and to the simplest royal crown as a headband made
of this paper. At Chichen Itza in the north several people are simultaneously depicted wearing this insignia, but William Ringle and his colleagues have reasonably argued that this is an
assembly of kings from many places (Ringle, Bey, and Negron 1998). Generally it identifies
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the divine rulers and their immediate family members. Virginia Fields documented that this
insignia was innovated and used by the Olmec divine kings, and she argued persuasively that it
likely represented a sprouting maize kernel (Fields 1989).
As mentioned previously, Karl Taube (Saturno, Taube, and Stuart 2004) has advanced
a strong case for the existence of a Middle Preclassic Olmec maize god as the template for
the Late Preclassic Maya maize god. The Olmec maize god is one expression of the so-called
“were jaguar baby” image that is a pervasive leitmotif of Olmec art. The recently discovered
San Bartolo murals, dating to the first century b.c. or squarely in the Late Preclassic period,
provide an extraordinary view of the role of the maize god in lowland Maya divine kingship.
The visage of the San Bartolo maize god is decisively that of the Olmec were jaguar baby and
not the purely human and adult maize god of the Maya Classic. Distinctive features include
a thick, raised, and snarling upper lip often over a squared mandibular bar or projecting gum
bracket, snub nose, rounded chin, and forehead. The Classic Maya maize god has aquiline
features, sloping chin and forehead and is generally a purely human expression of adult male
beauty. I did find a Late Preclassic maize god pectoral at Cerros in Belize that is transitional
between these two idealized types (Freidel 1976), so it is clear that the Maya were taking inspiration from the existing royal cult paraphernalia and then innovating.
Until recently, field research on the Pacific Slopes of Chiapas and Guatemala suggested
that the Maya lowlands lagged behind other parts of southeastern Mesoamerica in the adoption of the Olmec divine kingship. However, in the last several years there has been a growing
body of evidence in the Maya lowlands showing that the Middle Preclassic people there were
also actively incorporating the divine kingship. Francisco Estrada-Belli working at Cival in
northeastern Petén reports an elaborate cruciform Middle Preclassic cached offering that includes polished greenstone celts typical of Olmec caches from La Venta. This cache includes
evidence of a wooden post in the center, symbolic of the world tree staff as raised by Olmec
kings emulating the maize god.
My colleagues on the Selz Foundation Yaxuna project Travis Stanton and Traci Ardren
(2005) determined that a pyramid we excavated in the early 1990s at this central Yucatecan
site dates to the Middle Preclassic period. At eleven meters high and 40 ≈ 40 m on a side, such
a monument resembles the buildings at the Olmec center of La Venta in its use of a peculiar
admixture of red earth and slaked lime plaster to create a friable pink adobe. In 1992 Charles
Suhler, co-director of the project, discovered a remarkable cache inside of a small and very
strange building at Yaxuna. The building is one of two placed closely together and nearly identical in design. They appear to have been performance platforms used to symbolically travel
from the underworld, represented by a sub-surface sanctuary, into the heavens, represented
by scaffold structures on the summit, by means of trap-door entrances (Suhler 1991; Freidel
and Suhler 1999). Michael Coe (1989) had discovered a description of such a performance
platform used in a K ’ekchi ’ Maya accession celebration in the sixteenth century, painted vases
showing maize god impersonators emerging from such platforms in the Classic period, and
many examples of Classic period buildings that likely served such a general performance purposed. The western wall mural at San Bartolo explicitly depicts a dying maize god and a baby
maize god framing an effigy turtle structure inside of which an adult maize god is dancing and
playing a drum. The design of the chamber inside the turtle structure is the quatrefoil portal of
emergence in Olmec and Maya iconography. Flanking this performance scene of the death and
rebirth of the maize god are two scaffold thrones. On one a maize god is being crowned by yet
another maize god, while on the other, a human divine king is being crowned with an elaborate
crown adorned with a trefoil Huunal insignia. We have all the architectural elements in the two
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performance platforms at Yaxuna to fit this scene of royal accession in association with the
maize god story.
Until recently, I thought that the Yaxuna platforms dated to the Late Preclassic period.
However, several colleagues of mine who are expert in the ceramics of the northern lowlands
have now assured me that the cache vessels Charles Suhler discovered underneath the sanctuary floor of one of the platforms decisively date to the Middle Preclassic period (Freidel et al.
n.d.). The larger of the two vessels in the cache contained a jade celt and a jade mirror, both
Olmec royal insignia. In an article in preparation, my colleagues and I argue that the Yaxuna
performance platforms document the presence of an Olmec style royal accession place in the
heart of the northern Maya lowlands coeval with La Venta in Tabasco — that is, approximately
600–700 b.c. If we are correct, then we predict that ongoing work in the Maya lowlands will
demonstrate an overlap of two centuries or more between the Olmec and lowland Maya cults
of divine kingship.

Divine Kingship in Transition: Olmec to Maya
The demise of Olmec civilization and the rise of lowland Maya civilization are coeval in
the transition from the Middle Preclassic to the Late Preclassic periods. This may be coincidence, but in light of the geographical juxtaposition of the Gulf Coast heartland of the Olmec
and the Maya lowlands it is likely that these dynamics were conditioned by interaction and
competition if not outright confrontation as suggested by Richard Hansen in recent publications. I have suggested that the Olmec Middle Preclassic fluorescence was fueled by the ability
of the La Venta divine kings to promote and command trade in commodities vital to the maintenance of maize, beans, and squashes, as the primary subsistence base of an increasingly large
percentage of subject populations in Mesoamerican kingdoms. Two key commodities in the
political economy of the Olmec were mineral salt as a necessary dietary supplement for people
living on maize/beans/squashes and greenstone as a material for currency tokens in which to
store maize against crop failure in the humid tropics.
The Gulf Coast Olmec could control salt trade by acquiring it in bulk from the western and
northern salt beds of the Yucatan peninsula and shipping it by canoe to La Venta for transport
into the interior. In this regard, it is notable that recent surveys of sites in northwestern Yucatan by Anthony Andrews, Fernando Robles Castellanos, and their students have discovered
a large number of Middle Preclassic settlements with masonry ballcourts in them (Andrews
and Robles Castellanos 2004). The Olmec invented the rubber ballgame in the Early Preclassic
period and they manufactured the latex balls with which the game was played. It seems likely
that this was one commodity they could trade into the salt mining country. The Olmec could
promote greenstone as a currency material by elevating it into a form of wealth and treasure
sanctified in religion as magical and representative of divine rule. The La Venta Olmec carved
greenstone, principally jadeite but also serpentine and other minerals, into images of rulers and
gods, and they manufactured quantities of celts, mirrors, and royal insignia from the material,
objects they then buried in caches in sacred space. As a remarkable testimony to the Olmec
elevation of greenstone to the status of currency/wealth/treasure, the La Venta rulers created
enormous multi-ton cached offerings of serpentine blocks in the northernmost precinct of their
ceremonial center (Drucker, Heizer, and Squier 1959). Three of these caches are arranged in
a triangle to form the “jade hearth,” the Creation time place associated with the resurrection
of the maize god and with the fashioning of humanity from his cobs/flesh as discussed by me
and Linda Schele in Maya Cosmos and by Kent Reilly in his dissertation. Karl Taube (Saturno,
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Taube, and Stuart 2004) and collaborators have identified a very large source of sea green
jadeite, the preferred Olmec material, in the Sierra de las Minas Mountains of eastern Guatemala. In sum, two of the vital components of Olmec political economy were situated in Maya
country, salt directly in the lowlands and jade in the adjacent highlands.
As the Maya adopted divine kingship and fashioned it into their own cult and ideology,
they also no doubt participated in the trade networks of the Olmec and other Middle Preclassic
peoples. By 500 b.c., lowland Maya ceremonial centers at places like Yaxuna in the north and
Nakbé in the Petén were large and effective rivals to La Venta and other Olmec centers. We
may never know how precisely this rivalry played out, as the events occurred before any decipherable writing system and associated chronicles. An outcome, however, was a continuation
of the maize god cult as a basis for the cult of divine kingship.
As described above, the Olmec maize god persisted as the lowland Maya visual ideal into
the Late Preclassic period. However, this transition was also marked by innovation religiously
and artistically. Julia Guernsey (2006), building on the work of Karl Taube, Kent Reilly, and
others, has documented the advent of a new god image associated with divine kingship in the
Late Preclassic period, a bird deity that is primarily the Central American Scarlet Macaw. The
Classic Maya called this bird Itzam Yeh or Itzamnaaj Mut. This bird was spirit companion or
co-essence of an old creator god, Itzamnaaj. Kent Reilly (pers. comm. 2007) has pointed out
to me that in the western wall murals at San Bartolo, the human king on his scaffold throne is
being crowned by a distinctive personage who is wearing the mask-headdress of Itzam Yeh. He
suggests that when the lowland Maya took over as the preeminent divine kings they asserted
that while the maize god was perhaps a foreign deity adopted by them, the ultimate power lay
in the hands of a local deity, the old creator god and his bird companion. The Scarlet Macaw is
native to western Petén and did not range into Olmec country. In Classic Maya mythology, as
discussed in Maya Cosmos (Freidel, Schele, and Parker 1993), Itzamnaaj teaches the twin sons
of the sacrificed maize god how to bring their father back to life.
We are only now beginning to glimpse the outlines of the transition from Olmec to Maya
divine kingship and there is no reason to think it was conceptually smooth or easy. Mary Helms
(1993) in her cogent exegeses on rulership makes a good case for the importance of the king
as stranger as one means of delineating rulers from everyone else and short-circuiting existing
protocols of power. But while the Maya no doubt capitalized on this in their adoption of the
Olmec maize god and other cult components, they also insisted, I suggest, that divine power
emanated from their own distinct and local status as the true people of maize, descendants of a
deity whose rebirth took place in their own country.

The Kingdom of Kan: Legendary Homeland
of the Maya Maize God
At the geographic center of the Maya lowlands is a peculiar uplifted and circumscribed
swampy country called the Mirador Basin — El Mirador is the name of the largest archaeological site in this area. The basin slowly drains to the northwest, but it has no streams or rivers
to speak of and it supports innumerable small ponds and large lagoons in the swamplands between the ridges and uplands that define large islands of dry and useable farmland. Maya pioneers entered this territory by 700 b.c. or slightly earlier, as identified by Bruce Dahlin (2002)
and subsequent investigators. They invented a form of intensive gardening that involved quarrying out rich bog muck and laying it on upland prepared plots that could be watered by hand
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from the ponds and swamps. Nakbé had pyramids eighteen meters high by 500 b.c. and the
Mirador Basin exploded with centers and construction during the Olmec-Maya transition and
into the later centuries of the Late Preclassic. El Mirador, north of Nakbé and linked to it by an
artificial causeway, was a center larger than any the Maya would ever subsequently build. Like
the Egyptian pyramids of the Giza plateau, the two great Late Preclassic pyramid complexes of
El Mirador, El Tigre, and Dante are simply orders of magnitude larger than anything else in the
Maya world. Richard Hansen (Hansen and Guenter 2005), who has researched the Basin for
two decades, agrees with Simon Martin (1997), Stanley Guenter, and other epigraphers that
the Mirador Basin was likely the home of a Preclassic dynasty of divine kings whose Emblem
was a snake head, Kaan in Yucatec Maya. El Mirador evidently collapsed as a political capital
at the end of the Preclassic, and the holy snake lords moved to other centers during the Early
Classic period (ca. 200–500 a.d.). By the Late Classic period (600–800 a.d.) the snake lords
were seated at a site northwest of El Mirador some forty kilometers in Campeche, a site called
Calakmul by archaeologists.
I have argued (Freidel 2000) that the Classic Maya regarded the Mirador Basin as the
birth place of the maize god because the maize god resurrects through a turtle carapace marked
k ’an, meaning precious, yellow. K ’an nab isimte’, precious pool maize, is, according to David
Stuart (2005), the name of the place were the maize plant form of the resurrected maize god
grows. This image is found in exemplary expression on the seventh-century panel of the Foliated Cross at Palenque in Chiapas. The k ’an cross, a cartouched Greek Cross, is already clearly
depicted as a symbol of the Flower Mountain, place of resurrection and rebirth (Saturno,
Taube, and Stuart 2005) on the northern wall mural of San Bartolo, where it occurs in the eye
of the living mountain. A female deity sits within the maw of the mountain handing a basket
containing three tamales (wah, earth oven bread puddings), the flesh of humanity, up to the
maize god. The words kaan, snake, and k ’an, yellow or precious, are not homophonic in Mayan languages. However, snake, sky, and the number four are homophonic (kaan, ka ’an, kan)
as are yellow/precious and cordage/umbilicus (k ’an, k ’aan). The ancient Maya, and other
southeastern Mesoamericans, clearly saw a conceptual connection between these sets of words,
for umbilicus cords are regularly depicted with snake heads. In the case of the San Bartolo
k ’an marked Flower Mountain, a great feathered snake emerges from the maw as a ground line
on which the entire ritual performance transpires (Stanton and Freidel 2005). So the original
realm of the holy kaan lords is also the k ’an place of the maize god’s rebirth. If I am right in
this reasoning, then the Classic period kaan/snake lords regarded themselves as the stewards of
the true earthly birth place of the maize god and the place where humanity was fashioned from
his flesh.

The Sectarian Wars of the Classic Period
I think that other Maya divine kings witnessed or participated in the fall of El Mirador
sometime in the second century a . d . and took this disaster as a sign that this assertion of
uniqueness was false. Instead, they recalled the Olmec heritage of their religion and believed
that there were many creation places and that all the peoples of their civilized world were
equally descendent from the gods. At Tikal the original Preclassic ceremonial space was a
pair of buildings that included a square pyramid on the west and a long rectangular building
on the eastern side. These buildings, oriented to the east–west sun path and designed generally
to observe dawn, replicate the primary sacred axis found at Nakbe and El Mirador. Epigrapher Stanley Guenter (pers. comm. 2005) has a cogent argument for identifying the name of
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this place at Tikal as k ’ante ’el, precious/yellow forest (maize field), a possible allusion to the
Mirador Basin. In the Late Preclassic period when El Mirador was faltering, a royal family at
Tikal established a new ceremonial precinct northeast of this original group, and the principal
Late Preclassic tomb in the North Acropolis, Burial 85, likely contains the remains of King
Yax Ehb Xook, the founder of the dynasty that would rule Tikal for thirty-three kings through
the ensuing Classic period. I have interpreted William Coe’s meticulous excavation report on
the North Acropolis, TR 14, as documenting repeated episodes of deliberate desecration and
destruction of the North Acropolis from the time of the dynasty founder through the eleventh
successor, Siyaj Chan K’awiil I, at the beginning of the third century a.d.
These efforts, by partisans of the snake kings I would suggest, to extinguish the Tikal
dynasty ended with the establishment of alliance between the Tikal royal court and foreigners
from Mexico, and specifically from Teotihuacan. In the course of a tumultuous third century
history, a hybrid family of Tikal-Teotihuacano internationalists took power and pushed back
the “Maya firsters” to the north. There is dramatic evidence for a battle between these groups
on the slopes of the great El Tigre pyramid at El Mirador, where distinctive throwing-stick
javelin tips of green obsidian from the Teotihuacan-controlled mines litter the surface of the
already overgrown and abandoned building.
Tikal was not alone in its internationalist stance. Other dynasties sided with the Teotihuacanoes, including the holy wak (centipede) lords of El Perú-Waka’ where I currently direct
research, Rio Azul in far northeastern Petén investigated by Richard E. W. Adams of the University of Texas, San Antonio (Adams 1999), and Copan in Honduras, subject to long-term research by Harvard, Pennsylvania, Tulane, and Penn State (Canuto, Bell, and Sharer 2004). For
more than a century the internationalist alliance of divine kings held sway over the southern
lowlands in what Simon Martin and Nikolai Grube term the New Order. By the early sixth century, the snake kings and their allies were moving south again, establishing vassal kingdoms
and taking over the vital trade routes sustaining the lowland economy. In the seventh century
the snake kings prevailed over most of Petén, but they never succeeded in effectively subordinating Tikal’s royal court. By the early eighth century Tikal had once again repelled the enemy
and broken the power of the snake kings. But Tikal’s divine kings could never effectively command old enemy kingdoms. Centuries of sectarian war had, in my interpretation, inexorably
undermined the security of the complex marketing system that had guaranteed maize and other
foodstuffs in the local markets throughout the lowlands, irrespective of faith and allegiance.
As Robert Sharer (1994) has observed in his Ancient Maya text, the cult of the divine kingship was the shared responsibility of all participating dynasts, and when that principal failed,
so did the institution. A series of prolonged droughts in the later seventh and early eighth centuries may well have precipitated famine, migration, and rebellion against royal dynasts and
their families when the orderly institutional responses to such crises were rendered inoperable.
The ensuing death of the divine kingship as an institution was a slow, complex, and violent
business spanning a century and a half. In the northern lowlands, as Bruce Dahlin (2002) has
cogently argued the driest and most vulnerable part of Maya country not only survived this
era of drought but flourished. Why? In part because the principal capital of this area, Chichen
Itza, celebrated a new and revitalized religion in which divine kingship as practiced for more
than a thousand years was not the principal institution. Rather than worshipping divine people,
the Chichen polity celebrated the power of gods, especially K ’ukulcan, the Feathered Serpent
as articulated by William Ringle and his colleagues (Ringle, Bey, and Negron 1998). This
god was, among his principal characteristics at the time of the Spanish arrival, the founder of
the civilized arts of craft production and trade. Empirically, the Chichen polity was first and
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foremost a great commercial power, sustainer of the trade routes and the economy of ordinary
people. Political imagination, which had failed in the south, prevailed in the north in this critical juncture.
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Human and Divine Kingship in Early
China: Comparative Reflections
Michael Puett, Harvard University
At first glance, it may seem odd to have China brought into a discussion focused upon
divine kingship. After all, in comparative discussions of kingship, China is often mentioned as
the prototypical example of a culture based upon human, as opposed to divine, visions of sovereignty. For one example among many, one can cite Manabu Waida’s argument to this effect
in the Encyclopedia of Religion:
The classical Chinese conception of sovereignty took shape in the Ch’in and Han
periods (221 b.c.–220 a.d.). While the sovereign adopted the title, connoting supreme power, of huangdi (emperor), he was never considered divine, at least while
he was alive, nor was he regarded as an incarnation of a divine being. Rather, he was
a “unique man” representing Heaven’s will on earth and serving as the link between
heaven and earth. The Chinese notion of the Son of Heaven in its classical form had
nothing to do with the genealogical conception of kingship, such as in ancient Egypt
or Japan, that the king was the descendant of a certain god or the god incarnate; the
emperor was simply the earthly representative of Heaven or heavenly will (Waida
2005: 5179).

Unlike a view that rulers are divine by descent, the classical notion in China to which
Waida refers holds that the ruler is human. Monarchy was hereditary but would only be maintained within a given lineage as long as that lineage was seen to be doing its job properly.
When it was not, the lineage would be overthrown and replaced with another. Thus, although
referred to as a “Son of Heaven,” the ruler was seen not as truly descended from Heaven but
rather, as Waida points out, a representative of Heaven who would be kept in office only as
long as he performed his duties properly.
Thus, within a framework that defines cultures in terms of the claimed divinity of their rulers, Egypt and Japan would appear as examples of divine kingship, while China would be an
example of a distinctly human vision of sovereignty.
Although such arguments have been common in the history of religions, some questions
should be raised about the use of such frameworks. In general, it may be misleading to build
comparative frameworks in which entire cultures are placed on a single line defined, in this
case, by visions of human kingship on one pole and those of divine kingship on the other. A
more promising approach may be to build such frameworks by comparing the tensions and
competing claims of the cultures in question, with an interest, among other things, in comparing how and why the tensions were defined as they were and in analyzing the historical implications of the ways those tensions have played out in the various cultures in question.
In the case at hand, we will see that claims to divine kingship were extremely strong
in early China. Although such claims were always hotly debated, they nonetheless played a
crucial role in the development of imperial rulership in China. Comparatively speaking, then,
the interesting issue is not that China represents a vision of human sovereignty — since this
was only one of the views that can be found in early China. The interesting issue is rather the
207
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tension between human and divine forms of kingship — why this tension developed, how the
terms were defined, and historically how these tensions played out.

The Sacrifices of Humanity
Allow me to begin my discussion with precisely the sorts of claims one finds in early
China concerning the inherent humanity of the king — the sorts of claims, in other words, that
generated the kinds of comparative readings of China that have become so common in the writings of contemporary scholars. These are from texts dating from probably the fourth through
the second centuries b.c.1 They would later come to be included in the Book of Rites (Liji),
one of the five classics that would become part of the curriculum of educated elites throughout
East Asia and would for significant periods of Chinese history be used as the basis for court
ritual in the imperial Chinese state. In short, these would become highly influential texts.
In these texts, it is most certainly true that, although a proper king would be called a “Son
of Heaven,” this involved no claim whatsoever of an inherent genealogical relationship between Heaven and the ruler. In fact, very much the opposite: the ruler was clearly defined as
human, and the relationship with Heaven was most definitely not one of divine genealogy.
The explicit concern of the texts is that the cosmos in which humans reside is at least indifferent to humans and is perhaps governed by highly capricious spirits with whom humans
have no inherent relationship whatsoever. Humans are not only disconnected from these divine
powers, but they are equally disconnected from each other: they regard only members of their
biological families as objects of concern. Moreover, when people die, the energies that kept
them alive floats up to the heavens, and their souls settle in the earth — neither having a relationship with the living again. In short, the world is one of discontinuity — families separated
from others, humans separated from the rest of the cosmos, the living separated from the dead.
The texts in question offer as a solution the practice of certain sets of sacrifices invented
in the distant past by sages — human sages. With these sacrifices, the practitioners come to
view the remains of dead humans as ancestors, view the ruler as their father and mother, view
the ruler as a Son of Heaven, and view other families as linked through their common relationship to the ruler. In all these cases, the figures in question know that there are no actual genealogical links between, for example, Heaven, the ruler, and the populace. But, through acts of
sacrifice, practitioners learn to extend their familial feelings to those other entities. Sacrifice,
then, ultimately allows disparate families in an (at best) indifferent cosmos to come to think
of the entire realm — other families, the ruler, the larger world — as a single family. In short,
with sacrifice, one forms genealogical links at the emotional level with entities with whom one
knows oneself to be unrelated.
Let us begin with discussions of the deceased:
Everything that is born will die. When one dies, one returns to the ground. This was
called the “ghost.” The bones and flesh wither below; hidden, they become the earth
of the fields. Their qi (energy) is sent out above; it becomes radiant brightness. According with the essence of things, instituting the pivot of action, [the sages] clearly
named these “ghosts” and “spirits,” taking them as a pattern for the black-haired

1

I refer in this section to the “Li yun,” “Ji yi,” “Ji fa,” “Ji
tong,” and “Jiao te sheng” chapters of the Book of Rites.

For a fuller discussion of these and related chapters, see
Puett 2005.
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people. The populace was thereby awed, and the myriad people thereby submitted2
(Liji, “Ji yi,” 126/25/25–27).

The terms “ghosts” and “spirits” were given by the sages to those portions of the deceased
that went into the ground and air, respectively. Although this nomenclature awed the populace,
it was still insufficient (presumably for controlling the populace), and the sages thus created
temples and ancestral halls:
The sages took this as still insufficient, so they constructed dwellings and houses, and
set up temples and ancestral halls. They thereby differentiated closer and more distant
kinship, and closer and farther removed in terms of descent. [The sages] taught the
people to turn to the past and look back to the beginning, no longer forgetting where
they came from. The populace submitted to this and therefore obeyed with greater
urgency (Liji, “Ji yi,” 126/25/28).

The invention of places of ancestral worship taught the populace to differentiate kinship
levels and to understand the degree to which they are dependent upon what came before. The
sages then went on to create ancestral sacrifices:
When these two ends were established, they responded with two rituals. They set up
the morning service, burning fat and manifesting it with the radiance of [burning]
southernwood. They thereby responded to the qi. This taught the populace to return to
the beginning. They offered millet and rice, and served liver, lungs, head, and heart,
presenting them and separating them into two bowls, and supplementing them with
sacrificial wine. They thereby respond to the earthly souls (po). This taught the people to love one another, and taught superiors and inferiors to utilize their dispositions.
This was the utmost of ritual (Liji, “Ji yi,” 126/25/29).

The sacrifices set up for the spirits taught the populace to see themselves as linked to what
came before, and the sacrifices set up for the earthly souls in the tomb taught the populace to
have proper dispositions toward other humans.
In short, ancestral sacrifices allowed humans to connect with the remains of the deceased
as ancestors, and thereby to refine their dispositions toward living kin as well.
Similar arguments underlie these chapters’ discussions of sacrifices to elements in the
natural world. Both heaven and earth are repeatedly presented as natural elements on which
humans are fully dependent. But both are indifferent to humanity. Sacrifice allows the givers
to forge relationships with them, thus helping the givers to recognize these forces as powers on
which humans depend. Several chapters emphasize that sacrifice leads the recipients to view
these indifferent powers as spirits.
Thus, we find a discussion of the reasons that certain natural elements were chosen by the
ancient sages as objects of sacrifice:
When it came to the sun, moon, stars, and constellations, they were what the people
looked up to; as for the mountains, forests, rivers, valleys, and hills, these were the
places from which the people took their resources to use. If they were not of this type,
they were not entered into the sacrificial canon (Liji, “Ji fa,” 123/24/9).

2

My translations here and throughout have been aided
greatly by those of James Legge (1885).
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Certain natural elements were important for humanity — either because humans looked
up to them or because they contained resources that humans used. Thus, they were entered into
the sacrificial canon.
Moreover, some of these natural elements appeared to cause strange phenomena. Thus,
they were called “spirits”:
The mountains, forests, rivers, valleys, and hills that could send out clouds, make
wind and rain, and cause to appear strange phenomena — all were named “spirits”
(shen) (Liji, “Ji fa,” 122/24/3).

In other words, the ancient sages made natural elements into objects of sacrifice not because
they were already spirits but because naming them as such and creating sacrifices on their behalf allowed the populace to develop a better relationship to them.
Similarly, the “Jiao te sheng” chapter argues that the she sacrifice leads humans to think of
the way of earth as a spirit:
The she is that by which one makes into a spirit the way of the earth (Liji, “Jiao te
sheng,” 70/11.17/14).

By worshipping the way of earth as a spirit, humans will constantly be reminded of their dependence on the harvests of the earth and thereby maintain a proper relationship with it.
The “Jiao te sheng” chapter goes on to argue that the jiao sacrifice illuminates for humans
the way of heaven:
The jiao is that by which one illuminates the way of heaven (Liji, “Jiao te sheng,”
71/11.20/1).

But if forming Heaven, Earth, and other natural objects into recipients of sacrifice allows
humans to forge a better relationship with them, then what precisely is this superior type of
relationship that humans should seek? The same, it turns out, as one should forge with one’s
deceased relatives.
As we have seen, one of the reasons one has ancestral sacrifices is that they lead the living
to recognize the degree to which they are dependent on those who came before. This is true of
sacrifices to elements of the natural world as well. Ritual allows the living, therefore, to see
both Heaven and deceased humans as the source from which the living arose. But it also leads
humans to think of these elements of the natural world in kinship ways as well — just as they
do with the deceased humans.
Accordingly, the sacrifices to one’s ancestors and to Heaven are similar, but also need to
be distinguished to underline the distinction between human and natural relations. The chapter
discusses this in ritual terms:
If the ox for Di is inauspicious, one uses it as the ox for [Hou] Ji. The ox for Di must
stay in a pen for three months; the ox for Ji need only be complete. This is the means
by which one distinguishes between serving the spirits of Heaven and serving the
ghosts of humans. The myriad things are rooted in Heaven, humans are rooted in their
ancestors. This is the reason that it matches the High Di. The jiao sacrifice recompenses the root and returns to the beginning (Liji, “Jiao te sheng,” 71/11.20/1–2).

Two points must be mentioned to explicate this passage. The first is that the Zhou recognized
Hou Ji as their ancestor. The second is that, as in many of the texts from early China, the
chapter equates Di (the high god) with Heaven. The chapter is therefore arguing that there is a
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parallel between Heaven and Hou Ji: all things (including humans) are rooted in Heaven, and
all humans are rooted in their ancestors. Thus, the sacrifice to Hou Ji must match the sacrifice
to Di (the deified form of Heaven). But the two must also be distinguished, since Heaven is the
inclusive ancestor of all, whereas Hou Ji is merely the ancestor of the Zhou people. Thus, worship of the spirits of Heaven must be distinguished from the worship of the ghosts of humans.
The rituals are parallel, and both involve an ox, but the sacrifice to Di requires an auspicious
ox that has been kept separate from the herd for three months, whereas Hou Ji need only receive an ox that is complete.
But the parallel between the two sacrifices has significant implications. By performing
these rituals, both Heaven and Hou Ji come to be seen as ancestors from which we descend.
And these same relations should hold among the living as well. Just as sacrifices allow
the living to see Heaven and deceased humans in ancestral terms, so should children, through
ritual, recognize their parents as their forebears. And here too, the parallels between the rituals
allow the practitioners to see Heaven as like a parent, and the parent as like Heaven. The “Ai
gong wen” quotes Confucius as stating:
“Therefore a humane man serves his parents as he serves Heaven, and serves Heaven
as he serves his parents” (Liji, “Ai gong wen,” 136/28.7/16–17).

Indeed, it is the ruler who sacrifices to Heaven, and, as such the ruler becomes the “Son of
Heaven”:
Therefore the Son of Heaven sacrifices to Heaven and Earth, the lords of the states
sacrifice to the altars of the land and grain (Liji, “Li yun,” 61/9/10).

And, if the ruler through sacrifice makes himself the “Son of Heaven,” so does his reverence in sacrifice help him to be seen as the father and mother of the people:
If he is not reverent when sacrificing, how can he be taken as the father and mother of
the people? (Liji, “Ji tong,” 133/26/22).

As the “Li yun” argues, the consequence of these various sacrifices — families developing
proper filiality through sacrifices to ancestors, the ruler sacrificing to Heaven and thus defining
himself as both the Son of Heaven and the father and mother of the people — is that the entire
realm comes to function as a single family:
Therefore, as for the sage bearing to take all under Heaven as one family and take the
central states as one person, it is not something done overtly. He necessarily knows
their dispositions, opens up their sense of propriety, clarifies what they feel to be advantageous, and apprehends what they feel to be calamitous. Only then is he capable
of enacting it (Liji, “Li yun,” 62/9/22).

In short, sacrifice allows the sage to build his rule by affecting the dispositions of the populace, leading the people to think of the realm as a single family: the living think of pieces of
deceased humans as their ancestors and think of the ruler as their father and mother and also as
the Son of Heaven. As such, the sage is able to rule effectively, but not (and this is presumably
part of the reasons for the effectiveness) overtly.
Making a similar argument, the “Biao ji” chapter states that sacrifice allows for the realm
to be controlled without causing the type of resentment that overt domination creates:
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The Master said, “As for the sacrificial victims, ritual, and music being properly arranged and flourishing, this is the means by which there is no harm from the ghosts
and spirits and no resentment from the hundred families” (Liji, “Biao ji,” 151/33/27).

Thus, these chapters from the Book of Rites utilize a vision of ritual that functions by
transforming the participants such that they think of themselves as linked in chains of genealogical continuity. Power, then, is built up through the particular dispositions inculcated
through the rituals. The goal is to create a society that is hierarchically ranked, defined through
the dispositions associated with those of genealogical relationships. In such a system, the ruler
is indeed human, but he comes to be seen as both the Son of Heaven and the father and mother
of the people — the central figure linking living humans, dead humans, and the spirit world
into a genealogical web of relationships. A form of control, but one that is, as we saw above,
“not done overtly.”
Not only is the Son of Heaven not seen as a true divine descendant of Heaven, but the relationship in effect operates the other way: it is the ruler who connects Heaven, along with other
natural forces, capricious spirits, and deceased humans into a web of human, ritualized genealogical relationships. The key is to humanize (in the sense of bring into the links of human
genealogical dispositions) the natural and divine powers, just as disparate families also come
to be linked to each other by these same relationships. The ruler thus becomes the center of everything: the father and mother of the myriad disparate families as well as the Son of Heaven.
This is most certainly a vision of human, as opposed to divine, kingship. Indeed, it is a
remarkably strong form of human kingship, in which the king’s relationships to the divine
world and to the populace as a whole is explicitly defined as being simply forged through
ritual. Without ritual, there would be no substantial links at all between the ruler and the divine
world.
So why were these texts making such arguments and who are they arguing against? And,
more specifically, how do they fit into the larger set of tensions to which I alluded at the beginning of this paper?
The chapters under consideration here were written in the Warring States and early Han
periods — roughly fourth through second centuries b.c. They are arguing for a particular form
of governance and social hierarchy, in opposition to the forms of extreme centralized statecraft
that were becoming increasingly dominant over this period. The authors are making their argument through a description of a sacrificial system they claim was created by the ancient sages,
was practiced throughout the Bronze Age (during the Xia, Shang, and Zhou dynasties) and
should now be instituted again.
Although the authors were of course re-interpreting certain elements of those rituals, they
were in fact building on certain elements of what we can reconstruct from at least the late
Shang (ca. 1200–1050 b.c.) and Western Zhou (ca. 1050–771 b.c.) periods. In order to understand the historical background to what they were doing, a brief discussion of these earlier
periods will be helpful.

Kingship and Sacrifice in the Bronze Age
The social world of the late Shang and Western Zhou periods was composed, at the elite
level, of several competing lineages, each of which controlled particular aspects of land, with
attendant populations, material resources, and sacred sites (Chang 1980, 1983; Keightley
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2000, 1978; Campbell 2007). These lineages do not appear to have thought of themselves as
having any kind of genealogical relationship with each other.
At any given time, one of these lineages would control the kingship, and the others would
continue to rule their domains while giving ritual obeisance to the royal lineage. All positions
of power were based upon one’s rank in the lineage and the ranking of that lineage vis-à-vis the
royal one.
The royal lineage was not seen as having any inherent divine powers, nor did they have
any inherent essence greater than other aristocratic families. A successful ruling lineage would
instead be one that, through either conquest or suasion, could gain and maintain the allegiance
of the other lineages. When that allegiance could no longer be maintained, it would be overthrown by another lineage that would then take over the royal title of king (wang). Hence the
dynastic cycle, of one lineage being overthrown by another, with the winner always attempting
to control the other families and divine powers.
The lineage in control would always seek the support of the highest divinity — Di (for
the Shang) or Heaven (for the Zhou).3 There was, however, a problem. One of the views that
prevails throughout early China is that the more a divine power is removed from earth and
earthly forms, the stronger that divine power is, and the less pliable it is by human ritual. Thus,
Heaven/Di is not only extremely powerful, but also extremely difficult to sway with human
ritual.4 Even the spirits of long-deceased humans were powerful, but, insofar as they were far
removed from the living, they too were difficult humans to control (although not nearly as difficult as Heaven/Di).
To effect change on divine powers, therefore, one would always begin with the most
recently deceased. These are the least powerful, but also the ones most pliable by living humans. The goal was to use sacrifice to transform the recently deceased (and usually highly
capricious) spirits into ancestors, who could then be called upon to act in support of their descendants. As David Keightley has convincingly demonstrated, Shang sacrificial practice was
aimed at “making ancestors” (2004). Building upon Keightley’s reading, I have argued:
The concern, in short, was to transform a capricious and potentially antagonistic spirit
world into a hierarchical pantheon of ordered genealogical descent interested in its
living descendants’ welfare (Puett 2002: 198).

For the royal lineage, then, the goal was to transform the spirits of the deceased into ancestors who would then be called on to ascend and serve the highest divinity, Heaven/Di. Thus,
for example, when King Wu of the Zhou conquered the Shang, he called upon his deceased
father, King Wen, to serve the high god. One finds in the Tianwang gui,5 a bronze inscription
that dates to the reign of King Wu:
The greatly illustrious deceased father King Wen serves and pleases the Di on high.
(Shirakawa 1.1:1)

3
The Zhou also assimilated the Shang god Di to their
own high god Heaven. As a result, Zhou texts refer to
the high god as either Heaven or Di. As we saw above in
our discussion of the Book of Rites, this practice of using
Heaven and Di interchangeably continued thereafter.

4
Indeed, the Shang do not appear to have ever sacrificed
to Di directly.
5
Also known as the Da Feng gui.
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In Book of Poetry one finds a similar reference to King Wen serving the high god:
King Wen is above,
How glorious he is in Heaven.
Although Zhou is an old state,
Its mandate is new.
Are the rulers of Zhou not illustrious,
Was the mandate of Di not timely?
King Wen ascends and descends,
Residing to the right and left of Di (Shi, Mao #235).

This same process would continue with each passing generation: sacrifices would be given to
the most recently deceased ancestors, who would then be called upon to serve the next highest
in the lineage, all the way up to those ancestors who would be called upon to serve Heaven.
It is certainly true, therefore, that Heaven/Di and the ruler were not understood to have an
inherent genealogical relationship. In fact, the only significant access the ruler had with Heaven was through his own ancestors — the deceased being made into ancestors, who would then
be called upon to serve the high god and (hopefully) maintain its support.
In such a sacrificial system, however, there was a built-in inevitability of decline. Just as
maintaining the allegiance of the other lineages grew progressively more difficult over time,
so was there an inherent sense of degeneration from the sacrificial system itself: since it was
defined genealogically, each subsequent generation would grow ever more distant from the ancestors serving Heaven. This process can be traced quite well for the Zhou, for whom we have
ample documentation. One example can be seen in the Maogong ding, a late vessel, perhaps
dating to the reign of King Xuan:
Bright Heaven is sickening and awesome. In succeeding, I, the young man, cannot
be up to it. How will the direction of the state be auspicious? In chaos are the four
quarters, greatly licentious and untranquil. Wuhu! Worried am I, the young man. The
family is submerged in difficulty, and eternally (I) fear the former kings (Shirakawa
30.181:637).

Although some scholars read lines such as these from the end of the Western Zhou as
indicative of a growing social crisis, one can equally well read them as simply the inevitable
ritual statements of later kings, who do, according to the logic of the sacrificial system, see
themselves as dangerously distant from the founding ancestors. But, of course, these two
readings are directly related. As the reigning kings grow ritually weaker, rival claimants from
powerful lineages inevitably begin seeking allegiances that would allow them to overthrow the
king and begin a new dynasty.
In short, the late Shang and Western Zhou were characterized by the politics of lineages
that do not appear to have seen themselves as connected. The ordering of the political and divine realm would be undertaken by the lineage that could take and maintain the allegiance of
the other lineages and the divine powers, and its eventual fall was inevitable — the genealogical ordering of the realm ensured that the dynasty would be seen as weakening over time. The
result was a dynastic cycle, in which the rulership would change hands from one lineage to
another every few centuries.
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Empire
However, as the Zhou declined, no other clan was able to succeed in overthrowing it. The
realm gradually fell into disunity, and finally into a system of de facto independent states vying for dominance (Hsü 1965; Lewis 1999, 2006; Falkenhausen 2006). By the fourth and third
centuries b.c. one begins to see the formation of centralized forms of statecraft in several of
these states. The key is that these centralized institutions were explicitly aimed at undercutting
the power of the aristocratic lineages that had dominated political life during the Bronze Age.
The goal was to create military and bureaucratic systems that would promote those born beneath the aristocracy — precisely to push the aristocracy from power.
These trends reached their extremity in 221 b.c., when one these states, Qin, succeeded in
conquering the others and declaring the emergence of the first unified empire in Chinese history.
To mark his distinction from the dynasties that came before, the Qin ruler invented a new
title: “Huangdi,” which means literally “august god” (Shiji, 6.236). The ruler also proclaimed
himself the “First August God.” He was to be followed by the “Second August God,” and then
the third, and so on for the next ten thousand generations (Shiji, 6.236). The speech in which
this claim appeared was recorded by the historian Sima Qian over a century later, so its historical validity is impossible to verify. But the interpretation that Sima Qian gives certainly makes
sense: the use of the prefix “first” implies that the ruler is expected to be only the first in a
very long line. The sense would appear to be that the Qin was not simply another dynasty supplanting the Zhou, in turn to be supplanted by another lineage. It was rather intended to be an
empire that would continue forever.
To make good on this goal, the Qin ruler began an overt policy of undercutting the power
of the lineages throughout the realm. To begin with, the Qin created a military commandery
system: the realm was divided into thirty-six commanderies, each of which was controlled by
officials appointed directly by the central court (Shiji, 6.239). Instead, therefore, of having the
land and resources controlled by potentially rival lineages, the Qin emperor would maintain
direct control himself. The goal, clearly, was to prevent the empire from simply being like one
of the ruling lineages during the Bronze Age — a lineage ruling only until one of the other lineages grew to sufficient strength to stage an overthrow.
As a further measure to undercut the power of rival lineages, the First Emperor forced the
powerful families of the realm to move to the First Emperor’s capital (Shiji, 6.239).6 Thus, not
only did the central court take direct control of the land, but the families themselves were removed from their centers of power.
As might be expected given these goals, the First Emperor went on to shift the sacrificial
system dramatically. Instead of basing the sacrificial system on a genealogical vision, the goal
was to do the precise opposite. The First Emperor would travel to every local area (previously controlled by the regional lineages) and personally offer the sacrifices to the local spirits (Shiji, 28.1377). This of course entailed the First Emperor’s direct control over the local
areas, instead of a yielding to the local lineages. Moreover, the goal does not appear to be one
of bringing the spirits into a pantheon with the ruling lineage on top (as we saw in the Zhou).
The claim appeared to be that the ruler was personally strengthened by these encounters with
the spirits. Thus, an endless expansion of the empire was necessary to take control of more and
6

I follow the convention of referring to the “First August
God” as the “First Emperor.” Although this is not a lit-

eral translation, it does accurately capture the distinction
with the earlier title wang, translated as “king.”
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more such sites so that the ruler could be ever more strengthened by the spirits he encountered.
The result of such a procession would be the gradual divinization of the ruler and his ultimate
ascension into the heavens as a god. And, as a god, he would not be dependent on the sacrifices
of the living to transform him into an ancestor, nor would he be pliable by the entreaties of
the living. Moreover, the empire would not be dependent upon him serving Heaven and calling upon Heaven to preserve the ruling lineage, since, as a god, he could intervene directly on
behalf of those below.
In short, the First Emperor was indeed asserting a form of divine kingship. But note that
it was not a form that claimed any kind of divine descent. Indeed, at the beginning, the ruler
would be fully human, but he would transform himself into a divine immortal through the
sacrificial process (Shiji, 6.245, 252, 258, 263, 28.1377). Once done, the ruler would be completely autonomous from the system of genealogical relationships that defined the Zhou form
of governance.
And his empire, of course, could last forever. The sacrificial system of the First Emperor
would have ended such an inherent tendency toward degeneration. If, in the previous sacrificial order, the founding king would die and thereafter be made into an ancestor who would
serve Heaven until he was replaced by a new founder, the system of the First Emperor would
result in the founder — the First Emperor himself — ascending to the heavens and residing
there permanently. The empire he founded would then be ruled by his descendants for eternity:
since the ritual system would not be based upon moving the sacrifices up the lineage to the
founder, the reigning monarch would not become increasingly removed from the founder, and
the dynasty would not become progressively weaker. Thus, the founder would never lose his
position in the heavens, and he, like the empire he founded, would never be displaced. Thus,
the divinity of the ruler provided the longevity that the previous Bronze Age sacrificial system
had denied.
In short, a claim of divine sovereignty was also a claim of complete autonomy from the
constructed world of lineage relations that defined the Zhou, as well as from the inevitable genealogical weakening that underlies a system based on the dynastic cycle.
But note that this form of divine kingship did require the ruler’s ascension into the heavens. As mentioned above, in early China everything on earth was seen as dying, so gods by
definition had to reside in the heavens. Thus, for the First Emperor to become divine required
his ascension to the heavens and thus also required a second emperor, and a third, and on down
to reside on earth.7 But if the First Emperor himself would not be a god on earth, he would be a
god in the heavens, and his empire would last for ten thousand generations.
But if this was the goal of the First Emperor, he failed completely. The Qin fell only a few
years after the death of the First Emperor. And, tellingly, it was destroyed precisely by the major families that the First Emperor had tried to undercut (Shiji, 6.273). In short, the Qin failed
dramatically to end the earlier lineage system on which the previous dynasties had thrived.
Nonetheless, the centralized imperial system and the sacrificial system of the Qin were
revived by Emperor Wu of the succeeding Han dynasty. Like that of the First Emperor, the
sacrificial system put in place under Emperor Wu involved a divinization of the ruler, resulting
in his ultimate ascension, as well as a strong symbolic claim for the personal control that the

7
Thus, unlike Polynesian rulers who, as Sahlins (1985)
has argued, became living gods on earth, there was always a cosmological limit in China: the earth consists of

forms, which are transitory. Gods are beyond forms, and
thus reside in the heavens. For a ruler to become a god,
therefore, he had to ascend into the heavens.
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emperor should exercise over all sacrificial sites and the territories in which they were found
(Shiji, 28.1389–96; see also Puett 2002).
Over the subsequent decades, however, the state suffered dramatically from imperial overreach, and several voices emerged calling for a scaling back of the empire. In particular, the
system came under attack during the 30s b.c. by figures such as Kuang Heng and Zhang Tan,
who argued that the ritual system introduced by Emperor Wu “differs from the regulations of
antiquity” (Hanshu, 25B.1254). Explicit calls were made to return to the ritual system of the
Zhou. And one of the main texts they turned to was the Book of Rites, chapters of which were
discussed above.
The appeal of these chapters is that they called for a weakening of the imperial institutions,
a strengthening of the lineage systems, and a return to a sacrificial and institutional system
based upon lineage and genealogy. Once again, rulers would be defined as human, and the goal
of a ruler was not to become divine and thereby take direct control over the populace but rather
to build out a set of genealogical relationships that would ultimately allow the ruler to control
covertly — but hopefully much more effectively. As we have seen above, the texts put forth
a vision of sacrifice clearly based upon (although re-interpreted from) that dominant in the
courts of the late Shang and Western Zhou: making the recently deceased into ancestors and
then using that as a basis for defining the ruler’s relationship to the other families and to the
high god in ritually defined genealogical terms.
Ultimately, these voices won. In 31 b.c., the ritual system created by the First Emperor
and consolidated by Emperor Wu was overthrown, and a new system based upon a particular
reading of the Book of Rites was put in place (Loewe 1974; Kern 2001; Puett 2002). The ruler
was defined as human and was again referred to as a “Son of Heaven” — defined in ritual
terms, not as descent. The emphasis turned again to a form of control based upon a decentralized form of governance using ritual claims of constructed genealogies to gain support.
These ritual reforms marked the first point in which the Book of Rites became a basis for
court ritual. The text would ultimately become highly influential and be defined, as mentioned
above, as one of the Five Classics and as one of the key normative works for defining court
ritual (Zito 1997; Wilson 2002). It is here that we see the crucial steps taken for defining the
“classical form” of Chinese kingship discussed above by Manabu Waida: the ruler as human,
as a ritual Son of Heaven, ruling within a royal lineage until a rival lineage could successfully
take over and declare a new dynasty.

Human and Divine Kingship
From this brief history it is already clear that the emergence of divine claims of kingship
occurred together with the rise of empire. Although these claims were ultimately rejected,
they were to remain a crucial part of the repertoire of potential sovereignty claims available
to later courts. Indeed, the two systems that were forged at this time — the one based upon
constructed genealogical claims, the other on claims of divinity and on a complete autonomy
from such claims — operated as almost perfect mirror images of each other, with the strength
of each resting in part on its opposition to the other. In the former, the central model is of a
lineage-based system, with the ruler as central figure in a web of extended, ritually defined genealogical relations. The ruler becomes the father and mother of the people, as well as the central sacrifier to the ancestors. In the latter, the ruler himself becomes a god, removed from all
genealogical constraints, with direct control over (ideally) everything. The success of each to a
significant degree relied on its rejection of the other. Part of the initial appeal and later hatred
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of the First Emperor no doubt emerged from his successful opposition to the powerful lineages
of the day and the entire political and sacrificial system built upon them, and much of the appeal of the subsequent calls to return to a re-interpreted version of the Zhou system of sacrifice
lay precisely in its calls for a return to power of dominant lineage organizations.
And this pattern would continue. Later figures who played the extreme forms of divine
rulership seen in figures like the First Emperor and Emperor Wu — I am thinking here of figures like Song Huizong and Mao — would work precisely to destroy lineage organizations,
and those periods that would emphasize the genealogically based systems of sacrifice would
instead appeal to a decentralized form of governance strongly reliant upon the lineage organizations kept (it was hoped) not quite as strong as the ruling family. A further pattern is that
those claiming divine rulership have tended to be figures claiming to found a new order that
would last longer than the genealogically based lineage systems, and in all cases their calls
for complete autonomy have in fact led to political systems that faltered soon after their own
deaths.
Even outside of such extreme moments of history, however, notions of divine emperorship
were to continue in later Chinese history. If the main court rituals were often modeled upon the
Book of Rites, visions of divine rulership continued to underlie later Daoist rituals. And both
sets of rituals were often sponsored by the courts, thus allowing rulers to shift back and forth
between human and divine claims.
In short, the interplay between these two mirror-image visions of sovereignty would continue to play a crucial role throughout later Chinese history.

Conclusion
In China, the interplay of human and divine forms of kingship has been crucial in the
development of and reaction to the imperial state. In terms of comparative work, these points
do not of course completely reject the standard view that in China sovereignty is based upon
a notion of human kingship: even the divine claims to kingship assume a human king who is
then gradually divinized through sacrificial practice, and the opposition to such divine claims
certainly involves an extraordinarily strong assertion of the human nature of rulers. But hopefully the demonstration of this interplay between human and divine claims will allow the Chinese material to be brought into comparative discussions in a more helpful way than just the
contrastive framework of placing China on one side of a pole and Egypt and Japan on another.
The more exciting comparative implications of this material would instead encourage further analyses of the ways in which the tensions we have sketched here — between lineage organizations and centralized institutions, human claims to kingship and divine ones, genealogical definitions of sacrifice and theomorphic ones — have played out in China and the degree to
which comparable tensions have played out in the histories of other cultures. The comparative
focus could then be on the ways in which these tensions have been defined in different cultures
and the implications of the nature of these tensions for the histories of the cultures in question.
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12

The Role of Religion in
Achaemenian Imperialism*
Bruce Lincoln, University of Chicago
I
There was a time when sacred kingship was a fashionable topic among historians of religions, who thought they were able to find confirmation of Frazerian theories in the patterns
of myth and ritual attested throughout the ancient Near East. For some, including Sir James
George himself, identifying countless examples of dying and rising gods, ritual regicide-cumdeicide, priest-kings with magic control over vegetation and symbolic links to the cycle of
the seasons, all served to advance a rationalistic critique of Christian beliefs as yet one more
variant on a familiar set of primitive superstitions.1 For others, and here one thinks of Jessie
Weston, T. S. Eliot, and other romantic souls, the same kinds of material and theory served
entirely opposite purposes. In their constructions, it was the loss of myth and ritual, declining
faith in priests, kings, magic, and the sacred — in short, the same disenchantment of the world
that progressive rationalists celebrated — that produced the worst ills of modernity. 2
The variegated, almost protean utility of Frazerian theory helps explain the breadth of its
popularity, although the exoticism of Frazer’s examples, the imperial reach of his knowledge,
the breathless verve of his descriptive prose, and the skillful way he positioned himself as heir
to both Tylor and Robertson Smith also contributed significantly to his success and reputation.
Like all grand theorists, however, and especially those of the armchair variety, he was guilty of
distortion, pretentiousness, procrusteanism, selective blindness, cultural condescension, and a
host of other failings. As each of his errors was identified, his project slowly deflated, with the
result that his theories not only lost their power to transport, they began to look a bit pathetic.
Although staunch devotees of the “Myth and Ritual School” continued to espouse Frazerian
positions even into the 1960s,3 his serious influence had evaporated long before, the crucial
turning point having been Bronislaw Malinowski’s Frazer Memorial Lecture of 1924, which
some regard as an act of ritual regicide, with Sir James George in attendance, cast as outgoing King of the Wood (Malinowski 1954). At present, Frazer stands alongside Friedrich Max
Müller as one of the ancestors remembered with more embarrassment than gratitude, let alone
reverence, by the several interrelated disciplines that once hailed him as one of their founders
(anthropology, folklore, history of religions).
Assyriologists familiar with the Babylonian akitu-festival, Egyptologists steeped in the
drama of Osiris, Horus, and Seth, certain students of the Hebrew Bible, and those disposed to

* I would like to acknowledge the kind assistance I received from Matthew Stolper in dealing with the Elamite
and Akkadian texts treated in this paper.
1
On Frazer, see Smith 1978: 208–39; Ackerman 1987;
Lanwerd 1993; Stocking 1995: 124–51.
2
For Eliot’s use of Frazer in “The Waste Land,” and
more broadly on Eliot’s views concerning myth, reli-

gion, politics, culture, and the failings of modernity, see
Manganaro 1992 and Carpentier 1998. As Eliot acknowledged, he read Frazer via the mediation of Weston 1920.
See also Vickery 1973 and Fraser 1991.
3
Among the last true believers was Theodore Gaster
(1961 and 1969).
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situate Jesus as a dying-and-rising deity of the ancient Near East were among the most enthusiastic supporters of the Frazerian paradigm, alongside the Cambridge ritualists.4 In general,
Iranists invested less heavily in the Frazerian model.5 Those who concerned themselves with
kingship were generally quick to note that the relevant texts construe the royal office as a gift
bestowed upon rulers by Ahura MazdΩ (“the Wise Lord”), which is to say that the king himself was not regarded as magic, divine, or priestly. At best, we have a legitimating ideology
couched in a religious idiom, not a sacred kingship recognizably Frazerian in nature (Frye
1964; Schmitt 1977; Root 1979; Duchesne-Guillemin 1979; Frei and Koch 1984; Gnoli 1984;
Kuhrt 1984; Ahn 1992; Lincoln 2007, 2012).
Given the paucity of evidence that might fit their patterns and suit their purposes, enthusiasts of The Golden Bough thus came to focus their energies on a single Iranian datum. This
is the set of relief sculptures adorning the steps of the ApadΩna, an enormous reception hall in
the palace complex of Persepolis. In these images (fig. 12.1), they thought they saw evidence
of a New Year’s festival involving the ritual enactment of mythic dramas, through which kingship and the cosmos itself were annually renewed as the king slew dragons, overcame chaos,
and revitalized the earth, crops, and seasons. 6 Some adherents of the theory went so far as to
describe Persepolis as a ritual city, whose sole raison d’être was the annual performance of this
ceremony.7
Heady stuff, but very little supported by any evidence of the Achaemenian period. To
compensate for this inconvenient fact, adherents of the thesis relied on comparative materials
(especially the akitu ritual) and anachronistic testimonies (especially al-Beruni’s description of the Sassanian Now Rˇz) to constitute the ApadΩna reliefs as one more example of the
patterns they knew so well from elsewhere. For a time, they succeeded in getting their ideas
taken seriously, but the hearing they obtained brought with it critical evaluation, in the wake of
which the Frazerian balloon deflated that much further. 8

II
Subsequent scholarship has made clear that the ApadΩna reliefs depict a procession of
tribute-bearers drawn from every province of the empire bringing gifts to the Achaemenian
king (fig. 12.2; Walser 1966; Hinz 1969: 95–114; Schmidt 1970: 108–20; Tilia 1972; Root
1979: 227–84; Shahbazi 1978; Jacobs 1982; Trümpelmann 1983; Koch 1983; Stronach 1985;
Cahill 1985; Jamzadeh 1992; Hachmann 1995). Although most contemporary authors would
grant that the payment of tribute had a certain ceremonial aspect, few would explain this via
4

For Frazerian influence in studies of the ancient Near
East, see Hooke 1933, 1935, 1958. Also relevant are
such works as Langdon 1914; Labat 1939; Engnell
1943; Frankfort et al. 1946; Frankfort 1948; Gadd 1948;
Kramer 1969; Jacobsen 1976. Among the writings of the
Classicists influenced by Frazer who styled themselves
“Cambridge Ritualists,” note Harrison 1912, 1922; Murray 1912. Also useful are Ackerman 1991; Segal 1996,
1998.
5
The chief exception is Geo Widengren, whose sense
of Iranian sacred kingship was strongly influenced by
Frazer, but mediated by Dumézil 1924, 1929. See, for
instance, Widengren 1953: 201–09, 1955: 51–55, 1959,

1965: 41–49, 1974, and 1983. Less important, but worth
noting. is Richards 1979.
6
Crucial to this view was interpretation of a relief sculpture from Persepolis in which a lion overcame a bull as
having calendric and zodiacal significance denoting the
New Year as the moment when the constellation Leo
succeeded that of Taurus. Such was argued by Herzfeld
1941: 251; Pope 1957a: 128; Hartner and Ettinghausen
1964, but is quite unlikely, as shown by Nylander 1974:
141–44.
7
This was argued by Pope 1957a–b; Ghirshman 1957;
Erdmann 1960; and Fennelly 1980.
8
The most telling critiques are Nylander 1974; Calmeyer
1980, 1985–86; and Sancisi-Weerdenburg 1991.
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a discourse of sacred kingship and rituals of renewal, rather than one of imperial protocol, for
example.9 There are alternatives, however, to the abuses of Frazerian comparatism on the one
hand, and a principled — but anachronistic — insistence on treating ancient political institutions as wholly secular in nature. For in antiquity, neither kingship, nor tribute, nor much else
for that matter, can be properly understood without some reference to religion, insofar as all
ideology tended to be couched in a religious idiom. For it is only with the Enlightenment that
religion came to be viewed and organized as one cultural system among others (politics, economy, literature, art, philosophy, fashion, etc.), all of which enjoy relative independence. Previously, religion was constituted as a uniquely privileged transcendent system of culture that
encompassed, structured, disciplined, and permeated all others. And, as a result of the extent to
which those other systems were informed, even controlled by the religious, none of them can
be understood as secular in the modern sense.
On general principles, I am thus inclined to think the tributary practices depicted in the
ApadΩna reliefs had a certain religious significance, although not of the sort normally associated with Frazerian models of sacred kingship. To demonstrate this, however, depends on close
consideration of the Achaemenian evidence, most important of all the reliefs themselves and
the four inscriptions placed on the south retaining wall of Persepolis (original site of entry to
the palace complex). As has been generally recognized, the physical placement of these inscriptions suggests they were meant to form a coherent set, and this is also evident in their use
of language. For although most Achaemenian inscriptions are trilingual (Old Persian, Elamite,
and Akkadian), the same three languages are distributed among these inscriptions, such that
reading left to right, the first two are in Old Persian (DPd and DPe), the third in Elamite (DPf),
and the last in Akkadian (DPg). As a set, they thus make a statement about unity and diversity,
while also describing linguistic and political relations at the central core of the empire. Three
different languages and peoples cooperate in the central administration, but one — the Persian
rulers and their native tongue — outrank the others, as marked by both number and sequence
(although it may be that the two inscriptions in Old Persian are meant to represent the Persians
first and then the Medes).10
For our purposes, the most convenient point of departure is the inscription known as DPg,
written in Akkadian, which begins with an account of the world’s creation. This is not unusual,
for 70% (23/33) of the Achaemenian inscriptions that contain more than two paragraphs begin
in the same fashion. In all cases, however, the cosmogonic narratives are brief, stereotyped,
and highly formulaic.11 In its opening passage, DPg conforms closely to the standard formulae,
but as it continues, it develops in ways that are unique and highly significant. The vast majority of variants attribute five distinct acts of creation to the Wise Lord (Ahura MazdΩ), four of
which occurred at the dawn of time, before history proper. In its treatment of these primordial
events, DPg follows conventions, as is apparent when one compares it to other variants for
which we have good Akkadian versions (table 12.1).12
9
To date, discussions of tribute have not paid particular
attention to their religious dimension, but have been understandably concerned with issues of political economy.
See, above all, Koch 1980; Briant 1982, 1986; Descat
1985; Briant and Herrenschmidt 1989; and SancisiWeerdenburg 1998.
10
On these inscriptions, their placement, and their coherence as a set, see Shahbazi 1985: 15–16; Herrenschmidt
1990; Lecoq 1997: 97–98; Schmitt 1999: 27–36, 2000:

56. On the extent to which the Achaemenian inscriptions
use a language that makes use of both Median and Persian forms, see Lecoq 1974.
11
The fullest study of these formulaic texts is Herrenschmidt 1977.
12
For the most part, the Old Persian variants are identical
in content to the Akkadian versions presented here, but
for the purposes of precise analysis, it is preferable to
compare DPg to variants written in the same language.
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Table 12.1. The Four Primordial Creations, as Narrated in Four Variants of the Cosmogony
Written in Akkadian
Darius,
Persepolis (DPg)

Darius,
Elvend

Darius,
Naqå-i Rustam

Xerxes,
Persepolis (XPa)

Great is the Wise
Lord, who is the
greatest of all the
gods,

A great god is the
Wise Lord

A great god is the
Wise Lord

A great god is the
Wise Lord

who made sky

who created this earth

who made sky

who created this earth

and earth,

who created that sky,

and earth,

who created that sky,

who made people,

who created people,

and who made people,

who created humanity

who gave all
happiness to people
living therein.13

who created all
abundance for
people.14

who created
happiness for
people.15

who created
happiness for
humanity.16

The contents here are quite consistent and require little commentary. For our purposes, it
suffices to mention a few points only. First, three of the four primordial creations are denoted
in the singular (heaven, earth, and happiness~abundance). Second, as regards the remaining
item, usage varies. While DPg, DE, and DNa speak of “people” in the plural, XPa speaks of
“humanity” in the singular (amelûtú). In general, the Akkadian versions of the Achaemenian
cosmogony tend to employ the plural here, but on this point XPa follows the Old Persian variants, which consistently use the singular (martiya “man, mankind”) and do so to make an
important point. For within pan-Iranian mythic traditions, the human species makes its original appearance in a single, prototypical individual who encompasses within his being all the
possibilities later distributed among different members of the species. (The same is true for
plants and animals in Zoroastrian accounts.) Diversity, then, enters only at a later stage of cosmic history, when the demonic force the Achaemenians referred to as “the Lie” (Old Persian
drau@ ga, Akkadian pirs≥Ωtú) assaulted the world and caused its fragmentation. 17
The Lie’s assault disrupted the primordial peace, beauty, and “happiness” (Old Persian
åiyΩti, Akkadian dumqu) of creation, introducing strife, corruption, and death into existence. It
also marked the beginning of history proper, history being the finite time when the Wise Lord
and the Lie struggle for supremacy, with the world as their battleground. The two cosmic powers do not grapple with one another directly, however. Instead, people — now differentiated
morally and in other fashions — become foot soldiers on either side, while the forces of good
are placed under the leadership of a trusted individual. It is in this context that the cosmogonic
accounts narrate the Wise Lord’s fifth act of creation, temporally removed from the first four,
as a response to the crisis provoked by the Lie’s invasion. It is on this precise point that the
13
DPg §1: Urumazda rabi åa rabû ina muææi ilΩni gabbi,
åa åamê u ers≥iti ibnû u niåê *ibnû, åa dumqi gabbi iddinuma niåÏ ina libbi balt≥„. Text in Weissbach 1911: 85.
I am grateful to Matt Stolper for his help in translating
this inscription.
14
DE §1 (Babylonian): ilu rabû AæurumazdΩ, åa qaqqaru agâ iddinu åa åamê annûtu iddinu åa ummΩnΩti (?)
iddinu åa gabbi nuæåu ana ummΩnΩti (?) iddinu. Text in
Weissbach 1911: 101.

15

DNa §1: ilu rabû AæurmazdΩ åa åamê u ers≥eti [ib]nû
u niåÏ ibnû åa dumqi ana niåÏ iddinu. Text in Weissbach
1911: 87.
16
XPa §1: ilu rabû AæurumazdΩ åa qaqqaru agâ iddinu
åa åamê annûtu iddinu åa amËl„tu iddinu åa dumqi ana
amËl„tu iddinu. Text in Weissbach 1911: 107.
17
The Zoroastrian variants are most extensively narrated
in the Greater Bundahiån 1–18, the Selections of ZΩd
Spram 1–3, and DΩdestΩn Ï DËnÏg 36.
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originality of DPg becomes evident, for it describes the Wise Lord’s fifth creation in much
more elaborate fashion than do any of the other variants (table 12.2).
Table 12.2. The Fifth Act of Creation, as Narrated in Four Variants of the Cosmogony
Written in Akkadian
Darius,
Persepolis (DPg)

who made Darius king

Darius,
Elvend

who made Darius king
one over the previously
existing kings, one over
the previously existing
rulers.18

Darius,
Naqå-i Rustam

who made Darius king
of many kings.

19

Xerxes,
Persepolis (XPa)

who made Xerxes king
one over many kings,
one over many rulers.20

and gave King Darius
kingship over this broad
earth,
which has many landsand-peoples in it:
Persia, Media, and
other lands-and-peoples
with other languages,
with mountains and
plains,
on this side of the ocean
(lit., the bitter river)
and the far side of the
ocean,
on this side of the
desert (lit., the land of
thirst) and the far side
of the desert.21

18

DE §1: åa ana DΩriamuå åarru ibnû, iåtËn ina åarrΩni
maærûtu, iåten ina mute’imË mah`rûtu. Text in Weissbach
1911: 101.
19
DNa §1: [åa] ana DΩriamuå åarru åa åarrΩni mΩd„tu
ibnû. Text in Weissbach 1911: 87.
20
XPa §1: åa ana Æiåîaråi åarru ibnû iåten ina åarrΩni
mΩd„tu iåtËn ina mute’imË mΩd„tu. Text in Weissbach
1911: 107.

21

DPg §1: åa ana Dariamuå åarru ibnû u ana Dariamuå
åarri åarr„tu iddinu ina qaqqar agâ rapåΩtu åa mΩtΩti
madetu ina libbiåu Parsu MΩdaya u mΩtΩi åanêtima
liåΩnu åanÏtu, åa åadî u mΩtu åa aæanΩ agâ åa nΩr marratu u aæulluΩ ullî åa naru marratu, åa aæanΩ agâ åa qaqqar s≥umΩma’itu u aæulluΩ ullî åa qaqqar s≥umama’itu.
Text in Weissbach 1911: 85.
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Obviously, all these texts are concerned to represent the King as possessing a divine charisma in the most literal sense. Called by the Wise Lord, he serves as the instrument through
which divine purpose is to be accomplished on earth. Somewhat less obviously, the same passages also address the issue of unity and diversity, for they implicitly acknowledge that as a
result of the Lie’s action, humanity has fractured into multiple groups, each of which produces
its own leaders who style themselves as kings, and this situation produces the possibility of
competition, rivalry, warfare, bloodshed, disorder, and terrible suffering. The solution to this,
as suggested by the phrases that name Darius “one king over many kings, one ruler over many
rulers,” is for the many to be encompassed by the one, as all other kings (and all other peoples)
accept the leadership of God’s chosen: the Achaemenian monarch.
Whereas all other variants signal this set of (complex and tendentious) ideas with a single
well-chosen phrase, DPg alone develops the issues at length. It thus announces that the Wise
Lord conferred not just kingship on Darius, but universal kingship: “kingship over this broad
earth” and, going further, it reflects on the relation of unity and diversity within his domain by
specifying that the “broad earth” over which the king rules has “many lands-and-peoples in it.”
And here, it is relevant to note that the standard royal titulary ended by naming Achaemenian
rulers “King of lands-and-peoples, King in this earth,” with the further understanding that the
term translated as “earth” (Old Persian b„mÏ) also denoted the empire (Herrenschmidt 1976).
DPg then offers a set of binary oppositions that organize the categories into which lands
and peoples have been divided: the divisions to be overcome, if primordial unity and perfection
are to be restored. As regards peoples, the primary division is that between those of the absolute center (Persians and Medes), as opposed to all others, with language as the chief index of
diversity. As regards lands, three interrelated binaries are introduced: high/low (mountains and
plains), wet/dry (sea and desert), near/far (this side and that side of the sea or desert). Implicitly, these also encode a hierarchy of values, suggesting that the ideal terrain is neither high nor
low, neither so wet as to be chaotic (the sea), nor so dry as to be arid (the desert), but a land that
is moist and fertile. Presumably, it was understood that this was the situation of the earth as it
was originally created, and that the diversity introduced by the Lie’s assault was a diversity of
inferior forms, for each separate terrain came to achieve its unique identity only in the degree to
which it deviated from primordial perfection, becoming a bit more dry, a bit more moist, a bit
more high and rocky, a bit more low and swampy, etc., as a mark of its fallen state.
Fragmentation of original unity thus produced multiple different lands, each with its own
distinctive people, speaking their own language, and differing from all others in its institutions,
habits, character, and culture. What is more, each land — by virtue of its different climate and
terrain — was capable of supporting different forms of plant and animal life, while the earth
itself harbored different minerals, ores, and other resources. Some areas were richer, others
more poor, but none possessed everything, and insofar as all lands and peoples lacked certain
goods (understanding “goods” not only in an economic sense, but also with broader moral,
aesthetic, and religious implications), general well-being and contentment were compromised.
Alternatively, one could say that the unified, perfect, primordial happiness that the Wise Lord
created for humanity as the last of his original acts had been fractured and pieces of it distributed across the now-diversified globe. It is this situation that the fifth act of creation was meant
to redress, and the continuation of DPg — which is unparalleled in any other inscription — describes how this might be accomplished.
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King Darius proclaims: Under protection of the Wise Lord, these are the lands-andpeoples who made this (palace) that is made here:22 Persia, Media, and other landsand-peoples, with other languages, with mountains and plains, on this side of the
ocean and on the far side of the ocean, on this side of the desert and the far side of
desert, according to the order I gave them.23

What Darius describes is the reunification of peoples across all the lines that divide them. At
his command, all assemble at Persepolis and the palace itself is the product of their coordinated, cooperative, unified-and-unifying labor. 24 But how was this accomplished? The other
inscriptions that accompany DPg on the city’s south wall help address that question.

III
DPe also signals its interest in the problem of unity and diversity, albeit in subtle fashion.
Thus, whereas the Achaemenian ruler is always given the title “King of lands-and-peoples,”
only DPe calls him “King of lands-and-peoples, of which there are many.” 25 Like many other
inscriptions, it follows the royal titulary with a list of the numerous lands-and-peoples (Old
Persian dahyΩva) that, to date, have been encompassed within the empire. Unlike the others,
however, it specifies the instrument through which this has been accomplished (table 12.3).

22
Weissbach (1911: 85) read ip-æu-rum, and his reading
was accepted by the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary in its
listing for akanna “here,” which cites him and translates
the relevant phrase “these are the nations which gathered
here.” After studying the text once again in situ, George
Cameron revised Weissbach on this and other points. His
translation appeared in Schmidt (1953: 63), where the
same phrase is rendered “these (are) the countries which
did this which was done here.” Schmidt (1953: 62 n. 20)
stated that Cameron had prepared a new transcription
of the text that ought to be separately published, but apparently this was never done. Matt Stolper informs me
(pers. comm., 9 January 2007) that having consulted all
published photographs of the inscription, he takes the
text to be defective, but believes that Weissbach’s ip-æurum (from the verb paharu, “to gather [intransitive]”)
is impossible, given details of the epigraphy evident in

Schmidt’s plate 7b. Possible and preferable is ep-åú,
from the verb epeåu “to make, do, build”; also possible is
ib-nu, “they made/built.” Presumably, this is what Cameron also concluded.
23
DPg §2: DΩriamuå åarru iqabbi ina s≥illi åa Urumazda aganËtu mΩtΩtÏ, åa agâ ÏpuåΩ, åa akanna epåu Parsu
MadΩya u mΩtΩati madêtu åanêtima liåanu åanÏtu, åa
åadî u mΩtu åa aæanΩ agâ åa nΩr marratu u aæulluΩ ullî
åa nΩr marratu, åa aæanΩ agâ åa qaqqar s≥umΩma’Ïtu u
aæulluΩ ullî åa qaqqar s≥umΩma’Ïtu libbû åa anΩku t≥Ëme
aåkunuåunu.
24
DSf, DS, and DSaa describe the palace Darius built at
Susa as the result of a similar process, and do so in some
detail. See further Lincoln 1996.
25
DPe §1: xåΩya†iya dahy„nΩm tayai@åΩm par„nΩm. Text
in Schmitt 2000: 61.
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Table 12.3. Introductory Formulae Preceding Lists of Lands-and-Peoples under Achaemenian Rule
Darius,
Persepolis

Darius,
Bisitun

Proclaims Darius the
King:

Proclaims Darius the
King:

Darius,
Susa

Proclaims Darius the
King:

Darius,
Susa and Naqå-i Rustam;
Xerxes, Persepolis

Proclaims Darius the
King:

The Wise Lord
bestowed the kingship/
kingdom that is great,
whose people are
good, on me. He made
me king in this earth/
empire.
By the Wise Lord’s
will,

These lands-andpeoples, which came to
me by the Wise Lord’s
will,

these are the lands-andpeoples
I was king of them.26

that I took hold of

By the Wise Lord’s
will,

By the Wise Lord’s
will,

these are the lands-andpeoples

these are the lands-andpeoples

over which I became
king.27

that I seized far from
Persia.

with this Persian
army.
They feared me
and bore me tribute.

I ruled over them.
28

They bore me tribute.29

If all the inscriptions consistently and obsessively proclaim the king as God’s chosen instrument, DPe is unique in acknowledging the Persian army as the instrument through which
that king subjugated other lands-and-peoples. In its closing paragraph, this text goes further
still as Darius advises his successors on how they can complete the divinely-enjoined project
he began.

26

DB §6: †ati DΩrayavauå xåΩya†iya: imΩ dahyΩva,
tayΩ manΩ patiyΩi@ åa, vaånΩ AuramazdΩha adamåΩm
xåΩya†iya Ωham. Text in Schmitt 1991: 49.
27
DSm §2: †Ωti DΩrayavauå XÅ AMmaiy xåaçam frΩbara
taya vazŗkam taya umartiyam, mΩm xåΩya†iyam ahyΩyΩ
b„miyΩ akunauå, vaånΩ AMhΩ imΩ dahyΩva tayaiåΩm
adam xåΩya†iya abavam. Text in Kent 1953: 145.
28
DPe §2: † Ωti DΩrayavauå xåΩya† iya: vaånΩ
AuramazdΩhΩ imΩ dahyΩva, tayΩ adam adaråi hadΩ anΩ
PΩrsΩ kΩrΩ, tayΩ hacΩma atrÉ sa, manΩ bΩjim abara. Text
in Schmitt 2000: 61.

29

DSe §3 = DNa §3 = XPh §3: †Ωti DΩrayavauå
xåΩya†iya: vaåna AuramazdΩha imΩ dahyΩva, tayΩ
adam agrÉ bΩyam apataram hacΩ ParsΩ; adamåam patiyaxåayai@; manΩ bΩjim abaraha. There follows one other
phrase before the list commences (“That which was proclaimed to them by me, that they did. My law — that
held them” tayaåΩm hacΩma a†anhya, ava akunava;
dΩtam taya manΩ avadis adΩraya). Texts in Schmitt
2000: 29, 91; Kent 1953: 141.
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Proclaims Darius the King: If you should think thus: “May I feel no fear from any
other,” then protect this Persian army. If the Persian army should be protected, happiness will be undestroyed for the longest time. 30

As this passage makes clear, the issue is not just conquest or pacification in a narrowly military
sense, but the restoration of primordial happiness and the accomplishment of God’s will for
humanity. Thus, Old Persian åiyΩti, which means “happiness,” occurs twenty-three times in the
corpus of Achaemenian inscriptions. All twenty-two of the other occurrences are in variants of
the cosmogonic account, where it always denotes the last of the Wise Lord’s original creations:
“happiness for mankind” (åiyΩti … martiyahyΩ).31 Considering DPe §§2 and 3 together, we
come to understand that the Persian army was responsible for three interrelated accomplishments: (1) it inspired fear in all other lands-and-peoples; (2) this led those lands and peoples
to pay tribute (bΩji) to the Persian king; (3) this led to the restoration of a happiness that “will
be undestroyed for the longest time,” that is, an enduring happiness that comes with the establishment of a Pax Persiana, imposed by military force, but opening onto a final eternity whose
bliss and perfection mirror those of the era before the assault of the Lie.

IV
If DPg describes the unity of the original cosmos, fresh from the Wise Lord’s hand, and
contrasts this with the lacerated state that characterizes existence in historic time, DPe speaks
of the way to reverse this fall from perfection, pointing to the Achaemenian king and the Persian army as prime agents in the process. DPd pursues the argument further still, indicating
why this role fell to the Persians and identifying the obstacles they had to overcome in order to
fulfill their mission.
As regards the former point, the assertion is simple enough:
Proclaims Darius the King: This land-and-people Persia, which the Wise Lord bestowed on me, is good. Possessed of good horses, possessed of good people, by the
will of the Wise Lord and of me, Darius the King, it feels no fear of any other. 32

Three points are worth making. First, the adjective nai@ba, which here modifies Persia, is a religiously charged term that connotes a moral, aesthetic, and ethical status attuned to the divine. 33
Although the word occurs eight times, only Persia and the Persian kingship (or kingdom, the
semantic range of xåaça encompasses both) are said to be nai@ba by nature.34 Uniquely gifted,
Persia possess animate resources — good men and good horses — that give it an advantage
over all other lands-and-peoples, but insofar as these are a gift of God, they bring with them a

30
DPe §3: †Ωti DΩrayavauå xåΩya†iya: yadi ava†Ω
maniyΩhai@ : hacΩ aniyanΩ mΩ trÉ s am, imam PΩrsam
kΩram pΩdi; yadi kΩra PΩrsa pΩta ahati, hayΩ duvaiåtam
åiyΩtiå ΩxåatΩ. Text in Schmitt 2000: 61.
31
On the semantics of this highly significant term, see
Herrenschmidt 1991; Kellens 1995: 34–38; Piras 1994–
95; and Lincoln 2003.
32
DPd §2: †Ωti DΩrayavauå xåΩya†iya: iyam dahyΩu` å
PΩrsa, tayΩm manΩ AuramazdΩ frΩbara, hayΩ
nai@ b Ω uvaspΩ umartiyΩ, vaånΩ AuramazdΩhΩ manacΩ
DΩrayavahau` å xåΩya†iyahyΩ hacΩ aniyanΩ nai@ trÉ s ati.
Text in Schmitt 2000: 58.

33
On the semantics and significance of Old Persian
na¹ba, see Kent 1953: 192; Herzfeld 1938: 266–67, with
comparison to Ossetic (Iron) nˇib “holy.”
34
Note also DSp §1: “The great Wise Lord is the greatest
of the gods. He created Darius (as) king. He bestowed
the kingship/kingdom on him, which is good (nai@ bam),
whose chariots are good, whose horses are good, whose
people are good.” AuramazdΩ vazrÉ k a haya ma†iåta
bagΩnΩm hau` DΩrayavaum XÅyam adΩ hau` åai@ xåaçam
frΩbara taya nai@ bam taya ura†am uvaspam umartiyam.
Text in Kent 1953: 146.
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divine responsibility. Everything else described as “good” (nai@ba) becomes so only as the result of some constructive action undertaken by the Persian king, as in the following examples.
Proclaims Darius the King: When the Wise Lord made me king in this earth/empire,
by the Wise Lord’s will, I made everything good (nai@bam).35
Proclaims Xerxes the King: By the Wise Lord’s will, I made this colonnade of all
lands-and-peoples. Much other good (nai@bam) was made in Persepolis: that I made
and my father made it. That which is made that seems good (nai@ bam), all that we
made by the Wise Lord’s will.36
Proclaims Darius the King: Much that was ill-done, that I made good (nai@bam). The
lands-and-peoples were seething (in rebellion), one smote the other. This I did by the
Wise Lord’s will, so that one does not smite the other any more. 37

Having been given a good land from which to work, a land blessed with good men and horses
— who in turn will fill his armies — the Persian king works to make other things good. And
because this task is divinely ordained, neither he, nor his army, nor his people need feel fear of
any other. Rather, they cause others to fear, submit, obey, and bear tribute.
Immediately after commenting upon the fearlessness of the Persian land-and-people, DPd
proceeds to identify the three greatest forces that cause fear and disrupt the state of happiness
God intended for humanity. To recover the primordial state of unity, wholeness, and bliss, it is
thus necessary to vanquish these dangers.
Proclaims Darius the King: May the Wise Lord bear me aid, together with all the
gods, and may the Wise Lord protect this land-and-people from the enemy army, from
famine, from the Lie.38

Although this triad of ills has often been studied as a set, it is also important to understand
them as a sequence.39 Logically (and chronologically) first is the menace that is named last
in the text: the Lie, whose entry into creation caused the loss of unity. Thus, whereas there is
only one Truth, falsehood by nature implies duplicity in the most literal sense, that is, a deceptive duality that plays on the difference between the way things are and the way one’s speech
makes them seem to be. The Lie thus manifests itself in countless ways, all of them corrosive
of morality, harmony, decency, and order. Where true speech — in the form of promises, contracts, treaties, vows, oaths, solemn pledges, honest testimony, sincere acts of self-disclosure,
and the like — binds people together, building trust and creating the basis for future cooperation, false speech does precisely the opposite, sowing mistrust, confusion, suspicion, hostility,
envy, resentment, and hate. False speech — in such forms as perjury, heresy, slander, fraud,
35

DSi §2: †Ωti DΩrayavauå XÅ ya†Ω AM mΩm XÅyam
akunauå ahyΩyΩ BUyΩ vaånΩ AMha visam nai@bam akunavam. Text in Kent 1953: 144.
36
XPa §3: †Ωti XåayarÉåΩ xåΩya†iya: vaånΩ AuramazdΩhΩ
imam duvar†im visadahyum adam akunavam; vasai@ aniyaåci nai@ b am krÉ t am anΩ PΩrsΩ, taya adam akunavam
utamai@ taya pitΩ akunau` å; tayapati krÉ tam vai@ natai@ nai@
bam, ava visam vaånΩ AuramazdΩhΩ akumΩ. Text in
Schmitt 2000: 68.
37
DSe §4: †Ωti DΩrayavauå XÅ: vasi@ taya duåkartam
Ωha, ava nai@bam akunavam. dahyΩva ayauda, aniya ani-

yam aja. ava adam akunavam vaånΩ AuramazdΩhΩ ya†Ω
aniya aniyam nai@ jati cinΩ. Text in Kent: 141.
38
DPd §3: †Ωti DΩrayavauå xåΩya†iya: manΩ AuramazdΩ
upastΩm baratu hadΩ visai@ b iå baga` b iå, utΩ imΩm
dahyΩu`m AuramazdΩ pΩtu hacΩ hai@nΩyΩ, hacΩ duåiyΩrΩ,
hacΩ drau`gΩ.
39
The older analysis of Benveniste 1938 now must be
modified in light of Panaino 1986. See also Herrenschmidt 1991.
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breach of contract, deceit, seduction, beguilement, treason, sedition, and so forth — not only
produces concrete harm, it also breeds mistrust and resentment, driving people apart and leading them to resolve their differences, not through speech (which has proven untrustworthy),
but through violent action.
The Lie thus gives rise to war, or at least to the threat described as the “enemy army.”
Here, it should be noted that the term translated in this fashion (Old Persian hainΩ) had the
most sinister connotations and was used only for non-Persian troops. 40 In pointed contrast, the
much more benign term kΩra was reserved for the Persian army or, more precisely for the Persian people-in-arms, since this word could also be used of the same men when they turned their
energies to peaceful occupations (Benveniste 1969: 111–12). The threat of an enemy army
(hainΩ) forced them to put down their tools of productive labor and pick up weapons, with the
consequence that when the kΩra-at-peace became the kΩra-at-arms, the herds, fields, and crops
were abandoned. Which is to say, once the Lie had manifested itself so powerfully as to cause
war, the threat of the enemy army subsequently led to famine.
Clearly enough, the triple scourges were to be confronted and overcome by their opposites. It was not sufficient, however, for the Persian army to vanquish the enemy army, fighting
on the defensive. Rather, the Persian army had to fight on behalf of Truth, had to conquer not
only its military foes, but also the Lie that inspired them, and had to do so not just in one battle
or on one terrain, but had to triumph over falsehood everywhere. Only then could all people
return to peaceful activities, generating prosperity and surpluses sufficient to obviate all threat
of famine. It is this situation — conclusive defeat of the Lie by the Truth, the triumph of the
Persian army over all others, and the production of enduring global abundance — that Darius
anticipated in DPe §3, when advising his successors “If the Persian army should be protected,
happiness will be undestroyed for the longest time.” 41

V
This brings us to DPf, the last of the set to be considered. After listing Darius’s royal
titles, the text continues as follows.
Says Darius the King: On this terrace, here where this palace (or: fortress) is built,
previously there was no palace built here. By the Wise Lord’s will, I built this palace.
The Wise Lord and all the gods desired that this palace be built and I built it. I built it
solid and beautiful, just as I desired it.
Says Darius the King: May the Wise Lord protect me, together with all the gods, and
this palace, and also those assembled here on this terrace. 42

40
The daËvic nature of Old Persian hainΩ and its Avestan
cognate haËnΩ has been recognized since Bartholomae
1904: 1729. On the systematic opposition of demonic
(daËvic) and divine (ahuric) vocabularies in Iranian languages, see Güntert 1914.
41
DPe §3: yadi kΩra PΩrsa pΩta ahati, hayΩ duvaiåtam
åiyΩtiå ΩxåatΩ. Text in Schmitt 2000: 61.
42
DPf: §1: ak Dariamauå sunkir nanri kat hima mur halmarriå hi kuåika appuka hima halmarriå inni kuåik zau-

min Uramazdana hi halmarriå u kuåiya ak Uramazda hi
zila tukminina nap marpepda idaka appa hi halmarriå
kuåika ak u kuåiya kutta kuåiya tarma ak åiåni kutta åillak hi zila sap u tukmana. Ak Dariamauå sunkir nanri u
Uramazda un nuåkiåni nap marpepda idaka ak kutta halmarriå hi kutta åarak kat hi ikka kappaka. I am grateful
to Matt Stolper for his kind assistance in the interpretation of this passage.
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In contrast to the three other inscriptions with which this one is grouped, DPf has an immediacy and an almost deictic quality to it. It speaks of the very place on which it is inscribed and of
the people assembled on that place.43 Nothing in this inscription addresses the question of who
these people are, what brings them to Persepolis, or what is their relation to the building and
the king. All those questions, however, do receive oblique attention in the inscription placed
right beside DPf: DPg, the text with which we began.
Under the protection of the Wise Lord, these are the lands-and-peoples who made this
(palace) that is made here: Persia, Media, and other lands, with other languages, with
mountains and plains … etc.44

Although Darius states in DPf that he himself built the palace, while giving credit to all the diverse lands-and-peoples of the empire in DPg, there is no contradiction between the two texts.
Rather, construction of the capital city is ultimately credited to the Wise Lord, who works
through the king, just as the king works through the labor force that he assembled. Of particular note, however, is the international nature of that labor force, which came from every part
of the empire — “Persia, Media, and other lands, with other languages” — bringing distinctive
skills, tools, and materials with them. The palace is thus construed as something like the inverse image of the Biblical Tower of Babel, that is, the product of international collaboration,
where human difference, as measured by language, was dissolved, rather than created. Or, to
put the point back into an Iranian frame of reference, the construction of the palace constituted
the reversal of the Lie’s primordial assault and the reunification of a previously sundered humanity.
Ongoing use of the palace also served to reunite peoples and goods, through the ceremonial presentation of tribute. One gets a better sense of how this act was theorized, however,
when one realizes that the tribute bearers depicted on the ApadΩna stairs bore con-tributions
of things that had been dis-tributed as the result of the Lie’s assault, and the con-centration of
those goods — also of those peoples — at the imperial center was the means of reversing the
fragmentation and strife that had characterized existence ever since.
The relief sculptures depict delegations representing twenty-three lands-and-peoples as
they bring tribute to the Persian king. Each of these delegations is led toward him by a Persian or Median official, and the order of the march reflects geographic distance from the Persian center. There is, however, no Persian delegation, as Persians were exempt from tribute
(Herodotus 3.97; Wiesehöfer 1989). The first delegation is that of the Medes, led in by a Persian, after which follow Elamites, Armenians, Babylonians, and others, down to Libyans and
Ethiopians at the end of the file.
Each delegation is quite distinct from the others in their physiognomy and clothing, and
the artists were so concerned to depict national, racial, and cultural difference that the reliefs
have been called a veritable ethnographic museum (Dandamaev and Lukonin 1989: 251).
Painstaking attention was also given to the different animals each delegation brought with it
and the material objects they conferred, down to the containers in which these were carried

43

Other prayer formulae ask the Wise Lord to protect
the King, his household, the Persian land-and-people, the
kingship/kingdom, and all that the King has built (AsH
§2, DPd §3, DPh §2, DNa §5, DSe §6, DSf §4, DSj §3,
DSn, DSs, DSt §2, DH §2, XPa §4, XPb §3, XPc §3, XPf
§5, XPg, XPh §5, XSc §2, XV §3, A1Pa §3, A2Sa, A2Sd

§2, A2Ha §2, A2Hc §3, A3Pa §4, D2Sa). No other variant,
however, seeks divine protection for the empire’s subject
peoples. Here, once again, DPf is unique.
44
DPg §2: ina s≥illi åa Urumazda aganËtu mΩtΩti åa agâ
ÏpuåΩ åa akanna epåu Parsu MadΩya u mΩtΩti madêtu
åanêtima liåΩnu åanitu åa åadî u mΩtu ….
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(figs. 12.3–4). So much so that it is easy to misread the relief in naïve democratic fashion as a
celebration of diversity.
One must carefully note, however, that the relief captures all these people, animals, and
objects as they mount the stairs, which is to say, in their very last moment of existence in the
state of fragmentation and diaspora that has marked history since the assault of the Lie. Directly they stand assembled upon the platform of the ApadΩna itself, all of them — animate and
inanimate — will have left their provincial identities behind and been absorbed (or dissolved)
into the imperial whole. At that moment, the state of wholeness, totality, and “happiness for
mankind” that the Wise Lord made the crown of his original creation will have been restored,
at least at the imperial center: a microcosm, where representatives of all the lands-and-peoples
stand assembled, so the Great King can call God’s blessing upon them. Later, as surplus of all
goods accumulates at the center, this can be returned to the peripheries. At that point, the entire
world becomes happy, prosperous, peaceful, and whole once again, as history ends and a state
of eschatological perfection opens onto eternity, thanks to the work of the Achaemenian king,
the Persian army, and the tribute bearers of every land-and-people.
Or so the ideologists of empire believed and wished to believe. Not quite Frazer’s model
of sacred kingship, nor a secular model of political economy, but — if I am not mistaken —
something that might legitimately be understood as a theology of empire, in which the king is
theorized as God’s chosen, who reunites the world and restores its perfection by processes that
other, lesser-minded types might describe as conquest, domination, and tribute.
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Figure 12.1. A Portion of the Relief Sculptures on the ApadΩna Steps, Persepolis. Nine of the
Twenty-three Delegations that Fill the Staircase Appear in this Photo (Walser 1966: pl. 3)

Figure 12.2. Relief Panel Initially Placed at the Summit of the ApadΩna Stairs, Showing an Enthroned
Darius, as He Receives the First Delegation of Tribute Bearers (Oriental Institute Museum P.57121)
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Figure 12.3. ApadΩna Reliefs, Detail. Contrast the Babylonian Delegation Above (led by a Mede) with
the Assyrians Below (led by a Persian). Difference Is Marked at Every Level: Hats, Robes, Shoes,
Beard and Hair, Facial Features, Animals, Vessels, and Gifts (Oriental Institute Museum P.29002)

Figure 12.4. Last and Most Exotic of the Delegations, That of the Ethiopians (led by a Mede).
Note the Giraffe and the Ivory Tusk that the Third Man in Line Carries on His Shoulder
(Oriental Institute Museum P.28981)
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Divinity and Power in Ancient Rome
Greg Woolf, St. Andrews University*
Debates over ruler cult in ancient Rome have taken a different course from those in Oriental Studies. Attention was at one time focused on the precise question of whether or not Roman emperors were considered gods. There is now a near consensus that it is more profitable
to explore a wide variety of associations of the divine with political power in a more nuanced
fashion, one that incorporates ceremonial, imagery, sacral functions, and titulature and does
not treat “god” as a concept that can be easily translated from one cultural system to another.
There is certainly a danger that this broader program of exploration will become less focused
than older paradigms, but this paper hopes to show the advantages of the approach. In particular, it argues that, viewed in a suitably broad context, the old problem of “How did Romans
and Greeks really come to accept a human being as a god?” is to be replaced with the question
“How did the ancient Mediterranean manage without divine kings for so much of the last millennium b.c.?” This paper argues that this apparent absence is in fact a product of the way we
have posed the question of divine kingship.

Rome without Ruler Cult?
Ruler worship is not generally considered characteristic of Roman society in the Republican period (conventionally 509–31 b.c.), a period during which the polity developed from a
conventional city-state to a regional hegemon and finally a territorial empire controlling the
entire Mediterranean basin and its immediate hinterlands. Properly speaking, the cult of the
emperors extended from the accession of the first emperor, Octavian/Augustus (conventionally dated to 31 b.c.) to the conversion to Christianity of the emperor Constantine in a.d. 312.
Framed in these terms, divine kingship in Rome is a phenomenon limited to the early empire,
commonly termed the Principate. Yet there are good reasons to nuance this picture.
First, Romans believed that they had been ruled by kings for two and a half centuries
before the foundation of the oligarchic republic. Many of the traditions about the regal period
were negative, and many of the stories recall those told by Greeks about their own age of tyrants. But there was also a positive tradition about the kings of Rome, especially the founders,
and some of these positive traditions concerned cult (cf. Fears 1977: 85–119). The creation of
much of the Roman religious system was ascribed to the second king, Numa, who was said to
have had the nymph Egeria as a lover. His predecessor Romulus was believed to be the son of
Mars, and to have been taken up to heaven at the end of his reign. He was subsequently worshipped as Quirinus. A more distant founder figure, the Trojan refugee Aeneas, was the son
of Venus. Even before Aeneas, tradition had it, Hercules had visited the future site of Rome.
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Cult was paid to him from a very early period at the Ara Maxima near the Tiber port. He too
was believed to have been deified after his death. Even during the Republic a number of ritual
functions were carried out by the rex sacrorum (literally the King of Rituals). This strongly
suggests an original sacral role for the kings.
Second, religious authority of various kinds was concentrated in the hands of the aristocratic oligarchy that replaced the kings. Divine ancestry was claimed — how seriously we cannot say — by many of the oldest aristocratic families. The Julian gens, for example, claimed
descent from Venus via Aeneas and his son Iulius. Religious authority in Republican Rome
seems to have rested with the Senate, a council made up of ex-magistrates who served for
life, subject to them satisfying a property qualification. It was a decree of the Senate issued in
186 b.c., rather than a law passed in the assemblies, which set restrictions on the cult of Bacchus throughout Italy. Portents were reported to the Senate. New cults were authorized by the
Senate, and were often introduced on the recommendation of a priestly college that was periodically sent in times of crisis to consult the oracular Sybilline Books. Senators monopolized
membership of this and the other major priestly colleges. Some priesthoods — that of the flamen Dialis (the priest of Jupiter), for instance — were restricted to an inner circle of families,
the patriciate, who claimed descent from those who had been senators in the regal period. A
group of prominent rituals involved members of the innermost elite “play-acting” the role of
actual deities. Most famous is the triumph in which a victorious general was allegedly carried
motionless through the City, his face rouged with ochre to resemble a terra-cotta cult statue,
wearing robes borrowed from the cult statue of Jupiter on the Capitol. Other rituals of this kind
were performed by the Vestals, unmarried women chosen from aristocratic families. On other
occasions, statues of the gods processed around the City or attended banquets with members of
the Roman aristocracy. It has been recently argued that it was the cumulative religious authority of the Senate rather than any constitutional pre-eminence, that maintained their ascendancy
in Rome over the wide citizen body (North 1990).
Third, Roman hegemony expanded into a world in which ruler cult, understood widely,
was already present in many forms. Relatively little is known of the belief systems of the
pre-conquest populations of Europe north of the Alps, of the Iberian peninsula nor of north
Africa. East of the Adriatic, however, Romans encountered varieties of ruler cult descended
in the first instance from the religious fusions created by Alexander the Great and the generals
who succeeded him. Those fusions had been created from a combination of Macedonian kingship, with a system of honors developed in Greek cities, with Greek iconography and rituals
and with Achaemenid ritual, which itself incorporated elements of Egyptian, Babylonian, and
other religious traditions. That Hellenistic matrix is naturally susceptible to the same sort of
questions as the Roman one that supplanted it. The Achaemenid emperors were not gods, but
wove a web of relations between themselves and a whole series of gods in their subject territories (Kuhrt 1987). Achaemenid court ceremonial, when adopted by Alexander, seemed to
some Greeks to demand honors greater than should be paid to any man. Yet Greeks first, then
Romans, soon learned to use these and new rituals to domesticate monarchy within their different religious and political understandings of the world. As first aristocratic Roman magistrates
and generals, and later emperors and their relatives moved through this world, local communities and corporations received them with customary honors. A dossier can be compiled from
the last two centuries b.c. of Roman magistrates receiving god-like honors (isotheoi timai) as
well as royal insignia by the public vote of Greek communities (Price 1984b: 40–47). Roman
emperors in Egypt were, like their royal Macedonian predecessors, treated as pharaohs. Cult
of the personification Roma is attested in the eastern Mediterranean area from the beginning
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of the second century b.c. Cult was even paid to the Roman Senate. It seems quite probable
that some similar processes were taking place in the west, despite the relative paucity of the
epigraphic and iconographic record. The main indications of this are anecdotes surrounding the
treatment of Republican generals: Sertorius in Spain was apparently believed to be advised by
a deity in the form of a deer, and a relic of Julius Caesar was revered in a Gallic temple as late
as a.d. 69. These apparent transformations of local religious idioms to accommodate Roman
invaders may be compared to cargo cults. Equally, the immediate popularity of ruler cult in the
western provinces has suggested to some a receptivity based on local tradition. Many scholars
have thought they could detect pre-conquest “survivals” in the local forms that Roman imperial cult took in these regions. Ruler cult has also been explained as a response to a collapse of
local religious systems. These explanations are not exclusive.
Specifically Roman forms of imperial cult were created both in the subjected provinces
and in the city of Rome itself. Many decisions were apparently taken at a local level about
what kinds of honors were acceptable when offered by provincial subjects. A mass of testimony refers to ostentatious refusals, on the part of the emperors, of certain honors, often
linked to acquiescence in others. So Augustus circulated a decree accepting worship from the
association of the Greek cities of the province of Asia (roughly the western part of Anatolian
Turkey) but instructed associations of Roman citizens in the province to worship the deified
Julius and the goddess Roma. Tiberius, the second emperor, accepted honors voted to himself,
along with his mother Livia and the Senate by the Asian cities, but he declined similar honors
offered by Spanish communities (Tacitus Annales 4.37–38). The fourth emperor, Claudius,
wrote to the citizens of Alexandria in Egypt agreeing to statues of himself and his immediate
family and that his birthday should be treated as a sacred day, but declining a high priest and
temples (P.Lond 1912 = Select Papyri 212). One approach has been to attempt to combine this
sort of testimony with evidence for imperial religious foundations, to try to map out an implicit
Roman “theology” of the imperial cult, or indeed to trace the evolution of such an entity. But
it is now more widely accepted that these highly publicized refusals were in fact performances
designed to demonstrate the eminence of the emperors (who else could refuse such honors?)
at the same time as their sensitivity to civic sentiment (Charlesworth 1939; Millar 1973). It
has also been pointed out that if the emperors did strive to control provincial manifestations of
ruler cult, they were markedly unsuccessful in doing so. Octavian/Augustus refused, on visiting Egypt, to pay the Apis bull the homage traditionally performed by pharaohs. Nevertheless,
images of him doing so, in traditional pharoanic regalia, were carved on the temple walls at
Edfu. As he was identified by a cartouche, it is unlikely that any non-Egyptian audience was
intended for this representation. Equally, cities in north Africa had cults of the second emperor, Tiberius, who had ostentatiously refused such cult in his lifetime and was not recognized as
a divus through the ceremony of consecratio after his death as both Caesar and Augustus had
been.
The second front on which forms of ruler cult were developed was Rome itself. Like the
nobilities of other Italian city-states, the Roman elite had been engaged since at least the third
century b.c. with the cluster of literary, representational, and social forms usually termed Hellenism. The reasons why Greek cultural products beguiled so many societies from Parthia to
Etruria cannot be considered here. But in Rome, as in all Mediterranean societies undergoing
similar encounters, this took the form of debates over what should be accepted, what rejected,
and how what was accepted should be best subordinated to local forms and values. Religious
practices and ideas were affected as much as anything else. Indigenous forms of ancestor cult
are well attested — if not often given that name. Noble families kept images of prominent an-
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cestors along with cult statues of the Lares and Penates, deities given domestic cult. A famous
account of Roman noble funerals written in the second century b.c. by the Greek historian Polybius describes a procession that included actors dressed in masks to act out the parts of prominent deceased ancestors. At an annual festival, the parentalia, meals were eaten at the graves of
the dead and shared with them. The combats fought to the death at the funerals of noble Romans
by gladiators have also been regarded by many as tantamount to human sacrifice (although
Romans themselves never considered them in this light). All these traditions combined with
Greek eschatological debates during the last century of the Republic, at the same time as the
most prominent aristocrats were receiving royal and god-like honors from Greek embassies in
the east (and occasionally in Rome, too). The best documented instance of these local arrangements concerns the honors paid to Julius Caesar during the last years of his life while he ruled as
dictator. His effigy was to be carried in processions like the statues of the gods, he would have
a flamen (like the priests of Jupiter, Mars, and Quirinus), his statue was placed in the temple of
Quirinus, alongside the cult statues of the god, and a temple to his clemency was decreed. His
desire for divine honors is often cited as one reason for his assassination, yet similar and greater
honors were decreed to his heir Octavian, including the title Augustus and in his case these cults
are often regarded as providing legitimacy for the new regime.
Perhaps it is a little artificial to distinguish debates over divine rulers at Rome from those
in the provinces. After all, Rome’s provinces were not particularly distant. A distinguishing
feature of Roman imperialism was the absence of creole administrations or remote provincial
satrapies. Roman generals and governors moved back and forth between the metropole and the
provinces every few years, there was a steady stream of embassies, and the imperial capital had
a huge population drawn from all over the empire. The level of connectivity between Mediterranean communities throughout antiquity and the middle ages has recently been stressed
(Horden and Purcell 2000); at no time were levels of trade and migration as high as in the late
Republican and early imperial periods. The great monumentalization of Rome during precisely
these periods involved the architectural incorporation of Egyptian obelisks and Hellenistic theaters, while domestic luxury looked to styles of ornament and luxury developed in central Italy
where Greek, Italian, and Punic technologies and traditions had mingled since the second century b.c. As Rome reached its ancient demographic apogee of around a million, there can have
been few deities from the ancient Mediterranean and Near East who did not have worshippers
in the capital. A great horde of gods is attested, and many were incorporated into the public
cults of the City.
It is, however, important to emphasize the local Italian and Roman roots of ruler cult, owing to a key feature of ancient and modern historiography of the subject. These processes have
often been presented in terms of a progressive orientalization of Roman civic cult and political
culture. There is support for this in some Roman texts. Some categories of Greek ritual are represented by Roman writers as superstitio. (Superstitio generally denoted excessive practices,
sometimes connected to magic, often to private and illegitimate cult, and contrasted to religio
which was proper, usually collective, civic cult.) Emperors like Caius and Domitian were attacked, admittedly in texts written after their respective assassinations, for appropriating divine
titles and prerogatives. These ancient debates parallel earlier protests at Alexander the Great’s
appropriation of Achaemenid royal ceremonial. Together they supported an ancient discourse
of orientalism, in which easterners were soft, feminized, servile, and fit only to be ruled by tyrants. The transmission of these ideas via classical education made them one of the roots of the
much studied nineteenth-century discourses focused on Arab culture and the Ottoman empire.
This approach to Roman ruler cult seems to me, however, fundamentally misleading.
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Looking across the ancient Mediterranean world as a whole, it is very striking that the
kinds of observations made above about early Rome can be replicated wherever there is sufficient testimony. Many Greek cities too had a tradition of kings, many of them allegedly
descended from gods. A heroic age was remembered in which mortal kings and deities encountered each other more frequently on the earth than in later periods. Many of these kings were
connected with oracular shrines or cult places. There were stories too about Phoenician royalty
and Etruscan kings and heroes, and these too had supernatural elements. It is, naturally, possible that some of these stories imitate Near Eastern models, just as some see the Roman stories
about Aeneas and Romulus as calques on Greek myth. But it seems just as reasonable to regard
these as parallel formations. Athens had a basileus archon — a King Magistrate — just as
Rome had its rex sacrorum. Even if we leave aside the uncertain nature of Bronze Age Aegean
kingship, it is very striking that the city-state cultures of the classical Mediterranean commonly
associated monarchy with the divine.
Since Fustel de Coulanges (1864), classicists have been accustomed to think of the ancient city-state as a religious as well as a political community. It was in this respect above all
that ancient citizenship differed from the notions of citizenship that followed the French and
American revolutions. Indeed, those revolutionary appropriations of the Roman Republic have
(along with Aristotle and his philosophical successors) created a potentially misleading notion
of the ancient city-state as essentially a political community through which rights and duties
were distributed among a citizen body, subject to laws and institutions analogous to those of
modern nation-states. Common cults were central to participation in the ancient city. Priesthoods were generally — not just in Rome — monopolized by the political elite and aristocratic
families. Religious authority tended to reside alongside political, that is with the Senate of the
Roman Republic, and with the people in the Athenian democracy. Religious calendars ordered
civic life, and civic festivals like the Ludi Romani or the Greater Dionysia at Athens provided
occasions for enacting the civic order. Phoenician, Greek, Etruscan, and Roman cities tended
to have not exactly patron deities, but a group of deities who were believed to have special
fondness for the city. Romans summoned out the greatest gods of cities they were about to attack with the ritual of evocatio and built them temples in the City. One way of expressing this
relationship has been to say that in some sense the gods were regarded as forming part of the
citizen body, sharing in its victories and celebrations, joining with mortal citizens in the commensality that followed blood sacrifice.
What I am suggesting is that if the Greek world before Alexander, or Rome before Augustus, seem to be worlds without ruler cult, this is in part a result of us defining the latter in a
rather narrow form. Rather than islands of rationality that anticipated or intimated the secular
civil societies of the Enlightenment nation-state, these ancient communities as they became
civic had incorporated the divine into political and social institutions. The return of monarchy
across the Mediterranean in the Hellenistic and Roman periods resulted in an easy re-adjustment. This was not an orientalization so much as the end of a relatively brief (and anomalous)
period in which monarchic elements were, as it were, distributed throughout the City. Hobbes’
notion of the sovereign as an artificial monarch, as a sort of robot autocrat, is useful here.
Ruler cult existed then in the archaic and classical Mediterranean… so long as by ruler we understand the political hegemony of the city and the social dominance of ancient aristocracies.
This does not mean, naturally, that civic elites did not find the religious consequence of
the return of monarchy difficult to negotiate (cf. Levene 1997). The diffidence of the first
emperors expressed their own sensitivity to these feelings, and perhaps also their own nervousness at the sudden precipitation of godhead in their persons. Yet the period in which these awk-
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wardnesses are most evident extended only until the middle of the first century a.d. Vespasian
reputedly joked on his death bed that he was becoming a god. Tacitus may have complained in
the early second century about graeca adulatio, but his contemporary Pliny developed a panegyrical form suffused with religious language. Augustus had favored an iconography that emphasized his sacerdotal role and advertised his restoration of ancient cults and temples to traditional deities. By the early second century a.d. the cult of the deified emperors hardly seems
to have provoked any reaction. The city of Rome was becoming as filled with their temples as
were its provincial colonies.

Ruler Cult in its Roman Contexts
Historians of ancient Rome have evolved a variety of vocabularies with which to describe
what orientalists term divine kingship. Imperial cult and culte impérial are effective synonyms
for Herrscherkult, Ruler Cult, Kaiserkult, and the culte des souverains. All these terms emphasize the centrality of the person of the emperor.
Recently there has been some discussion of Reichsreligion or “the religion of the empire”
(e.g., Cancik and Rüpke 1997; Rives 1999; Ando 2003). Formulations of this kind are a shorthand for various attempts to delineate a set of religious norms, rules, institutions, and/or beliefs
that can justly be considered to be shared by the entire empire, a sort of common imperial religious culture. Yet none of these conceptualizations are entirely satisfactory.
It is true that Roman polytheism was anything but tolerant. Roman hegemony inevitably encouraged some religious forms and discouraged others in the many societies they
ruled. Human sacrifice, for example, was feared and associated with magic and it was largely
banned. Mutilation of the body was despised and eventually prohibited. There was clearly also
a distrust of models of priesthood that were very different from those of Roman and Greek
city-states. So Egyptian priesthoods were bound into the administrative framework of the
province, Druidism was discouraged and eventually apparently abolished. A strong preference
for anthropomorphic representations of deities made itself felt in many regions. New iconographies were created in the north and west, where very few pre-conquest images of the gods
are known. Egyptian gods lost their animal heads, first when exported outside Egypt as Isis
was during the Hellenistic period, and eventually within Egypt itself. Betyls survived in some
parts of the Near East, but anthropomorphic alternatives were devised and widely used. All the
same, convergence on some norms of practice and representation stopped a long way short of
religious uniformity.
Equally, the empire provided (as some early Christians recognized) a good matrix for
the spread of new religious forms. A few of these were now religions in the modern sense
of worshipping traditions shared by groups who had nothing else in common (North 1992).
These had hardly existed before the Hellenistic and Roman empires and had been completely
subordinated to cult embedded in social institutions, above all in those of the city-state. Several factors explain why the empire facilitated religious exchanges. Communications were in
general made easier by peace, and improved roads and ports. Latin and especially Greek texts
provided media through which local bodies of religious knowledge came into contact. So
Judaism and Platonism found new correlations in the philosophy of Philo in the first century
a.d., while in late antiquity Chaldaean astronomy and the Egyptian magical tradition known as
Heremetica all contributed to a new intellectual paganism, in Greek. Urbanization and military
service created environments of intense culture contact. Personal travel was available to many
and resulted in overlapping commercial and cultural diasporas of Italians, Greeks, Syrians, and
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Jews. Migrations were even imposed on particular sectors including slaves, soldiers, prisoners
of war, and some displaced provincial populations, and the empire organized several colonization movements of different kinds. Finally, the structures of the city-state were loosened and
undermined in many different ways.
Yet there were no official lists of permitted and forbidden cults (Millar 1973). The emperors created no centralized organizations for the oversight of cult. It was not until the third
century a.d. — by which stage most free inhabitants of the empire were in fact Roman citizens
— that emperors seem to have felt able to legislate about religious matters, whether enjoining
universal cult or issuing universal edicts of persecution or toleration (Rives 1999). Until then,
Roman authorities tended to discourage more often than they banned particular cults or rituals.
Generally, oversight of cult was left to local communities. For most regions this meant that
civic authorities organized the most prominent cults and had authority over all cultic action in
the territories they administered. In Egypt and Judaea the high priests were in different ways
integrated into provincial government. In Asia the sanctuaries were subordinated to local civic
authorities, and so on.
Fragmentation was the rule. Roman religion properly speaking comprised the public cults
(sacra publica) of the city of Rome and its citizens. Budding out from this model, as it were,
were the cultic practices of various notionally autonomous citizen groups: first of all were the
cults of the citizen colonies, modeled on those of Rome but often incorporating pre-Roman
cults and managed by local priestly colleges and magistrates. There were the cults run by associations of Roman citizens found in many provinces. Public cult was paid by Roman magistrates and governors on behalf of their provinces. There were collective “Roman” cultic traditions for each detachment of the citizen army, but none of the army as a whole since no unitary
military version of Roman religion existed (Herz 2001). Not only were all these versions of
Roman religion slightly different — magistrates had relatively more authority than priests in
coloniae, military hierarchies replaced the civic order in the camps, and so on — there was
also no central authority governing all citizen cult. Around these were communities of non-citizens — Greek and Punic city-states, priestly hierarchies in Judaea and Egypt, municipalized
tribes in Spain and Gaul, and many others — each also running their own cults, in different
ways. So the great sanctuaries were more autonomous in Asia than in Egypt, there were some
supra-civic religious associations in the Greek world, but fewer in the west except those set
up by Roman governors and so on. Romans serving outside Italy in an official capacity seem
never to have completely resolved how far their authority extended over the cultic activity of
the non-citizens under their supervision. There are some eloquent letters of the governor Pliny
on the subject, and some interesting but inconclusive discussions among those legal writers
named jurists. Typically, Roman authorities only became involved when public order was at
stake. Almost all the examples of which we know involved religious communities that were
not organized on civic lines — notably worshippers of Bacchus or Isis, Jewish, and Christian
minorities — coming into conflict with civic authorities. No pagan Roman emperor, with the
possible exception of Julian, who was himself raised as a Christian, seems to have envisaged
organizing all the cults of the empire into a single system governed by one authority.
Understanding the place of ruler cult in the Roman empire depends crucially on understanding the empire as a mosaic of notionally autonomous religious systems. The worship of
the emperors was ordered separately within each of these systems (Hopkins 1978: 207–09).
Even within any one society, it often took the form of a bundle of cults rather than a unitary
whole. One might reasonably argue that the notion of the imperial cult is a modern invention,
a convenient taxonomic category that groups together a mass of discrete occasions on each of
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which the name and image of the emperor, and sometimes also those of his relatives and ancestors, were given a place in essentially local rituals, temples, hymns, and prayers (cf. Bickerman 1973 with following discussion).
Even the public cults of the city of Rome illustrate this (Gradel 2002; Beard, North, and
Price 1998). Consider for example the public cult of members of the imperial household deified after their deaths, the divi and divae. By the end of the first century a.d. the list of those
deified apparently included Julius Caesar, the emperors Augustus, Claudius, Vespasian and Titus along with Livia the wife of Augustus, Drusilla, the sister of Caligula, Claudia, the daughter of Nero, Poppaea, the wife of Nero, Domitilla, the wife of Vespasian, Flavius Vespasianus
and Caesar, the sons of Domitian, and Julia, the daughter of Titus (Cagnat 1914: 169–74). To
become a divus or diva it was necessary to undergo post-mortem consecratio. Like sanctification in the Roman Catholic Church today, this process seems to have been taken as a recognition of an objective reality about the deceased, as well as the simple authorization of public
cult. Witnesses to the ascent of the soul of the deceased gave testimony, and in the case of Caesar the portent of a comet was observed and formed a key part of the subsequent iconography.
Decisions over consecrationes were formally taken by the Senate. But in practice the view
of the reigning emperor was paramount. The absence from the list of the emperors Tiberius,
Caligula, Nero, and Domitian largely reflects their successors’ attitudes to them. Likewise, the
deification of imperial relatives (some of them quite obscure) reflects the wishes (and interests) of the reigning emperor. No inconsistency was apparently felt in the fact that the children
of Domitian were deified in his lifetime but that following his assassination he was not, nor
that Nero’s wife had been deified although he had not been.
The rule looks clear enough, but it conceals an evolving use of the terms and rituals involved. The first divus had been Julius Caesar. The title had originally been a synonym for
deus, the more usual term for god — there had been scholarly debates in Caesar’s lifetime
about the difference — but he seems to have resolved it in favor of the sense that a divus was
a god who had once been a man (like the god Quirinus, who as a man had been known as Romulus, that is). It now seems clear that Caesar had already planned to take this title during his
lifetime (North 1975), but was forestalled by his assassination. The consecratio went ahead
after his death, because his immediate successors — at war first with his assassins and then
with each other — each needed to bolster their credentials as his heir by promoting the priesthood of the new god and building his temple in the center of the City. There are signs that the
cult of Divus Julius was being extended to the provinces in the early 30s b.c. It acquired a new
significance for Octavian/Augustus after victory in 31 b.c. made him sole ruler. He was able
to make cautious claims for his own divine legitimacy by declaring himself Divi filius, son of
the deified (Julius), and by promoting that cult in the provinces. From this point on it became
common for emperors in Rome to associate themselves with their deified predecessors, but not
to seek worship in their own lifetimes. Augustus was deified after his death, making his adopted stepson Tiberius Divi filius. Caligula seems to have sought worship in his lifetime (Simpson
1996), but his assassination encouraged his successor, Claudius, to revert to the Augustan
model. Not being a descendant of any of the existing divi, he engineered a consecratio of his
dead grandmother, Augustus’ wife Livia. Nero, Claudius’ adopted son, had Claudius deified to
give himself a similar title. And so on. The ceremonial of consecratio at Rome, drawing heavily for symbols on the funerals of Republican aristocrats, was to become a central component
of the succession rituals of Roman emperors (Price 1987).
The consecration of imperial relatives, begun by Caligula, needs to be understood in a different sense. Publicly they offered emperors opportunities for ceremonial display, great public
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occasions that involved all citizens in the sorrows of the imperial house, just as they were involved in celebrations of birthdays, of the occasions when imperial princes took on the toga of
manhood and so on. As on those occasions, social rank determined the degree and kind of involvement. Foregrounding the immediate family in ceremonial and imagery was a key part of
early imperial style (Rowe 2002). But it might be too cynical to dismiss these consecrationes
entirely in those terms. The republican senator Cicero, grief stricken at his daughter’s death,
had contemplated creating a temple to her.
The cults of minor relatives did not, by and large, continue to be remembered, although
the practice of consecrating relatives did (Gradel 2002). The emperor Trajan had his father,
his sister, and his niece consecrated. By the end of the first century a.d., it was the cult of dead
emperors that really mattered. The magistrates of Republican colonies, when they had to take
certain oaths, had sworn oaths by Jupiter and the Penates, the household gods of Rome. A law
issued to a late first-century a.d. municipium adds to this list the Divus Augustus, the Divus
Claudius, the Divus Vespasianus, the Divus Titus, and the genius of the current emperor Domitian. Domitian also built a Porticus of the Divi on the Field of Mars in Rome. It seems to have
housed temples to and statues of his father Vespasian and his brother Titus. The evolution of
consecratio is evident. The etiquette is clear — swear by the genius of the living emperor and
also by his deified predecessors. Other deified relatives (and Julius Caesar) have been quietly
dropped from this list, although in the City, Domitian used consecratio to honor other dead
relatives.
The cult of the divi did not exhaust divine kingship in Rome. Domitian also dedicated the
small house on the Quirinal, where he had been born, as a Temple of the Flavian Clan (his
family that is): in Hadrian’s reign it still functioned as a kind of memorial that might be visited
(Suetonius Titus 1). Annual vows were made for the emperor’s safety by the Arval Brethren,
an aristocratic priesthood whose feasts and rituals are minutely documented in the epigraphy
of the shrine of Dea Dia (Scheid 1990). Regular sacrifices were also paid to the genius of the
reigning emperor by local neighborhood associations. There were 265 of these local districts
in the City, and during the Republic their cult activity had been focused on the Lares Compitales (the tutelary deities of the crossroads). Augustus reorganized the cult into a worship of
the Lares Augusti along with the Genius Augusti. The associations were led by vicomagistri,
often former slaves, who were allowed to wear the same ceremonial costume as state magistrates as they presided over games, sacrifices, and festivals which they paid for themselves.
Cult to the emperor’s genius was also paid by some households as part of the collective cult of
a family, one that also included the household Lares. The official calendar of the City included
numerous festivals marking the rites of passage of emperors and other members of the imperial house. The seventeenth of January, for example, had been decreed a perpetual holiday by
the Senate to commemorate Tiberius Caesar having dedicated an altar to his father, the deified
Augustus. Some sacral roles came to be reserved for emperors and their relatives: celebrating
a triumph, for example, was a ritual no longer available to those outside the imperial household. Then there were instances in which the emperor was insinuated into great cults. The most
famous example is the Temple of Mars the Avenger, originally vowed to the god by Octavian
and Mark Antony as they waged war on Caesar’s assassins. When finally built, it was located
in the vast Augustan Forum, at the center of which stood a statue of Augustus on a four-horse
chariot. On the pediment of the temple were images of Divus Iulius, Mars, and Venus, the
three gods from whom Augustus claimed descent. A complex program of statues celebrated
the kings of Rome, Augustus’ adopted clan, the gens Iulia, and a succession of Roman heroes.
This forum was not reserved for the cult of Mars, nor just for public display. The Senate met
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here to meet embassies from foreign peoples and to debate (with strict guidance from the emperor) whether or not to declare war. Great families also visited the forum when young men
took on the toga of manhood (Zanker 1987).
Religious authority under the Roman Republic had been characterized by its extreme
dispersal among the aristocratic elite. A very large number of senators were members of one
or another priestly college. Equally, the number of discrete cults and temples was enormous:
there were large numbers of holidays (feriae) and games (ludi), perhaps taking up a third of
the year by the end of the Republic. The streets and squares of the City were thronged with
hundreds of temples. In one way or another, the emperors entered into a great proportion of
these cults. Yet this was far from a free-for-all. The rules, rituals, membership, and formulary
prayers of each one of these associations were tightly regulated, indeed the minute regulation
of cult was a central part of the activity of Roman priestly colleges. This survived the transition from political pluralism to monarchy at the end of the Republic. Emperors simply fitted in
wherever a chance appeared. But it is difficult to detect any co-ordinated plan for the creation
and ordering of what we call imperial cult.
Where should we draw the limits of the imperial cult in the city of Rome? Should we include all the other devices by which emperors gathered religious legitimacy (Gordon 1990a)?
Emperors all held the quasi-religious title Augustus granted to the first emperor by the Senate.
Every emperor held the senior priesthood — pontifex maximus — and he was a member of all
the senior colleges of priests (Stepper 2003). Augustus listed his priesthoods as pontifex maximus, augur, quindecimvir sacris faciundis, septemvir epulonum, frater arvalis, sodalis Titius,
and fetialis. This was an unparalleled accumulation. During the Republic there seems to have
been a normal convention against multiplying priesthoods. Not only was he a member of all
the colleges that counted, but as pontifex maximus he also had some authority over a number of
other priests, including the flamen of Jupiter and the Vestals. Every emperor dedicated and repaired temples in the City. Many initiated new religious festivals such as the Capitoline Games
set up by Domitian or the Saecular Games celebrated by several emperors. All regularly presided over the central religious celebrations of the City, the great games above all. The iconography of emperors included scenes of them performing sacrifice, celebrating triumphs, and
ascending to heaven after their deaths. Poets and orators addressed them as gods and declared
their god-like characteristics (Levene 1997). There was no body in Rome with any religious
authority of which the emperor was not a member. Statues of the emperors were everywhere.
There were, nevertheless, some limits of what was deemed acceptable. No sacrifices, for
example, were performed to living emperors. When Tacitus described how, after the death
of Augustus, all prayers (preces) turned to Tiberius it was a way of expressing the servility
of the Senate. A consistent language emerged. The gods were dei and deae, those emperors
and their relatives who had undergone consecratio were divi and divae, the reigning emperor
might be divi filius, one might sacrifice to his genius, refer to communications from him as
sacrae litterae (sacred letters), but he was positioned quite precisely in relation to gods and
men. As far as we can see, these conventions did not derive from a single edict nor were they
the work of a single authority. Rather, a consensus about what was acceptable emerged from
and was communicated by a series of imperial initiatives — like remodelling the cult of the
Lares Compitales in 7 b.c., or the dedication of an altar to the emperor’s numen by his recently
adopted stepson (and heir designate), probably in a.d. 5 or 6. Those innovations gave the lead
for imitation. On occasion, we might imagine approval was sought for some new cult. This is
more obvious in the case of provincial requests to build temples to deified or living emperors,
several of which are documented. In the provinces too we occasionally glimpse the Roman
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governor quietly giving advice on what forms of cult would be most acceptable (Price 1984a).
This is not to retreat to a vague notion of ruler cult springing up spontaneously. It originated in
complex negotiations in which the center always had the upper hand. But that is not the same
as saying there was a Roman concept of ruler cult, nor that its totality was carefully planned,
and certainly not that its implementation was prosecuted from the imperial palace.

Ruler Cult in Non-Roman Communities
In other religious systems in the empire quite different rules might be applied. By far the
best studied in relation to the imperial cult are the cults of that part of what is now western
Anatolia that formed the Roman province of Asia (Price 1984a). The cult of Roma is well attested in the Republic, and after the transition to monarchy it was directed by Greek communities to the living emperor. The list of emperors honored is, as a result, rather different from the
canonical list of the divi. Greeks had, it seems, no native notion that corresponded to divus, although they encountered the term in Roman usage and occasionally translated it (Price 1984b).
Instead, the living emperor was worshipped as a god. Very early on a tradition emerged in
which the Greek cities of the province collectively built a provincial temple for each individual
living emperor. The emperor might sometimes be associated with other deities. Pergamum had
a temple to Rome and Augustus, Smyrna had one to Tiberius, Livia, and the Senate, and so
on. The City which hosted the temple then took on the title neokoros (lit., “temple warden”)
and hosted an annual festival to this emperor (Burrell 2004). Competition for neocorates was
intense, requiring negotiation among the cities of the province and the approval of Senate and
emperor. The rich epigraphic record of this part of the empire makes it possible to track particularly closely the dynamics of co-operation and rivalry that were articulated through the creation and maintenance of cult at the provincial level. Competition between cities meshed with
competition within each city for local priesthoods of the imperial cult, and also with a competition for the provincial priesthood, the position of Asiarch. Priests of the imperial cult presided
over great games, games at which gladiators — a Roman innovation — fought. The priests
wore headdresses decorated with portrait busts of the emperors, and statues of civic nobles often immortalize them in this costume. Civic coinages bore, among other motifs, images of the
temples of the emperors and their legends proclaimed each city’s neokorates. Occasionally a
temple was reassigned to a new imperial dedicant, especially when an emperor fell from favor,
a risk that faced Greek cult of living rulers in a way it did not face Romans who awaited postmortem consecrations.
Again, these cults did not exhaust what we might call imperial cult. There were oaths to
the emperor, conducted from the reign of the first emperor. Also from Augustus’ reign are inscriptions recording a competition established by the Koinon (the association of Greek cities
in the province) for the best honor for Augustus: it was won by the Roman governor who suggested a synchronism of all the civic calendars of the province so that each began their year on
Augustus’ birthday. Then there were the local decisions to place the statue of the emperor in
the temples of major deities like Artemis of Ephesus. Busts of the emperors were everywhere.
The great Bath-Gymnasium complex at Sardis had a Kaisersaal, a room apparently devoted
to images of the Caesars. Portraits of reigning emperors also appeared on the reverses of base
metal civic coins, as they did on the imperial silver issues that circulated in the same region.
From Asia too it is possible to see how the emperors interacted with these cults. It seems
that the provincial Koinon felt it was prudent, or possibly was required, to submit proposals to emperors before cults were established. Augustus, we are told by a much later source
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(Dio Cassius 51.20.6–9), required the Roman citizens of Asia and the neighboring province
of Bithynia to set up precincts to Divus Julius in the cities of Ephesus and Nicomedia respectively, and at the same time consented to cult being paid to himself in association with Roma
in the cities of Pergamum and Nikaea by the Greek cities of the two provinces. Formally these
were two different kinds of interaction. The status of cult paid by associations of Roman expatriates remained unclear to Romans: they were not exactly sacra publica, since they were
not conducted on Roman soil nor by the Roman state, and in any case in 29 b.c. Octavian/Augustus had no real religious authority (he did not become pontifex maximus until 12 b.c.). But
he was certainly in a quite different relation to embassies from provincial subject approaching
him as de facto representative of the Roman state. When his heir Tiberius was approached with
similar requests he received the embassies in the Senate. But if there was productive ambiguity
in how these different forms of cult were related to each other, each made perfect sense within
their own religious system. In each province, Roman citizens gathered to worship the dead divi
in one city, while the Greek cities worshipped his living successor. We should presume the
rituals too, like the languages employed, were quite different.
Greeks and Romans did not together comprise the entirety of the population of the province of Asia. There were other expatriate communities, such as the Diasporan Jewish communities in the heart of all the major Greek cities. They did not participate in imperial cult, although they made vows for the safety and well-being of the emperor (Williams 1998: 91–92).
And then there were the rural populations, mostly ruled by Greek cities, but speaking a scatter
of other languages. A much later inscription recording the establishment of a great Greek-style
festival in Oenoanda — once Carian, but now thoroughly Hellenized by Hadrian’s reign when
the events in question took place — shows how the surrounding villages were drawn into celebrations that had a place for imperial cult (Wörrle 1988). Villagers were to contribute sacrificial beasts and could presumably attend the festivities. The rhetorical and musical contests in
Greek cannot have impressed them much. All the same, they would be present at sacrifices to
the emperor.
The province of Asia is unusual only in the extent of the documentation available and the
quality of recent studies based on it. In every part of the empire we encounter similar bundles
of cult acts and images, usually in the idiom of the pre-existing religious system of the place
and people concerned. So in Egypt the emperors took their place alongside Ptolemies and earlier pharoahs in the iconography of traditional temples, while their statues were placed next
to those of the gods in Greek-style temples. A series of Caesarea were built dedicated to their
worship in the main cities. Following ethnic violence in Alexandria, the Jewish population
was accused by their Greek enemies of not participating in the worship of Caligula. They responded that they sacrificed prominently on his behalf (but to their own god of course). There
was no Egyptian form of the imperial cult, but the emperors were present in every religious
tradition represented in the province.
Everywhere, there were also many ways of incorporating the emperor into local religion
that stopped short of a public cult with its own priest, temple, and festival. It was common to
set up a statue of an emperor alongside the cult statue of another deity inside his or her temple.
The title theos sunnaos denoted such cohabitation in the Greek world. The statue of an emperor might be carried alongside those of other gods in a procession through a Roman or Greek
city, his name added to a hymn or a prayer. It is not always easy to see where cult ends and
something else — homage? honor? — begins. Are the collections of portrait busts of emperors
in public baths an aspect of emperor worship? What about the near-ubiquitous habit of putting
the emperor’s head on the back of a coin, even for local coinages? What about dedications to
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gods with titles like Mercurius Augustus? Treating these as all part of the imperial cult seems
to empty out the concept of much precise meaning. On the other hand, it is difficult to set a
limit that is not arbitrary. An analogous problem faces archaeologists of early imperial cities. It
is unusual in the extreme for cities not to have prominent temples and statues to emperors and
sometimes to their relatives as well, usually in the central public space. A number of scholars
now write of imperial cult utterly transforming the civic landscape, especially of the new cities
of the west (e.g., Trillmich and Zanker 1990). But these were fast evolving cityscapes in any
case, and to show the worship of the emperors had a place within them is not the same as attributing to it the driving force.
Ubiquity is not the same as uniformity. For this reason I find it hard to see the imperial
cult giving the empire any “symbolic unity” (Hopkins 1978) other than that created by multiple connections between local bodies and the center. If imperial cult had been a sacred scandal, an alien intrusion into every religious system of the empire and a brutal innovation, then
perhaps it might have been recognized as a new and unifying force. But the cults I have been
discussing grew naturally within open systems, drawing in each locality on ancient resources
of ritual and cosmological thought. The person of the emperor was a common focus, but no
more. If all cults led to Rome, it was hardly a well-ordered road network.
How did imperial cult come to be so ubiquitous and so quickly? On the face of it, it is
easier to explain any ubiquitous and broadly synchronous phenomenon in terms of central initiative or organization. But this was apparently not the case. It is clear that many of the above
examples emerged from local initiatives, even if, when it is possible to follow the creation of
a cult in detail, there is often a sense that preliminary conversations had gone on beforehand
between all parties. Ruler cult has been represented as an example of gift-exchange, a rather
special case of the reciprocal relations between gods and humans that seem implicit in much
ancient religion (Price 1984a). There were certainly occasions when representatives of the
center did organize cult, even for non-Roman communities. A series of great monumental altars were set up in the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius, some in Rome — some in the western
provinces — at which collective cult was to be paid by various groups. The imperial prince
Drusus set up one of these at Lyon in Gaul to be the focus of a sanctuary where representatives
of every tribal community would gather every year to elect an annual priest (a sacerdos) of
Rome and Augustus who would then pay for extravagant games. This is pretty clearly modeled on the Asian Koinon. But it rapidly came to serve local ends and took local forms. All
over the Roman world, the various forms that divine kingship took reflected local traditions
and also the balance of power within local communities. A rash of cities named after Caesar or
Augustus were created, many founded by client kings and friends of the new Roman monarch.
Festivals connected with the emperors gave local elites everywhere marvellous opportunities
to associate themselves with the “theodicy of good fortune” that declared the emperor’s rule
just and divinely ordained as well as absolute (Gordon 1990b).
What we should imagine is a densely interconnected Mediterranean world through which
ideas spread rapidly. It was a world used to religious innovation and used to parallel convulsions of politics and cult. That world shared a long heritage of interaction, often at the cultic
level, and was more recently united by the common traumas of conquest and civil war. When
autocracy emerged (or re-emerged) from the convulsions, all parties participated in formulating religious responses. An essential precondition was the readiness of so many local communities to consider such a move. This paper began by arguing that the archaic and classical
Mediterranean was not ruled by secular republics, and that something like ruler cult was already dispersed among the magistrates, priests, and institutions of the city-state. As a result,
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there were few if any communities who did not find some place for the emperors in their ritual
lives. The professions of Christian apologists, like their Jewish predecessors, that they prayed
for the emperor even if not to him, makes perfect sense as the incorporation of the emperor
into their rituals.

Of gods and men
Unlike some Near Eastern writing systems, neither Latin nor Greek had an unambiguous
sign to differentiate gods from men. Indeed a creative and suggestive ambiguity often seems
one of the hallmarks of Roman navigation in these tricky theological waters. Many historians
have found it difficult to imagine sane rational Romans mistaking a fellow human being for
a god. How could the greatest Roman aristocrats who shared the emperor’s table (and sometimes his bed), who plotted against and with him, and perhaps hoped one day to succeed to
the throne, regard the Roman princeps as really divine? Many scholars were tempted to regard
ruler cult as politics, not religion, and its rituals as homage, not worship, seeing the imperial
cult as a pantomime performed for the benefit of easily duped masses. That view is no longer
tenable. Titles, images, temples, altars, and rituals allow no distinction between these rites
and those paid other deities. There is a widespread agreement that Christianizing assumptions
about the category “god” and the centrality of belief (as opposed to practice) have confused
the issue. One view is that the emperor was a god like any other (e.g., Clauss 1999). But for
many of the religious cultures of the empire it is preferable to imagine a continuum stretching
from men to the greatest creator deities. Emperors were the lowest of the gods, and the greatest
of men. They were the greatest of priests and the least of all those beings that were paid cult.
Ruler cult in the Roman world represented, I have argued, a re-emergence in the region of
a very widespread tendency to focus worship on powerful individuals. That tendency is visible
in the Bronze Age, in traditions of archaic kingship, and for that matter in the cults of civic
founders, heroes, and savior figures even in the last millennium b.c. The return of monarchy
following first Alexander’s conquests and then the end of the Roman Republic was accompanied by the return of divine kingship. It was as if divinity was precipitated in the person of
emperors as part of the complex chemical reactions that transformed the ancient world at the
end of the last millennium b.c.
That divine kingship in Rome was never centralized, and never submitted to an orthodoxy
or disciplinary apparatus, is not so strange. For a start, no other public cults were policed
in this way in Rome. Nor was Augustus the first emperor to draw religious legitimacy from
a range of sources. The Achaemenids sponsored Marduk in Babylon, rebuilt the temple of
Yawheh in Jerusalem, protected the gardens of Apollo at Magnesia-on-the-Maeander without
relinquishing the claim that they owed everything to the aid offered by Ahura Mazda. Perhaps
it made little difference in practice whether a monarch claimed the mandate of Heaven, or to
be a living god, or a man who might reasonably expect post-mortem deification. When pagan
polytheism collapsed across much of the Old World during the fourth to seventh centuries
a.d., we might have expected this to be a body-blow to the prestige of divine emperors and
divinely favored kings alike. With that collapse were carried away all the imperial cults of
the Roman world, so closely tied were they into the religious traditions within which they had
grown up. Yet the emperors of Byzantium, the caliphs of Baghdad, and the barbarian kings of
the west seem hardly to have broken pace. Instead they found new ways to stand between their
subjects and the heavens.
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DIVINE KINGSHIP in Mesopotamia,
A Fleeting Phenomenon
Jerrold S. Cooper, Johns Hopkins University
Not long after the middle of the third millennium b.c., Eanatum, ruler1 of Lagash, whose
realm in Sumer extended from Girsu southeastward through Lagash and Niŋen (Nina) to
Guaba on the Persian Gulf, was portrayed in the text of his famous Stele of the Vultures as
sired, suckled, named, and appointed king by the gods, a superman who measured over nine
feet at birth.2 Not long before the middle of the first millennium b.c., Ashurbanipal, king of
an Assyrian empire that stretched from Iran to Egypt, was, we are told, suckled at the four
breasts of Ishtar of Nineveh.3 Neither ruler, however, claimed divinity in his own right; both
were content, as were the vast majority of Mesopotamian sovereigns, to be mediators between
their subjects and the gods. As several contributors have noted, kingship in Mesopotamia was
always sacred, but only rarely divine.
The first Mesopotamian ruler to be deified was Naramsin of Akkade, sometime after the
middle of the twenty-third century b.c., but the practice sputtered out under his son, 4 only
to be revived in the twenty-first century b.c. by the second king of the Third Dynasty of Ur
(Ur III). It continued under his successors, and the successor dynasty of Isin as well as peripheral successor dynasts, sporadically and with diminishing force through the time of Rimsin and
Hammurabi (see Michalowski and Reichel, this volume, for details). Three important questions arise with regard to this phenomenon:
1.

What impelled Naramsin and Shulgi to break with the traditional model of kingship
and become gods?

2.	How did divine kingship differ from traditional kingship and traditional divinity?
3.

Why was divine kingship such a fleeting phenomenon in the millennia-long history of
ancient Mesopotamia?

Addressing the first question, both Michalowski and Winter stress that unlike kings in
Egypt, Mesopotamian kings were not inherently divine. Rather, divine kingship in Mesopotamia was a historically contingent phenomenon. So far, so good, but when it comes to defining
what the specific contingencies may have been in each case, our results tend to be rather banal
or, if more specific, shots in the dark. As Michalowski points out, our sole native explanation
of king becoming god comes from Naramsin’s Bassetki inscription, where we are told that “his
city” requested that the major deities make him a god because “he secured the foundations of
his city in times of trouble,” and that a temple was built for him in the city Akkade. Scholars
assume that the “times of trouble” refers to the Great Rebellion against Naramsin, when armies
1

4

I subscribe fully to Michalowski’s assertion above that
en, lugal, and ensí are “just different local words for”
ruler, used at Uruk, Ur, and Lagash respectively.
2
Frayne 2007: 129f.
3
Livingstone 1997: 476.

Michalowski states that the son “did not aspire to divine status,” but immediately provides evidence to the
contrary. Our sources’ testimony regarding Sharkalisharri’s divine kingship is ambivalent, as he himself may
have been.
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of both southern and northern Babylonia were arrayed against Akkadian forces, and Naramsin
emerged victorious only after chasing his foes over the entire Mesopotamian landscape, as far
as the Jebel Bishri in Syria.5 Yet we cannot probe more deeply, since, as Michalowski tells us,
the chronology of Naramsin’s reign is so uncertain. The most we can do is point to a series of
innovations in his reign and count his deification as another.6 To say that it is historically determined, while certainly the case, is begging the question.
Naramsin is also the only king to be represented with the horned crown of a deity, both
on the justly famous stele that bears his name, 7 and on a spectacular — if genuine — unprovenanced stone mold.8 The former shows Naramsin triumphant over enemies in mountainous
terrain, and the latter portrays the king seated with Ishtar, holding a ring retaining nose ropes
attached to two tribute-bearing mountain gods, and two bound prisoners, each standing on an
architectonic pedestal set against a stylized mountain. Both representations, then, commemorate victories in the eastern mountains, not the defeat of Babylonian rebels. The horned crown
is the visual analogue of the divine determinative that precedes the names of gods in Sumerian
and Akkadian cuneiform,9 and that determinative is preposed to Naramsin’s name on the stele’s inscription. But the determinative is absent in the Bassetki inscription,10 as well as in several other inscriptions that mention the defeat of the Great Rebellion.11 It has been restored for
the inscription on the Pir Hüseyn stele,12 where, however, Naramsin is not wearing a horned
crown. If the restoration is correct, we can reconstruct a process whereby the deification explicitly set forth in the Bassetki inscription was initially not manifest in visual or inscriptional
representations, then appeared first in inscriptions with the use of the divine determinative
(Pir Hüseyn) and only later in visual imagery (the horned crown on the stele and mold). The
horned crown thus is possibly a considerably later component of Naramsin’s representation as
god, which would explain why our only two examples of its use are on monuments that do not
refer to the original motivation for his deification.
Shulgi became a god by the middle of his long reign, but no explicit justification of this
transformation has survived. As with Naramsin, his deification is just one of many innovations
associated with his rule, and specifically with its midpoint. 13 As Michalowski tells us, the year
names of Shulgi’s first twenty years are primarily concerned with cultic matters, but from his
twenty-first year on, we hear mainly about military expeditions. This suggests that after two
relatively peaceful decades, Shulgi had to mount a vigorous two-decade long response to external threats. If his deification was one response to these threats, then, like Naramsin, and as
Michalowski suggests, Shulgi was proclaimed divine not as the culmination of a successful
reign, but in the wake of near fatal collapse. In both cases, what may have been portrayed as a
reward for valiant defense of the homeland might really have been part of an attempt to reconstitute a more robust notion of kingship, or, in Michalowski’s terms, a reinvention of the state.
Unfortunately, we have no preserved commemorative monuments of Shulgi or of his deified

5

Wilcke 1997.
Westenholz 1999.
7
See the references given by Winter, and her figure 1.
8
That the stele is a masterpiece should not blind us to
the fact that other Naramsin monuments may have been
more ordinary, as is his fragmentary monument from
Pir Hüseyn. The mold (Hansen 2002) reminds us of the
great difficulties in authenticating unique unprovenanced
6

works, and how much information is lost when objects
are looted rather than properly excavated.
9
Cf. Winter, above.
10
Frayne 1993: E2.1.4.10.
11
Frayne 1993: 116.
12
Frayne 1993: E2.1.4.24.
13
Sallaberger 1999; Michalowski, above.
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successors, so we can’t say if divine kingship was expressed visually in the Ur III period by
portraying the ruler wearing a horned crown. 14
What were the perks of divine kings? What difference did it make in how the ruler perceived his role vis-à-vis his subjects, and how those subjects perceived and behaved toward the
ruler? Here, on the one hand, we can cite the evidence for an actual royal cult, complete with
temple, discussed most thoroughly by Reichel, or the effusive hymns written to deified kings,
or Shulgi’s ascent to heaven following his death, or the possibility — joining danger to pleasure — of bedding the goddess Inana/Ishtar in the sacred marriage. On the other hand, Selz’s
discussion of the category “god” in ancient Mesopotamia is most useful. Within that category,
the divine king is hardly the prototype that springs to mind. Rather, and despite our great distance from the ancients in every respect, it is safe to say that a Babylonian would sooner think
of one of the great gods or perhaps a personal god as the prototypical member of the category.
In that category’s hierarchy, the divine king would probably rank higher than most of the deified objects and offices mentioned by Selz, but it is not certain where among the lesser deities
he might rank, or even if he would rank above, say, the emblem of an important god.
The changes wrought by deification of the ruler seem purely ideological, designed to bolster the notion of king as god, but changing the practice of kingship little if at all. The strong
ruler gained no additional power from his godship, so it seems, nor was a weak ruler like
Ibbisin protected by it. After the middle of the second millennium, there were great and mighty
kings in Mesopotamia whose power was in no way constrained by their ordinary mortality.
The two examples in the first paragraph of this response bracket the enormous chronological range of the Mesopotamian rulers who claimed participation in some aspect of the divine
without actually proclaiming themselves god. Here we must invoke Selz’s fuzzy category
boundaries: the king is not god but partakes of the divine, and is human, but without many of
the limitations of the prototypical human being.
Winter has pointed out that even the Stele of Naramsin expresses a certain ambivalence
toward royal divinity,15 and we might say that the ascription of near-divine qualities and abilities to kings who are not deified expresses a certain ambivalence toward royal mortality. Yet
despite this latter ambivalence, none of the great and powerful rulers of Mesopotamia after
the time of Hammurabi of Babylon became god. Ashurbanipal and Nebuchadnezzar ruled
empires of roughly comparable size, yet, as Ehrenberg emphasizes, both the written and visual manifestations of their kingship could not be more different. If we can understand that
Neo-Babylonian monarchs, who portray themselves as humble servants of the gods, would be
very unlikely to consider self-deification, the resistance of the Neo-Assyrian kings, who styled
themselves both visually and in writing as mighty warriors and deputies of the gods, is more
difficult to comprehend.
14

Canephore figurines of Ur III rulers would not be appropriate vehicles for displaying the horned crown, and
other statuettes are acephalous. That large Ur III narrative commemorative monuments once existed is certain
from the descriptions accompanying the Old Babylonian copies of inscriptions on the monuments of Shusin
(Frayne 1997: E3/2.1.4.1–9). The statue of the Ur III
contemporary Puzur-Ishtar of Mari seems to show him
wearing a horned crown, but the inscription on the statue
does not prepose the divine determinative to his name
(Frayne 1997: E3/2.4.5). If this practice — horned
crown without divine determinative — is modeled on
the practice of the rulers of Ur, they, too, must have been

portrayed horned. But unlike the rulers of Ur, PuzurIshtar does not use the divine determinative, so that the
practice on this statue is opposite to that on Naramsin’s
Pir Hüseyn monument, described above (but cf. Blocher
1999, who argues that Puzur-Ishtar’s horns were added
only in the Neo-Babylonian period).
15
Similar ambivalence appears on the stone mold, where,
facing the goddess Ishtar, Naramsin in horned crown sits
holding a ring to which are tethered defeated enemies
and their gods. Ishtar holds the wrist of the hand in
which Naramsin holds the ring, and the ropes pass from
the ring through the goddess’s other hand before reaching the captives.
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Resistance to transgressing the fuzzy boundary between human and divine is not a marker
of first-millennium kingship only. It had been there from the beginning — so, Eanatum, supersized divine progeny, remained a mortal — was responsible for the detectable ambivalence
toward divine kingship during the relatively short period of experimentation with the idea, and
led to its permanent demise thereafter, persisting through regimes and dynasties with varied
conceptions of kingship. We can’t say much more, except that since divine kingship crossculturally seems to be the exception rather than the rule, there could well be some basic human
cognitive resistance to pushing any living mortal fully into the category of the divine.
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When Gods Ruled:
Comments on Divine Kingship
Kathleen D. Morrison, University of Chicago
While there is probably no form of political power which exists entirely independent of
structured belief systems, the institution of divine kingship is surely one of the most extreme
manifestations of the entanglement of religion and rule. Although it might seem that kings
who were not only, in Winter’s (this volume) words, “infused with the divine,” but who had
actually achieved divinity themselves would always be the most powerful political leaders, in
fact, historical analysis suggests certain ambiguities and difficulties in the exercise of political
power, difficulties not always erased by an assumption of godhead. As the papers in this volume illustrate, there is no simple relationship between the effective exercise of power and what
might be glossed as the degree of divinity, though they also show a consistent pattern of striving toward political power that seems often to accompany claims of divine kingship.
What this formulation implicitly suggests, of course, is that “political power” is somehow
different from religious position — more material, secular, even more “real.” Clearly, both binaries — “religion” and “power” — could be destabilized to positive effect and indeed in most
of the cases considered in this volume, the boundaries between these categories are diffuse.
What models of the state such as Geertz’ (1988) Theater State, Tambiah’s (1976) Galactic
Polity, and Stein’s (1980) Segmentary State (after Southall 1956) point out, albeit in different
ways, is the importance of seeing ritual power as political, with theorists such as Geertz going
so far as to see the ritual action of the state as fully constituting the state itself. It is, however,
not necessary to adopt this perspective to realize that religion, ritual, and belief need to be an
integral part of the theorization of politics, that religion is as “real” a component of the state as
are resource flows.
Whether or not we wish to conceive of religion as a kind of Marxian veil over material
relations of power is, to some extent, a matter of taste, but clearly, an understanding of the
potential significance of the repeated recurrence of divine kingship in many times and places
needs to take into account both the specifics of local belief systems as well as the strategies of
rulers and flows of resources and personnel. Are there consistent contexts in which such claims
are made, accepted, or rejected? Are particular religious traditions more amenable to claims of
divinity by sitting or deceased rulers? How about particular political forms, such as incorporative empires? The authors in this volume consider these (and other) questions primarily in
light of detailed analyses of specific cases, including instances in which attempts to delineate a
divine kingship never got fully established (China), kings marked as divine were relatively uncommon (Mesopotamia), kings are always divine but not powerful (contemporary Akwapim),
divine and powerful (Egypt, Maya), semi-divine (Rome), and so on. Such a range of case
studies makes this book a critical resource for answering these general questions.
Moving from a more generic notion of religion to specific concepts of divinity and indeed
from a general notion of power to specific ideas of sovereignty highlights some of the variability in these concepts evident historically and geographically. Most critical, perhaps, for the
authors in this volume, is the issue of the partibility of both divinity and sovereignty — can
267
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either be shared? If so, how fungible might they be and how expansive? Woolf (this volume)
considers the “dispersal” of divinity during both the Republic and the Roman empire, a situation in which the sharing and spreading of divinity was apparently seen as reasonable. In his
discussion of China, Puett (this volume) analyses several competing claims about the nature
of kingship with the hindsight of long-term historical experience, making the critical point that
even within an apparently unified context, there existed multiple viewpoints and contested formulations, a point also stressed by Winter (this volume). Puett’s account points to a situation
in which the establishment of a system of divine kingship was thwarted, an important counterexample to the other case studies presented here.
Using Foucault as a springboard, Bernbeck’s paper (this volume) considers how it might
be possible to “close the gap” between humans and the divine in situations where the distance
seems great, such as the relatively closed monotheistic programs of Christianity and Islam,
as well as in instances where humans and the divine are not so widely separated. While all
the papers in this volume pose critical questions, such as how kingship was understood, how
sovereignty was realized in courtly life, and how concepts of divine kingship emerged, fewer
take up the broader comparative issues Bernbeck’s paper addresses. Building on Battaglia’s
(1997) notion of “ambiguation,” that is, either a concealment or revelation of agency that creates ambiguity in human and divine relationships and roles, Bernbeck proposes ambiguation as
a political strategy leading to divine kingship. This provocative analysis, of course, also invites
response. While Bernbeck’s discussion opens up consideration of religion and the divine as
well as of political power, a factor perhaps insufficiently explored in the papers as a whole, his
(perhaps implicit) framework of probabilities for deified kingship seems somewhat exception
prone. For example, while the fungibility of human and divine attributes is extremely high in
Hindu religious traditions, in fact truly deified rulers are rare in South Asia. In India, in particular, both shared divinity and shared sovereignty were the norm and, despite persistent royal
strategies such as symbolic associations with the ideal god-king Rama, kings themselves were
generally not regarded as gods. Certainly, political leadership was (and is) consistently infused
with the divine, a fact clearly seen in the recent political success of several film stars famous
for their depictions of gods and religious leaders in the cinema. In Hinduism’s exported variants in Southeast Asia, however, deified rulers were common, suggesting that more than
simply the structural possibilities of religious systems are at issue, as indeed Bernbeck is well
aware.
On what is perhaps the other end of the spectrum, one might imagine that Islamic or
Christian traditions would completely exclude any possibility for divine kings. This is not
entirely untrue, though one thinks immediately of the Mughal emperor Akbar who, although
Muslim, developed a kind of syncretic royal religion, Din-I-Ilahi, which included elements of
ruler deification. Admittedly, this did not outlast him, but as Woolf notes (this volume), even
post-pagan Roman rulers “found new ways to stand between their subjects and heaven” notwithstanding the great distance between god and man in Christian traditions. All this makes us
aware that there are no simple relationships between structures of belief and the entanglements
of religion and power; indeed, the contributors to this volume make the important point that
such relationships are generally both contested and recursive. At the same time, the lack of a
simple relationship does not mean the lack of any relationship at all — clearly, we have some
way to go in understanding the range of forms, past and present, presented by actually existing
systems of power and religion, to say nothing of the causal interrelationships between these
factors.
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Several papers in this collection also raise critical questions about the actual practices of
divine kingship, what one might think of as the practical, logistical issues of living with and
relating to a god on earth. One senses that divine kings lived in a world hedged with ritual and
elaborate protocol, separated from human society, an existence perhaps very trying and not as
glamorous as one might first imagine. Gilbert’s (this volume) descriptions of contemporary
Akwapim divine kings in Africa reveal a ruler curiously non-agentive, a ceremonial object apparently limited as much as empowered by his own divinity.
Friedel (this volume), further, reminds us of the material as well as managerial responsibilities of divine kings. Maya kings, associated with the maize god, had to actually assure that
there was maize to eat by producing good harvests on a regular basis. Close identification with
nature can indeed present a problem when nature misbehaves, especially if we insist on the
secular view that even divine kings did not actually have supernatural powers. Friedel notes
that although Maya kings were clearly divinized, divinity did not necessarily translate into
unchecked power, noting that the entire system of divine kingship appears to have collapsed
following a period of sectarian wars, droughts, and crop failures. As Puett and Lincoln also
demonstrate, the assumption of divine status provides no assurance of total control nor indeed
of the perpetuation of the institution of divine kingship itself. As Gilbert explains, the divine
king carries on his shoulders a dreadful responsibility, with her description of the de-stooling
of the Akwapim king relatively benign in contrast to the many examples of regicide she cites,
the crime which so fascinated Frazier.
Rather than assuming a binary opposition between the sacred and the profane, it may indeed be useful to consider deification in terms of degree rather than fixed identity (admittedly,
the nature of the evidence makes this difficult in many instances, as in the much-discussed
case of Shulgi in ancient Mesopotamia). Woolf notes, for example, some of the limits to emperor deification in Rome. No sacrifices were made to living emperors and emperors and their
relatives who had undergone consecratio were clearly distinguished linguistically from both
gods and humans. Indeed, more general cultural-religious strategies for the construction of intermediate categories of divinity — saints, heroes, prophets, and other agents of the divine —
might be key to understanding explicitly political strategies of rule which, to varying degrees,
reference, share in, or even co-opt the divine realm entirely.
Finally, let us consider the inverse, or perhaps close relative of the divine king — the ruling god. Winter brings to our attention the prevalence of the ancient Near Eastern concept of
gods as kings, a pattern also evident in pre-colonial South Asia, where Hindu deities were often represented as being the actual rulers of a kingdom, with the king and his family the God’s
(or Goddess’) chief devotees. Clearly, human relationships and understandings of human society constitute powerful metaphors for both natural and supernatural worlds. Gods may have
families, children, disagreements, social positions, and they may rule or even be deposed.
Even when the natural world is represented as the inspiration for understanding human
politics — Aesop’s fables, the Panchatantra, even the “law of the fishes” — animal models
provide a transparent medium for distinctly human moral lessons. 1 Animals live in “kingdoms”
and have “kings,” a role usually filled by an apex predator such as the lion or jaguar, though
1

The Panchatantra is a collection of stories, perhaps already quite old, made between the third and fifth centuries a.d. Much like Aesop’s fables, they teach simple
moral lessons using tales of animals and magic. In Sanskrit literature, the “law of the fishes” (the larger fish
eats the smaller, and so on, quite similar to the notion

of the “law of the jungle”) represents an apology for the
institution of kingship. Without kings, the natural order
of things would ensure that the strong rule the weak and
disharmony would prevail. Kings, however, protect their
subjects and bring an ordered existence out of anarchy
(e.g., Smith 2003).
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other animals also variously enjoy royal associations. Like humans, some animals are more
equal than others. Human rulers, as various contributors to this volume note, freely borrow the
power and energy of their “peers,” whether those are gods, lions, elephants, or neighboring
dynasts. This riot of political opportunism, in a cynical reading, or, somewhat less cynically,
participation in historically and culturally rich languages of power and authority, seems to be
a general strategy of rule, an effort which only at some times and places resulted in divine
kings. While depictions of kings overcoming lions and other powerful beasts, as well as those
of defeat and humiliation of human enemies, appear as almost stock images in the cases discussed in this volume, contests between gods and humans appear to be less overt. Perhaps it
is generally too risky to overthrow a god (or commission a sculpture of yourself doing so), a
more prudent strategy being, “if you can’t beat them, join them.” This limitation (though the
followers of problematic divine competitors always seem to be fair game) indeed makes the
ability of both the political and belief systems to accommodate shared divinity, and perhaps
shared sovereignty, critical, as Bernbeck points out. Divine kingship, rather than representing
a strange, isolated, and somewhat exotic category, an intellectual legacy carried down to us
from Frazier, may represent simply one (or really several) potential outcome of more general
strategies of rule that can be observed elsewhere. Indeed, the cases discussed in this volume,
with the interesting exception of Egypt, suggest that the institution of divine kingship may be
a rarely achieved, often unstable form, albeit one in which the diverse worlds of humanity,
nature, and the supernatural come together in a kind of orgy of ambiguation, creating openings
for new understandings of what it means to be human and, indeed, divine.
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